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OSWEGO LAKE INTERCEPTOR SEWER  
UPGRADE PROJECT PREDESIGN, PHASE 1 

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
 
This summary provides an overview of Phase 1 of the Lake Interceptor Upgrade Project Predesign, 
including the alternatives evaluation process and significant findings, cost estimates, and 
recommendations.  The Phase 1 predesign effort is primarily focused on evaluating in-lake gravity 
replacement options to address capacity and structural deficiencies in the existing interceptor system.  
The in-lake gravity replacement alternatives, remaining after the screening process was conducted in 
Phase 1, can be categorized primarily by their support systems:  pile-supported and buoyant.  In this 
report, options are evaluated and recommendations made relative to alignment, materials, and sizing 
of various system components.   
 
An around-the-lake pumping option is also examined briefly in Phase 1, though in much less detail 
than the in-lake options, to determine whether it merits further consideration.  As the Phase 1 cost 
estimates and other evaluation criteria do not clearly favor the in-lake gravity option over around-
the-lake pumping, a second phase predesign effort was undertaken in April 2006 to evaluate several 
pumping alternatives, including an in-depth look at the preferred around-the-lake pumping 
alternative initially developed in Phase 1.  Phase 2 results will be presented in a separate report, 
though preliminary cost updates for around-the-lake pumping are also presented in this final version 
of the Phase 1 report. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The primary conclusions from Phase 1 are listed below. 

1. Costs for all alternatives have increased significantly from the feasibility-level estimates 
provided by a prior consulting team in 2001.  Capital costs in December 2006—
including a 30 percent contingency and a 25 percent allowance for design, construction 
management, easements, and administration costs—range from $66 million to 
$69 million for the in-lake buoyant alternatives and up to $78 million for in-lake pile-
supported system.  Capital costs for around-the-lake pumping, including a 50 percent 
contingency suitable for this preliminary stage, are estimated at $63 million. 

2. Inflation of costs in the construction industry has far outpaced most other sectors of the 
economy in recent years and this trend is expected to continue for the foreseeable future.  
An allowance of 10 percent per year from December 2006 to the mid-point of 
construction, anticipated to be in September 2010, is applied to the above capital costs to 
account for this escalation.  The resulting costs for escalation alone range from 
$27 million for the around-the-lake pumping system up to $34 million for the pile-
supported system; escalation for buoyant alternatives is estimated at $28 to $30 million. 
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3. The present worth of O&M and replacement costs for various components over the 
75-year design life of the system, range from $6 million for the in-lake buoyant HDPE 
gravity options to $14 million for in-lake steel pipe gravity options to $30 million for 
around-the-lake pumping. 

4. For much of the in-lake portion of the interceptor, a buoyant piping system provides the 
most reliable, economical, long-lived solution of the in-lake gravity alternatives.  

5. The buoyant system uses high density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe held to the proper 
grade by tethers fastened to anchors drilled and grouted into bedrock underlying lake 
sediments.  High thermal expansion/contraction of HDPE and a wide temperature 
variation in the lake require the pipe to be installed on a sinuous alignment to minimize 
grade variation.  Maintaining a uniform downward grade within acceptable tolerances is 
the key challenge of the buoyant system.  This can be confidently addressed through 
careful analysis, design, and installation methods. 

6. Though all components of the buoyant system have a long track record in equal or more 
demanding conditions, their combined application in a grade-sensitive sanitary 
interceptor sewer is new.     

7. A pile-supported system is also feasible but is more costly, and its longevity would be 
less than the buoyant system due to eventual corrosion of the associated steel pipe.  
However, at either end of the lake, where excavation is required for pipe installation, a 
pile-supported system may prove in final design to be preferred over the buoyant system.  

8. A drawdown of the lake is required to construct upgrades to certain buried portions of 
the interceptor system in dry conditions.  In general terms, the longer and greater the 
drawdown that can be provided, the lower the project cost, the less burdensome the 
regulatory permit conditions due to less sediment disturbance into the water column, and 
the greater the contractor interest in the project.   

9. Specifically, a minimum 16-foot drawdown is needed to accomplish in dry conditions the 
pipe replacement work requiring excavation at the west end of the lake (common to all 
alternatives).  A 24-foot drawdown would allow excavation to be accomplished in dry 
conditions at the east end of the lake (in-lake alternative only).  A drawdown that 
includes the dry season summer months would offer higher productivity due to better 
working conditions but would eliminate a summer boating season.  Several separate 
short-duration drawdown periods of several months each, rather than a single 8-12 
month period, would cause construction inefficiencies, higher costs, higher risk, and a 
lower level of interest from contractors.   

10. Peak wet weather flow projections at ultimate buildout made by Crawford Engineering 
Associates in earlier studies must be reviewed in Phase 2 to confirm sizing for new 
piping and pump stations.   

11. Though the City has separate sanitary sewer and storm drain systems, rehabilitation of 
upstream tributary sewer basins must be performed on an ongoing basis to reduce 
infiltration/inflow (I/I) of groundwater and stormwater into the sewer system.  This 
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work has already begun and must continue even after construction of the upgraded 
interceptor system.  The required level of annual investment in this program will be 
determined by the pace of future growth and by updated flow projections from Phase 2.  
The goal is to prevent overflows in the 25-year recurrence wet weather event.  To 
effectively reduce I/I, service laterals on private property must be included in the 
program. 

12. Several key non-technical issues must be resolved for any replacement option to have a 
high likelihood of successful completion.  These include:  successful negotiation of new 
easements with the Lake Oswego Corporation, including terms of a lake drawdown to 
sufficient depth and for sufficient duration to accomplish the buried pipe replacement in 
dry conditions; securing the required regulatory permits with reasonable terms and 
conditions; and obtaining sufficient construction access points and staging areas.  The in-
lake options have the added concern of whether there would be sufficient interest from 
marine contractors to compete for this project. 

 
Figure 1 shows an overall view of the existing system as well as the extent and preferred alignment 
for the in-lake gravity alternative.  Figure 2 shows the location of pump stations and pipelines for 
the around-the-lake alternative.  Specific reaches of the interceptor, including manhole numbers, 
referred to in this summary, can be located on these figures.   

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE 

This section includes descriptions of the existing Lake Interceptor system, known deficiencies, 
consequence of failure, objectives for the predesign project, and the predesign consultant team and 
scope of work. 

Existing System 

The City of Lake Oswego owns and operates the existing Lake Interceptor sanitary sewer system, 
which comprises nearly 28,000 feet of 12-inch to 36-inch-diameter cast iron and concrete cylinder 
pipe constructed in the early 1960s.  Of this total length, 24,000 feet lie within the main lake, bays, 
and canals of Oswego Lake and the remaining 4,000 feet is on land, between the east end of the lake 
and the City of Portland’s Tryon Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant (TCWTP).  The line at both the 
west and east ends of the lake, including in the bays and canals, is buried while much of the line in 
the main lake, more than 9,000 feet, is supported above the lake bed on a pile foundation.  The 
onshore interceptor becomes two parallel lines just upstream of the TCWTP and the last 400 to 
500 feet of each of these lines is elevated above grade on concrete piers.  There are also several 
smaller diameter, local collector sewers located within the main lake, bays, and canals, however 
assessment of these lines are beyond the scope of this study. 
 
The lake is owned and operated by the Lake Oswego Corporation (LOC), whose shareholders are 
the waterfront property owners surrounding the lake.  Some portions of the existing in-lake lines are 
in easements obtained from the LOC while others are located on property owned in fee by the City. 
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Known Structural and Capacity Deficiencies 

Separate evaluations of the in-lake portion of the system, completed by another consulting 
engineering team in 2000 and 2001, determined that 77 percent of the total in-water footage, nearly 
19,000 feet, has serious hydraulic capacity and structural support deficiencies which prevent the 
interceptor from reliably conveying design flows.  The capacity deficiencies have resulted in backups 
and overflows of untreated sewage during severe wet weather conditions.  Continued growth will 
result in greater frequency of these events unless the system is upgraded.    
 
The structural support problems pose a serious risk to pipeline reliability.  The pile system that 
supports the 9,200 feet of the in-water interceptor was designed and built prior to the advent of 
modern seismic design practices.  Prior studies estimated that the Scotts Mill earthquake in 1993 
likely resulted in peak ground acceleration, a term used to describe the shaking force, at the site on 
the order of 5 percent of the force of gravity (0.05 g).  The pipeline appears to have adequately 
withstood this event; however, this level of shaking is not an adequate design standard, as the 
estimated probability of an event causing equal or greater ground accelerations within the next 
25 years is 30 percent.  Estimates of minimum ground accelerations sufficient to cause pipeline 
failures are beyond the scope of this Phase 1 study but should be included in Phase 2 to better 
quantify seismic risk. 
 
Prior evaluations also concluded that rehabilitation of the existing support system and augmenting 
the capacity with an additional pipeline is not practical and that a replacement interceptor on a new 
support system is the best solution.  
 
Table 1 summarizes the capacity and structural deficiencies noted for each reach of existing pipe.  
One reach is also noted as having pipe in poor condition based on an internal structural condition 
assessment using TV inspection records. 

Table 1.  Summary of Existing Interceptor Deficiencies 

Existing known deficiencies 

Location description Manhole numbers 
Inadequate 

capacity 
Inadequate 

pile/pier support 
Poor pipe 
condition 

Main Canal 56 to 10     
West Bay 1 to 9      
West End 9 to 11    
Blue Heron 12 to 11     
Main Lake 11 to 22    
Lakewood Bay 22 to 27      
State Street 27 to 30      
Foothills Road 30 to 35      
Tryon Creek buried 35 to 40 and 35 to 46      
Tryon Creek elevated 40 to 48 and 46 to 48     
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Consequence of Failure 

The consequence of failure for the Lake Interceptor is much higher than for most sewers:   several 
million gallons per day of raw sewage would discharge directly into the lake from the open upstream 
end of a break, and lake water would drain through the downstream break at the rate of the 
surcharge capacity of the downstream system—roughly 10 to 15 million gallons per day.  Emergency 
temporary repairs would likely take weeks, or longer, to implement, depending on how widespread 
the failure.  Performance of the TCWTP during this period would be severely impaired.  
Maintenance of a system of temporary diesel engine-driven pumps and diversion pipelines would be 
required for many months, or longer, to bypass sewage around damaged segments while a 
replacement interceptor is designed and built. 

Predesign Project Objectives 

The City undertook this predesign project to define and evaluate alternatives to replace the existing 
interceptor and support system so that capacity and structural deficiencies would be reliably 
addressed for the long-term.  The major objectives for the replacement system are that it be feasible 
and reliable, defined in more detail as follows: 

 
 Feasible in all respects, including: 

• technical 
• public acceptance 
• regulatory permits 
• cost 

 Reliable in terms of:  

• dependability and ease of operations and maintenance (O&M) 
• longevity (75 years minimum), including seismic and corrosion resistance 

 
Two seismic design standards were selected with City staff at the outset of the project: 
 

 Withstand without damage the earthquake that has a ground acceleration with a 
50 percent probability of exceedance in 100 years.  

 Survive, without catastrophic or crippling damage at any location, the earthquake that 
has a ground acceleration with a 10 percent probability of exceedance in 100 years. 

An additional design standard selected by the City for sizing the replacement pipe is that it should be 
able to pass the peak hour wet weather storm flow with 25-year recurrence at future ultimate 
buildout conditions. 
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Predesign Team and Scope of Work 

In June 2002, the City selected a consultant team led by Brown and Caldwell.  The original scope of 
work was to identify and evaluate in-water replacement alternatives, along with supporting tasks for 
geotechnical investigation, hydraulic modeling, structural evaluation, regulatory permitting, easement 
negotiation, public information, and survey.  Evaluation of alternatives to upgrade the support of 
the elevated segments near the TCWTP was also included. 
 
The original contract scope and budget was later modified to include additional geotechnical 
investigation.  Subsequent scope adjustments were made with no change to the budget.  These 
included two significant additions—TV inspection and condition assessment of the entire system 
and evaluation of a City staff-developed alternative to route flows around the lake via a new system 
of pump stations and pipelines—which were balanced by scaling back public information, 
permitting, and easement negotiation efforts and replacing predesign report preparation with 
technical memoranda and an executive summary. 
 
As the work progressed, Brown and Caldwell elected to expand, at no change in the budget, the 
scope of services provided to include retaining a number of additional specialists to assure key issues 
were addressed to the extent possible.  The final consultant team and services performed are listed 
in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Lake Interceptor Upgrade Predesign Consultant Team 

Firm name Service provided 
Brown and Caldwell Lead consultant, project management, condition assessment, identification and evaluation of 

alternatives, recommended improvements including preliminary design drawings, and cost 
estimating 

KPFF Consulting 
Engineers 

Structural, including seismic, evaluation of support systems and pipelines 

Shannon & Wilson Geotechnical and geophysical investigations, analyses, and interpretations 
Adolfson Associates Environmental permitting 
David Evans and 
Associates 

Environmental permitting with focus on sediment testing 

Right-of-Way 
Associates 

Assistance with easement negotiation process with LOC and other landowners along the 
pipeline corridor  

Jeanne Lawson & 
Associates 

Public information and involvement 

Minister & Glaeser Bathymetric and onshore surveying 
Makai Ocean 
Engineering 

Detailed evaluation of a buoyant high density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe alternative 

Al Powers Retired marine contractor to provide input on alternatives, constructability issues, and cost 
estimates 

Pipe Experts TV inspection of the entire interceptor system 
Fisher Composite 
Technologies 

Evaluation of a carbon fiber resin pipe material that would have no thermal 
expansion/contraction and no corrosion issues 

Corrosion Probe Corrosion engineer to review lake water quality data and comment on longevity of various 
construction materials 
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Shannon & Wilson’s Predesign Geotechnical Report, dated August 26, 2005, was previously 
submitted to the City as a separate document.  

INTERCEPTOR UPGRADE ALTERNATIVES 

This section includes a list of the major alternatives considered for upgrading the system, results of a 
preliminary screening process, a description of the alternatives evaluated in depth, and a listing of 
alternatives applicable to specific reaches. 

Alternatives Identification and Preliminary Screening 

The alternatives initially evaluated to address these deficiencies included: 

 Continued O&M only 
 Construct new tunnel under or around the lake 
 Construct new around-the-lake pumping and conveyance system  
 Replace/rehabilitate existing system in-place  
 Construct new pile-supported interceptor on new alignment  
 Construct new buoyant interceptor on new alignment  

 
Preliminary screening in Technical Memorandum No. 2 – Alternatives Identification eliminated 
several of these alternatives as follows: 

 Continued O&M.  This option does not resolve the capacity and structural issues for much 
of the system but is appropriate for limited, specific segments.  Ongoing, routine inspection is still 
required to determine the appropriate timing for future rehabilitation or replacement work that will 
eventually be needed. 

 New Tunnel.  Tunneling requires risky, expensive construction.  It requires excessive depth 
to be in rock under the lake and at the downstream end would require pumping up 150-feet for 
entry to the TCWTP.  Intermediate connections under the lake would not be possible so additional 
pump stations and conveyance lines would be required.  An around-the-lake tunnel alignment is 
shallower but requires tunneling beneath numerous existing homes and expensive connecting drop 
shafts or pump stations and pipelines to convey flow from tributary lines.  Identifying in advance 
variable rock conditions and mitigating for these conditions during construction present additional 
risks of cost overruns.  

 Replace/Rehabilitate Existing System In-Place.  Risk of seismic failure is not 
appreciably reduced by adding rock anchors, strengthening ties and caps, or adding some additional 
piles, as the existing piles are significantly undersized and would be vulnerable in an earthquake or 
landslide along the steep lake shore.  Installation of replacement piles would be required, which 
would be very risky to the existing pipeline.  Corrosion of the existing steel piles has likely advanced 
to the point that integrity of the existing piles is threatened.  This alternative is appropriate for 
limited, specific onshore segments only. 
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Table 3 lists the applicable alternatives for each reach in the Lake Interceptor system.  Only the 
Main Lake, Main Canal, West End, and Blue Heron reaches have more than one alternative 
potentially applicable.  Reaches for which only one alternative are appropriate are not included in 
any further evaluation.  The recommended work for all reaches is included in the Recommended 
Improvements section.   

Table 3.  Alternative Applicability by Reach 

Alternatives 

Location description Manhole numbers 
Continued 

O&M2 
Replace/ 

rehab in-place
Pile support new 

alignment 
Buoyant new 

alignment 
Around-
the-lake

Main Canal 56 to 10         
West Bay 1 to 9         
West End 9 to 11     1  1  
Blue Heron 12 to 11     1  1  
Main Lake 11 to 22         
Lakewood Bay 22 to 27        
State Street 27 to 30        
Foothills Road 30 to 35        

Tryon Creek buried 
35 to 40 and 

35 to 46        

Tryon Creek elevated 
40 to 48 and  

46 to 48         
1 For the West End and Blue Heron reaches, the Pile Supported and Buoyant alternatives are likely to be on the same alignments as 
the existing rather than on new alignments as implied by the alternative names; however, the Pile Supported and Buoyant alternative 
labels are used as they better describe the optional methodologies by which replacement would be accomplished compared to the 
Replace In-Place alternative.  

2 Pipe in reaches identified as applicable for Continued O&M is adequately sized, is not pile-supported, and was not shown by internal 
TV inspection to have deteriorated significantly.  However, these reaches do not currently have a 75-year remaining useful life.  Like 
any important element of the City’s infrastructure, they should be inspected every few years to determine optimum timing for 
eventual rehabilitation/replacement work. 

Alternatives Description 

The three alternatives carried forward for more detailed evaluation include the around-the-lake 
option and the two in-lake solutions:  pile supported and buoyant.  The two in-lake alternatives are 
developed in detail in Technical Memorandum No. 4 – Alternatives Evaluation.  The City prepared 
a brief feasibility analysis of the around-the-lake option which is included as part of the evaluation 
process.  A brief description of these alternatives is provided below. 

 
 Around-the-Lake Pumping and Conveyance System.  To replace the undersized and 
pile-supported segments of the interceptor system with an around-the-lake solution requires 
construction of six pump stations and force mains to convey the tributary flows to existing or new 
gravity sewers.  The new pump stations would be located along the lakeshore at or near the points 
where existing tributary sewers enter the interceptor.   
 
Siting each pump station would be challenging due to proximity to residences.  In some cases, the 
only suitable sites are in parks/easements that provide lake access to neighboring property owners.  
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Pump stations would include emergency power supplies, noise and odor control facilities, and 
architecturally pleasing buildings to minimize the impacts on the lake and surrounding community.   
 
This alternative still requires significant in-lake work in the West End, Blue Heron, and Main Canal 
reaches of the system.  In the West End and Blue Heron reaches, either a buoyant or pile-supported 
system is required.  
 
This alternative could also be applied in part to supplement capacity of the undersized Main Canal 
Trunk.  A new pump station would be required at Bryant Road with a parallel force main that 
discharges either to Manhole Nos. 9, 10, or 11.  

 New Pile-Supported Interceptor.  In this alternative, the majority of the in-water 
interceptor would be replaced on piles on a new alignment.  An Alignment Selection Workshop was 
conducted with City staff and LOC representatives in 2002 to review geotechnical data that had 
been compiled and to select a preferred route for the in-water reaches.  The proposed alignment 
shown in Figure 1 was chosen.  This alignment places the interceptor in the most geologically stable 
location, furthest from the steep slopes of the lake shore and the formations near the middle of the 
lake. 
 
The piles would typically extend to bedrock, which varies from approximately 35 to 150 feet below 
the lakebed.  Piles, pile caps and pipe supports would be designed to withstand the design seismic 
event while keeping the pipe securely held in place.  Rock anchors may be required to provide 
tension capacity for the piles where bedrock is relatively shallow. 
 
The pipe material selected for the new interceptor must be rigid enough to span the distance 
between the pile supports without excessive deflection (upward when empty and downward when 
flowing full).  Pipe joints would have rubber gaskets for water-tightness and flexibility.  Joint 
restraint would be provided either at the pipe supports or at individual joints as necessary to prevent 
separation during a seismic event.   
 
Manholes would be located along the length of the new interceptor, at roughly 1,000-foot maximum 
spacing, to provide access for inspection and maintenance and connection points for tributary 
sewers.  The City has committed to the LOC that the new interceptor will not result in additional 
exposed manholes in the lake.  Exposed manholes on the proposed alignment would present 
obstacles in the main body of the lake that would pose serious safety hazards to boaters.  Manholes 
on the new alignment would be submerged with their top elevations a safe distance below the typical 
lake water surface elevation of 98.6.  Access to the interceptor would be through a standpipe that 
would be clamped by divers to a mating surface on the top of each submerged manhole.  Once the 
standpipe has been placed, the water would be pumped out and a maintenance worker would 
descend the standpipe to open the water-tight manhole cover and allow equipment installation.    
 
Tributary sewers would connect to the new interceptor manholes.  The tributary sewers would be 
supported by piles in a manner similar to the interceptor.   
 
 New Buoyant Interceptor.  The new interceptor would be constructed on the same 
alignment discussed above.  This alternative involves construction of a new buoyant interceptor 
attached to anchors at the bottom of the lake using flexible tethers to hold the pipe to the required 
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elevation.  The buoyant pipe concept depends on the pipe and manholes having sufficient buoyancy 
to maintain the design grade regardless of whether the pipe is full or empty.  Additional buoyancy 
would be provided either by attaching a second pipe filled with air or foam along the length of the 
interceptor or by attaching pontoons to the interceptor at the discreet anchor connection points.  
 
The pipe material for the buoyant interceptor could be rigid or flexible, though lighter flexible pipe 
materials require less buoyancy.  However, the lighter materials require closer anchor spacing or a 
separate stiffening structure to prevent the pipe from arching upward excessively into a high point 
between each anchor, particularly at low flows. 
 
Manholes for the buoyant pipeline alternative would be located and accessed as described for the 
pile-supported alternative.  Rather than being pile-supported, the submerged manholes would be 
buoyant and would be anchored to the bottom in a manner similar to the pipe.  Manholes would 
have to be held firmly in place with multiple anchors to ensure stability of the standpipe while 
workers are entering or exiting.  Manhole material would most likely be light weight, such as HDPE, 
to limit the external flotation required for buoyancy.   
 
Tributary sewers would also be buoyant, anchored in a manner similar to the interceptor, and 
connected to the new interceptor at submerged manholes. 

ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION 

This section includes a description of the final in-water alternatives that were developed and 
evaluated, along with the around-the-lake option, and the results of that evaluation.  A summary of 
the cost estimates for each alternative are included at the end of this section.   

Alternatives Development 

A wide variety of pipe materials, manhole materials, and support system elements were considered 
and preferred solutions identified.  The highlights of these are provided below. 

 Pipe.  High density polyethylene (HDPE) is the best choice for an in-water interceptor due 
to its flexibility, toughness, resistance to corrosion, and leak-free jointing method using heat fusion.  
The drawbacks of HDPE are that it cannot span long distances between supports on its own and it 
is subject to high thermal expansion/contraction.  The lake temperature at the pipe depth has a 
seasonal range of nearly 35 degrees F.  This would cause HDPE pipe to grow and shrink more than 
14 feet from a neutral temperature length in the 2-mile long Main Lake reach.  Thermal expansion 
must therefore be addressed.   

Preliminary calculations were made to quantify the effect of the high coefficient of expansion on the 
pipe as the lake temperature varies.  If a 1,000-foot long straight run of unrestrained pipe were 
installed, a 17.5 degree F temperature increase would cause the pipe to expand such that it would 
deflect laterally, approximately 28 feet from the installed straight path, as shown in Figure 3.  For the 
buoyant tethered option, this would result in the pipe being pulled down from its installed elevation.  
The magnitude of the vertical deflection is a function of tether length.  For example, for 50-foot 
tethers, the vertical deflection would be more than 8.5 feet.  For a system that has approximately 
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7 feet of fall over 10,000 feet, and must work well with much shorter tethers in places, this much 
vertical deflection due to thermal expansion is clearly not within the realm that can be allowed. 
 
 
 

Figure 3.  Lateral deflection in unrestrained HDPE causes excessive vertical grade  
change even with 50-foot long tethers 

 
 
A viable method of controlling the effects of thermal expansion and contraction is by installing 
lateral deflection loops.  Lateral deflection loops are created by installing the pipe with a series of 
sine waves or “S-shapes” between fixed points.  As the temperature changes the pipe lengthens and 
shortens and the deflections, both horizontal and vertical, are controlled to very tight tolerances as 
shown in Figure 4, even at more restrictive short tether lengths. 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 4.  Thermal expansion loops closely control lateral deflection and vertical grade even 

with short tethers 
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Steel pipe allows long spans between supports and is not nearly as subject to thermal expansion/ 
contraction.  Steel pipe was carried forward in the evaluation for cost comparison purposes.  
However, steel pipe is highly reliant on linings and coatings to resist corrosion and would not be 
able to provide the desired 75-year life with sufficient confidence.  Corrosion Probe expects a 40 to 
50 year life is realistic.  The field-repaired lining/coating at welded joints is vulnerable as are push-on 
joints, and internal corrosion from sewage cannot be prevented by cathodic protection measures.  
Any failure, even pinholes, anywhere in the system poses a major repair/replacement challenge.  

 Pile Support System.  KPFF evaluated the potential for using pile supports for the in-lake 
interceptor and arrived at two acceptable design options.  The first is steel pipe piles filled with 
reinforced concrete.  The steel pile is the critical structural member with the concrete providing 
additional stiffness to resist deflection, provide protection of the interior of the pile against 
corrosion, and to provide additional uplift resistance.  Corrosion Probe reviewed this concept and 
noted that the piles would be subject to excessive corrosion and that galvanizing would offer only a 
few years of added protection.  As a result, steel piles would need to be coated and likely cathodically 
protected with sacrificial zinc anodes to provide the desired design life.  Inspection at regular 
intervals would be needed to ensure that the zinc anodes are replaced as needed.   
 
A more reliable but more expensive long-term solution is to use reinforced concrete piles cast-in-
place in a steel shell.  While the same materials are used as for the steel piles described above, there 
is significantly more steel reinforcing in the concrete pile which requires a larger diameter be used.     
 
Both options involve pushing/driving the piles through the soft sediments and sands/gravels to 
bedrock.  Typical steel piles would range in size between 18-inch and 36-inch-diameter with a 
½-inch wall thickness.  KPFF estimates that about one quarter of the bents would have 18-inch 
piles, half would have 24-inch piles, and one quarter would have 36-inch piles.  Lengths are expected 
to vary widely from 10 feet to as much as 200 feet, with an average of about 100 feet.  Multiple piles 
would be driven at each pipe support point to provide bents.  The size required for the new piles 
provides insight as to the under sizing of the existing piles.  The existing pipe piles are only 
12-3/4-inch outside diameter (OD) with 3/16-inch and 1/4-inch wall thicknesses. 

Pile bents would be comprised of two or four piles, topped by a concrete pile cap, with a pipe saddle 
to cradle and secure the pipe.  The components of each pile bent would be securely connected as a 
unit to withstand the design seismic event.  Two-pile bents would provide vertical and lateral 
support for the pipe and four-pile bents would provide vertical, lateral and longitudinal support.  A 
combination of two- and four-pile bents would be used as required for pipe support and stability.  
 
Rock anchors may be required to anchor some piles securely to bedrock where lake bottom 
sediments provide insufficient embedment to resist pile uplift.  Some piles may need to be drilled 
into the bedrock to enhance anchorage and lateral stability. 
 
 Buoyant Support System.  A buoyant pipeline would be secured in place using an anchor 
and tether system that limits the horizontal and vertical movement of the pipe.  The pipe and anchor 
system would need to be operational under a range of conditions, including seasonal variation of 
lake temperature, full and empty pipe, and up to 8 inches of debris collected in the pipe invert.  In 
addition, the system must not be damaged during rare major lake drawdowns, such as in the event of 
a failure of the dam which could draw the lake down as much as 28 feet (assuming the damage 
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extended all the way to the foundation rock), approximately 7 feet below the lowest point of the in-
lake interceptor. 
 
Several approaches were considered as the buoyant pipeline concept was refined.  The two that 
survived are referred to as buoyant pontoon-supported pipe and buoyant tethered pipe.  
 

Buoyant Pontoons.  Steel pipe would span on its own, and HDPE pipe would be 
supported by a truss, between widely-spaced buoyant pontoons held in place by anchors, as 
shown in Figure 5.  This approach does not apply in shallow water as clearance beneath the 
pipe for the pontoons and connections (and truss if HDPE pipe is used) would require 
excessive costly excavation.  Pontoons would be fabricated from aluminum or utility-grade 
stainless steel (12 percent chromium, no nickel) to resist corrosion and filled with a durable 
foam material that would not absorb water or lose buoyancy.  It is likely possible to lay the 
HDPE pipe in a straight, rather than sinuous, alignment if the truss and pontoon moorings 
are properly designed to account for the end thrust developed from the thermal 
expansion/contraction. 
 

 
 

Figure 5.  Buoyant HDPE line supported by a truss and pontoons is viable in 
deep-water reaches 
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Steel pipe could span up to 90 feet between pontoons.  HDPE pipe, with a supporting truss 
could span up to 125 feet.  Trusses would also be made from aluminum or utility-grade 
stainless steel.   
 
Buoyant Pipe with Tethers.  This alternative involves providing the pipe with sufficient 
flotation for all operating conditions and securely anchoring the pipe on grade using rock 
anchors and flexible tethers, as shown in Figure 6.  The only viable pipe material for this 
system is HDPE, as much heavier steel pipe would require an HDPE buoyancy pipe larger 
than the interceptor.  Components of the tethered buoyant pipe support system include: 
 

 Buoyancy pipe—Foam or air-filled pipe sized to provide sufficient buoyancy to keep 
the pipe on grade during all flow conditions, maintain tension on the tethers, and to 
counteract the weight of debris that may accumulate long-term in the pipe.  If the 
buoyancy pipe is foam-filled, it could be a continuous pipe.  If the buoyancy pipe is 
air-filled, it would have to be capped off at various points, e.g., every 40 feet, 
throughout the alignment to ensure that the whole buoyancy pipeline would not 
become water-filled should a breach occur.  The buoyancy line would be connected 
to the sewer only at anchor locations to minimize mid-span deflection at low flows. 

 

 

Figure 6.  Buoyant tethered HDPE line is viable for all non-buried reaches. 
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 Anchors—One anchor would be required for each tether location.  A variety of 
anchors were considered by Shannon & Wilson and KPFF.  Rock anchors were 
selected because they are relatively economical, provide very high pull-out capacity, 
are applicable in all reaches, and are not subject to corrosion, creep, or other 
movement that may affect other anchor types.  Rock anchors are installed by drilling 
holes into the bedrock several feet and grouting the anchors into place.  The drilled 
holes would be 6 to 8 inches in diameter with depth depending on the strength of 
the rock.   

 Tethers—Tethers would be spaced to hold the pipe on grade with hardware for 
connections and fine tuning tether length.  Plastic impregnated Space-Lay® wire 
rope is preferred over steel chain due to greater corrosion resistance, lighter weight, 
greater flexibility, easier handling, and lower cost.   

Table 4 presents a summary of several design recommendations for the buoyant tethered HDPE 
line.   

Table 4.  HDPE1 Tethered Pipe Data 

HDPE sewers Space-Lay® tethers HDPE buoyancy lines 
Nominal Nominal 

Diameter, inches DR 
OD, 

inches 
ID, 

inches 
Spacing, 

feet 
Diameter,

inches Diameter, inches DR 
OD, 

inches 
ID, 

inches 
10 11 10.75 8.68 8 5/16 14 11 14.00 11.30 
22 11 22.00 17.76 12 3/8 18 11 18.00 14.53 
30 11 30.00 24.22 13 3/4 22 11 22.00 17.76 
36 13.5 36.00 30.35 14 3/4 24 11 24.00 19.37 
42 13.5 42.00 35.41 15 1-1/82 26 11 26.00 20.99 

1 Dimensions for HDPE listed assume use of PE 3408 resin.  Use of new stronger resins could result in slightly thinner pipe walls and 
larger inside diameters. 

2 7/8-inch for tethers less than 100 feet long. 

Alternatives Evaluation 

The key project objectives listed above were used as evaluation criteria against which the pile-
supported, buoyant, and around-the-lake alternatives were measured.  Results are discussed below.   

 Reliability:  Dependability and Ease of O&M.  The buoyant line would require 
replacement of the polyester web straps every 25 years.  But the pile-supported line relies on linings 
and coatings and cathodic protection, which must be inspected and maintained, to delay the 
inevitable corrosion; as components of the pile-supported line corrode, they would require 
replacement.  Either in-lake option would require regular cleaning of onshore gravel-catching sumps 
to prevent material from ending up in the in-lake pipeline where submerged manholes make access 
difficult.  Actual access to the in-lake interceptor is only expected to be needed every 5 years for TV 
inspection and every 10 years for cleaning.  King County’s 40-year-old pile-supported interceptor 
sewers in Lake Washington have submerged manholes of similar design which have been used 
successfully by specialty contractors for infrequent maintenance.  By comparison, extensive O&M 
effort and intermittent replacement of electrical and mechanical components are needed for pump 
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stations.  Infrequent failure of these components is likely over their design life, which would lead to 
overflows.  Overall, the gravity interceptor alternatives are preferred over the around-the-lake 
alternative and, specifically, the buoyant line has the greatest advantage. 
 
 Reliability:  Longevity.  The in-lake alternatives have a significant advantage in longevity 
over the mechanical and electrical equipment on which the around-the-lake alternative depends.  
The pile-supported system has corrosion potential in the pipe, in the joint restraining hardware, and 
in the piles themselves.  The pipe would likely require replacement in 40 to 50 years.  The buoyant 
pipe alternative has an advantage due to the very low corrosion potential of the pipe and the anchor 
system.  The web straps require replacement every 25 years but no other component is subject to 
deterioration.  The buoyant line has a strong advantage in this category. 
 
 Feasibility:  Technical.  Pile installation would require large equipment and both in-water 
approaches would likely require work in the east end of the lake conducted at significant depth from 
floating barges.  The in-lake alternatives are both equally feasible as long as access is provided and a 
staging area can be created.  The around-the-lake alternative avoids the challenges of the deep in-
water construction but has its own in-lake work at the west end (which could be conducted in dry 
conditions with a 16-foot lake drawdown).  Siting pump stations with reasonable access and staging 
areas would be challenging.  Rock excavation is expected to be substantial at pump stations and 
along pipeline routes.  Maintaining traffic flow and local access during this work would be difficult, 
resulting in disruptions.  There would be numerous contractors interested in constructing the 
around-the-lake option while there may be few specialty marine contractors interested and available 
to pursue an in-lake solution.  Overall, the around-the-lake alternative has an advantage in this 
category because it uses more conventional land-based construction methods.   
 
 Feasibility:  Public Acceptance.  Temporary construction-related impacts and ongoing 
operational impacts of the around-the-lake alternative greatly exceed those associated with the in-
lake alternatives.  The difference in construction impacts is due to land-based rather than in-water 
construction.  The around-the-lake option would result in 5.5 miles of pipeline installed by open cut 
excavation in City streets; some of these are busy arterials, such as State Street, McVey Avenue, 
Lakeview Boulevard, and Iron Mountain Boulevard, while others are narrow residential-only roads, 
such as Lake Front Road, Summit Drive, and North Shore Road.  By contrast, less than ½-mile of 
streets would be disrupted by pipeline installation for the in-lake alternatives.  Most of the pump 
stations would be constructed within waterfront parks or recreational easements and/or adjacent to 
existing waterfront homes; construction would continue for at least 6-12 months at each site.  
Ongoing operational impacts include noise, odor, and aesthetics associated with pump stations and 
force main discharge locations.  These can be reduced somewhat by careful design but cannot be 
eliminated.  A City maintenance crew would visit each pump station site several times per week and 
exercise the stand-by diesel generator for each station at least monthly.  For in-lake alternatives, 
disruption from truck traffic to and from access/staging locations would be much more localized 
than the work in City streets for the around-the-lake alternative.   
 
All alternatives would benefit equally from a 16-foot lake drawdown for 8 to 12 months duration, 
which would disrupt boating on Oswego Lake.  The buoyant line would be quicker and quieter to 
install than the pile-supported alternative.  Construction of the buoyant system would require several 
work boats and barges on the lake for up to 2 years.   
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Cost will be an important factor for the rate-paying public and the higher O&M and replacement costs 
of the around-the-lake option may make it less attractive; cost estimates for the around-the-lake option 
will be refined in Phase 2.  Sustainability may be an important issue to some; gravity solutions are 
clearly preferred over energy-intensive pumping systems in this regard.  The lack of a long track record 
for buoyant systems may be a concern to ratepayers who want assurance that their investment will be 
sound.  One segment of the public, the shareholders of the LOC, may well prefer the around-the-lake 
system to reduce impact on recreational use of the lake; their concerns also must be acknowledged 
going forward.  Prior to the public input opportunities in the Phase 2 process, it is premature to pre-
judge how the tradeoffs between the alternatives on the above factors will be received.  For this 
reason, no clearly preferred alternative emerges at present for this criterion. 
 
 Feasibility:  Permitability.  The buoyant alternative may be more permitable than the pile-
supported alternative because it would be quicker, quieter, and would suspend less sediment than 
pile driving.  However, minimizing the in-lake work by constructing the around-the-lake alternative 
(reduces work in east end of lake) would likely be the most permitable alternative despite the higher 
potential for sewage spills (due to electrical or mechanical failures) with six pump stations, rather 
than a gravity interceptor. 
 
 Feasibility:  Cost.  Project cost estimates were prepared for the following alternatives: 

1. Buoyant pontoon/truss-supported HDPE pipe (uses buoyant tethered pipe for just 
over half of the in-water work due to depth limitations) 

2. Buoyant tethered HDPE pipe 

3. Buoyant pontoon-supported steel pipe (uses steel pipe on piles for 40 percent of the 
in-water work due to depth limitations)  

4. Pile-supported steel pipe 

5. Around-the-lake pump stations and pipelines 
 
As seen in the next section, the two buoyant HDPE options have the overall lowest present worth 
cost, just below the buoyant pontoon-supported steel option.  Capital cost for the around-the-lake 
alternative is competitive but this option has higher O&M and component replacement cost during 
the life of the project.  The concept and cost estimates for the around-the-lake alternative should be 
refined in the Phase 2 study so that the City Council and senior City management staff, with input 
from the public, can determine whether these results favor in-lake buoyant or around-the-lake 
pumping.  Therefore, at this stage, no clear favorite has been determined based on cost.  However, the 
pile-supported option is the most expensive, both in capital and overall project present worth terms.  
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Table 5 presents a summary of the alternatives evaluation. 

Table 5.  Alternatives Evaluation Summary 

Alternative 
Evaluation criteria Pile-supported Buoyant Around-the-Lake

Reliability      
 Dependability and Ease of O&M    
 Longevity     
Feasibility      
 Technical       
 Public acceptance     
 Permitability      
  Cost      
 
 
The buoyant interceptor alternative is anticipated to have the greatest dependability and longevity, 
based on the equipment associated with the around-the-lake alternative and potential corrosion in 
the pile-supported option.  The buoyant line is likely very close to the around-the-lake system in 
terms of public acceptance and cost.  The around-the-lake alternative fares slightly better in technical 
feasibility because of the more conventional, land-based construction.  The around-the-lake option 
is ranked higher in permitability because it involves less in-water work than the other alternatives.   
 
Considering all of these factors, the buoyant HDPE option is the preferred in-water gravity 
alternative for replacement of the deficient in-water segments of the Lake Interceptor.  Whether the 
deep water segments should be supported by trusses and pontoons will be deferred until final 
design.  At this predesign stage, these two variations are judged to be essentially equivalent.   
 
However, the around-the-lake alternative should be evaluated more closely in Phase 2 of the 
predesign effort, the potential pool of interested and available marine contractors should be 
updated, permitting work with regulatory agencies should be continued, easement negotiations with 
LOC should be concluded, and the public involvement process should be revived to assist the City 
Council in making a final selection for design and construction.   

COSTS FOR ALTERNATIVES 

Cost estimates have been prepared for four in-lake alternatives and one around-the-lake alternative.  
Table 6 summarizes this effort with capital costs, escalation to the mid-point of construction, 
present worth costs of O&M work and component replacements required during the 75-year project 
life and total 75-year project costs.  These are provided for a range of discount rates to illustrate the 
impact of this parameter on the present worth costs.  However, as described in more detail later, a 3 
percent discount rate is recommended for comparison of alternatives.  Detailed estimates are 
provided in Appendix G of Technical Memorandum No. 4 – Alternatives Evaluation. 
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Table 6.  Alternatives Cost Summary1 

Alternative  Discount rate 
No. Description 2% 3% 4% 5% 

1 Buoyant pontoon/truss supported HDPE pipe         
   Capital $67.2 $67.2  $67.2 $67.2 
  Escalation $28.9 $28.9  $28.9 $28.9 
  Present worth of O&M costs $4.9 $3.7  $3.0 $2.4 
   Present worth of replacement costs $3.4 $2.5  $1.8 $1.3 
   Total 75-year project cost $104.4 $102.3  $100.8 $99.8 
2 Buoyant tethered HDPE pipe        
   Capital $69.1 $69.1  $69.1 $69.1 
  Escalation $29.7 $29.7  $29.7 $29.7 
  Present worth of O&M costs $4.9 $3.7  $3.0 $2.4 
   Present worth of replacement costs $6.3 $4.5  $3.3 $2.5 
   Total 75-year project cost $110.0 $107.1  $105.1 $103.7 
3  Pontoon supported steel pipe       
   Capital $65.7 $65.7  $65.7 $65.7 
  Escalation $28.2 $28.2  $28.2 $28.2 
  Present worth of O&M costs $4.9 $3.7  $3.0 $2.4 
   Present worth of replacement costs $15.6 $10.6  $7.2 $4.9 
   Total 75-year project cost $114.4 $108.2  $104.0 $101.2 
4 Pile supported steel pipe        
   Capital $78.1 $78.1  $78.1 $78.1 
  Escalation $33.6 $33.6  $33.6 $33.6 
  Present worth of O&M costs $4.9 $3.7  $3.0 $2.4 
   Present worth of replacement costs $15.6 $10.6  $7.2 $4.9 
   Total 75-year project cost $132.2 $126.0  $121.8 $119.0 
5 Around-the-Lake pump stations and pipelines        
   Capital $62.8 $62.8  $62.8 $62.8 
  Escalation $27.0 $27.0  $27.0 $27.0 
  Present worth of O&M costs $9.9 $7.6  $6.1 $5.0 
   Present worth of replacement costs $32.4 $22.7  $16.4 $12.2 

   Total 75-year project cost $132.0 $120.1  $112.3 $107.0 
 1 All costs shown are in millions.  
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Figure 7 provides a graphical presentation of the total 75-year project costs for each of the 
alternatives using a 3 percent discount rate.  
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Figure 7.  Alternatives present worth cost comparison. 

 
Although HDPE pipe on pontoon-supported trusses is estimated to be the least overall present 
worth cost alternative, about 6 percent, or approximately $6 million, separates the three lowest cost 
alternatives.  At this early stage of the project, these three alternatives may be considered essentially 
equal in estimated cost.  All three are buoyant pipe systems, suggesting that a buoyant pipe 
alternative is preferred on the basis of total present worth cost.  The around-the-lake option is more 
competitive on the basis of capital costs, which are essentially the same for all options with the 
exception of the higher priced pile alternative.   

Comparison to Prior Cost Estimate 

These project costs are several times higher than the cost estimate provided by Tetra-Tech/KCM in 
2001.  Construction cost escalation accounts for some of this difference.  Another difference is that 
the prior work was based on a 20-year present worth analysis with no future replacement costs 
considered.  However, the major difference is that at the prior early stage, the project challenges, 
including deep soft sediments, were not nearly as well understood as they are now at the conclusion 
of a substantial predesign study which examined these issues in greater detail. 
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Assumptions 

A discount rate (difference between rate of return on other investments and inflation) of 3 percent is 
assumed for the detailed estimates provided in Appendix G of Technical Memorandum No. 4 – 
Alternatives Evaluation.  This is based on a historical long-term average rather than the unusually 
higher construction cost inflation of the past few years.   
 
Replacement costs for steel pipe in 40 years and polyester webbing straps for HDPE every 25 years 
are included.  Steel pipe piles filled with concrete are assumed to last 75 years with coating and 
sacrificial zinc anodes.  The reinforced concrete pile design is less affected by corrosion and is 
therefore more reliable, however, this option and its incremental expense of approximately 
$2 million are not included in the project costs.  
 
All estimates assume partial lake drawdown of 16 feet in one construction season to fully expose 
west end excavation work, including Main Canal Trunk replacement.  East end excavation is 
assumed to be underwater.   
 
Abandoning the existing interceptor is assumed for around-the-lake and buoyant HDPE alternatives 
while the interceptor would be retained for steel pipe alternatives to facilitate future replacement 
(assumed in 40 years).  If however, the existing interceptor will not survive another 40 years due to 
corrosion, an extensive bypass pumping operation would instead be required. 
 
Construction of temporary staging area(s) and haul roads by placing clean fill is assumed. 

 
See the Constructability section below for estimates of costs to be added if any of the above 
assumptions are later determined to be incorrect. 

CONSTRUCTABILITY, PERMITS, AND EASEMENTS 

The proposed buoyant gravity sewer is an innovative approach to the challenge of upgrading the 
Lake Interceptor system.  Buoyant marine HDPE pipelines have been constructed for various 
applications but previous use for gravity sanitary sewers is unknown.  However, all elements of this 
project and the materials recommended are well-developed and proven in actual installations.    
 
There are, however, at least two key issues that are critical to the constructability of the project: 
 

 Lake access and construction staging areas 
 Work window and other permit restrictions 
 Depth and duration of lake drawdown 

The project can only be constructed if the contractor has access to/from the lake for equipment, 
materials, and personnel and has an adequate on-site area from which to operate.  Further, the 
project can only be constructed if the allowed work window is of sufficient length, at least 8 months 
per year for two consecutive years and if no onerous permit conditions apply.  Lake drawdown 
continuing for 12 consecutive months would speed construction, reduce cost, and reduce 
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construction risk, thus increasing the odds that experienced and skilled contractors will pursue the 
project.  No further drawdowns would be required if construction could proceed continuously 
throughout the first year in dry conditions. 
 
Focusing efforts on environmental permitting with regulatory agencies and easement negotiations 
with LOC early in the next stage of the project is needed to determine the outcome of these crucial 
issues.  If these issues can be satisfactorily resolved, the preferred in-water buoyant HDPE 
interceptor alternative is feasible.  If not, the around-the-lake option may be the default solution.  
The around-the-lake option would have its own challenges, but the land-based portions are 
conventional construction and are not expected to have major constructability hurdles.  The areas at 
the west end of the lake that are common to both in-lake and around-the-lake alternatives rely on 
similar lake access, work window, permit terms, and drawdown duration for overall viability.     
 
Issues that affect construction of the upgrade primarily from a cost perspective include whether the 
lake can be drawn down, whether the existing interceptor is to be retained, and whether a fill area 
for staging can be built.  A summary of the incremental costs if assumptions made regarding these 
issues are incorrect is presented in Table 7. 

Table 7.  Additional Costs if Assumptions are Incorrect 

Description Cost, dollars Additional cost, dollars
Excavation    
  Partial dry with 16-foot drawdown 1,230,000 
  All underwater 5,040,000 

3,810,000 

Existing MH replacement/modifications with interceptor abandoned     
  Partial dry with 16-foot drawdown 4,180,000 
  All underwater 4,580,000 

400,000 

Subtotal no lake drawdown1  4,210,000 

Existing MH replacement/modifications with 16-foot drawdown     
  Abandon existing interceptor  4,180,000 
  Keep existing interceptor  5,270,000 

1,090,000 

Subtotal retain existing interceptor  1,090,000 

Construct contractor staging area in lake     
  Clean rock fill 200,000 
  Assemble floating staging area for 2 years 2,000,000 

1,800,000 

Subtotal floating staging area  1,800,000 

Subtotal additional costs 7,100,000 

Total additional costs with applicable markups2 15,000,000 

1 Cost difference shown is between a drawdown of 16-feet for at least 8-months and no drawdown.  Other drawdown scenarios 
should be further explored in future design efforts; the cost difference would be reduced for lesser depth or duration drawdowns. 
2 Markups include overhead and profit, bonds, insurance, contingency, engineering, construction management, easements, and 
administration.  Escalation to mid-point of construction is not included but would add over 30 percent to the listed total. 

 
Clearly, these cost issues are significant and could threaten the feasibility of the project if they in fact 
must be added to the project costs presented above. 
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RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS 

Table 8 is a reach-by-reach summary of the recommended improvements for the Lake Interceptor.  
With the exception of the Main Lake, from Manholes 11 to 22, the recommendations for all reaches 
are the same or similar regardless of which alternative is selected.  The final selection of the 
alternative for the Main Lake reach will be determined through the Phase 2 predesign process.   

Table 8.  Recommended Improvements Summary 

Manhole nos. Reach description Recommended improvements 

56 to 10 Main Canal Trunk Replace by direct burial on existing alignment the existing 12-inch pipe 
(and laterals and manholes) with 18-inch pipe.  If lake drawdown is not 
permitted, existing pipe would remain in service, a new pump station at 
Bryant Road and a force main to connect with the interceptor at 
Manhole 10 are required, along with installation of rock anchors to 
prevent manholes overturning in a seismic event. 

1 to 9 West Bay Continued O&M.  Clean pipe to remove debris and anchor manholes to 
prevent overturning in a seismic event.   

9 to 11 West End Replace existing 16-inch line by installing 24-inch and 30-inch buoyant 
pipe adjacent to the existing alignment.  Renovate or replace existing 
manholes depending on lake drawdown.  Lake drawdown would 
significantly simplify construction. 

12 to 11 Blue Heron Canal Replace existing 16-inch and 18-inch pipe by installing 18-inch buoyant 
pipe adjacent to the existing alignment.  Renovate or replace existing 
manholes depending on lake drawdown.  Lake drawdown would 
significantly simplify construction. 

11 to 22 Main Lake Replace existing 24-inch to 36-inch pipe by installing 30-inch and 
36-inch ID buoyant HDPE pipe and manholes on a new alignment.  
Renovate existing manholes as required.  Replace connections from 
existing Manholes 14, 15, 18, and 21 with 8-inch and 18-inch buoyant 
lines.  Alternatively, the around-the-lake pumping and conveyance 
alternative could be constructed for this reach.  Clean pipe from 
Manholes 21 to 20 to remove debris.   

22 to 27 Lakewood Bay Continued O&M.  Anchor manholes to prevent overturning in a seismic 
event.   

27 to 30 State Street Continued O&M. 

30 to 36 and 
35 to 42 

Foothills Road Replace deteriorated 24-inch and 36-inch buried pipe with new 36-inch 
pipe on parallel alignment in Foothills Road.  This City-designed project 
begins roughly mid-way between Manholes 29 and 30. 

36 to 40 and 
42 to 46 

Tryon Creek buried Continued O&M.  Clean pipe to remove debris.  Rehabilitate or replace 
Manhole 43 to repair corrosion damage.   

40 to 48 and 
46 to 48 

Tryon Creek elevated Retrofit pipe supports with structural bracing to meet seismic criteria. 
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Construction of this project is still several years away, therefore, the following steps should be taken: 

 Remove sediment and debris in the interceptor reaches identified on Figure 1 

 Prepare an emergency response plan so that future overflow events can be mitigated 

 Conduct flow monitoring and modeling and TV inspections to prioritize upstream 
onshore sewer basins for future sewer rehabilitation/replacement work to reduce I/I of 
groundwater and surface water runoff    

 Initiate Phase 2 predesign to enable final alternative selection for Main Lake reach  
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SUMMARY 

As part of the larger goal of this project to identify the required scope of improvements to the Lake 
Interceptor system, the internal condition of the existing pipelines must be known.  Therefore, as 
part of the predesign effort, inspection and assessment of the operational and structural internal 
condition of the interceptor were authorized.  This technical memorandum summarizes the ap-
proach, findings, and recommendations of that effort.   
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The entire Lake Interceptor system, as shown in Figure 1, was internally inspected with a television 
(TV) camera in September 2002 by Pipe Experts, LLC of Tumwater, Washington, as a subcontrac-
tor to Brown and Caldwell.  A complete set of inspection videotapes and Pipe Experts’ summary log 
of defects was provided to the City in October 2002.  A copy of the log is included in Appendix A. 

Brown and Caldwell then reviewed the videotapes and performed an assessment of the system’s 
operational and structural condition.  This assessment focused on pipe condition rather than 
adequacy of hydraulic capacity or external structural support, which have been addressed in previous 
studies.   

The condition rating scale used, ranging from “Excellent” (Grade 5) to “Immediate Attention” 
(Grade 1), is listed and further defined in Table 1.   

Table 1.  Sewer Condition Grade Scale 

Grade Condition grade Condition grade implication 

5 Excellent Few minor defects 

4 Good Minor and few moderate defects 

3 Fair Moderate defects that will continue to deteriorate 

2 Poor Severe defects that will change the grade to Grade 1 within the foreseeable future 

1 Immediate attention Sewers requiring immediate attention 

 
 
The assessment of the Lake Interceptor found 87 percent of the lineal footage of the system to be in 
fair or better condition.  However, seven pipe segments, listed in Table 2, were rated in poor 
condition due to structural or operational conditions.   

Table 2.  Sewers Rated in Poor Condition1 

Upstream 
(U/S) 
manhole 

Downstream 
(D/S) 
manhole 

Diameter, 
inches Length2,feet Material Defect summary 

Condition 
grade 

Recommended 
activity 

1 2 16 357 CCP3 Debris 30% 2 Clean pipe 

51 50 12 488 CIP4 Debris 30%, surface 
damage 

2 Clean pipe 

12 13 18 747 CCP Debris 25% 2 Clean pipe 

21 20 16 1,100 CCP Debris 25% 2 Clean pipe 

32 33 24 508 CCP Exposed aggregate, 
rebar ripples, 
exposed rebar 

2 Rehabilitate or 
replace pipe 

34 35 24 139 CCP Exposed aggregate, 
fracture 

2 Rehabilitate or 
replace pipe 

36 37 24 231 CCP Debris 30% 2 Clean pipe 

1 Pipes are listed in a general upstream to downstream order. 
2 Length of pipe segments are from City’s GIS and have not been updated to actual surveyed distances. 
3 CCP = Concrete cylinder pipe 
4 CIP = Cast iron pipe 
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If not cleaned, the five segments with significant debris will continue to accumulate solids and may 
eventually be unable to convey wet weather flows.  Four of these segments are in tributary lines 
shortly after they enter the lake:  the most upstream segment in each of the Blue Heron Canal 
(Manhole 12 to 13), West Bay (Manhole 1 to 2), and Lost Dog Creek (Manhole 21 to 20) lines as 
well a segment in the Main Canal Trunk (Manhole 51 to 50).  The fifth segment with significant 
debris is in a buried section upstream of the Tryon Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant (Manhole 36 
to 37).  Cleaning of these pipes, if not already completed, should be a priority to reduce the potential 
for backups or overflows.   
 
Two pipe segments were considered to be in structurally poor condition.  While structural failure is 
not likely imminent, correcting these defects should be a priority to prevent further degradation and 
potential failure.  This work could be combined with less urgent improvements needed for several 
other segments to reduce construction unit costs.   
 
A summary of the entire results of the condition assessment process is presented in Table 3.

Table 3.  Summary of Defects, Grades, and Recommendations1 
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Defect summary C
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Recommended activity 

1 2 16 357 CCP Debris 30% 2 Clean pipe 

2 3 16 316 CCP Debris 20% 4 Clean pipe 

3 4 16 376 CCP Debris 15% 3 Reinspect in 5 years 

4 5 16 228 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

5 6 16 256 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

6 7 16 77 CCP Radial crack 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

7 8 16 314 CCP Debris 20% 3 Clean pipe 

8 9 16 217 CCP Debris 20% 3 Clean pipe 

9 10 16 520 CCP Radial crack, debris 10% 3 Reinspect in 5 years 

56 55 12 457 CIP Surface damage, Debris 10% 3 Reinspect in 5 years 

55 54 12 345 CIP Surface damage, debris 20% 3 Clean pipe 

54 53 12 568 CIP Surface damage, debris 20% 3 Clean pipe 

53 52 12 458 CIP Surface damage 3 Reinspect in 5 years 

52 51 12 596 CIP Surface damage, debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

51 50 12 488 CIP Surface damage, debris 30% 2 Clean pipe 

50 49 12 327 CIP Surface damage 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

49 10 12 623 CIP Surface damage, debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

10 11 16 960 CCP Debris 20% 3 Clean pipe 

12 13 18 747 CCP Debris 25% 2 Clean pipe 

13 11 16 590 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

11 14 24 2,700 CCP Light corrosion, debris <10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

14 15 30 2,020 CCP Light corrosion, debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 
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15 16 30 320 CCP Light corrosion, debris <10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

16 17 30 1,720 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

17 18 30 1,600 CCP Debris 10%, surface damage at joint 458 feet 
out of manhole 17 

4 Reinspect in 5 years 

18 19 33 1,140 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

19 20 33 450 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

21 20 16 1,100 CCP Debris 25% 2 Clean pipe 

20 22 36 810 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

22 23 36 320 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

23 24 36 596 CCP Debris <10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

24 25 36 1,529 CCP Debris <10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

25 26 36 358 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

26 27 36 475 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

27 28 36 70 CCP Radial cracks 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

28 29 36 91 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

29 30 36 251 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

30 31 36 200 CCP Radial crack, surface damage 3 Spot repair, rehabilitate or 
replace pipe 

31 32 24 240 CCP Exposed aggregate 3 Rehabilitate or replace pipe 

32 33 24 508 CCP Exposed aggregate, rebar ripples, exposed 
rebar 

2 Rehabilitate or replace pipe 

33 34 24 33 CCP Exposed aggregate 3 Rehabilitate or replace pipe 

34 35 24 139 CCP Exposed aggregate, fracture 2 Rehabilitate or replace pipe 

36 37 24 231 CCP Debris 30% 2 Clean pipe 

37 38 24 192 CCP Light corrosion, debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

38 39 24 182 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

39 40 24 136 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

40 41 24 78 CCP Reduced grade, radial crack, debris 10% 3 Reinspect in 5 years 

41 48 24 310 CCP Debris 20% (hanging) 3 Clean pipe 

42 43 36 51 CCP Exposed aggregate in manhole 43 4 Rehabilitate or replace 
manhole 

43 44 36 388 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

44 45 36 68 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

45 46 36 103 CCP Debris (metal) 15% 4 Clean pipe 

46 47 36 195 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

1 Pipes are listed in a general upstream to downstream order. 
2 Length of pipe segments are from City’s GIS and have not been updated to actual surveyed distances. 
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All recommended activities, beyond addressing the seven segments in poor condition, should be 
completed within the next 5 years.  These activities should become integral to a long-range asset 
management program.  This program will enable the City to make informed, timely decisions 
regarding future cleaning, rehabilitation, and replacement needs for those portions of the system that 
are not part of the major sewer upgrade project.   
 
The only exceptions to this recommendation are for segments that will be upgraded or replaced due 
to deficiencies in capacity or structural support as part of the Lake Interceptor Upgrade Project, if it 
moves forward to construction within the relatively near term.   

APPROACH 

This section describes the overall approach and methodologies for performing this task.  An over-
view of the TV inspection methodology is described.  The types of defects commonly observed 
during sewer inspections are detailed along with an explanation as to their significance or impact on 
sewer operation.  The grading system used to rate the condition of the sewers is presented.  In 
addition, an explanation is provided on the six levels of management activities that are included in 
the recommendations. 

Sewer Inspection Methodology 

Pipe Experts used a pan-and-tilt camera system to afford a complete circumferential view of the 
pipe.  Although adequate lighting of large diameter pipes can be challenging, they used a lighting 
system that enabled the pipe to be seen clearly. 
 
Most of the inspections were conducted from upstream to downstream in the direction of the flow.  
For sewers in which camera passage could not be made to the end of the pipe (due to sediment or 
debris buildup), the pipe was entered from the downstream end in what is referred to as a reverse 
setup to inspect the remainder of the pipe.  In one reach, a line was installed to help pull the camera 
through the soft sediment that was not providing sufficient traction to move the camera system along 
under its own power. 
 
The pipes were inspected at night under low flow conditions.  Where possible, incoming sewers were 
temporarily blocked to allow the inspection to occur during the lowest possible flows.  The blocked 
sewers were carefully monitored to ensure no backups or overflows occurred. 

Defect Identification and Significance 
 
The inspections identified various defect types and levels of severity.  The defects are divided into 
two major categories:  structural and operational.  An overview of the nature and significance of 
these defects is provided in the following paragraphs. 
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Structural Defects.  Structural defects include joint separations, joint deflections, cracks, 
fractures, broken and collapsed pipe, corrosion, worn inverts, and sags.  A description of commonly 
found structural defects is provided below.  As appropriate, these defects are described for both 
buried and pile-supported pipelines. 
 

 Joint Defects.  Defects can occur at the joints between adjacent sections of pipe.  These 
defects are defined by the degree of separation and/or deflection between the sections of 
pipe.  Joint separation and deflection defects are described on a per joint basis by the actual 
joint separation, estimated in inches, and by the deflection estimated by a percent clear. 
 

 Joint separation defects occur at the joints between adjacent pipes.  For buried pipelines, 
joint separation may be a result of poor construction methods or from loss of soil support 
around the sewer.  Such conditions will continue to deteriorate since separation allows for 
infiltration which tends to wash soil particles into the pipe, thus accelerating the loss of soil 
support.  At later stages of deterioration, the pipes may deflect toward the voids created in 
the supporting soil.  Soil characteristics and frequency of surcharge will dictate the rate at 
which soil support is lost.  For pile-supported, submerged pipes, joint separation would al-
low infiltration.  
 

 Joint deflection defects usually indicate a more advanced stage of joint separation.  For bur-
ied pipelines, this defect indicates a loss of soil support around the pipe.  Infiltration will 
increase due to the larger opening provided by the joint deflections, thus increasing the loss 
of soil support.  Ultimately, cracks and fractures may occur as total loss of soil support pro-
duces uneven loading on the pipe.  For pile-supported pipes, joint deflection is an indication 
of unequal settlement or support at the locations of the supports.  Uneven loading of the 
pipe could lead to cracks and fractures. 

 
 Crack Defects.  Cracks are defined as having less than ¼ inch of separation or movement 

between adjacent sections of pipe.  Separation or movement in excess of ¼ inch is defined 
as a fracture.  Typically, crack defects are divided into two categories that include longitudi-
nal and radial cracks. 

 Longitudinal cracks run parallel to the length of the pipe.  They may extend for very short 
distances or run the entire length of the pipe.  Typically, longitudinal cracks represent a more 
serious condition than radial cracks.  A longitudinal crack indicates that the pipe is over-
stressed due to vertical loads and that the bridging action of the cracked pipe sections is 
supporting the load.  Longitudinal cracks will first occur at the 12 o’clock position, then at 
later stages of deterioration, show at the 3, 6, and 9 o’clock positions.  Longitudinal cracks 
located at the 6 o’clock position are usually difficult to see due to water and/or sediment in 
the pipe.  Even with proper pipe bedding conditions, excessive vertical loading can lead to 
longitudinal cracking. 

 
 Radial cracks are usually found near joints and are the result of unequal loading on the pipes.  

Radial fractures can be the result of poor soil bedding conditions, or, as in the case of pile-
supported pipe, be the result of unequal settlement or support.  If conditions are not cor-
rected or stabilized, cracks can develop into fractures. 
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 Fracture Defects.  A fracture defect is a more serious form of a crack.  Separation or 
movement in excess of ¼ inch is defined as a fracture.  Fractures occur as loss of support al-
lows the cracked pipe to move, thus separating the cracked surfaces.  Infiltration is then 
possible through the fractured surface.  Soil conditions and frequency of surcharge will de-
termine the rate at which the sewer will continue to deteriorate.  Longitudinal and radial 
fractures can lead to broken or collapsed pipe conditions if not corrected. 

 
 Broken/Holes Pipe Defects.  Broken/holes pipe defects are nearly the final stage of sewer 

deterioration.  Pipes become broken when fractured or cracked sections of pipe move from 
their original location.  In typical soil trench installations, the broken sections may be washed 
downstream, leaving holes in the pipe wall.  Soil cavities can form behind broken or missing 
sections of pipe that allow for even more soil to be washed into the pipe, thus accelerating 
the deterioration process.  For pile-supported, submerged pipelines, broken pipe and holes 
would lead to significant volumes of infiltration. 

 
 Collapsed Pipe Defects.  Collapsed pipe defects represent the final stages of sewer deterio-

ration.  Collapsed pipes will occur when pipe and pipe support conditions degrade to the 
point that the pipe can no longer support the loads.  Partial or complete blockage of the pipe 
will occur upon collapse of the sewer. 

 
 Corrosion/Worn Invert Defects.  Many types of sewer pipe materials are susceptible to 

attack, or corrosion from chemical agents.  Hydrogen sulfide gas from sewage, sulfates from 
groundwater, and various chemicals used by industry can corrode sewers.  Plastic and vitri-
fied clay sewers are the least susceptible to chemical attack, although plastic pipes are subject 
to attack by solvents. 

 Hydrogen sulfide corrosion is the most widely observed corrosion found in wastewater sys-
tems.  Hydrogen sulfide gas forms sulfuric acid upon contact with wet surfaces.  The acid 
attacks all metallic pipe, including iron and steel, and the steel reinforcement used in rein-
forced concrete pipe once the concrete surface is corroded away.  Also, the acid attacks the 
cement used in concrete sewers and the mortar in brick and stone sewers.  The most signifi-
cant corrosion problems are found in larger diameter sewers with low flows, such as trunk 
sewers, interceptors, and partially filled force mains.  Smaller sewers are generally less prob-
lematic, since the sewage in these sewers tends to be fresher.  Hydrogen sulfide corrosion is 
usually found at the crown, waterline, and at turbulence points in the sewer.  Gates and other 
types of appurtenances are extremely susceptible to attack. 

 
 Sulfates are common in the groundwater at many locations in the western U.S.  Sulfates at-

tack the cement bonding the aggregate in concrete sewers.  Corrosion occurs on the outer 
surfaces of the sewer.  Other sources of chemical attack are possible from illegal connections 
or from the dumping of prohibited materials into the sewer. 

 
 Worn invert defects are included in the corrosion category due to the sometimes similar na-

ture of degradation.  Worn inverts will occur in areas where soils, particularly sand and 
gravel, are subject to being washed into the sewers.  Abrasive materials accompanied by high 
flow velocities will scour or erode the invert of the sewer.  The identification of the source 
of soil in-wash into the sewer should be the primary focus if worn inverts are identified. 
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 Sag Defects.  Sags usually occur near joints where the soil support has washed away or, as 
in the case of pile-supported pipelines, where settlement has occurred.  Inspectors will note 
pooled or deeper water at these locations.  Cracks and fractures are possible with the contin-
ued loss of support.  Sags are not observed between joints in pipes constructed of rigid 
materials, for the materials are too stiff to deform over such a short length.  Mid-pipe section 
sags are more common in pipes made of flexible materials such as plastics. 

 
 Deformation Defects.  Deformation defects indicate excessive vertical loading to the pipe.  

Deformation of the pipe will occur under excessive loads or in combination with inadequate 
bedding and soil side support.  Deformation is less likely to occur in the submerged pile-
supported pipe, since the vertical loads are not high and unequal support at the ends of the 
pipe is more likely to lead to joint failures.  Rigid pipe materials are less susceptible to de-
formation defects than flexible materials.  Rigid materials loaded to the point of deformation 
will crack and ultimately collapse, whereas a flexible pipe will deform once the material’s 
yield point is reached. 

 
Operational Defects.  Operational defects include a range of conditions that can either di-

rectly affect sewer performance or are indicators of potential structural defects.  Operational 
conditions include debris, infiltration and inflow, and intrusions (root or service laterals). 
 

Debris Defects.  Debris includes organic solids, silt, mud, sand, fats, oils, grease, manufac-
tured debris, gravel, and rocks.  The sources for fats, oils, grease, and manufactured debris 
may be legal or illegal connections to the sewer.  Inspections should be used to help make 
this determination.  The presence of the other types of debris will also impact sewer per-
formance and may indicate that structural defects are present in the line. 

 
 The collection of debris in the sewer will decrease its hydraulic capacity due to a reduced 

cross-sectional area.  While the reduced cross-sectional area will increase flow velocities 
which may scour the deposited material, experience has shown that the material may harden 
or gel to a degree that does not permit erosion and re-suspension.  Silt, mud, or sand in the 
sewers may be an indication of other problems, since defective joints or broken pipe may be 
allowing soil to wash into the sewer.  Sewers with frequent surcharging may experience this 
operational defect. 

 
 Manufactured debris consists of a variety of non-natural (soil, vegetation) materials that may 

be discharged into the sewers by commercial, industrial, and construction activities.  Block-
ages may occur from the discharging of these materials into the sewer.  These conditions 
may indicate an upstream collapse. 

 
 Gravel and rocks in the sewer may be an indication of a serious defect upstream.  Collapsed 

or broken sewers may be allowing these materials to wash into the sewer.  If upstream inves-
tigations do not locate serious defects, other sources of gravel and rocks could be from 
construction sites or from mischievous children. 

 
 Rats and cockroaches are often found in sewers.  Typically, their presence indicates that 

defects are present that allow access into the pipes. 
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 Infiltration Defects.  Infiltration defects can be caused by a high groundwater level, 
surcharging of the sewer, tidal conditions, or faulty water lines.  In all cases, infiltration oc-
curs at locations that allow water to move in or out of the sewer.  For pipelines installed in 
trenches, deterioration of joint materials and the loss of the surrounding soil support are the 
primary concerns since these may lead to more serious defects.  For pile-supported pipes, in-
filtration may indicate serious structural defects. 

 
 Root Defects.  Root defects include all types of roots intrusions.  The presence of water in 

the sewer is an attraction for roots.  Even well-constructed sewers are subject to root attack.  
In extreme situations the roots may restrict flow.  Roots allow a pathway for water to travel, 
thus increasing the risk of infiltration and structural degradation.  Various types of root de-
fects are used to describe the problem, including matted roots that can block the cross-
section of the sewer, fine roots usually posing little restriction to flow, and tap roots includ-
ing larger diameter roots that can block flow and break pipe.  Clearly roots are not a concern 
for the in-lake portions of the Lake Interceptor. 

 
 Protruding Service Connection Defects.  Protruding service connections can produce 

blockages if the protrusion into the main sewer is excessive.  More frequent problems in-
clude infiltration around the protruding pipe, or damaged pipe resulting from poor 
construction technique or illegal connections. 

Condition Assessment Methodology 
 
Brown and Caldwell personnel reviewed Pipe Experts’ videotapes and written inspection reports.  
The type and severity of the defects observed during the review of the tapes and the comments 
provided by Pipe Experts in their inspection reports form the basis for assessing the overall condi-
tion of each reach of pipe.  Each pipe reach is assigned one of five condition grades (see Table 1).   

Methodology for Assigning Recommendations 
 
The recommendations provided in this technical memorandum are based upon the professional 
experience and judgment of the review team.  Recommendations include ongoing monitoring, 
maintenance, stabilization, structural rehabilitation, and replacement.  As an additional qualifier, 
pipes with very serious defects are identified to require action in the short term. 
 
The recommendations are defined in more detail below. 
 
 Ongoing Monitoring.  This recommendation is assigned when the pipe is in good condi-
tion and only regular routine inspection is required to monitor pipe condition.  The 
recommendation assumes that the sewer will be re-inspected within a given number of years to 
monitor the rate of deterioration. 
 
 Maintenance.  The maintenance recommendation indicates sewers in need of planned 
maintenance to prevent hydraulic failure (e.g., flooding, flow bypassing, dry weather overflow, and 
blockage).  Maintenance includes the removal of roots, debris, sediment, and encrustation from the 
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sewer.  In some situations, a maintenance recommendation may be coupled with a structural rec-
ommendation. 
 
 Stabilization.  This recommendation is provided when sewers need local repairs to prevent 
further deterioration.  Stabilization does not restore the sewer to its original structural condition.  
Instead, it reduces the rate of deterioration thus extending its useful life.  Stabilization may consist 
of: 

� Applying grout to reduce infiltration and soil erosion or to fill voids and stabilize the 
surrounding ground conditions.  Grouting might also provide additional side support 
essential to structural stability and necessary to limit further movement of the struc-
ture.  

� Repairing deteriorated service lateral connections. 

� Performing minor, local repairs. 

 Structural Rehabilitation.  The structural rehabilitation recommendation is made where 
more extensive work is required than that provided by stabilization.  Rehabilitation includes relining 
a sewer to enhance its structural and hydraulic performance and increase its useful life.  Structural 
relining improves the performance of a length of sewer while retaining the original sewer fabric.  
Renovation in this context is usually limited to installing any one of several types of lining systems, 
e.g., cured-in-place pipe (sometimes referred to by the trade name Insituform™), spiral plastic, 
mortar or concrete, and sliplining. 

 Complete Replacement.  This recommendation is made when replacement and/or 
abandonment of the existing sewer is necessary.  It is most often selected when the existing sewer is 
badly deteriorated and cannot be rehabilitated, or when the sewer lacks sufficient hydraulic capacity.  
Pipe bursting is an acceptable method for replacing sewers 36 inches in diameter and smaller.  Most 
pipes larger than 36-inch-diameter require replacement through open-cut construction or trenchless 
tunneling methods, such as micro-tunneling and bore-and-jack techniques.   

 Immediate Action.  In some cases, the condition of the sewer is such that immediate 
action is required to eliminate a hazard to the general public, to the overall sewer system, or to the 
environment.  In such circumstances, any of the above-mentioned recommendations (maintenance, 
stabilization, rehabilitation, and replacement, or further inspection and evaluation) may be appropri-
ate but with higher priority.  This rating modifies the other levels to indicate an added level of 
urgency. 

CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

The tables in this section summarize the inspection observations by major defect category.  The 
information displayed in each table is listed according to reach. 
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The original Pipe Experts’ field reports should be referenced for detailed information on the type, 
severity and location of the observed defects.  The field reports provide the greatest level of detail 
on the observed defects for each reach.  In addition, the videotapes are available for direct viewing 
of the defects. 
 
Recommended management activities to address the defects are provided in the Recommendations 
section of this report. 

Operational Defects 
 
A number of operational defects common to sewer systems were noted during the inspections.  
Debris was found in varying quantities in a number of the reaches.  The condition grade assigned to 
each reach reflects the cross-sectional blockage presented by the debris and other material, and by 
the extent of the accumulation throughout the length of the pipe.  Video captures from this inspec-
tion showing examples of excessive debris accumulation are included as Photos 1 through 5. 

The pipes with the most severe operational defects are listed in Table 4.  These pipes include debris 
accumulations that exceed 20 percent of the pipe diameter.  Sewer reaches listed in Table 5 define 
sewers with debris accumulations ranging from 10 to 20 percent of the pipe diameter. 

Table 4.  Debris Accumulation Exceeding 20 percent of Pipe Diameter 

U/S 
manhole 

D/S 
manhole 

Diameter, 
inches 

Length, 
feet Material Defect summary 

Condition 
grade 

1 2 16 357 CCP Debris 30% 2 

51 50 12 488 CIP Surface damage, debris 30% 2 

12 13 18 747 CCP Debris 25% 2 

21 20 16 1,100 CCP Debris 25% 2 

36 37 24 231 CCP Debris 30% 2 

 

Table 5.  Debris Accumulation of 10 to 20 percent of Pipe Diameter 

U/S 
manhole 

D/S 
manhole 

Diameter, 
inches 

Length, 
feet Material Defect summary 

Condition 
grade 

2 3 16 316 CCP Debris 20% 3 

3 4 16 376 CCP Debris 15% 3 

4 5 16 228 CCP Debris 10% 4 

5 6 16 256 CCP Debris 10% 4 

7 8 16 314 CCP Debris 20% 3 

8 9 16 217 CCP Debris 20% 3 

9 10 16 520 CCP Radial crack, debris 10% 3 

56 55 12 457 CIP Surface damage, debris 10% 3 

55 54 12 345 CIP Surface damage, debris 20% 3 

54 53 12 568 CIP Surface damage, debris 20% 3 

52 51 12 596 CIP Surface damage, debris 10% 4 
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U/S 
manhole 

D/S 
manhole 

Diameter, 
inches 

Length, 
feet Material Defect summary 

Condition 
grade 

49 10 12 623 CIP Surface damage, debris 10% 4 

10 11 16 960 CCP Debris 20% 3 

11 14 24 2,700 CCP Light corrosion, debris 10% 4 

14 15 30 2,020 CCP Light corrosion, debris 10% 4 

16 17 30 720 CCP Debris 10% 4 

17 18 30 1,600 CCP Surface damage, debris 10% 4 

18 19 33 1,140 CCP Debris 10% 4 

20 22 36 810 CCP Debris 10% 4 

37 38 24 192 CCP Light corrosion, debris 10% 4 

38 39 24 182 CCP Debris 10% 4 

39 40 24 136 CCP Debris 10% 4 

40 41 24 78 CCP Reduced grade, radial crack, debris 10% 3 

41 48 24 310 CCP Debris 20% (hanging) 3 

43 44 36 388 CCP Debris 10% 4 

44 45 36 68 CCP Debris 10% 4 

45 46 36 103 CCP Debris (metal) 15% 4 

46 47 36 195 CCP Debris 10% 4 

47 48 36 310 CCP Debris 20% (hanging) 3 

 
 
Structural Defects 
 
The types of structural defects revealed by the inspections include surface damage (corrosion), 
cracks, and fractures, as noted in Photos 6 through 10.  Photos 6 through 9 show examples of the 
corrosion damage, including rebar ripples as noted in the Manhole 32 to 33 reach.  Photo 10 shows 
the fracture that was observed in the Manhole 34 to 35 reach.  The most severe structural defects are 
listed in Table 6.  A summary of all other observed structural defects is listed in Table 7. 

Table 6.  Most Severe Structural Defects 

U/S 
manhole 

D/S 
manhole 

Diameter, 
inches 

Length, 
feet Material Defect summary 

Condition 
grade 

51 50 12 488 CIP Surface damage, debris 30% 2 

32 33 24 508 CCP Exposed aggregate, rebar ripples, 
exposed rebar 

2 

34 35 24 139 CCP Exposed aggregate, fracture 2 
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Table 7.  Other Structural Defects 

U/S 
manhole 

D/S 
manhole 

Diameter, 
inches 

Length, 
feet Material Defect summary 

Condition 
grade 

6 7 16 77 CCP Radial crack 4 

9 10 16 520 CCP Radial crack, debris 10% 3 

56 55 12 457 CIP Surface damage, debris 10% 3 

55 54 12 345 CIP Surface damage, debris 20% 3 

54 53 12 568 CIP Surface damage, debris 20% 3 

53 52 12 458 CIP Surface damage 3 

52 51 12 596 CIP Surface damage, debris 10% 4 

50 49 12 327 CIP Surface damage 4 

49 10 12 623 CIP Surface damage, debris 10% 4 

11 14 24 2700 CCP Light corrosion, debris 10% 4 

14 15 30 2020 CCP Light corrosion, debris 10% 4 

15 16 30 320 CCP Light corrosion 4 

17 18 30 1600 CCP Surface damage, debris 10% 4 

27 28 36 70 CCP Radial cracks 4 

30 31 36 200 CCP Radial crack, surface damage 3 

31 32 24 240 CCP Exposed aggregate 3 

33 34 24 33 CCP Exposed aggregate 3 

37 38 24 192 CCP Light corrosion, debris 10% 4 

40 41 24 78 CCP Reduced grade, radial crack, debris 10% 3 

42 43 36 51 CCP Exposed aggregate in manhole 43 4 

Condition Assessment Summary 
 
A summary of all the condition grade for all of the pipes inspected is presented in Table 8. 

Table 8.  Summary of All Defects and Condition Grades 

U/S 
manhole 

D/S 
manhole 

Diameter, 
inches 

Length, 
feet Material Defect summary 

Condition 
grade 

1 2 16 357 CCP Debris 30% 2 

2 3 16 316 CCP Debris 20% 4 

3 4 16 376 CCP Debris 15% 3 

4 5 16 228 CCP Debris 10% 4 

5 6 16 256 CCP Debris 10% 4 

6 7 16 77 CCP Radial crack 4 

7 8 16 314 CCP Debris 20% 3 

8 9 16 217 CCP Debris 20% 3 

9 10 16 520 CCP Radial crack, debris 10% 3 

56 55 12 457 CIP Surface damage, debris 10% 3 

55 54 12 345 CIP Surface damage, debris 20% 3 

54 53 12 568 CIP Surface damage, debris 20% 3 
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U/S 
manhole 

D/S 
manhole 

Diameter, 
inches 

Length, 
feet Material Defect summary 

Condition 
grade 

53 52 12 458 CIP Surface damage 3 

52 51 12 596 CIP Surface damage, debris 10% 4 

51 50 12 488 CIP Surface damage, debris 30% 2 

50 49 12 327 CIP Surface damage 4 

49 10 12 623 CIP Surface damage, debris 10% 4 

10 11 16 960 CCP Debris 20% 3 

12 13 18 747 CCP Debris 25% 2 

13 11 16 590 CCP None 5 

11 14 24 2,700 CCP Light corrosion, debris <10% 4 

14 15 30 2,020 CCP Light corrosion, debris 10% 4 

15 16 30 320 CCP Light corrosion, debris <10% 4 

16 17 30 1,720 CCP Debris 10% 4 

17 18 30 1,600 CCP Debris 10%, surface damage at joint 458 feet out 
of manhole 17 

4 

18 19 33 1,140 CCP Debris 10% 4 

19 20 33 450 CCP None 5 

21 20 16 1,100 CCP Debris 25% 2 

20 22 36 810 CCP Debris 10% 4 

22 23 36 320 CCP None 5 

23 24 36 596 CCP Debris <10% 4 

24 25 36 1,529 CCP Debris <10% 4 

25 26 36 358 CCP None 5 

26 27 36 475 CCP None 5 

27 28 36 70 CCP Radial cracks 4 

28 29 36 91 CCP None 5 

29 30 36 251 CCP None 5 

30 31 36 200 CCP Radial crack, surface damage 3 

31 32 24 240 CCP Exposed aggregate 3 

32 33 24 508 CCP Exposed aggregate, rebar ripples, exposed rebar 2 

33 34 24 33 CCP Exposed aggregate 3 

34 35 24 139 CCP Exposed aggregate, fracture 2 

36 37 24 231 CCP Debris 30% 2 

37 38 24 192 CCP Light corrosion, debris 10% 4 

38 39 24 182 CCP Debris 10% 4 

39 40 24 136 CCP Debris 10% 4 

40 41 24 78 CCP Reduced grade, radial crack, debris 10% 3 

41 48 24 310 CCP Debris 20% (hanging) 3 

42 43 36 51 CCP Exposed aggregate in manhole 43 4 

43 44 36 388 CCP Debris 10% 4 

44 45 36 68 CCP Debris 10% 4 

45 46 36 103 CCP Debris (metal) 15% 4 

46 47 36 195 CCP Debris 10% 4 

47 48 36 310 CCP Debris 20% (hanging) 3 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

The recommendations provided in this section are grouped into the following categories:  mainte-
nance, structural repairs and rehabilitation, and inspection.   

Maintenance 
 
In the context of this report, the maintenance recommendations are limited to pipe cleaning.  Debris 
accumulation was the primary operational defect noted during the inspections.  Minor root intrusion 
was noted at only one location and no infiltration was noted at pipe joints or service connections.    
Condition Grade 2 levels of debris and sediment buildup should be cleaned as soon as practicable.  
All other pipes recommended for cleaning should be addressed within the next few years to prevent 
accumulations from worsening.  Table 9 shows the segments for which cleaning is recommended.  

Table 9.  Maintenance Recommendations 

U/S 
manhole 

D/S 
manhole 

Diameter, 
inches 

Length,  
feet Material Defect summary 

Condition 
grade 

Recommended 
activity 

1 2 16 357 CCP Debris 30% 2 Clean pipe 

2 3 16 316 CCP Debris 20% 4 Clean pipe 

7 8 16 314 CCP Debris 20% 3 Clean pipe 

8 9 16 217 CCP Debris 20% 3 Clean pipe 

55 54 12 345 CIP Surface damage, 
debris 20% 

3 Clean pipe 

54 53 12 568 CIP Surface damage, 
debris 20% 

3 Clean pipe 

51 50 12 488 CIP Surface damage, 
debris 30% 

2 Clean pipe 

10 11 16 960 CCP Debris 20% 3 Clean pipe 

12 13 18 747 CCP Debris 25% 2 Clean pipe 

21 20 16 1,100 CCP Debris 25% 2 Clean pipe 

36 37 24 231 CCP Debris 30% 3 Clean pipe 

41 48 24 310 CCP Debris 20% 
(hanging) 

3 Clean pipe 

45 46 36 103 CCP Debris (metal) 
15% 

4 Clean pipe 

47 48 36 310 CCP Debris 20% 
(hanging) 

3 Clean pipe 

Structural Rehabilitation/Replacement 
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Corrosion was the dominant structural defect noted during the inspections.  Radial cracks were 
observed at several locations.  Spot repairs can be made to some of the more minor defects.  Pipe 
relining should be considered for arresting the corrosion that was observed in some of the pipes.  
Two reaches were considered to be in poor condition, Condition Grade 2, as listed in Table 10.  
These two reaches should be given high priority for rehabilitation or replacement. 

Table 10.  Structural Repair and Rehabilitation Recommendations1 

U/S 
manhole 

D/S 
manhole 

Diameter, 
inches 

Length, 
feet Material Defect summary 

Condition 
grade Recommended activity 

30 31 36 200 CCP Radial crack, surface 
damage 

3 Spot repair or rehabili-
tate/replace pipe 

31 32 24 240 CCP Exposed aggregate 3 Rehabilitate/replace pipe 

32 33 24 508 CCP Exposed aggregate, 
rebar ripples, exposed 
rebar 

2 Rehabilitate/replace pipe 

33 34 24 33 CCP Exposed aggregate 3 Rehabilitate/replace pipe 

34 35 24 139 CCP Exposed aggregate, 
fracture 

2 Rehabilitate/replace pipe 

42 43 36 51 CCP Exposed aggregate in 
manhole 43 

4 Rehabilitate/replace 
manhole 

Inspection 
  
Inspection is a vital component of any collection system management program.  Inspections serve to 
monitor the condition of the sewers and help document the rate of sewer deterioration through 
comparisons with prior inspections.  Because of the severe impacts if a section of the Lake Intercep-
tor were to fail, the entire system should be re-inspected on a routine basis.  The interval at which 
inspections are required may vary by segment.  However, once a contractor is mobilized and set up 
to do inspections of in-water segments, it is a relatively small incremental cost to complete the entire 
system.  In consideration of these issues, it is suggested the system be inspected at no more than 5-
year intervals.  Table 11 lists the pipe segments for re-inspection that were not listed previously in 
Tables 9 or 10 for maintenance or rehabilitation/replacement. 

Table 11.  Inspection Recommendations 

U/S 
manhole 

D/S 
manhole 

Diameter, 
inches 

Length, 
feet Material Defect summary 

Condition 
grade 

Recommended 
activity 

3 4 16 376 CCP Debris 15% 3 Reinspect in 5 years 

4 5 16 228 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

5 6 16 256 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

6 7 16 77 CCP Radial crack 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

9 10 16 520 CCP Radial crack, debris 10% 3 Reinspect in 5 years 

56 55 12 457 CIP Surface damage, debris 10% 3 Reinspect in 5 years 

53 52 12 458 CIP Surface damage 3 Reinspect in 5 years 

52 51 12 596 CIP Surface damage, debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 
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U/S 
manhole 

D/S 
manhole 

Diameter, 
inches 

Length, 
feet Material Defect summary 

Condition 
grade 

Recommended 
activity 

50 49 12 327 CIP Surface damage 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

49 10 12 623 CIP Surface damage, debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

13 11 16 590 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

11 14 24 2,700 CCP Light corrosion, debris 
<10% 

4 Reinspect in 5 years 

14 15 30 2,020 CCP Light corrosion, debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

15 16 30 320 CCP Light corrosion, debris 
<10% 

4 Reinspect in 5 years 

16 17 30 1,720 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

17 18 30 1,600 CCP Debris 10%, surface damage 
at joint 458 feet out of 
manhole 17 

4 Reinspect in 5 years 

18 19 33 1,140 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

19 20 33 450 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

20 22 36 810 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

22 23 36 320 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

23 24 36 596 CCP Debris <10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

24 25 36 1529 CCP Debris <10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

25 26 36 358 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

26 27 36 475 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

27 28 36 70 CCP Radial cracks 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

28 29 36 91 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

29 30 36 251 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

37 38 24 192 CCP Light corrosion, debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

38 39 24 182 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

39 40 24 136 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

40 41 24 78 CCP Reduced grade, radial crack, 
debris 10% 

3 Reinspect in 5 years 

44 45 36 68 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

46 47 36 195 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

 

Summary of Recommendations 
 
The recommended activity for each reach of pipe in the Lake Interceptor system is summarized in 
Table 12.  The inspection frequency is assumed to be on a 5-year schedule. 
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Table 12.  Summary of Defects, Grades, and Recommendations 

U/S 
manhole 

D/S 
manhole 

Diameter, 
inches 

Length, 
feet Material Defect summary 

Condition 
grade 

Recommended 
activity 

1 2 16 357 CCP Debris 30% 2 Clean pipe 

2 3 16 316 CCP Debris 20% 4 Clean pipe 

3 4 16 376 CCP Debris 15% 3 Reinspect in 5 years 

4 5 16 228 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

5 6 16 256 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

6 7 16 77 CCP Radial Crack 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

7 8 16 314 CCP Debris 20% 3 Clean pipe 

8 9 16 217 CCP Debris 20% 3 Clean pipe 

9 10 16 520 CCP Radial crack, debris 10% 3 Reinspect in 5 years 

56 55 12 457 CIP Surface damage, debris 
10% 

3 Reinspect in 5 years 

55 54 12 345 CIP Surface damage, debris 
20% 

3 Clean pipe 

54 53 12 568 CIP Surface damage, debris 
20% 

3 Clean pipe 

53 52 12 458 CIP Surface damage 3 Reinspect in 5 years 

52 51 12 596 CIP Surface damage, debris 
10% 

4 Reinspect in 5 years 

51 50 12 488 CIP Surface damage, debris 
30% 

2 Clean pipe 

50 49 12 327 CIP Surface damage 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

49 10 12 623 CIP Surface damage, debris 
10% 

4 Reinspect in 5 years 

10 11 16 960 CCP Debris 20% 3 Clean pipe 

12 13 18 747 CCP Debris 25% 2 Clean pipe 

13 11 16 590 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

21 20 16 1,100 CCP Debris 25% 2 Clean pipe 

20 22 36 810 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

22 23 36 320 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

23 24 36 596 CCP Debris <10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

24 25 36 1,529 CCP Debris <10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

25 26 36 358 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

26 27 36 475 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

27 28 36 70 CCP Radial cracks 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

28 29 36 91 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

29 30 36 251 CCP None 5 Reinspect in 5 years 

30 31 36 200 CCP Radial crack, surface 
damage 

3 Spot repair 

31 32 24 240 CCP Exposed aggregate 3 Rehabilitate/replace 
pipe 
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U/S 
manhole 

D/S 
manhole 

Diameter, 
inches 

Length, 
feet Material Defect summary 

Condition 
grade 

Recommended 
activity 

32 33 24 508 CCP Exposed aggregate, rebar 
ripples, exposed rebar 

2 Rehabilitate/replace 
pipe 

33 34 24 33 CCP Exposed aggregate 3 Rehabilitate/replace 
pipe 

34 35 24 139 CCP Exposed aggregate, 
fracture 

2 Rehabilitate/replace 
pipe 

36 37 24 231 CCP Debris 30% 2 Clean pipe 

37 38 24 192 CCP Light corrosion, debris 
10% 

4 Reinspect in 5 years 

38 39 24 182 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

39 40 24 136 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

40 41 24 78 CCP Reduced grade, radial 
crack, debris 10% 

3 Reinspect in 5 years 

41 48 24 310 CCP Debris 20% (hanging) 3 Clean pipe 

42 43 36 51 CCP Exposed aggregate in 
manhole 43 

4 Rehabilitate/replace 
manhole 

43 44 36 388 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

44 45 36 68 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

45 46 36 103 CCP Debris (metal) 15% 4 Clean pipe 

46 47 36 195 CCP Debris 10% 4 Reinspect in 5 years 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 1. Debris between MH 52 and MH 51 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 2. Debris between MH 12 and MH 13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7 and MH 48 Photo 3. Debris between MH 4



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 4. Debris between MH 41 and MH 48 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 5. Debris between MH 37 and  
    MH 36 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 6. Radial crack between MH 30 and      
    MH 31 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 7. Exposed aggregate between MH 31  
               and MH 32 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 8. Exposed aggregate and re-bar  
               between MH 33 and MH 32 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 9. Exposed aggregate between MH 33  
               and MH 32 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 10. Fractured pipe between MH 34  
                 and MH 35 
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 Lake Interceptor TV Reports

Pipe Experts, LLC
Tumwater, Washington

October 2002
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PURPOSE 

The City of Lake Oswego owns and operates the existing Lake Interceptor sanitary sewer system, 
shown in Figure 1, which comprises nearly 28,000 feet of 12-inch to 36-inch-diameter cast iron and 
concrete cylinder pipe.  Of this total length, 24,000 feet lie within the main lake, bays, and canals of 
Oswego Lake and the remaining 4,000 feet is on land, between the east end of the lake and the City 
of Portland’s Tryon Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant (TCWTP).    
 
Prior evaluations of the in-lake portion of the system determined that all but 5,400 feet of pipe, in 
Lakewood Bay and West Bay, have serious hydraulic capacity and structural support deficiencies 
which prevent the interceptor from reliably conveying design flows.  These deficiencies threaten the 
integrity of the pipeline.  
 
The City therefore commenced this predesign study to develop the recommended improvements to 
address the structural and capacity deficiencies.  Objectives established by the City include passing 
the 25-year recurrence peak hour wet weather flow under ultimate buildout conditions and provid-
ing a minimum 75-year design life.  
 
This technical memorandum identifies and summarizes the most feasible alternatives to address 
these capacity and structural deficiencies.  These alternatives will be evaluated and a preferred 
alternative will be selected in a separate technical memorandum. 

SUMMARY 

Two previous studies entitled Overflow Mitigation (Tetra-Tech/KCM, Inc., October 2000), and 
Condition Assessment, Lake Oswego Sanitary Sewer Interceptor Technical Memorandum (Tetra-Tech/KCM, 
Inc., August 2001), identify the structural and capacity concerns with the in-water portions of the 
existing Lake Interceptor system.   
 
Overflow Mitigation identifies specific portions of the pipe system that do not have the necessary 
capacity to convey peak wet weather flows.  In order to avoid sewage overflows to Oswego Lake 
during high flow periods, these pipe segments must be either supplemented with a relief line or else 
replaced with new larger diameter pipe. 
 
The design of the existing interceptor was completed in the early 1960s, prior to current understand-
ing of the potential for significant seismic events in the Lake Oswego area and the adoption of more 
rigorous seismic design codes.  Condition Assessment documents concerns with the structural integrity 
of the existing in-water pipeline, especially as related to pipe and appurtenance support during a 
seismic event.  The memorandum concludes there is a serious risk of interceptor failure in the event 
of a design earthquake. 
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This technical memorandum identifies and describes the alternatives for resolving these capacity and 
structural issues.  The alternatives include: 
 

 Continued operations and maintenance (O&M) only 
 Construct new tunnel 
 Construct new around-the-lake pumping and conveyance system  
 Replace/rehabilitate existing system in-place  
 Construct new pile-supported interceptor on new alignment  
 Construct new buoyant interceptor on new alignment  

Preliminary screening eliminates the continued O&M, tunnel, and replace/rehabilitate alternatives 
for the structurally and capacity-deficient segments.  The three remaining alternatives are considered 
in greater detail in Technical Memorandum No. 4 – Alternatives Evaluation.  The continued O&M 
and replace/rehabilitate alternatives, while eliminated from consideration for addressing the defi-
cient segments, do have application to other portions of the Lake Interceptor system and will be 
included as part of the future recommended improvements. 

See Appendix A for details on each of the existing interceptor system segments. 

BACKGROUND 

Overflow Mitigation documents that more than 16,000 linear feet of the existing in-water system is 
undersized for design wet-weather flows.  The follow-up study, Condition Assessment, documents the 
structural inadequacy in a seismic event of the nearly 9,200 linear feet of pile-supported in-water 
segments.  As such, these reports conclude that a new interceptor pipeline is needed, rather than a 
relief line that simply augments the capacity of the existing interceptor. 
 
Other portions of the in-water interceptor system are buried while some sections rest on the lake 
bed, held in place by anchor blocks.  The upland portions of the system are buried, with the excep-
tion of several elevated segments supported on piers immediately upstream of the TCWTP.  
 
For portions of the existing interceptor that were determined to be adequately sized and structurally 
sound, periodic routine O&M inspections to monitor structural and operational condition should be 
performed.  Rehabilitation and/or replacement of these segments would be pursued in the future as 
O&M inspections identify emerging problems.   
 
All segments of the interceptor identified as under-capacity will be replaced, or a portion of the flow 
will be rerouted to other pipes.  The structural concerns primarily relate to the potential for move-
ment of the existing pipe and manhole supports during a seismic event.  Tetra-Tech/KCM, working 
with their subconsultant Crawford Engineering Associates, identified the segments in need of 
capacity upgrade and the required pipe sizes.  The results were provided to Brown and Caldwell by 
the City for the predesign work and were incorporated without review or modification.   
 
Condition Assessment notes that the push-on joints of the existing pipe system will separate with 
relatively small (1-1/2 to 3 inches) longitudinal movement (movement parallel to the pipe) between 
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adjacent pipes.  Structural analysis conducted for this prior work suggests that in some locations 
longitudinal displacement on the order of 7.5 inches could occur during the design seismic event.  
Further, many of the existing piles are friction piles (i.e., do not contact/penetrate bedrock) and are 
timber/steel pipe “composite” piles.  Some of these piles range in length to more than 200 feet (with 
penetrations up to 180 feet) and have splices, not designed for tension, located well below the 
lakebed.  The gravity anchor blocks sit on the lake bottom.  
 
The combined effect of the type and location of the supports is that during a seismic event, ground 
shaking and liquefaction could easily displace the supports sufficiently to separate the pipe joints.  
The immediate impacts of open pipe joints would be a significant discharge of raw sewage to the 
lake and drainage of the lake through the interceptor and on to the TCWTP.  The lake water rushing 
to the plant could wash out the plant treatment processes, resulting in the discharge of inadequately 
treated sewage to the Willamette River.  Discharge of raw sewage into the lake could result in a 
health hazard and a rapid increase in the organic and nutrient loads to the lake. 
 
This technical memorandum identifies and describes five alternatives for resolving these capacity 
and structural issues.  The alternatives include: 
 

 Continued O&M only—Routine O&M will monitor the integrity of the existing intercep-
tor where it has sufficient capacity and is structurally sound. 

 Construct new tunnel—Install a new interceptor in a tunnel constructed beneath the lake. 

 Construct new around-the-lake pumping and conveyance system—Construct pump stations and 
force mains to convey the wastewater to new and existing gravity sewers upland from 
the lake. 

 Replace/rehabilitate existing system in-place—Replace the existing under-capacity pipe seg-
ments with new larger pipe and upgrade or replace the existing structural support 
system to meet seismic requirements along the current interceptor alignment.  Reha-
bilitate adequately-sized pipe as needed. 

 Construct new pile-supported interceptor on new alignment—Construct a new in-water intercep-
tor system on a new alignment.  The pipe would be supported by piles designed to 
withstand the design seismic event. 

 Construct new buoyant interceptor on new alignment—Construct a new in-water interceptor 
system on a new alignment.  The pipe would be buoyant and would be tethered to the 
lake bottom by anchors designed to withstand the design seismic event. 

Upon analysis of the alternatives, it may be that the final recommended improvements include using 
a combination of alternatives for the various segments of the interceptor.  Regardless of how the 
alternatives are applied, the end goal is to develop a project that provides efficient and safe convey-
ance of the entire wastewater flow from the Lake Interceptor service area to the TCWTP. 
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PROJECT ALTERNATIVES 

The project alternatives identified in this memorandum will be used in combination to develop the 
recommended project for improvements to the Oswego Lake Interceptor. 
 
The proposed project alternatives are described in greater detail in this section. 

Continued O&M Only 
 
This alternative does not resolve the capacity and structural issues associated with the Lake Intercep-
tor system.  However, for specific segments for which capacity and structural integrity are sufficient, 
this alternative is appropriate.  This alternative involves routine inspection and maintenance to 
confirm the continued use of the existing interceptor.  In the future, when wastewater flow ap-
proaches capacity or pipe condition deteriorates, these segments of the interceptor can be replaced 
or rehabilitated as required to maintain the integrity of the system. 

New Tunnel 
 
This alternative includes construction of a tunnel from the west end of the lake to the east end and 
installation of a new gravity interceptor or siphon pipe in the tunnel.  Tributary flow from the 
upstream end of the lake would enter the tunnel in the vicinity of Manhole 11 and flow through the 
new interceptor to a point upstream of the TCWTP.  Figure 2 provides a preliminary view of two 
possible alignments.  Selection of the final alignment would require a very detailed geotechnical 
evaluation of the Oswego Lake area to determine the depth of the rock horizon and the geotechni-
cal quality of the rock. 
 
Connections to the existing interceptor at intermediate manholes would either be relocated to the 
new tunnel via deep drop shafts or be re-routed out of the lake interceptor system via new pump 
stations and force mains/gravity sewers.   
 
The tunnel would have to be constructed in consistent conditions, preferably solid rock, along its 
entire length, either beneath or around the perimeter of the lake.  Tunneling in fractured rock could 
allow significant groundwater flows to enter the tunnel, thereby jeopardizing the construction 
process.  Tunneling in mixed ground conditions is likewise very risky.  Pipe would be installed in the 
completed tunnel and the annular space between the tunnel wall and the interceptor pipe would be 
filled with grout.  The typical diameter of a hard rock tunnel is a minimum of approximately 8 feet, 
which allows space for the tunneling operation, removal of excavated material and installation of 
ventilation, power and hydraulic/pneumatic utilities.  Grouting and/or pumping may be required to 
control groundwater levels in the tunnel during construction.   
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New Around-the-Lake Pumping and Conveyance System 
 
To replace the undersized and pile-supported segments of the interceptor system with an around-
the-lake solution requires construction of six pump stations and force mains to convey the tributary 
flows upland to a treatment plant, or to existing or new gravity sewers.  The engineering staff for the 
City have conducted a preliminary evaluation of this alternative, including pump station siting and 
estimated project cost.  Crawford Engineering Associates, under contract to the City, provided the 
flow projections for these pump stations. 
 
The new pump stations would be located along the lakeshore at or near the points where existing 
tributary sewers enter the interceptor.  Table 1 provides a list of the new pump stations and their 
estimated capacities, and Figure 3 shows their approximate locations as well as the locations of 
required force mains and new gravity sewers. 

Table 1.  Pump Stations Required for Around-the-Lake Alternative 

Location Capacitya, gallons per minute 
Lake Grove Swim Park 4,950 
Iron Mountain 9,140 b 
Springbrook Easement 315  
Lost Dog Creek 1,530 
Twin Points 290 
Forest Hills Easement 110 

a Capacity is the peak hour flow projected from a 25-year recurrence rain event in ultimate buildout conditions. 
b Includes 4,950 from Lake Grove Swim Park Pump Station.  

 
 
Siting the pump stations would require acquisition of easements on lakeshore property.  Pump 
stations would include emergency power supplies, noise and odor control facilities, and architectur-
ally pleasing buildings to minimize the impacts on the lake and surrounding community.   
 
Force mains would follow existing streets and rights-of-way wherever possible.  Private easements 
may be necessary for some areas.  Force mains would discharge to existing gravity sewers where 
capacity is available.  Otherwise, new gravity sewers would be required that would eventually tie in to 
the existing interceptor upstream of the TCWTP. 
 
This alternative could also be applied in part to supplement capacity of the undersized Main Canal 
Trunk.  A new pump station would be required at Bryant Road with a parallel force main that 
discharges to Manhole No. 9, 10, or 11.  

Replace/Rehabilitate Interceptor In-Place 
 
Much of the existing in-lake alignment is roughly located along the north shore of the lake.  This 
alignment places the pipe on steep terrain where slope failures, either earthquake-induced or other-
wise, could result in failure of the interceptor due to displacement of the pipe, piles, or manholes.  
Overflow Mitigation concludes that more than two-thirds of the in-lake portion of the interceptor is 
under-capacity for the projected peak design flows.   
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It is probable that replacement in-place will be viable for capacity-deficient pipe segments that do 
not have any pile supports (including the Main Canal Trunk).  In other areas where the pipe is of 
adequate size and is either buried or resting on the lakebed, the integrity of the existing system will 
be evaluated to determine whether rehabilitation will be needed or the O&M alternative will suffice.   
 
Pipe replacement on the existing alignment would necessitate bypass pumping and/or diversion of 
the existing wastewater flow.  A detailed plan would be prepared for each manhole and pipe seg-
ment that is removed from service for construction.  Great care would be needed in the planning 
and execution to ensure the integrity of the existing interceptor system during construction. 
 
The pile design for the existing interceptor was evaluated in Condition Assessment.  That evaluation 
indicates the piles have splices that could separate and pile caps that could be displaced during a 
seismic event.  Pipe saddles were not firmly attached to the pile bents and could slip off the pile 
caps.  Many of the piles were installed with less than 20 feet of penetration, which was reported as 
the minimum penetration length to resist the uplift forces occurring during the design seismic event.  
Overall, the conclusion reached in Condition Assessment is that the existing pile system will fail during 
the design seismic event. 
 
Continued use of the existing alignment would require replacing the under-capacity segments of the 
pipe and augmenting the structural support for the interceptor as necessary to withstand the design 
seismic event.  The upgraded structural support must be able to withstand uplift forces and lateral 
loads.  Where pipe capacity must be increased, existing manholes would be replaced or modified as 
necessary to accommodate the new pipe connections.  Manholes would be anchored to bedrock 
using rock anchors designed to resist buoyant forces and movement during a seismic event.   

New Pile-Supported Interceptor on New Alignment 
 
In this alternative, the majority of the interceptor would be replaced on piles on a new alignment.  
Careful evaluation of the geology and seismic conditions would place the new interceptor in a more 
seismically stable location than the existing alignment.   
 
An Alignment Selection Workshop was conducted on October 17, 2002.  Representatives of the 
City and the Lake Oswego Corporation joined representatives of the Brown and Caldwell project 
team to review data that had been compiled and to discuss the alignment options.  The conclusion 
reached during the workshop was that the best alignment would be that shown in Figure 4.  This 
alignment places the interceptor in the most geologically stable location, furthest from the steep 
slopes of the lake shore and of the formations near the middle of the lake. 
 
Most of the new interceptor would be constructed on piles.  With careful alignment selection and 
consideration of the appropriate design loads, it may be possible to design a pile system to support 
the new interceptor.  The piles would typically extend to bedrock, which varies from approximately 
35 to 150 feet below the lakebed.  Piles, pile caps and pipe supports would be designed to withstand 
the design seismic event while keeping the pipe securely held in place.  Rock anchors may be 
required to provide tension capacity for the piles. 
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The pipe material selected for the new interceptor must be rigid enough to span the distance be-
tween the pile supports without excessive deflection (upward when empty and downward when 
flowing full).  Pipe joints would have rubber gaskets for water-tightness and flexibility.  Joint re-
straint would be provided either at the pipe supports or at individual joints as necessary to prevent 
separation during a seismic event.  The most viable pipe material options are steel, concrete cylinder 
and ductile iron.  Specialty prestressed concrete or fiberglass pipe may also be options to extend the 
distance between supports. 
 
Manholes would be located along the length of the new interceptor, at roughly 1,000-foot maximum 
spacings, to provide access for inspection and maintenance and connection points for tributary 
sewers.  For this alternative, the manholes would likely be concrete or high density polyethylene 
(HDPE) and would be supported on pile systems designed for the specific service and conditions.  
The City has committed to the Lake Oswego Corporation that the new interceptor will not result in 
additional exposed manholes in the lake.  Exposed manholes on the proposed alignment would 
present obstacles in the main body of the lake that would pose serious safety hazards to boaters.  
Manholes on the new alignment would be submerged with their top elevations a safe distance below 
the typical lake water surface elevation of 98.6.  Access to the interceptor would be through a 
standpipe that would be clamped by divers to a mating surface on the top of each submerged 
manhole.  Once the standpipe has been placed, the water would be pumped out and a maintenance 
worker would descend the standpipe to open the water-tight manhole cover and allow equipment 
installation.    
 
Tributary sewers would connect to the new interceptor manholes.  The tributary sewers would be 
supported by piles in a manner similar to the interceptor.   
 
Except where the existing and new interceptors connect, construction of the new pipe would 
proceed without impacting flow through the existing pipe.  Tributary sewers would be connected 
when the new interceptor has been tested and is connected to the existing interceptor at the down-
stream end of the lake. 

New Buoyant Interceptor on New Alignment 
 
Again, the new interceptor would be constructed on a new alignment and careful evaluation of the 
geology and seismic conditions would place the new interceptor in a more seismically stable location 
than the existing alignment.  The best alignment for this alternative would be the same alignment 
shown in Figure 4 and discussed for the pile-supported alternative. 
 
This alternative involves construction of a new buoyant interceptor attached to anchors at the 
bottom of the lake using flexible tethers.  Each attachment point will have one or more anchors with 
tethers of the length required to hold the pipe at the design location and elevation.  
 
The buoyant pipe concept depends on the pipe and manholes to have sufficient buoyancy to 
maintain the design grade regardless of the selected pipe material and whether the pipe is full or 
empty.  Additional buoyancy would be provided where needed either by attaching a second pipe 
filled with air or foam along the length of the interceptor, or by attaching pontoons to the intercep-
tor at the discreet anchor connection points.   
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The pipe material for the buoyant interceptor could be rigid or flexible.  Most rigid pipe is very 
heavy and would therefore require significant external buoyancy.  Lighter materials such as HDPE, 
poly-vinyl chloride, and fiberglass require much less external buoyancy.  However, the lighter 
materials require closer anchor spacing or some sort of separate stiffening structure to prevent the 
pipe from arching upward excessively into a high point between each anchor.  Anchor spacing and 
the amount of external buoyancy required depend on the strength and buoyant weight of the 
selected pipe material. 
 
Manholes for the buoyant pipeline alternative would be located and accessed as described in the 
previous alternative.  Rather than being pile-supported, the submerged manholes would be buoyant 
and would be anchored to the bottom in a manner similar to the pipe.  Manholes would have to be 
held firmly in place with multiple anchors to ensure stability of the standpipe while workers are 
entering or exiting.  Manhole material would most likely be a lightweight material such as HDPE in 
order to limit the external flotation required for buoyancy.   
 
Tributary sewers would also be buoyant, would be anchored in a manner similar to the interceptor, 
and would connect to the new interceptor at submerged manholes. 
 
The anchor types would depend on the type of soil material beneath the alignment and the depth to 
a sound foundation.  The three types most likely to be used for anchoring the buoyant pipeline 
include plate anchors, rock anchors and dead man anchors. 
 
Where sands and gravels are present over bedrock, plate anchors may be used.  Plate anchors are 
helical screws that are turned into the sand and gravel to provide the specified anchor strength.   
 
Where bedrock is overlain by structurally weak lake sediments, dead man anchors could be used.  
Dead man anchors are essentially weights that sit on solid ground or bedrock and are heavy enough 
to keep the pipe and manholes held down on grade even when the pipe is empty.  Dead man 
anchors could take a variety of forms and sizes, and could be built from various materials, depend-
ing on specific installation issues for various locations. 
 
If high-capacity anchors are required for long spans, rock anchors could be used.  Holes would be 
drilled in the bedrock and the rock anchors would be grouted into place.  The depth and size 
required for the anchors depends on the required strength and the structural integrity of the rock 
holding them. 
 
Friction anchors, pushed the required depth into competent layers of the lake bed, are another 
possibility.  Friction anchors would rely partially on weight and partially on skin friction of the 
surrounding soil.  Friction anchors could be either concrete or a cast-in-place soil cement grout 
mixture.  Friction anchors would have to be properly sized and installed at the proper depths such 
that they would not sink further when the pipe is full nor creep upward when the pipe is nearly 
empty. 
 
The tethers connecting the pipe to the anchors would be flexible and strong enough to withstand 
the anticipated buoyant and seismic related forces.  Steel cable or chain would be the most suitable 
tethers.  In either case, the tethers would need to be protected from corrosion.  The tether system 
would include an adjusting mechanism to permit fine-tuning of the pipe elevation during construc-
tion and throughout the life of the project.  A redundant tether would be provided at each anchor.   
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Except where the existing and new interceptors connect, construction of the new pipe would 
proceed without impacting flow through the existing pipe.  Tributary sewers would be connected 
when the new interceptor has been tested and is connected to the existing interceptor at the down-
stream end of the lake. 

PRELIMINARY SCREENING OF ALTERNATIVES 

To ensure that only viable options are carried forward for more in-depth analysis in Technical 
Memorandum No. 4 – Alternatives Evaluation, a preliminary screening is conducted here to identify 
any alternatives that should be eliminated due to fatal flaws. 

Continued O&M Only 
 
This alternative is not a true alternative in that it does not resolve the capacity and structural issues 
associated with the Lake Interceptor system.  However, there are segments of the existing intercep-
tor system in which capacity and structural integrity are sufficient.  In these segments only, the 
continued O&M alternative is appropriate and will be included in the ongoing evaluation.  For the 
deficient segments, the continued O&M alternative is dropped from further consideration, as the 
resultant overflows and risk of catastrophic failure are not acceptable. 

New Tunnel  
 
The interceptor tunnel alternative includes construction of a tunnel from the west end of the lake to 
the east end and installation of a new gravity interceptor or siphon pipe in the tunnel.  Because the 
tunnel must be constructed through competent rock, if the alignment passes under the lake, the 
invert of a gravity sewer would be approximately 110 feet below sea level, or in excess of 200 feet 
below the surface of the lake.  Therefore, at the downstream end, a very deep, high-head pump 
station would be required to lift the flow to the treatment plant.  Likewise, at the upstream end, a 
very deep mining shaft would be required.  Connections of tributary lines to a tunnel under the lake 
would not be possible, so a system of pump stations, force mains, and gravity sewers would be 
required to route these flows around the lake to the TCWTP, similar to several of those required for 
the around-the-lake option.     
 
A siphon could deliver the wastewater to a much higher elevation on the downstream end but would 
have no intermediate access points for inspection and maintenance.  A siphon would therefore be of 
unacceptable length and depth for consideration as a wastewater interceptor. 
 
Moving the alignment to pass around the north side of the lake could provide a more acceptable 
depth and grade for a gravity sewer but would require a large number of easements for construction 
beneath private property.  There is potential for damage to homes and property located above the 
tunneling operation.  Access to the new interceptor would be very limited.  Connections to the new 
interceptor from tributary sewers along the alignment would require difficult additional tunneling, 
deep drop shafts, and additional easements.  More likely, a number of pump stations, force mains, 
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and gravity sewers, similar to many of those required for the around-the-lake option, would be 
needed to route flow to a connection nearer the TCWTP. 
 
The above options would all require expensive construction.  Moreover, risk of construction cost 
overruns are significant on tunneling projects due to the potential for differing site conditions.  The 
drawbacks for each of these various scenarios are significant and are judged at this preliminary level 
of investigation to be fatal flaws relative to the other alternatives available.  In addition, planning and 
design of a tunnel would require a major geotechnical investigation to verify the quality of the 
bedrock, and therefore feasibility of tunneling, and to identify the best alignment.  The required 
drilling program would be disruptive, require access to the lake and private property around the lake, 
and would be very costly before it could even be determined if a tunnel is constructable. 
 
Therefore, the interceptor tunnel alternative is eliminated from further consideration. 

New Around-the-Lake Pumping and Conveyance System  
 
To remove the interceptor from the lake requires construction of six pump stations and force mains 
to convey the tributary flows upland to a treatment plant, or to existing or new gravity sewers.  The 
evaluation completed by the City’s engineering staff suggests this alternative is technically feasible, 
though expensive.  The alternative accomplishes the project goals and will be included in further 
evaluations. 

Replace/Rehabilitate Interceptor In-Place  
 
This alternative may be viable for those portions of the interceptor system that are buried or sup-
ported on firm lakebed soils:  portions that are under capacity could be replaced on the same 
alignment and portions that have sufficient capacity could be rehabilitated in-place.  Careful bypass 
pumping would be required in both cases.   
 
For the elevated pipe on piers just upstream of the TCWTP, either replacement or rehabilitation will 
likely be appropriate.  
 
However, this alternative is fatally flawed with respect to much of the in-lake pile-supported seg-
ments.  Due to the nature of the piles, below mudline splices with no tension capacity, there is no 
access for rehabilitation.  In addition, the slope stability issues discussed previously render much of 
the existing pile-supported portion of the alignment unsuitable.  Even in those isolated cases where 
pipe capacity, pile splices, and slope stability are not issues, corrosion of the more than 40-year old 
steel H-piles and steel pipe piles may make rehabilitation unfeasible for a desired 75-year minimum 
design life. 

New Pile-Supported Interceptor on New Alignment  
 
In this alternative, a new interceptor would be constructed on piles on a new alignment.  The new 
alignment discussed earlier is judged the best in-lake alignment to minimize the seismic impact on 
the system.  A further evaluation of the potential for using piles to support the new interceptor on 
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this alignment is warranted, though difficulties are expected in terms of pile design to withstand 
uplift and lateral forces.   

New Buoyant Interceptor on New Alignment  
 
This alternative involves construction of a new buoyant interceptor attached to anchors in the 
bottom of the lake using flexible tethers.  The new alignment discussed above is judged the best in-
lake alignment to minimize the seismic impact on the pipe and the tethers present the smallest 
obstacle to liquefied or moving soil.  This alternative has no known fatal flaws, though pipe grade 
control is expected to be challenging.  A new buoyant interceptor will be evaluated further. 

NEXT STEPS 

This technical memorandum identifies the viable options for upgrading various portions of the Lake 
Interceptor.  The identified alternatives include: 
 

 Continued O&M only—appropriate only for buried portions with adequate capacity 
that are shown to be in reasonable condition from TV inspection. 

 Construct new around-the-lake pumping and conveyance system—appropriate for in-water por-
tion of system in much of the main lake and potentially for a parallel system to 
augment capacity of the Main Canal Trunk.   

 Replace/rehabilitate existing system in-place—appropriate only for those portions that are 
either under capacity (including the Main Canal Trunk) or in poor condition and that 
are either buried or resting on firm lakebed soils; also appropriate for elevated upland 
pipe near TCWTP. 

 Construct new pile-supported interceptor on new alignment—appropriate for in-lake portions 
with either structural or capacity deficiencies.  

 Construct new buoyant interceptor on new alignment—appropriate for in-lake portions with 
either structural or capacity deficiencies.  

These alternatives are further examined in Technical Memorandum No. 4 – Alternatives Evaluation, 
which includes geotechnical and structural findings.  The evaluation determines the best alterna-
tive(s) for each segment of the interceptor system and the combined segments comprise the 
recommended project(s). 
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Oswego Lake Interceptor System Record Drawing Data March 25, 2005

Pipe Run Pipe Diamter Pipe Slope Run Length Capacity * Design Flow
FIG. 1 City Ref. # MH Start - MH End (inches) (rise/run) (feet) (cfs) (cfs) Comments As-built no.

1 E17B-012S
MH1 - MH2 16 0.00173 357 3.0 3.7 Buried approx. 3' below West Bay lake bottom  with approx. 224' of conc. Anchor blocks 16' o.c. #41 B

2 E17B-010S
MH2 - MH3 16 0.00173 316 3.0 3.7 Buried approx. 5' below West Bay lake bottom . #41 B

3 E17B-015S
MH3 - MH4 16 0.00173 376 3.0 3.8 Buried approx. 6' below West Bay lake bottom. #41 A

4 E17B-008S
MH4 - MH5 16 0.00173 228 3.0 3.8 Buried approx. 5' to 6' below West Bay lake bottom. #41 A

5 E17B-005S
MH5 - MH6 16 0.00173 256 3.0 3.8 Buried approx. 5' below West Bay lake bottom.  (3) conc. anchor blocks near the mid-point of run #41 A

6 E17B-003S
MH6 - MH7 16 0.00173 77 3.0 3.8 Buried approx. 6' below Oswego Lake bottom. #41 A

7 E08C-100S
MH7 - MH8 16 0.00173 314 3.0 3.9 Buried approx. 4' to 5' below Oswego Lake bottom.  (11) conc. anchor blocks near run mid-point at 16' o.c. #41 A

8 E08C-092S
MH8 - MH9 16 0.00173 217 3.0 3.9 Buried approx. 4' below Oswego Lake bottom.  (9) conc. anchor blocks near run mid-point at 16' o.c. #41 A

9 E08C-090S
MH9 - MH10 16 0.00140 520 2.7 5.0 50% of pipe length buried approx. 8' below Oswego Lake bottom.  (7) conc. anchor blocks at 16' o.c. & (4) bents at 32' o.c. #325 J

10 E08C-096S
MH10 - MH11 16 0.00140 960 2.7 7.0 70% of pipe length buried between 1' & 9' below Oswego Lake bottom.  Includes (4) bents at 32' o.c. #325 J

11 E08D-058S

12 E17A-044S
MH12 - MH13 18 0.00120 747 3.4 2.7 60% of pipe length buried between 1' & 6' below Blue Heron Canal bottom. Remaining pipe elevated on (13) anchor blocks 16' o.c. & (5) conc. pedestals 32' o.c. #41 J

13 E17A-003S
MH13 - MH11 16 0.00140 590 2.7 2.9 40% is 1' -7' under Oswego Lake bottom.  (9) bents 32' o.c. centered approx. midway along pipe run with pipe is elevated 3' above lake bottom #325 K

11 E08D-058S
MH11 - MH14 24 0.00080 2700 5.9 11.1 Pipe either on the Oswego Lake bottom or elevated 1' - 4' above bottom.  Run contains (38) anchor blocks 16' o.c. & (50) bents 32' o.c. #325 H, I

14 E08D-035S
MH14 - MH15 30 0.00060 2020 9.3 17.6 80% of pipe run is elevated approx. 28' above Oswego Lake bottom with the remainder on lake bottom.  Run contains (60) bents 32' o.c. & (7) anchor blocks 16' o.c #325 F,G

15 E09C-015S
MH15 - MH16 30 0.00060 320 9.3 18.0 85% of pipe run is elevated approx. 13' above Oswego Lake bottom with the remainder buried 1' - 9' beneath lake bottom. Run contains (7) bents 32' o.c. #325 F

16 E09C-014S
MH16 - MH17 30 0.00060 1720 9.3 18.0 90% of pipe run is elevated approx. 21' above lake bottom with the remainder buried 10' - 12' below lake bottom. Pipe run conatins (47) bents 32' o.c. #325 E,F

17 E09A-042S
MH17 - MH18 30 0.00060 1600 9.3 18.0 95% of run is elevated between 2' and 21' above lake bottom.  The remainder is buried 7' - 9' below lake bottom.  Run contains (43) bents 32' o.c #325 D,E

18 E09A-028S
MH18 - MH19 33 0.00060 1140 12.0 18.0 70% of run is elevated between 2' and 12' above Oswego lake bottom with the remainder buried 3' - 13' below lake bottom.  (7) anchor bolts  16' o.c. & (24) bents 32' o.c #325 C,D

19 E10B-073S
MH19 - MH20 33 0.00055 450 11.5 18.0 30% of run is elevated 2' above Oswego Lake bottom with the remainder buried approx. 5' beneath lake bottom.  Run contains (4) bents 32' o.c. #325 C

20 E10B-085S

21 E10C-006S
MH21 - MH20 16 0.00140 1100 5.4 3.2 60% of run is elevated approx. 14' above Oswego Lake bottom with the remainder buried approx. 2' - 7' below lake bottom. Pipe run contains (18) bents 32' o.c #325 B

20 E10B-085S
MH20 - MH22 36 0.00050 810 13.9 20.0 70% of run is buried between 4' - 13' below Oswego Lake bottom.  30% lies on lake bottom.  (7) anchor bolts 16' o.c. & (12) bents at 32' o.c #325 A

22 E10B-071S
MH22 - MH23 36 0.00050 320 13.9 20.0 Entire pipe run is buried between 6' - 15' below Oswego Lake bottom. #325 A

23 E10B-074S
MH23 - MH24 36 0.00050 596 13.9 20.0 Entire run is buried approx. 16' below lake bottom.  Approx. 80% of run is in approx. 4' - 9' deep solid rock #324 J

24 E10A-074S
MH24 - MH25 36 0.00050 1529 13.9 20.0 90% of run lies on Lakewood Bay bottom with the remainder buried between 3' - 9' below lake bottom.  Approx. 300' of the run is in 3' - 9' deep solid rock #324 B,J

25 E10A-041S
MH25 - MH26 36 0.00050 358 13.9 24.9 Entire run is buried approx. 14' below Lakewood Bay bottom.  Existing pipe will not surcharge because flow becomes supercritical #324 B

26 E10A-034S
MH26 - MH27 36 0.00050 475 13.9 24.9 Entire run is buried approx. 12' below Lakewood Bay bottom.  Existing pipe will not surcharge because flow becomes supercritical #324 B

27 E10A-021S
MH27 - MH28 36 0.00050 70 13.9 25.0 Entire run is buried approx. 27' below surface in fountain area of Millennium Park plaza.  Existing pipe will not surcharge because flow becomes supercritical #324 B

28 E10A-022S
MH28 - MH29 36 0.00050 91 13.9 26.1 Pipe run is buried approx. 28' below Hwy. #43 (State St.) inside of a 72" casing pipe.  Existing pipe will not surcharge because flow becomes supercritical #324 A

29 E10A-023S
MH29 - MH30 36 0.00050 251 13.9 26.1 Run is buried approx. 28' below ground surface under public parking lot, Foothills Road and private driveway.  Existing pipe will not surcharge because flow becomes supercritical #324 A

30 E10A-027S
MH30 - MH31 36 0.08000 200 175.2 26.1 Run is buried between 6' - 20' below ground surface through multi-family residential development. #324 A

31 E10A-163S
MH31 - MH32 24 0.01100 241 22.0 26.1 Run is buried between 4' - 20' below ground surface through multi-family residential development and across Oswego Pointe Drive #196 C

32 E02C-032S
32 E02C-032S

MH32 - MH33 24 0.00640 506 16.8 26.1 Run is buried between 5' - 18' below ground surface along westerly side of railroad spur line #196 B,C
33 E03D-071S

MH33 - MH34 24 0.00640 53 16.8 26.1 Pipe is within 36" diameter CMP casing crossing under railroad spur line.  Depth to invert is about 18' #196 B
34 E03D-068S

MH Number
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Oswego Lake Interceptor System Record Drawing Data March 25, 2005

Pipe Run Pipe Diamter Pipe Slope Run Length Capacity * Design Flow
FIG. 1 City Ref. # MH Start - MH End (inches) (rise/run) (feet) (cfs) (cfs) Comments As-built no.

MH Number

MH34 - MH35 24 0.00640 134 16.8 26.1 Entire pipe run is buried between 5' - 15' below ground surface. #196 B
35 E03D-060S

MH35 - MH36 FLUME 15 Entire run is old Parshall Flume structure.  Flow through the structure splits to parallel downstream pipelines #196 B
36 E03D-057S

MH36 - MH37 24 0.00350 231 12.4 11.1 Entire pipe run is buried between 4' - 8' below ground surface. #196 B
37 E03D-048S

MH37 - MH38 24 0.00350 192 12.4 11.1 Entire pipe run is buried between 4' - 7' below ground surface. #196 B
38 E03D-041S

MH38 - MH39 24 0.00350 182 12.4 11.1 Entire pipe run is buried between 5' - 8' below ground surface. #196 B
39 E02C-010S

MH39 - MH40 24 0.00350 136 12.4 11.2 Entire pipe run is buried between 4' - 6' below ground surface. #196 B
40 E02C-008S

MH40 - MH41 24 0.00350 78 12.4 11.2 Run changes from buried to elevated above ground on reinforced concrete piers. #196 B
41 E02C-004S

MH41 - MH48 24 0.00350 310 12.4 11.2 Run is elevated approx. 12' above ground on reinforced concrete piers 32' o.c., to distribution box at Tryon Creek sewage treatment plant #196 B
48 E02C-007S

35 E03D-060S
MH35 - MH42 36 0.16130 8 217.5 22.4 Short buried pipe run from old Parshall flume structure to dischare manhole for Willamette Pump Station.  #262-2

42 E03D-059S
MH42 - MH43 36 0.09760 51 64.7 30.7 Entire pipe run is buried approx. 7' below ground surface. #262-2

43 E03D-055S
MH43 - MH44 36 0.00200 388 27.8 30.7 Entire pipe run is buried approx. 8' below ground surface. #262-2

44 E03D-042S
MH44 - MH45 36 0.00200 68 27.0 30.7 Entire pipe run is buried approx. 7' below ground surface. #262-2

45 E02C-013S
MH45 - MH46 36 0.00200 103 28.1 30.7 Most of run is buried.  The downstream end connects to manhole elevated on reinforced concrete pier. #262-2

46 E02C-012S
MH46 - MH47 36 0.00200 195 27.7 30.7 Elevated approx. 10' above ground on reinforced concrete piers approx. 32' o.c. #262-2

47 E02C-005S
MH47 - MH48 36 0.00200 310 29.8 30.8 Elevated approx. 10' above ground on reinforced concrete piers approx. 32' o.c., to distribution box at Tryon Creek sewage treatment plant #262-2

48 E02C-007S

10 E08C-096S
MH10 - MH49 12 0.00139 623 1.2 2.0 80%  of pipe run is buried approx. 5' below main canal bottom, the remainder is approx. 1' below main canal bottom.  Pipe run contains (9) conc. anchor blocks 18' o.c. #41 E

49 E17B-021S
MH49 - MH50 12 0.00139 327 1.2 2.0 Entire pipe run is buried approx. 6' below main canal bottom. Pipe trench excavated from rock for approx. one third of run. #41 E

50 E17B-038S
MH50 - MH51 12 0.00139 488 1.2 2.0 Entire pipe run is buried approx. 7' below main canal bottom in trench excavated from rock. #41 E

51 E17B-053S
MH51 - MH52 12 0.00139 596 1.2 2.0 Entire pipe run is buried approx. 6' below main canal bottom. Pipe trench excavated from rock for approx. one half of this run. #41 F

52 E17B-073S
MH52 - MH53 12 0.00139 458 1.2 1.8 Entire pipe run is buried approx. 6' below main canal bottom. #41 F

53 E17B-086S
MH53 - MH54 12 0.00139 568 1.2 1.8 Entire pipe run is buried approx. 5' below main canal bottom. #41 F

54 E17B-110S
MH54 - MH55 12 0.00139 345 1.2 1.7 Entire pipe run is buried approx. 4' below main canal bottom. #41 G

55 E17C-009S
MH55 - MH56 12 0.00139 457 1.2 1.7 Entire pipe run is buried approx. 4' below main canal bottom.  

56 E17C-047S

* Capacity is unsurcharged full pipe flow based upon Manning's Equation with n= 0.014

The reference number shown in the second column is the City's Infrastructure Management System number for each respective manhole or structure
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Oswego Lake Interceptor Sewer
Manhole Rim and Invert Elevations and Coordinates

3/2/2007

Lk Int Pre-
Design

City (Hanson) 
Ref. # Northing Easting

Rim 
Elevation

Surveyed 
I.E.

Record Drawing 
I.E. adjusted to 

NGDV 29 Comments
Downstream 

Pipe Diameter
Downstream 
Pipe Length MH TO MH

1 E17B-012S 640855.97 7631176.75 102.16 92.07 16.00 356.91 1,2
2 E17B-010S 640806.75 7631530.25 100.16 90.99 16.00 315.57 2,3

91.75 8" IN north
3 E17B-015S 640805.97 7631845.82 100.48 90.44 16.00 375.78 3,4
4 E17B-008S 641043.70 7632136.84 99.96 89.84 16.00 227.91 4,5

90.55 8" IN north
5 E17B-005S 641048.51 7632364.70 99.67 89.50 16.00 255.77 5,6
6 E17B-003S 641197.03 7632572.93 100.04 89.12 16.00 66.94 6,7
7 E08C-100S 641261.48 7632554.86 88.96 Under deck 341.19 7,8

89.59 8" IN north
8 E08C-092S 641556.68 7632725.93 100.2 88.41 16.00 215.77 8,9
9 E08C-090S 641605.98 7632935.99 100.46 88.12 16.00 525.10 9,10

88.63 8" IN north
10 E08C-096S 641362.56 7633401.26 100.59 87.09 16.00 956.67 10,11

87.63 12" IN south
11 E08D-058S 641507.11 7634340.36 100.47 85.60 24" OUT northeasterly 24.00 2689.91 11,14

85.72 16" IN west
87.03 16" IN southeasterly
86.07 8" IN south

12 E17A-044S 640410.19 7634697.57 108.22 89.80 18.00 746.52 12,13
13 E17A-003S 641148.43 7634808.44 100.55 88.76 16.00 589.70 13,11
14 E08D-035S 643189.67 7636439.07 100.81 82.93 30.00 2099.41 14,15
15 E09C-015S 643513.67 7638513.33 101.17 81.17 30.00 315.61 15,16
16 E09C-014S 643562.39 7638825.16 100.62 81.04 30.00 1709.67 16,17
17 E09A-042S 644411.91 7640308.83 100.61 79.90 30.00 1558.46 17,18
18 E09A-028S 644975.16 7641761.95 100.48 78.98 33.00 1153.99 18,19
19 E10B-073S 644775.90 7642898.61 100.51 78.22 33.00 456.81 19,20
20 E10B-085S 644434.23 7643201.82 100.47 77.72 36.00 816.93 20,22
21 E10C-006S 643470.33 7642673.50 100.34 86.76 36.00 1099.19 21,20
22 E10B-071S 644894.19 7643876.96 100.57 77.15 36.00 308.44 22,23
23 E10B-074S 644624.17 7644026.03 100.58 76.58 36.00 596.82 23,24
24 E10A-074S 644794.13 7644598.14 100.63 76.05 36.00 1545.98 24,25
25 E10A-041S 645522.63 7645806.76 100.44 74.77 36.00 357.85 25,26
26 E10A-034S 645608.70 7646154.10 100.29 74.42 36.00 475.32 26,27
27 E10A-021S 645804.12 7646580.51 102.09 74.26 36.00 69.02 27,28

28 (Old) E10A-022S 645846.15 7646635.26 102.86 73.61
In landscape planter near Millennium Park 
fountain 36.00

28 (New) E10A-192S
In landscape planter near Millennium Park 
fountain 88.86 28,29

29 (Old) E10A-023S 645830.55 7646722.74 102.42 73.54 In northbound lane of State Street 36.00
29 (New) E10A-019S In northbound lane of State Street 251.52 29,30
30 (Old) E10A-027S 645785.27 7646970.15 99.66 73.41 Apartments 36.00
30 (New) E10A-030S Apartments 194.49, 30,31
31 E10A-163S 645863.28 7647148.31 78.78 57.82 36" IN southwesterly 24.00 237.92 31,32

57.32 24" OUT north

32 E02C-032S 646086.21 7647231.42 65.48 IN 56.40
Double decker MH on northerly side of 
Oswego Pointe Drive 24.00 506.54, 32,33

OUT 53.48

33 E03D-071S 646584.53 7647140.55 65.36 47.78
On westerly side of Foothills Rd near 
northerly end of Kincaid Curlicue 24.00 51.74 33,34

34 E03D-068S 646628.28 7647168.18 65.19 47.06
In Foothills Rd near northerly end of 
Kincaid Curlicue 24.00 140.17 34,35

35 E03D-060S 646768.35 7647173.65 53.73 46.31 24" inlet to Parshall flume Structure 14.81 35,36
9.45 35,42

36 E03D-057S 646783.08 7647175.08 53.68 40.85 24" outlet from Parshall flume 24.00 227.09 36,37

37 E03D-048S 647010.02 7647183.31 45.04 40.21
On westerly side of driveway northerly 
from Parshall Flume structure 24.00 196.96 37,41

38 E03D-041S 647206.82 7647191.21 44.80 39.72 24.00 181.24 41,39
39 E02C-010S 647386.10 7647217.81 52.90 39.17 24.00 132.82 39,40
40 E02C-008S 647376.46 7647350.28 44.24 38.32 24.00 76.01 40,41
41 E02C-004S 647441.35 7647389.86 42.27 38.94 24.00 311.72 41,48

42 E03D-059S 646766.54 7647182.93 52.19 44.19
Where Willamette Lift Station currently 
discharges 36.00 76.23 42,43

43 E03D-055S 646842.71 7647185.94 48.35 IN 41.85
In driveway northerly from where 
Willamette Lift Station currently discharges 36.00 374.06 43,44

OUT 39.14
44 E03D-042S 647216.56 7647198.47 45.13 40.03 36.00 95.51 44,45
45 E02C-013S 647210.94 7647293.81 42.05 37.57 36.00 73.34 45,46
46 E02C-012S 647237.62 7647362.13 41.51 37.59 36.00 192.21 46,47
47 E02C-005S 647427.52 7647391.86 41.20 37.20 36.00 310.60 47,48
48 E02C-007S 647342.29 7647685.42 40.75 36.37 TCWWTP
49 E17B-021S 640750.35 7633311.00 100.67 88.42 12.00 618.83 49,10
50 E17B-038S 640446.07 7633436.06 100.76 88.93 12.00 328.98 50,49
51 E17B-053S 640117.80 7633075.20 95.65 89.63 484.22 51,50
52 E17B-073S 639720.39 7632629.55 100.87 90.62 12.00 602.22 52,51

90.82 8" IN west
53 E17B-086S 639329.66 7632395.75 100.94 90.98 12.00 455.34 53,52
54 E17B-110S 638804.38 7632186.91 100.83 91.96 12.00 565.27 54,53

92.43 8" IN east
55 E17C-009S 638459.87 7632190.42 100.90 92.34 12.00 344.53 55,54
56 E17C-047S 638014.74 7632091.26 102.06 93.00 12.00 456.04 56,55

MH Designation
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PURPOSE 

The primary purpose of this technical memorandum is to determine the modifications required at 
key manholes along the City of Lake Oswego’s existing Lake Interceptor to capture and divert 
wastewater into a new in-lake interceptor on a parallel alignment.  Work on existing manholes is also 
required for the around-the-lake alternative but is much less extensive and is described below.  A 
secondary purpose is to determine the extent of modifications required to the existing manholes to 
allow the existing interceptor to remain in place for backup service.  Consideration is also given to 
how lake level—full or partially or fully drawn down—affects the required modifications.  This 
technical memorandum includes technical requirements, constructability considerations, and esti-
mated capital costs. 

Background 

The current project involves the evaluation and conceptual design of a replacement interceptor 
system.  This document focuses on the existing interceptor manholes that will need to be modified 
to divert flow to the new interceptor. 
 
The primary drivers for the replacement project are capacity and seismic concerns.  The existing 
interceptor system has experienced increased wastewater flows due to growth, which, in combina-
tion with inflow/infiltration during severe wet weather, has resulted in infrequent overflows of 
untreated sewage to the lake.  Prior studies assessed structural condition of the existing pile-
supported interceptor pipe and concluded that the interceptor could fail during an earthquake event.  
Such a failure would result in a major discharge of raw wastewater into the lake and drain much of 
the lake water to the Tryon Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant.  The design of the new system must 
also consider impacts to the interceptor if the Oswego Lake dam were ever to fail. 

The existing wastewater interceptor was constructed in the early 1960s.  Invert elevations are from 
14 to 21 feet below the normal lake surface elevation.  A number of branch feeders from manholes 
located near both the north and south shores of the lake collect wastewater from on-shore sewers.  
The existing interceptor system consists of approximately 14,700 linear feet of 16-inch to 36-inch 
concrete cylinder pipe (CCP) in the main lake and nearly 3,900 feet of 12-inch cast iron pipe in the 
Main Canal that are in need of replacement due to capacity and/or structural limitations.  Nearly 
9,200 feet of the CCP is pile-supported above the bottom of the lake.   
 
Figure 1 shows the existing Lake Interceptor system layout, including the location of the major 
manholes discussed in this evaluation.  The alignment of the in-lake interceptor replacement alterna-
tive, including location of proposed new manholes, is also shown.   

Applicability to In-Lake versus Around-the-Lake Interceptor Alternatives 

Most of the work on manholes described in this technical memorandum is applicable only to the in-
lake replacement option as the around-the-lake alternative would result in much of the in-lake 
system being abandoned.  For the around-the-lake option, work described on Manholes 2 through 
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11, 13, and on Manhole 26 is applicable.  In addition, Manhole 14 would need to be replaced with a 
smaller structure, and Manhole 25 would need to be replaced with a larger structure.   

Connecting Manholes 

Many of the existing manholes located in the lake near the shore must be incorporated into the new 
in-lake interceptor alternative, as they provide required maintenance access.  This access is needed 
wherever two or more lines come together.  At a minimum, these manholes will have to be 
strengthened to provide the desired service life.  If the existing interceptor is to be retained to 
facilitate routine maintenance or as an emergency backup, these manholes will have to be enlarged 
to accommodate new isolation gates.  The final manhole configuration will depend on whether the 
work must be done with the lake full, partially lowered (16 feet), or fully drawn down (24 feet) to 
expose the base of the manholes during construction. 

This evaluation focuses on the manholes listed in Table 1. 
 

Table 1.  Manholes Evaluated 

Predesign 
manhole 
number Location 

Rim 
elevation, 

feet1

Invert 
elevation, 

feet2 Influent sewers 

Outlet sewer 
diameter, 

inches 
2-8 West Bay varies varies 8- and 16-inch  16 
9 West end of Main Lake, near West 

Bay 
100.46 88.12 8- and 16-inch 16 

10 Mouth of Main Canal 100.59 87.09 12- and 16-inch 16 
11 West end of Main Lake 100.47 85.60 8-inch, two at  

16 inches 
24 

12 South Shore Blvd. crossing of Blue 
Heron Canal 

108.22 89.80 12-inch 18 

13 Mouth of Blue Heron Canal 100.55 88.76 Two at 8 inches,  
18-inch 

16 

14 North shore at Springbrook Creek 100.81 82.93 8-, 18-, and 24-inch 30 
15 North shore at boat house 101.17 81.17 8- and 30-inch 30 
16 North shore at Twin Points 100.62 81.04 30-inch 30 
17 North shore at Halverson Island 100.61 79.90 30-inch 30 
18 North shore at Forest Hills Swim 

Easement 
100.48 78.98 8- and 30-inch 33 

19 East end of Main Lake on north 
shore 

100.51 78.22 6-inch lateral,  
33-inch 

33 

20 East end of Main Lake 100.47 77.72 16- and 33-inch 36 
21 South shore at Lost Dog Creek 100.34 86.76 Two at 8 inches 16 
22 East end of Main Lake on north 

shore 
100.57 77.15 36-inch 36 

23 East end of Main Lake, inlet to Half 
Moon Bay 

100.58 76.58 36-inch 36 

24 Inlet to Lakewood Bay 100.63 76.05 36-inch 36 
25 Lakewood Bay 100.44 74.77 36-inch 36 
26 Lakewood Bay 100.29 74.42 36-inch 36 
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1 Elevations from 2002 survey by Minister & Glaeser, Inc.  Survey vertical datum is City of Lake Oswego Datum (NGVD 29). 
2 Elevations shown are calculated from surveyed rim elevations less measure downs taken by City of Lake Oswego maintenance 

crews in 2002 
 
Typical construction of the manholes in the lake is shown in Figure 2.  Each manhole is set on a 
circular reinforced concrete foundation that is 17 feet in diameter and 12 inches thick.  A 60-inch 
inside diameter cast-in-place concrete base ring was constructed with a plate waterstop integral with 
the foundation.  Precast concrete manhole rings (60-inch inside diameter) were then placed on the 
base ring up to the surface, where a precast top slab with a manhole entrance was added.  The invert 
of the manhole was shaped with grout to form the flow channels for each manhole. 
 
A 15-foot diameter corrugated metal pipe (CMP) outer ring was installed around each manhole from 
the bottom foundation to near the top slab.  The resulting space between the inner concrete ring 
and the outer metal ring was filled with earth to provide sufficient weight to prevent flotation of the 
structures.  The top 4 feet, 6 inches of the outer ring is protected by a concrete ring that extends 
roughly 18 to 24 inches above normal water level.  These manholes are located in the lake, founded 
on the rocky bottom near shore, and are visible from the surrounding properties. 
Exceptions to the typical construction described above are as follows:  
 

 Manhole 12—standard precast manhole located upland in South Shore Boulevard 
 Manhole 15—standard 60-inch precast manhole constructed in 1993 
 Manhole 22—15-foot corrugated metal ring is only on lower 6 feet of structure 

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND ALTERNATIVES  

The objective of this project is an upgraded interceptor system with a service life of at least 75 years.  
For the manhole modifications, new or upgraded structures are required that will provide the 
required flow control, survive a design seismic event, resist corrosion, and withstand forces imparted 
from pipeline movement due to thermal expansion/contraction as well as future lake level draw-
downs, including that caused by a dam failure scenario.  

Two important decisions must be made when the project is reactivated for final design and prepara-
tion of bidding documents.  These decisions will likely be made in the context of easement 
negotiations between the City and the lake owners, the Lake Oswego Corporation.  Both decisions 
will have significant impacts on how the project is to be constructed, which in turn will affect cost. 

The first decision is whether the existing interceptor is to be abandoned or retained after the new 
interceptor is constructed.  If retained, the existing interceptor could be used as a backup system or 
for maintenance diversions to facilitate inspection, cleaning, and repairs to the new interceptor.  If 
the existing interceptor is retained in service, gates or other flow diversion facilities are required to 
route flow to the pipe that is in service and to prevent draining the lake if the existing interceptor 
were to fail.  Retention of the existing interceptor would apply only to the largest pipe segments, 
between Manholes 11 and 19.  Though the new interceptor will continue on to Manhole 22, the 
portion of the existing interceptor from Manholes 19 to 20 to 22 will be abandoned to facilitate 
construction of the new interceptor. 
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The second major decision to be made during final design is whether the lake level can be partially 
(16 feet) or fully (24 feet) lowered during construction (or for selected periods during construction).  
This will determine whether portions of the work, including some of the manhole modifications, are 
to be done in dry conditions or underwater.   

Each of the various alternatives for manhole modifications that results from the possible outcomes 
of these two decisions is discussed below. 

 Scenario A—Retain Existing Interceptor/Maintain Lake Level 

This scenario requires connection of smaller tributary sewers to the new interceptor 
from the existing manholes while the lake is maintained at its normal level.  Retaining the 
existing interceptor for standby use would require that gates be installed in a number of 
manholes to control flow distribution.  Maintaining the normal water level in the lake 
during construction means that most of the work would be done using underwater con-
struction techniques. 

 Scenario B—Abandon Existing Interceptor/Maintain Lake Level 

Scenario B involves installing tributary sewers to the new interceptor from the existing 
manholes while the lake is kept full.  Since the existing interceptor will not be reused, 
flow diversion gates are not required.  This will allow the inlet and outlet openings to the 
existing interceptor to be filled and the existing pipe left in place at the end of construc-
tion.  Having the lake full during construction means that most of the work must be 
done using underwater construction techniques. 

 Scenario C—Retain Existing Interceptor/Partially Lower Lake Level (16 feet) 

This scenario entails connecting the new interceptor from the existing manholes during a 
period when the lake level has been lowered approximately 16 feet for construction.  Re-
taining the existing interceptor for standby use requires that gates be installed in each 
manhole connection to the new interceptor.  Manholes that are fully exposed would be 
replaced.  Underwater construction techniques would be required to modify manholes 
that are only partially exposed. 

 Scenario D—Abandon Existing Interceptor/Partially Lower Lake Level (16 feet) 

Scenario D involves connection to the new interceptor from the existing manholes with 
the lake level lowered by about 16 feet.  Flow diversion gates would not be needed since 
the existing interceptor would be abandoned.  This would allow the inlet and outlet 
openings to the existing interceptor to be filled.  Manholes that are fully exposed would 
be replaced.  Manholes that are only partially exposed would be modified using underwa-
ter techniques. 

 Scenario E—Retain Existing Interceptor/Lower Lake Level to Fully Expose all 
Manholes (24 feet) 

This scenario requires connection to the new interceptor from the existing manholes 
during a period when the lake level has been lowered enough to expose all of the man-
hole foundations.  Retaining the existing interceptor for standby use requires that gates 
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be installed in each manhole connection to the new interceptor.  Conventional, rather 
than underwater, construction techniques would be utilized. 

 Scenario F—Abandon Existing Interceptor/Lower Lake Level to Fully Expose all 
Manholes (24 feet) 

Scenario F involves connection from the existing manholes while the lake level has been 
lowered enough to expose all of the manhole foundations during construction.  Since the 
existing interceptor will not be reused, flow diversion gates are not required.  This will al-
low the inlet and outlet openings to the existing interceptor to be filled.  Underwater 
construction techniques would not be required for the manholes. 

Manhole Construction Alternatives 

Detailed information on the proposed modifications is provided in this section.  

 Reconstruct and Enlarge Existing Manhole.  This alternative is applicable to certain key 
manholes if either Scenario A or C (lake full or partially drawn down, keep existing interceptor) is 
selected.  The improvements would accommodate the new connection to the new interceptor and 
the new flow control gates required.  A new reinforced concrete manhole ring would be constructed 
using the CMP ring as the interior form.  Rock anchors would be used to counter buoyancy.  All 
work would be done from a work barge and with divers using marine construction methods.  Bypass 
pumping of the existing interceptor flow is required.   

Figure 3 shows the details of this work (taken from KPFF’s Structural Evaluation of Alternatives report 
prepared for this project).  Note that gate stems to allow gate operation from the surface of the 
manhole are omitted from this figure. 

 Renovate Existing Manhole by Grouting.  This alternative is applicable to a number of 
manholes if either Scenario B or D (lake full or partially drawn down, abandon existing interceptor) 
is selected.  These manholes would not have to be enlarged.  They would instead be renovated to 
meet seismic strength and service life requirements.  The existing ballast fill would be stabilized 
using injection grouting.  The existing CMP would act as a containment form during grouting but 
afterward would serve no structural purpose.  There are several methods available, including Type 
III permeation grouting, microfine cement permeation grouting, and jet grouting.  The selection of 
which grouting type to use will depend on the soil characteristics of the ballast fill material and cost.  
Soil samples will be required during the detailed design phase to finalize the selection.   

Cost estimates used in this memorandum assume that microfine permeation grouting would be 
used.  All work would be done from a work barge and with divers using marine construction 
methods.   

Figure 4 shows the details of this work.  

 Replace Existing Manhole with New Manhole.  This alternative is applicable to a 
number of manholes if either Scenario E or F (full drawdown, keep or abandon existing interceptor) 
is selected.  If the lake is fully drawn down, any manhole exposed to the foundation slab would be 
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replaced with a new manhole.  These would be between 8 and 15 feet in diameter, and the size 
would be determined by the number of pipes entering the manhole, and whether gates are needed.  
New manholes would be anchored to the bedrock.  Figure 5 shows the proposed work.  

In addition, several less expensive alternatives are appropriate for specific scenarios.  These alterna-
tives include:  Install Rock Anchors, Abandon and Plug/Demolish, and No Work.  Table 2 
summarizes the work required at each manhole for the six potential scenarios.  A detailed descrip-
tion follows. 





 Lake full at elevation 98.6 Partial lake drawdown to elevation 82.6 (16 feet) Full drawdown to elevation 74.6 (24 feet) 

 

Reach 
MH 
# 

Top of 
footing 

elevation 
Scenario A 

Retain Existing 
Scenario B 

Abandon Existing 
Scenario C 

Retain Existing 
Scenario D 

Abandon Existing 
Scenario E 

Retain Existing 
Scenario F 

Abandon Existing 
West Bay 2 to 8 varies Install rock anchors to prevent overturning. Install rock anchors to prevent overturning. Install rock anchors to prevent overturning. 
West End 9 87.25 Renovate existing manhole (MH) to install new 24-inch outlet and maintain 

existing 16-inch inlet.  Plug existing 16-inch.outlet. 
Construct new MH at same location. Construct new MH at same location. 

10 86.50 Renovate existing MH for 18-inch and 24-inch inlets and 30-inch outlet. Construct new MH at same location. Construct new MH at same location.  
11 84.50 Enlarge and reconstruct existing MH 

for new 18-inch and 30-inch inlets, 
30-inch outlet and 2 gates. 

Renovate existing MH for new 18-inch 
and 30-inch inlets and 30 inch outlet. 

New MH at same location for new 
18-inch and 30-inch inlets, 30-inch 
outlet and two gates.   

New MH at same location for new 18-inch 
and 30-inch inlets and 30-inch outlet.   

New MH at same location for new 
18-inch and 30-inch inlets, 30-inch 
outlet and two gates. 

New MH at same location for new 
18-inch and 30-inch inlets and 30-inch 
outlet. 

Blue 
Heron 

12 - MH in roadway, no work at MH, intercept pipe in lake. MH in roadway, no work at MH, intercept pipe in lake. MH in roadway, no work at MH, intercept pipe in lake 

 13 87.25 Renovate existing MH for 18-inch inlet and 18-inch outlet. New MH at same location for 18-inch inlet and 18-inch outlet. New MH at same location for 18-inch inlet and 18-inch outlet. 
Main Lake 14 81.75 Enlarge and reconstruct existing MH 

for 24-inch inlet, 30-inch and 18-inch 
outlets and 3 gates. 

Renovate existing MH to accept 18-inch 
outlet.  Plug existing 24-inch inlet and 
30-inch outlet. 

Enlarge and reconstruct existing MH 
for 24-inch inlet, 30-inch and 18-
inch outlets and 3 gates. 

Renovate existing MH to accept 18-inch 
outlet.  Plug existing 24-inch inlet and 30-inch 
outlet. 

New MH at same location for 24-inch 
inlet, 30-inch and 18-inch outlets and 
three gates. 

New MH at same location for 24-inch 
inlet, 30-inch and 18-inch outlets. 

15 80.45 Plug existing 8 inch inlet. 
Connect to onshore MH and extend 
8-inch sewer past MH 15 to new 
interceptor.   

Install new 8-inch connector to new 
interceptor.  Fill MH with grout to 
invert of 8 inch.  Plug existing 30-inch 
inlet and outlet with concrete. 

Plug existing 8 inch inlet.  Connect 
to onshore MH and extend 8-inch 
sewer past MH 15 to new intercep-
tor. 

Install new 8-inch connector to new intercep-
tor.  Fill MH with grout to invert of 8 inch.  
Plug existing 30-inch inlet and outlet with 
concrete. 

Plug existing 8 inch inlet.  Connect to 
onshore MH and extend 8-inch sewer 
past MH 15 to new interceptor.   

Install new 8-inch connector to new 
interceptor.  Fill MH with grout to invert 
of 8 inch.  Plug existing 30-inch inlet and 
outlet with concrete. 

16 80.25 No work. Abandon by plugging 30-inch inlet and 
outlet with concrete. 

No work. Abandon by plugging 30-inch inlet and outlet 
with concrete and demolish MH to waterline. 

No work. Plug 30-inch inlet and outlet with concrete 
and demolish MH. 

17 79.25 No work. Abandon by plugging 30-inch inlet and 
outlet with concrete. 

No work. Abandon by plugging 30-inch inlet and outlet 
with concrete and demolish MH to waterline. 

No work. Plug 30-inch inlet and outlet with concrete 
and demolish MH. 

18 78.00 Plug existing 8 inch inlet. 
Build 48-inch MH nearer shore and 
connect to existing 8-inch.  Route 8-
inch past MH 18 to new interceptor.   

Abandon by plugging 8-inch inlet and 
30-inch inlet and outlet.   
Build 48-inch MH nearer shore and 
connect to existing 8-inch.  Route 8-
inch past MH 18 to new interceptor.   

Plug existing 8 inch inlet. 
Build 48-inch MH nearer shore and 
connect to existing 8-inch.  Route 8-
inch past MH 18 to new interceptor.  

Abandon by plugging 8-inch inlet and 30-inch 
inlet and outlet.  Demolish MH to waterline. 
Build 48-inch MH nearer shore and connect 
to existing 8-inch.  Route 8-inch past MH 18 
to new interceptor.   

Plug existing 8 inch inlet. 
Build 48-inch MH nearer shore and 
connect to existing 8-inch.  Route 8-
inch past MH 18 to new interceptor.  

Abandon by plugging 8-inch inlet and 30-
inch inlet and outlet.  Demolish MH. 
Build 48-inch MH nearer shore and 
connect to existing 8-inch.  Route 8-inch 
past MH 18 to new interceptor.   

19 77.50 Enlarge and reconstruct existing MH 
for 36-inch, 33-inch, and 18-inch inlets 
and a 36-inch outlet and a single gate 
(on existing interceptor). 

Abandon by plugging 33-inch inlet and 
outlet with concrete. 

Enlarge and reconstruct existing MH 
for 36-inch, 33-inch, and 18-inch 
inlets and a 36-inch outlet and a 
single gate (on existing interceptor). 

Abandon by plugging 33-inch inlet and outlet 
with concrete and demolish MH to waterline. 

New MH at same location for 36-
inch, 33-inch, and 18-inch inlets and a 
36-inch outlet and a single gate (on 
existing interceptor). 

Abandon by plugging 33-inch inlet and 
outlet with concrete and demolish MH. 

20 76.75 Abandon by plugging existing 16-inch 
and 33-inch inlets and 36-inch outlet. 

Abandon by plugging existing 16-inch 
and 33-inch inlets and 36-inch outlet. 

Abandon by plugging existing 16-
inch and 33-inch inlets and 36-inch 
outlet and demolish MH to 
waterline. 

Abandon by plugging existing 16-inch and 33-
inch inlets and 36-inch outlet and demolish 
MH to waterline. 

Abandon by plugging existing 16-inch 
and 33-inch inlets and 36-inch outlet 
and demolish MH. 

Abandon by plugging 16-inch and 33-inch 
inlets and 36-inch outlet and demolish 
MH. 

21 86.25 Renovate existing MH for 18-inch outlet and plug existing 16-inch outlet. Renovate existing MH for 18-inch outlet and plug existing 16-inch outlet. New MH at same location for 18-inch outlet. 

 

22 76.25 Enlarge and reconstruct existing MH for 36-inch inlet and outlet. Enlarge and reconstruct existing MH for 36-inch inlet and outlet. New MH at same location for 36-inch inlet and outlet. 
23 75.75 Renovate existing MH, no work required on connections. Renovate existing MH, no work required on connections. Renovate existing MH, no work required on connections. 
24 75.30 Renovate existing MH, no work required on connections. Renovate existing MH, no work required on connections. Renovate existing MH, no work required on connections. 
25 74.10 Install rock anchors to prevent overturning. Install rock anchors to prevent overturning. Install rock anchors to prevent overturning. 

Lakewood 
Bay 

26 73.80 Install rock anchors to prevent overturning. Install rock anchors to prevent overturning. Install rock anchors to prevent overturning. 
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Table 2.  Work Required at Each Manhole 
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Manholes 2 through 8 

Manholes 2 through 8 are located in West Bay and are 42 to 48-inch inside diameter precast con-
crete manholes without the outer CMP ring used at other locations.  No new connections are 
planned at these locations, so the only modifications required are to install a minimum of four rock 
anchors, as recommended by KPFF, to prevent potential joint separation and overturning in an 
earthquake.  Similar improvements are required for Main Canal manholes if the Main Canal trunk is 
not replaced. 

Manhole 9 

This manhole is located in the West End reach of the project and collects wastewater from the West 
Bay portion of the system.  The pipe between Manholes 9 and 10 does not have adequate capacity 
for future flows and must be replaced with a larger pipe.  The existing interceptor between Man-
holes 9 and 10 will be replaced on a closely parallel alignment.   
 
Manhole 9 will be renovated in its current location if the lake cannot be drawn down (Scenarios A 
and B) or demolished and a new manhole built if the lake can be drawn down either partially or 
fully (Scenarios C, D, E, F).  There is no need to enlarge the manhole to install diversion gates if the 
existing interceptor (from Manholes 11 to 19) remains available, as Manhole 9 is on a portion of the 
existing system that will be abandoned or removed under all scenarios.  Partial drawdown is suffi-
cient to fully expose the manholes in the western reaches of the project. 

Manhole 10  

This manhole is located at the Main Canal outlet.  The pipe between Manholes 10 and 11 does not 
have adequate capacity for future flows and must be replaced with a larger pipe.  The existing pipe 
from the Main Canal will also be replaced with a larger pipe if the lake can be drawn down, or if the 
lake remains full, will have its capacity supplemented with a parallel pump station and force main.  
The existing interceptor between Manholes 10 and 11 will be replaced on a closely parallel align-
ment.   
 
Manhole 10 will be renovated in its current location if the lake cannot be drawn down (Scenarios A, 
B) or demolished and a new manhole built if the lake can be drawn down either partially or fully 
(Scenarios C, D, E, F).  There is no need to enlarge the manhole to install diversion gates if the 
existing interceptor (from Manholes 11 to 19) remains available, as Manhole 10 is on a portion of 
the existing system that will be abandoned or removed under all scenarios.  

Manhole 11 

Manhole 11 is located at the West End of the lake between the Main and Blue Heron Canals and is a 
key junction in the overall project.  This is the first manhole at which flow control between the new 
and existing interceptors will be required if the existing interceptor is to be retained.  If the lake 
remains full, Manhole 11 will be either enlarged and reconstructed (Scenario A) or renovated 
(Scenario B) at its current location.  If the lake is partially or fully drawn down, the existing manhole 
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will be replaced with a new manhole (Scenarios C, D, E, F).  Gates to divert upstream flow into 
either the new or existing interceptors will be installed under Scenarios A, C, or E. 

Manhole 12 

Manhole 12 is located onshore in South Shore Boulevard so the do nothing alternative applies. 

Manhole 13 

This manhole is located at the outlet from Blue Heron Canal.  New 18-inch inlet and outlet connec-
tions are required.  If the lake remains full (Scenarios A, B), the manhole will be renovated by grout 
stabilizing the existing fill.  A new manhole will be constructed if the lake can be drawn down 
either partially or fully (Scenarios C, D, E, F).  There is no need to enlarge the manhole to install 
diversion gates if the existing interceptor (from Manholes 11 to 19) remains available as Manhole 13 
is on a portion of the existing system that will be abandoned or removed under all scenarios. 

Manhole 14 

This manhole is located on the north shore just east of the inlet of Springbrook Creek to the lake.  
Tributary sewers with flat slopes enter the manhole from east and west along the lakefront (see 
City’s record drawings for LID 71, Springbrook Sewer).  The new sewer to connect from Manhole 
14 to the new interceptor must, given the elevations at Manhole 14, be at a relatively flat grade with 
potential for solids deposition.  

If the lake remains full or only partially drawn down, Manhole 14 will be enlarged and recon-
structed if the existing interceptor is retained (Scenarios A, C), or it will be renovated if the existing 
interceptor is abandoned (Scenarios B, D).  A new manhole will be built if the lake is fully drawn 
down (Scenarios E, F).  This manhole will have diversion gates if the existing interceptor is retained. 

Due to the flat slope of the interconnecting sewer to the new interceptor, provisions for flushing of 
the line at Manhole 14 should be considered, including possibly an intake line from the lake with a 
valve operated from the surface of the manhole.  Additionally, a collection sump should be installed 
at Manhole 027 located at Springbrook Court and Summit Drive.  This sump would allow City 
maintenance crews to remove heavier debris at this point rather than allowing it to build up in the 
flatter sewer downstream. 

Manhole 15 

This manhole is located on the north shore at the mid-point of the lake.  Manhole 15 has an 8-inch 
tributary line that connects about 7 feet above the manhole invert.  It was constructed after the 
original interceptor project and is a standard 60-inch-diameter concrete ring without the exterior 
CMP ring and annular fill.  If the existing interceptor is retained (Scenarios A, C, E), it should be 
possible to pick up the tributary sewer at the next upstream onshore manhole (#E09C-013S) and 
run it over the existing interceptor to the new interceptor.  This would allow Manhole 15 to remain 
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in place as is (do nothing) with no expensive modifications.  If the existing interceptor is aban-
doned (Scenarios B, D, F), a new connection to the existing manhole will be made.  Manhole 15 
will simply be filled with grout to the level of the tributary sewer, the existing interceptor will be 
plugged, and a new 8-inch outlet line will be connected after core drilling the existing manhole.   

Manhole 16 

Manhole 16 is located on the north shore near Twin Points.  It has no tributary sewers or flows.  
Two 12-inch stubs exist but City staff have determined that no connections exist beyond the outer 
manhole ring.  If the existing interceptor is retained (Scenarios A, C, E), Manhole 16 will be left in 
service in its present configuration.  If the existing interceptor is abandoned Manhole 16 will also be 
abandoned and plugged (Scenarios B, D) or demolished (Scenario F). 

Manhole 17 

Manhole 17 is located along the north shore of the lake at the tip of Halverson Island.  It has two 
14-inch stub sewers that are not connected to any incoming sewers.  Manhole 17 will be retained as 
is if the existing interceptor is retained (Scenarios A, C, E).  If the existing interceptor is abandoned, 
Manhole 17 will also be abandoned and plugged (Scenarios B, D) or demolished (Scenario F). 

Manhole 18 

Manhole 18 is located on the north shore near the Forest Hills Easement.  This manhole has an 8-
inch influent sewer from the north that drops 4.67 feet into the existing interceptor.  The tributary 
sewer will be intercepted about 50 feet toward shore and a new 48-inch-diameter manhole will be 
installed on the 8-inch pipe (at an existing 45-degree bend).  A new 8-inch sewer would bypass 
Manhole 18 on the east side and run to the new interceptor.  This will eliminate the need for expen-
sive modifications to Manhole 18.  If the existing interceptor is retained (Scenarios A, C, E), 
Manhole 18 will also be retained without modification (do nothing).  If the existing interceptor is 
abandoned, Manhole 18 will also be abandoned and plugged (Scenarios B, D) or demolished 
(Scenario F). 

Manhole 19 

Manhole 19 is located on the north shore of the lake near the east end.  A 14-inch drop inlet runs 
only to the outer ring and is not used.  A 6-inch inside drop connection serves two residences along 
North Shore Road.  The 6-inch tributary line will be intercepted and pumped to the gravity sewer on 
North Shore Road.  If the existing interceptor is retained, Manhole 19 will be enlarged and recon-
structed (Scenarios A and C) or replaced (Scenario E) to allow the new interceptor to enter and 
exit and to allow the line from Manhole 21 to be re-routed and connected.  If the existing intercep-
tor is abandoned Manhole 19 will also be abandoned and plugged (Scenarios B, D) or 
demolished (Scenario F). 
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Manhole 20 

Manhole 20 is located at the east end of the main lake.  This manhole has the existing interceptor 
inlet and outlet, and a 16-inch tributary line incoming from the south shore at Lost Dog Creek 
(Manhole 21).  Manhole 20 will be abandoned and plugged (Scenarios A, B), partially demolished 
and plugged (Scenarios C, D), or demolished completely (Scenarios E, F).   

Manhole 21 

Manhole 21 is located on the South Shore of the lake and receives flow from two 8-inch tributary 
sewers from that area.  The connecting sewer from Manhole 21 to the interceptor will be replaced 
due to inadequate pile support.  If the lake remains full or is partially drawn down (Scenarios A, B, 
C, D), the existing manhole will be renovated in place.  If the lake can be fully drawn down (Scenar-
ios E, F), Manhole 21 will be demolished and replaced with a new manhole at the same location.  
Gates or other flow control devices are not required. 

Manhole 22 

Manhole 22 is located at the inlet to Lakewood Bay and is the terminus for the new interceptor.  The 
manhole has a 16-inch stub inlet that terminates at the outer CMP ring and is unused.  The outer 
ring does not go the surface like the other manholes of this type.  Manhole 22 should be enlarged 
and reconstructed to accept the larger interceptor size and to provide the needed service life.  This 
would be done by adding an outer concrete ring if the lake remains full or is partially drawn down 
(Scenarios A, B, C, D).  If the lake can be fully drawn down (Scenarios E, F) Manhole 22 would be 
replaced with a new structure. 

Manholes 23 and 24 

Manholes 23 and 24 will not be part of the interceptor reconstruction, but are of similar design to 
the CMP ring-enclosed manholes that are being enlarged and reconstructed or replaced.  These 
manholes should be renovated to ensure that they have the same life expectancy as the remainder 
of the project structures.  To ensure that continued corrosion of the CMP rings will not affect the 
integrity of these manholes, the existing earth fill material, if suitable, should be grouted or else 
replaced with suitable material and then grouted.  

Manholes 25 and 26 

Manholes 25 and 26 are 5-foot-diameter concrete manholes without the outer CMP ring used at 
other locations.  No new connections are planned at these locations so the only modifications 
required are to install a minimum of four rock anchors, as recommended by KPFF, to prevent 
potential joint separation and overturning in an earthquake.   
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DISCUSSION 

This section discusses various design elements required to accomplish the work.  The design ele-
ments will be used to expand on the alternatives developed above, to identify construction 
difficulties, and to estimate costs.  The specific design elements are listed below. 

Flotation 

The new or renovated manholes will be installed almost entirely below the current lake level and will 
have substantial buoyant or uplift forces.  Renovation or design of new manholes must provide 
anchoring to resist these uplift forces.  In situations where the manholes must be renovated in place 
with the lake at its current level, buoyant forces must be resisted as the manholes are upgraded.  The 
existing manholes are designed with an outer containment filled with soil to resist uplift.  Rock 
anchors will be used to prevent manhole flotation and are discussed below.  It is assumed that the 
existing manholes have been constructed on bedrock, which will have to be verified during detailed 
design.  If they have been built on fill, an alternative design may be required to provide seismic 
stability. 

Rock Anchors 

All of the various alternatives will use rock anchors to secure the structures against buoyant and 
seismic forces.  Rock anchors are high-strength steel tendons made of prestressing steel wires, 
strands, or rebar.  Tendons are placed in the rock with a bonded length and an unbonded length.  
The bonded length is the portion of the tendon embedded, or fixed, into the competent rock.  This 
length is grouted, allowing the tendon to transmit the design pullout capacity to the rock.  Where the 
tendon load is significantly high, an unbonded length may be required.  The unbonded length is the 
portion of the tendon that is free to elongate elastically during stressing of the tendon.  This length 
transfers the resisting force from the anchor’s bonded length to the structure.  For protection of the 
tendons, this length may be grouted, provided the tendons remain unbonded with the grout.  The 
hole diameter drilled for the anchor and the embedment length into the competent rock is deter-
mined by the design pullout capacity requirements.  Embedment of the tendon into the rock below 
the existing manhole foundation is also based on the condition of the rock.  Hole diameters typically 
range from 3 to 6 inches. 
 
To install a rock anchor, a hole is drilled to the depth required.  A pipe casing is installed during 
drilling and is advanced to the top of the existing manhole foundation.  The drill pipe is removed 
and the casing is left behind.  The tendon is placed and positioned within the drilled hole.  Grout is 
placed within the bonded length, allowing bonding of the grout with the surrounding rock. 

Flow Control 

Flow control is an important part of the project, including flow diversions during construction and 
permanent routing of flows following construction.  If the existing interceptor is abandoned after 
the new pipe is in place, all flows will be diverted to the new interceptor at selected locations, and 
the existing pipe will be permanently sealed where necessary.  If the existing interceptor remains in 
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service, the manholes must have the capability of diverting flow to either the old or new system as 
needed.  This means that sluice gates will be needed in the system.  Gates would be either fully open 
or fully closed. 

Gates 

Sluice gates are recommended for flow control for those scenarios that require continued use of the 
existing interceptor.  Because the interceptor system must remain in service for 75 years without 
significant interim reconstruction, the gates should be of high quality and rugged construction.  The 
gates must be suitable for operation when required even after long periods during which they are not 
used.  Gates made from fiberglass reinforced plastic or aluminum are therefore not recommended.  
Special fabrication from utility grade stainless steel may be appropriate given the corrosion that will 
occur with cast iron.  Sluice gates require a large wall area to install or installation of a mounting 
thimble.  This means that the 60-inch-diameter existing manholes are inadequate to serve the 
interceptor for scenarios in which flow control gates are needed. 

Manhole Connections 

The pipes connecting the new, renovated, or enlarged and reconstructed manholes to the main 
interceptor require connections that are both water-tight and flexible.  The manholes also need to 
withstand longitudinal expansion or contraction in the connection pipes, especially if high-density 
polyethylene (HDPE) is the selected pipe material.  Under seismic conditions, the connections need 
to be structurally sound which may not be feasible if the existing interceptor were to fail.   

Flow Diversions during Construction 

The extent of work required to retrofit manholes means that sewage flow will be diverted during 
construction.  This will be accomplished by temporary pumping and a floating pipeline running to 
the next downstream manhole.  The exact methods to be used have not been developed at this time 
and will depend on the construction schedule for the entire project.  The new interceptor could be 
installed in segments that allow the upstream flows to be pumped to it while a manhole is under 
construction.  Alternatively, flows could be used to pump from the next manhole upstream to the 
next manhole downstream. 

Construction Access 

A significant challenge for manhole work will be construction staging and access to the lake.  Most 
of the manholes are located offshore, but near residential properties with limited or no access.  
Three potential access points have been identified.  These are the boat launch ramp at the Lake 
Oswego Corporation office, the Lake Grove Swim Park, and Allen Road as it dead ends into the 
west end of the  lake.  The materials, equipment, and workers required to build the new interceptor 
and manholes will have to use one or a combination of these points for access to the lake.  Material 
staging areas could be built on the lake bed if the lake level is partially or fully drawn down.  If the 
lake is full, staging will have to be done at a remote location with the material trucked to the access 
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point, barges will have to be assembled to create a floating storage area, or a fill area would have to 
be built out into the lake, most likely off the end of Allen Road. 

The cost estimates for the work when the lake is full or partially drawn down have been prepared 
assuming the use of a barge-mounted crawler crane.  The crane will be floated to the manhole 
location and moored in place using a workboat.  Additional barges and boats will be required to 
shuttle materials to the crane barge.  Concrete deliveries will be made by driving redimix trucks onto 
barges and towing them to the manhole location.  If the lake is partially or fully drawn down, some 
of the manholes could be accessed by driving over the lakebed, especially at the west end, with mats 
as needed.  The eastern manhole locations will require use of the crane barge and work barges to 
shuttle materials. 

Construction Sequence 

The method used for construction to modify the existing manholes varies depending on the scenario 
selected.  Scenarios A and B will require underwater construction techniques for all of the manholes.  
Scenarios E and F will allow normal construction methods to be used.  Barges will still be needed 
for access to the eastern manholes.  Scenarios C and D allow a combination of normal and underwa-
ter methods depending on water surface level and manhole location. 

 Enlarge and Reconstruct Existing Manhole.  A more detailed underwater construction 
sequence for rebuilding an existing manhole while allowing the existing interceptor to remain in 
service (Scenario A and partial Scenario C) is as follows: 

1.  Excavate around manhole to expose foundation base slab from work barge. 

2.  Install rock anchors through outside edge of the base slab into bedrock from work 
barge.   

3.  Install wall reinforcing steel, capped pipe(s) for new sewer(s), form and pour exterior 
concrete, and strip forms. 

4.  Install ballast on top of existing manhole to prevent floating. 

5.  Bypass pump flows around manhole. 

6.  Carefully excavate earth fill in annular space between precast manhole and CMP.  
Vacuum excavation may be required around existing pipes.  Haul away excavated 
material. 

7.  Dewater and clean out structure. 

8.  Install rock anchors on interior of slab. 

9.  Demolish precast manhole and cut existing interceptor flush to new concrete gate 
surfaces.  Demolish grouted base. 

10.  Epoxy inject or otherwise repair leaks if required. 
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11.  Form, pour, and strip flat benches for gates, or pour internal ring in bottom to fit gate 
sizes required.  Pour around existing mainline inlet and outlet. 

12.  Mount gate(s) over new pipe connection(s) and cut out CMP. 

13.  Install gates over mainline inlet(s) and outlet. 

14.  Install shoring, forms, rebar, and pour lid.  Form, pour, and strip accessway.  Remove 
shoring after 28 days.  Install 4-foot by 4-foot hinged hatch at finished grade. 

15.  Pour new grout base, shape to inverts. 

16.  Place earth fill around accessway and plant landscaping.  Backfill around exterior of 
manhole. 

17.  Close gate(s) to new connecting line(s).  Open gates on existing interceptor.  Stop 
pumps and allow flow back into manhole and existing interceptor. 

18.  Connect when ready to new interceptor.  Close outlet gate to existing interceptor and 
open gate to new connecting line.   

 
 Renovate Existing Manhole by Grouting.  A typical sequence for rebuilding an existing 
manhole where the interceptor is abandoned and much of the manhole remains underwater (Sce-
nario B and partial Scenario D) is detailed below. 

1.  Excavate outside of manhole at location of new connecting sewer(s) from work barge.

2.  Injection grout existing earth fill to stabilize from work barge. 

3.  Divert flow out of interceptor and incoming line(s).  Plug interceptor permanently with 
concrete.  Temporarily plug incoming line(s). 

4.  Flood manhole.  Divers cut and core through CMP, stabilized fill, and existing man-
hole wall for new connecting sewer(s).  Seal at manhole entrance.   

5.  Install new connecting sewer(s) to new interceptor.   

6.  Pump out manhole.   

7.  Demolish existing grout invert and reshape to new line.  Backfill around manhole as 
needed. 

8.  Remove plug from incoming sewer and re-establish flow. 
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 Replace with New Manhole.  A new manhole will be constructed at the same location if 
the manhole is fully exposed by either partially or fully drawing down the lake.  The construction 
methods are similar whether the existing interceptor is retained or abandoned—only the size of the 
manhole would change.  A typical sequence for replacement of an existing manhole with a new 
manhole with the lake either partially or fully drawn down (partial Scenarios C and D, Scenarios E, 
and F) is detailed below. 

1.  Build construction access road to manhole if possible.  Western manholes are accessible 
from Allen Road.  Eastern manholes will require a work barge. 

2.  Set up pumped bypass of interceptor and connecting sewers.   

3.  Excavate around existing manhole.  Demolish existing manhole, remove debris from 
lake bed.   

4.  Construct new manhole with base slab anchored to bedrock and cast-in-place walls tied 
to base slab.  Lay pipe and connect to new interceptor and connecting sewers.  Install 
gates if existing interceptor is to be retained.  Diameter of new manhole to be deter-
mined by whether gates are installed and by number and layout of pipe penetrations. 

5.  Install shoring, forms, rebar, and pour lid.  Form, pour, and strip accessway.  Remove 
shoring after 28 days.  Install 4-foot by 4-foot hinged hatch at finished grade. 

6.  Pour new grout base, shape to inverts. 

7.  Place earth fill around accessway and plant landscaping.  Backfill around manhole.   

8.  Stop bypass pumping. 

9.  Backfill around new manhole if required to stabilize bank. 

ESTIMATED CAPITAL COSTS FOR MODIFYING EXISTING MANHOLES 

Estimated capital costs of the manhole modifications under the various scenarios of lake level 
combined with retaining or abandoning the existing interceptor are presented and discussed in this 
section.  The estimated costs include construction (with markups of 25 percent for overhead and 
profit, 3 percent for bonds and insurance, 30 percent contingency) and a 20 percent allowance for 
engineering design, construction management, and administration.   
 
The following assumptions were made in preparing the estimated capital costs: 
 

 No costs are included for removing and disposing of contaminated soils from the 
lakebed.  Material excavated from around the existing manholes is assumed to be re-
used as backfill. 

 Existing manholes are assumed to be built on or very near bedrock.  If this is not the 
case, methods used to provide seismic stability will have to be changed. 
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 Ballast material used around existing manholes is suitable for injection grouting and 
will not be removed.  If removal or jet grouting is required, costs will increase. 

 Costs associated with the entire project, such as mobilization, demobilization, build-
ing docks and storage areas, project staff, and field office have not been included as a 
line item in this estimate.  These costs will be included in the overall project estimate. 

 A contingency of 30 percent of direct cost is included to cover unknown or unan-
ticipated costs and reflects the preliminary state of the design. 

 Overhead and profit has been included at 25 percent of direct cost plus contingency. 

 These costs are valid as of December 2005.  Escalation to the mid-point of construc-
tion is not included. 

The estimated costs for each manhole under each scenario are listed in Table 3.  A more detailed 
breakdown of costs for the major alternatives (enlarge and reconstruct, renovate by grouting, and 
replace with new manhole) is included in Appendix A.  These costs are incorporated, along with 
escalation to the mid-point of construction, into the detailed project cost estimates provided in 
Appendix G to Technical Memorandum No. 4 – Alternatives Evaluation.  

Table 3.  Estimated Manhole Capital Costs 

MH # 
Scenario A, 

(dollars) 
Scenario B, 

(dollars) 
Scenario C, 

(dollars) 
Scenario D, 

(dollars) 
Scenario E, 

(dollars) 
Scenario F, 

(dollars) 
2-8 281,000 281,000 281,000 281,000 281,000 281,000 
9 460,000 460,000 335,000 335,000 335,000 335,000 
10 460,000 460,000 335,000 335,000 335,000 335,000 
11 867,000 500,000 374,000 340,000 374,000 340,000 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 460,000 460,000 335,000 335,000 335,000 335,000 
14 867,000 480,000 867,000 480,000 364,000 340,000 
15 6,000 24,000 6,000 24,000 6,000 24,000 
16 0 12,000 0 40,000 0 60,000 
17 0 12,000 0 40,000 0 60,000 
18 6,000 18,000 6,000 40,000 6,000 66,000 
19 867,000 12,000 867,000 40,000 394,000 60,000 
20 18,000 18,000 40,000 40,000 66,000 66,000 
21 460,000 460,000 460,000 460,000 354,000 335,000 
22 847,000 873,000 847,000 873,000 351,000 351,000 
23 198,000 198,000 198,000 198,000 190,000 190,000 
24 198,000 198,000 198,000 198,000 190,000 190,000 
25 58,000 58,000 58,000 58,000 50,000 50,000 
26 58,000 58,000 58,000 58,000 50,000 50,000 

Total 6,111,000 4,581,000 5,265,000 4,175,000 3,679,000 3,468,000 
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The incremental cost of keeping the existing interceptor in service depends greatly on the extent to 
which the lake can be drawn down.  If the lake must remain full, then retaining the existing intercep-
tor adds more than $1.5 million to the manholes’ cost (difference between Scenarios A and B).  If 
the lake can be partially drawn down, keeping the existing interceptor in service adds just over $1 
million (difference between Scenarios C and D).  However, if the lake can be fully drawn down, 
retaining the existing interceptor adds only about $200,000 to the cost of the manhole modifications 
(difference between Scenarios E and F). 
 
The additional cost of manhole work for keeping the lake full is about $2.4 million more than a full 
drawdown if the existing interceptor is to be kept in service (difference between Scenarios A and E) 
and about $1.1 million if the interceptor is to be abandoned (difference between Scenarios B and F).  
The Lake Oswego Corporation will likely oppose full drawdown. 
 
The added cost to manhole modifications of keeping the lake full, compared to a partial drawdown, 
is about $850,000 for keeping the existing interceptor for standby duty (difference between Scenar-
ios A and C) and about $400,000 if the existing line is to be abandoned (difference between 
Scenarios B and D). 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This section provides conclusions and recommendation for the manhole modifications required as 
part of any in-water alternative to upgrade the Oswego Lake Sanitary Interceptor Upgrade Project. 

The project costs for manhole renovation are highly dependent upon two significant decisions that 
need to be made.  The first is whether the existing interceptor is to be retained for use as a backup 
system to the new interceptor and the second is whether the lake can be drawn down to the base of 
the manholes during construction. 

As described in Technical Memorandum No. 4 – Alternatives Evaluation, partial lake drawdown is 
important to the constructability and cost of the work required to construct upsized pipe segments 
in the West End, Main Canal, and Blue Heron Canal reaches of the system.  The cost savings for 
manhole modifications, while important, is secondary to the pipe replacement issues, particularly 
permitability and costs of underwater excavation.  As such, the manhole savings ($400,000 if existing 
line abandoned and $850,000 if retained) should simply be considered further rationale for pursuing 
a partial drawdown.   

The option of lowering the level of the lake about 24 feet to the bottom of the manholes at the east 
end of the lake offers significant manhole modification cost savings ($1.1 million if existing intercep-
tor abandoned and $2.4 million if retained) to the City but is unlikely to be authorized by the Lake 
Oswego Corporation.  However, challenges for bringing materials to the sites and for construction 
equipment moving about the lakebed when fully drawn down have not been examined in this 
predesign effort, but could be substantial. 

The savings for abandoning the interceptor versus retaining it for backup service are substantial for 
the full lake ($1.5 million) and partial drawdown ($1 million) options.  However, the need for the 
existing interceptor is driven more by the decision on which pipe material to use for the new 
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interceptor, as discussed in Technical Memorandum No. 4 – Alternatives Evaluation.  A steel pipe 
will likely need replacement at some point so retaining the existing interceptor may be appropriate in 
that instance.  However, corrosion of the existing pile support system and other exposed steel 
components reduces the longevity of this benefit.  The HDPE pipe alternatives are not expected to 
benefit from the ability to divert flow to the existing interceptor and so abandoning the interceptor 
is recommended for those options.   

Another important issue related to keeping the existing interceptor in service is the potential for 
damage to existing manholes in a seismic event.  If the existing interceptor were to move excessively 
in an earthquake due to structural deficiencies, this could cause varying degrees of damage to the 
existing manholes.  Without some sort of costly, external breakaway joints, the upgraded manholes 
may still be quite vulnerable.  This issue should be evaluated more closely in final design.  

Additional items for final design include verification that the existing ballast fill material is suitable 
for grouting and the manholes are founded on rock and establishing the extent of existing backfill 
around each manhole. 
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Appendix A 
 Detailed Cost Estimates for Alternatives

Brown and Caldwell
December 2005

 



Reach
MH #

Top of 
Ftg

Alternate A
Keep Existing

Alternate B
Abandon Existing

Alternative C
Keep Existing

Alternative D
Abandon Existing

Alternate E
Keep Existing

Alternate F
Abandon Existing

West Bay 2 to 8 $140,000 $140,000 $140,000 $140,000 $140,000 $140,000

9 87.25 $228,844 $228,844 $166,693 $166,693 $166,693 $166,693

10 86.50 $228,844 $228,844 $166,693 $166,693 $166,693 $166,693

11 84.50 $431,891 $248,844 $186,008 $169,193 $186,008 $169,193

12

13 87.25 $228,844 $228,844 $166,693 $166,693 $166,693 $166,693

11 84.50

11 84.50

14 81.75 $431,891 $238,844 $431,891 $238,844 $181,008 $169,193

15 80.45 $3,000 $12,000 $3,000 $12,000 $3,000 $12,000

16 80.25
 No Work $6,000  No Work $20,000  No Work $30,000

17 79.25  No Work $6,000  No Work $20,000  No Work $30,000

18 78.00 $3,000 $9,000 $3,000 $20,000 $3,000 $33,000

19 77.50 $431,891 $6,000 $431,891 $20,000 $196,008 $30,000

20 76.25 $9,000 $9,000 $20,000 $20,000 $33,000 $33,000

21 $228,844 $228,844 $228,844 $228,844 $176,008 $166,693

22 74.00 $421,891 $434,891 $421,891 $434,891 $174,693 $174,693

23 $89,378 $89,378 $89,378 $89,378 $89,378 $89,378

24 $89,378 $89,378 $89,378 $89,378 $89,378 $89,378

25 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000

26 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000

Subtotal $3,006,696 $2,244,712 $2,585,357 $2,042,605 $1,811,556 $1,706,604
Overhead & Profit 25 $751,674 $561,178 $646,339 $510,651 $452,889 $426,651
Subtotal $3,758,370 $2,805,890 $3,231,697 $2,553,257 $2,264,445 $2,133,254
Bond & Insurance 3 $112,751 $84,177 $96,951 $76,598 $67,933 $63,998
Subtotal $3,871,121 $2,890,067 $3,328,648 $2,629,854 $2,332,378 $2,197,252
Contingency 30 $1,161,336 $867,020 $998,594 $788,956 $699,714 $659,176
Subtotal $5,032,457 $3,757,087 $4,327,242 $3,418,810 $3,032,092 $2,856,428
Engr., CM, Admin. 20 $1,006,491 $751,417 $865,448 $683,762 $606,418 $571,286
Total $6,038,949 $4,508,505 $5,192,690 $4,102,573 $3,638,510 $3,427,713
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Reach
MH #

Top of 
Ftg

Alternate A
Keep Existing

Alternate B
Abandon Existing

Alternative C
Keep Existing

Alternative D
Abandon Existing

Alternate E
Keep Existing

Alternate F
Abandon Existing

Lake Remains Full at Elevation 98.6 Partial Drawdown to Elevation 82.6 (16 feet) Full Drawdown to Elev 74.6 (24 Feet)

2-8 $281,190 $281,190 $281,190 $281,190 $281,190 $281,190

9 87.25 $459,634 $459,634 $334,802 $334,802 $334,802 $334,802

10 86.50 $459,634 $459,634 $334,802 $334,802 $334,802 $334,802

11 84.50 $867,453 $499,804 $373,596 $339,823 $373,596 $339,823

12
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

13 87.25 $459,634 $459,634 $334,802 $334,802 $334,802 $334,802

14 81.75 $867,453 $479,719 $867,453 $479,719 $363,554 $339,823

15 80.45 $6,026 $24,102 $6,026 $24,102 $6,026 $24,102

16 80.25
$0 $12,051 $0 $40,170 $0 $60,255

17 79.25 $0 $12,051 $0 $40,170 $0 $60,255

18 78.00 $6,026 $18,077 $6,026 $40,170 $6,026 $66,281

19 77.50 $867,453 $12,051 $867,453 $40,170 $393,681 $60,255

20 76.25 $18,077 $18,077 $40,170 $40,170 $66,281 $66,281

21 $459,634 $459,634 $459,634 $459,634 $353,511 $334,802

22 74.00 $847,368 $873,478 $847,368 $873,478 $350,870 $350,870

23 $197,516 $197,516 $197,516 $197,516 $189,516 $189,516

24 $197,516 $197,516 $197,516 $197,516 $189,516 $189,516

25 $58,170 $58,170 $58,170 $58,170 $50,170 $50,170

26 $58,170 $58,170 $58,170 $58,170 $50,170 $50,170

$6,110,949 $4,580,505 $5,264,690 $4,174,573 $3,678,510 $3,467,713

Enlarge and Reconstruct $421,891 costs were scaled up by 15% to reflect 
Renovate $228,844 ENR Index increase from approx. 6690 to 7647 
Replace w/ gates $176,008 from March 2003 to December 2005
Replace w/o gates $166,693
Rock anchors $20,000 per manhole
Renovate by grout only, no connections $89,378



Reconstruct and Enlarge Existing MH
Scenario A:  Lake Level Up, Keep Existing Interceptor

Wage % Fixed Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total
1 Mobilize to Site and Demo top, excavate 

exterior, load on scow, move to shore and
offload

112 cy -            -            -            -            -            

Labor 3 Day 3,000 9,000         2,100 6,300         -            -            15,300       
Load, Haul and Dispose 112 cy -            -            10 1,120         -            1,120         

-            -            -            -            -            
2 Drill and install rock bolts in outside 

perimeter
12 ea -            -            -            65 780            780            

Dive crew and derrick, plus 3 men 2 day 4,500 9,000         2,350 4,700         -            -            13,700       
-            -            -            -            -            

3 Prefabricate exterior form and freight 1 ea -            -            24,700 24,700       -            24,700       
Stub in 1 ea 500    500            -            -            1,000 1,000         1,500         
Reinforcing steel cage 3,500 lb 1        3,500         -            -            1 3,500         7,000         
Assemble form and rebar, place around 
structure.  Fit windows and caulk.

4 day 5,500 22,000       2,100 8,400         -            500 2,000         32,400       

-            -            -            -            -            
4 Buy and place concrete 60 cy -            -            -            100 6,000         6,000         

Concrete pump and operator 1 day -            1,500 1,500         -            -            1,500         
Extra pontoon barge and buckets 1 lot -            1,000 1,000         -            -            1,000         
Dive crew, derrick crew, 2 boatmen 1.5 day 9,375 14,063       3,150 4,725         -            -            18,788       

-            -            -            -            -            
5 Strip Forms and clean 2.5 day 5,500 13,750       2,100 5,250         -            -            19,000       

-            -            -            -            -            
6 Excavate interior annular space to top of 

pipes, ballast manhole, 
3 day 3,000 9,000         2,100 6,300         -            -            15,300       

vacuum excavate around pipes 1 lot 500    500            1,000 1,000         -            -            1,500         
Case for anchors 15 ea -            -            -            100 1,500         1,500         
Ballast tank 1 day 3,000 3,000         2,100 2,100         -            -            5,100         

1 lot -            1,000 1,000         -            -            1,000         
-            -            -            -            -            

7 Furnish and install rock anchors for 
interior of MH

15 ea -            -            -            100 1,500         1,500         

Derrick barge 1.5 day 3,000 4,500         2,100 3,150         -            -            7,650         
Clean, patch and seal inside 1.5 day 1,500 2,250         -            -            -            2,250         

-            -            -            -            -            
8 Form and pour gate openings at new and 

existing
3 day 2,500 7,500         2,100 6,300         333 999            -            14,799       

-            -            -            -            -            

Labor Equipment Rent STS Permanent Materials
#

Description
Qty. Unit

Subtotal



9 Bypass existing manhole with pumps and
piping, remove

1 lot 50,000       -            -            -            50,000       

-            -            -            -            -            
10 Demolish interior precast manhole 2 day 3,000 6,000         2,100 4,200         500 1,000         -            11,200       

-            -            -            -            -            
11 Buy and install gates 3 ea -            -            -            2500 7,500         7,500         

3 day 2,500 7,500         2,100 6,300         -            150 450            14,250       
-            -            -            -            -            

12 Flood structure, cut off caps, connect to 
mainline

3 day 5,500 16,500       2,100 6,300         -            -            22,800       

-            -            -            -            -            
13 Dewater and pour new floor, dowel to old 

slab, rebar mat
4 day 3,000 12,000       2,100 8,400         -            2000 8,000         28,400       

-            -            -            -            -            
14 Install new top and planter -            -            -            -            -            

Shoring and forms 10 Mday 500    5,000         1,000 10,000       3,250         -            18,250       
Rebar 1,200 lb -            -            -            1 1,200         1,200         
Concrete 7 cy -            -            -            100 700            700            

1 day 3,000 3,000         -            -            -            3,000         
Strip 5 day 500    2,500         -            -            -            2,500         
Interior columns-form 5 day 500    2,500         -            125 625            -            3,125         
Rebar 1 lot -            -            -            800 800            800            
Pour 1 day 3,000 3,000         -            -            400 400            3,400         
Strip 2 day 500    1,000         -            -            -            1,000         

-            -            -            -            -            
Backfill manhole, planter 1 day 2,500 2,500         2,100 2,100         -            750 750            5,350         

-            -            -            -            -            
-            -            -            -            -            

               -                  -                  -                  -                  -   
Total 210,063     89,025       31,694       36,080       Down 366,862     

Across 366,862     



Renovate Existing MH by Grouting
Alternative B:  Lake Level Up, Abandon Existing Interceptor

Wage % Fixed Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total
1 Mobilize to Site and Demo top, excavate 

exterior, load on scow, move to shore and 
offload

112 cy -             -             -             -             -             

Labor 3 day 3,000 9,000         2,100 6,300         -             -             15,300       
Load, Haul and Dispose 112 cy -             -             10 1,120         -             1,120         

-             -             -             -             -             
2 Injection grout existing earth fill to stabilize 

from work barge
110 cy -             -             -             400 44,000       44,000       

Derrick barge and crew 3 day 3,000 9,000         2,100 6,300         -             -             15,300       
Extra pontoon barge 2 day 500    1,000         500 1,000         -             -             2,000         

-             -             -             -             -             
3 Divert flow out of mainline and incoming 

lines. Plug mainline with concrete.  Tem-
porarily plug incoming sewer.

-             -             -             -             -             

Pumping system 1 lot -             50,000 50,000       -             -             50,000       
Concrete plug 3 cy -             -             -             100 300            300            
Derrick and crew 2 day 3,000 6,000         2,100 4,200         -             -             10,200       

-             -             -             -             -             
4 Flood manhole.  Divers cut and core 

through CMP, stabilized fill and existing 
manhole for new cross connector sewer

-             -             -             -             -             

Derrick Barge and crew 3 day 3,000 9,000         2,100 6,300         750 2,250         -             17,550       
Divers (3) 3 day 2,500 7,500         -             -             -             7,500         

-             -             -             -             -             
5 Install new cross connector to new 

mainline.  Seal at manhole entrance.  
1 day 5,500 5,500         2,100 2,100         -             1500 1,500         9,100         

-             -             -             -             -             
6 Pump out manhole.  Remove plug from 

cross connector at mainline manhole.
1.5 day 5,500 8,250         2,100 3,150         -             -             11,400       

-             -             -             -             -             
7 Demolish existing grout invert and 

reshape to new line.  Backfill around 
manhole as needed.

2.5 day 3,000 7,500         2,100 5,250         250 625            500 1,250         14,625       

-             -             -             -             -             
8 Remove temporary plug from incoming 

sewer, reestablish flow.
8 mh 75      600            -             -             -             600            

-             -             -             -             -             
-             -             -             -             -             

Total 63,350       84,600       3,995         47,050       Down 198,995     
Across 198,995     

Labor Equipment Rent STS Permanent Materials
#

Description
Qty. Unit

Subtotal



Construct New MH
Alternative E:  Lower Lake Level, Retain Existing Interceptor

Wage % Fixed Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total
1 Build construction access road to 

manhole
1 ls -            -            -            -            -            

Dozer and Operator 4 day 500    2,000         350 1,400         150 600            -            4,000         
-            -            -            -            -            

2 Set up pumped bypass of mainline and 
collector sewers around manhole.  

1 ls -            50,000 50,000       -            -            50,000       

-            -            -            -            -            
3 Excavate around existing manhole.  

Demolish existing manhole, remove 
debris from lake bed. 

112 cy -            -            -            -            -            

Excavator and operator 4 day 500    2,000         800 3,200         -            -            5,200         
Haul and dispose 300 cy -            -            10 3,000         -            3,000         
Laborer 4 day 400    1,600         -            -            -            1,600         

-            -            -            -            -            
4 Construct new manhole with base slab 

rock anchored to bedrock, cast in place 
walls tied to base slab. 

-            -            -            -            -            

Rockbolts, complete 15 -            -            -            1,200 18,000       18,000       
Reinforcing steel for slab and walls 3,500 lbs 0.5     1,750         -            -            0.4 1,400         3,150         
Form, pour, strip slab 8 cy 150    1,200         -            50 400            125 1,000         2,600         
Form, pour, strip walls 31 cy 150    4,650         -            75 2,325         125 3,875         10,850       
Crane and operator 6 day 500    3,000         1,100 6,600         -            -            9,600         

-            -            -            -            -            
Lay pipe and connect to new interceptor 
and collection sewers. 

3 day 500    1,500         550 1,650         -            -            3,150         

-            -            -            -            -            
 Install gates.  2 ea 1,000 2,000         550 1,100         -            2,500 5,000         8,100         

-            -            -            -            -            
5 Install shoring, forms, rebar and pour lid.  

Form, pour and strip accessway.  
Remove shoring after 28 days.

-            -            -            -            -            

Shoring and forms 12 Mday 500    6,000         1,000 12,000       3,250         -            21,250       
Rebar 1,200 lb -            -            -            1 1,200         1,200         
Concrete 7 cy -            -            -            100 700            700            
Precast accessway and manhole lid 1 ea -            -            -            2,700 2,700         2,700         

6 Pour new grout base, shape to inverts 1.5 ea 500    750            500 750            -            200 300            1,800         
-            -            -            -            -            

7 Place earth fill around access way.   
Backfill around manhole. 

112 cy -            -            -            -            -            

Excavator and Operator 3 day 500    1,500         800 2,400         -            750 2,250         6,150         
-            -            -            -            -            
-            -            -            -            -            

Total 27,950       79,100       9,575         36,425       Down 153,050     
Across 153,050     

Labor Equipment Rent STS Permanent Materials
#

Description
Qty. Unit

Subtotal



Construct New MH

Wage % Fixed Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total
1 Build construction access road to 

manhole
1 ls -            -            -            -            -            

Dozer and Operator 4 day 500    2,000         350 1,400         150 600            -            4,000         
-            -            -            -            -            

2 Set up pumped bypass of mainline and 
collector sewers around manhole.  

1 ls -            50,000 50,000       -            -            50,000       

-            -            -            -            -            
3 Excavate around existing manhole.  

Demolish existing manhole, remove 
debris from lake bed. 

112 cy -            -            -            -            -            

Excavator and operator 4 day 500    2,000         800 3,200         -            -            5,200         
Haul and dispose 300 cy -            -            10 3,000         -            3,000         
Laborer 4 day 400    1,600         -            -            -            1,600         

-            -            -            -            -            
4 Construct new manhole with base slab 

rock anchored to bedrock, cast in place 
walls tied to base slab. 

-            -            -            -            -            

Rockbolts, complete 15 -            -            -            1,200 18,000       18,000       
Reinforcing steel for slab and walls 3,500 lbs 0.5     1,750         -            -            0.4 1,400         3,150         
Form, pour , strip slab 8 cy 150    1,200         -            50 400            125 1,000         2,600         
Form, pour , strip walls 31 cy 150    4,650         -            75 2,325         125 3,875         10,850       
Crane and operator 6 day 500    3,000         1,100 6,600         -            -            9,600         

-            -            -            -            -            
Lay pipe and connect to new interceptor 
and collection sewers. 

3 day 500    1,500         550 1,650         -            -            3,150         

-            -            -            -            -            
5 Install shoring, forms, rebar and pour lid.  

Form, pour and strip accessway.  
Remove shoring after 28 days.

-            -            -            -            -            

Shoring and forms 12 Mday 500    6,000         1,000 12,000       3,250         -            21,250       
Rebar 1,200 lb -            -            -            1 1,200         1,200         
Concrete 7 cy -            -            -            100 700            700            
Precast accessway and manhole lid 1 ea -            -            -            2,700 2,700         2,700         

6 Pour new grout base, shape to inverts 1.5 ea 500    750            500 750            -            200 300            1,800         
-            -            -            -            -            

7 Place earth fill around access way.   
Backfill around manhole. 

112 cy -            -            -            -            -            

Excavator and Operator 3 day 500    1,500         800 2,400         -            750 2,250         6,150         
-            -            -            -            -            
-            -            -            -            -            

Total 25,950       78,000       9,575         31,425       Down 144,950     
Across 144,950     

Scenario F:  Lower Lake Level, Abandon Existing Interceptor
Labor Equipment Rent STS

#
Description

Qty. Unit
SubtotalPermanent Materials
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PURPOSE 

The City of Lake Oswego owns and operates the existing Lake Interceptor sanitary sewer system, 
shown in Figure 1, which comprises nearly 28,000 feet of 12-inch to 36-inch-diameter cast iron and 
concrete cylinder pipe (CCP).  Of this total length, 24,000 feet lies within the main lake, bays, and 
canals of Oswego Lake and the remaining 4,000 feet is on land, between the east end of the lake and 
the City of Portland’s Tryon Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant (TCWTP).  The system was con-
structed in the early 1960s. 
 
Prior evaluations of the in-lake portion of the system determined that all but 5,400 feet of pipe, in 
Lakewood Bay and West Bay, have serious hydraulic capacity and structural support deficiencies 
which prevent the interceptor from reliably conveying design flows.  These deficiencies threaten the 
integrity of the pipeline.  
 
The City therefore commenced this predesign study to develop the recommended improvements to 
address the structural and capacity deficiencies.  Objectives established by the City include passing 
the ultimate buildout peak hour flow with 25-year recurrence and providing a minimum 75-year 
design life.  
 
Additional smaller in-lake and on-shore tributary sewers are not included within the scope of this 
project.  

This technical memorandum describes the Lake Interceptor in detail and evaluates which of the 
alternatives that survived a preliminary screening presented in Technical Memorandum No. 2 - 
Alternatives Identification are appropriate for upgrading the various segments of the interceptor.  
The identified alternatives include: 
 

 Continued Operations and Maintenance (O&M) only—appropriate only for buried por-
tions with adequate capacity that are shown to be in reasonable condition from TV 
inspection. 

 Replace/rehabilitate existing system in-place—appropriate only for those portions that are 
either under capacity (including the Main Canal Trunk) or in poor condition and that 
are either buried or resting on firm lakebed soils; also appropriate for elevated upland 
pipe near TCWTP. 

 Construct new pile-supported interceptor on new alignment—appropriate for in-lake portions 
with either structural or capacity deficiencies.  Figure 2 shows the new alignment. 

 Construct new buoyant interceptor on new alignment—appropriate for in-lake portions with 
either structural or capacity deficiencies.  Figure 2 shows the new alignment, which is 
appropriate for either the pile or buoyant alternatives. 

 Construct new around-the-lake pumping and conveyance system—appropriate for in-water por-
tion of system in much of the Main Lake and potentially for a parallel system to 
augment capacity of the Main Canal Trunk.  See Figure 3 for the alignment and loca-
tion of required facilities. 
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The following sections describe the evaluation criteria, present a detailed description of the existing 
conditions and appropriate alternatives for each reach of the Lake Interceptor system, and evaluate 
the alternatives on the basis of the criteria.  The evaluation will determine the best alternative(s) for 
each segment of the interceptor system and the combined segments will comprise the recommended 
project(s). 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 

Previous studies entitled Overflow Mitigation (Tetra-Tech/KCM, Inc., October 2000), and Condition 
Assessment, Lake Oswego Sanitary Sewer Interceptor Technical Memorandum (Tetra-Tech/KCM, Inc., August 
2001), identify the structural and capacity concerns with the in-water portions of the existing Lake 
Interceptor system.   
 
The City retained Brown and Caldwell to prepare a preliminary design for a new interceptor system 
to address these concerns.  To that end, inspections of the existing system, and geotechnical and 
structural investigations have been completed, further quantifying conditions in the existing system 
and providing pertinent discussion of possible alternatives.   
 
Pipe Experts, LLC, performed a TV inspection of the entire interceptor system in September 2002 
and the firm’s videotapes and hard copy inspection logs were immediately provided directly to the 
City.  The final internal pipe assessment was provided by Brown and Caldwell in the Technical 
Memorandum No. 1 - Condition Assessment in November 2005.   
 
Shannon and Wilson, Inc. conducted geotechnical explorations and prepared the Predesign Geotechnical 
Report, Oswego Lake Interceptor Sewer Upgrade Project, Lake Oswego, Oregon (August 26, 2005, provided as 
a separate volume).   
 
Additional documents prepared in support of this predesign are included in Appendices A 
through F of this technical memorandum and include the following:  
 
KPFF Consulting Engineers reported on the structural elements of the project in a report entitled, 
Oswego Lake Interceptor Sewer Upgrade Project, Structural Evaluation of Alternatives Report (October 2005, 
Appendix A). 
   
Assistance with specialized evaluation of a buoyant pipeline made of high density polyethylene 
(HDPE) was provided by Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc., in a report entitled, Suitability of a Buoyant 
HDPE Pipeline for the Oswego Lake Interceptor Sewer Upgrade (October 2005, Appendix B).   
 
Fisher Composite Technologies prepared a technical memorandum entitled, Carbon Fiber Resin Pipe 
Evaluation, that provides information on a carbon fiber resin pipe alternative that would eliminate 
thermal expansion/contraction concerns (Appendix C).   
 
Corrosion Probe, Inc., commented on the longevity of various materials for pipes, piles, trusses, 
tethers, and hardware from a corrosion perspective (Appendix D).  
 
David Evans and Associates, Inc. (DEA) summarized preliminary environmental permitting activi-
ties and the likely outcomes of related key issues (Appendix E). 
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City staff prepared a high-level feasibility review in 2002 of an around-the-lake pumping and con-
veyance system so that basic questions regarding this option in comparison to in-lake alternatives 
could be answered.  Though no formal write-up was prepared, the supporting notes, maps, and 
calculations are included as Appendix F.  The cost estimate for this alternative, updated in Decem-
ber 2006, is included with the cost estimates for the other alternatives in Appendix G.    

EVALUATION CRITERIA 

The evaluation of project alternatives requires identification of criteria that can be used to compare 
and rank the elements that combine to become the project.  The primary criteria appropriate to the 
Oswego Lake Interceptor evaluation are reliability and feasibility.  Each of these has multiple 
elements as described below.  

Reliability 

Reliability comprises two primary elements:  
 

 Dependability and ease of O&M 
 Longevity 

Dependability and ease of O&M is a measure of how the alternative functions under routine opera-
tion and under emergency conditions.  In many respects, both dependability and the ease of O&M 
are a function of design and how the O&M program is established and executed for the project.  
Thoughtful design will result in a project with features that facilitate O&M and assure minimal 
impact when operational problems arise.  Combined with a well-conceived and implemented O&M 
program, the goal of achieving an efficient, smooth-operating system that avoids unexpected 
breakdown is reasonably attainable. 
 
Longevity relates to the life expectancy of the alternative.  A 75-year minimum life expectancy has 
been selected for the interceptor project.  Careful selection of equipment, alignment and materials 
during design, and sound construction practices will ensure the project serves its full design life.  
Longevity presumes the City will implement a rigorous O&M program throughout the life of the 
interceptor and that the system is designed to withstand the design seismic event. 

Feasibility 

The success of any project depends on whether conditions exist that allow completion of the 
project.  Without the right circumstances, a project may not be feasible.  For the Oswego Lake 
Interceptor, feasibility comprises four primary elements: 
 

 Technical feasibility 
 Public acceptance 
 Permitability 
 Cost 
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Technical feasibility is determined by whether the technology, materials and construction methods, 
including access and staging areas, exist to build the project on the required schedule.  In addition, 
interest and availability of qualified contractors to compete for selection to construct the project is 
considered here.   
 
Public acceptance is a measure of community and political support for the project, including a key 
stakeholder for this project:  the Lake Oswego Corporation.  An otherwise well-conceived project 
can be halted by public objections.  It is important in planning the work to understand the local 
culture and priorities. 

Permitability addresses whether the regulatory agencies are willing to issue permits with conditions 
that can be met by the owner, designers and contractors.  In some cases, an alternative is simply not 
feasible due to pre-existing site conditions or schedule limitations.  For the Lake Interceptor, permit 
issues include allowed in-water work periods, sediment control during underwater excavation, and 
sediment testing to measure the levels of any constituents of concern. 
 
Cost is a major determinant of whether a project is feasible.  The City must be able to budget or 
acquire money to pay for infrastructure upgrades and improvements.  If money is not available to 
pay for one alternative, it will be necessary to identify another more affordable alternative.  Without 
an affordable alternative, a project may be delayed or cancelled in spite of the associated risks of 
doing nothing. 
 
This project originally included tasks for easement negotiation and permitting efforts.  These tasks 
were terminated early in the project in order to expand other tasks (TV inspection, additional 
geotechnical investigation) without increasing the budget.  Resuming and completing easement 
acquisition and permitting work must be done before final design can proceed with confidence of a 
successful outcome. 
 
The following section describes the project alternatives and their component parts in greater detail.   

EXISTING CONDITIONS 

Pipeline alternatives are presented in this section on a reach-by-reach basis because the physical 
conditions and deficiencies of the pipeline vary throughout its length.  Many sources contribute to 
the condition information presented here.   
 
References to existing site conditions are based upon the record drawings of the existing interceptor 
and geotechnical investigations performed by Shannon and Wilson, Inc., and Earth Dynamics.  
Existing pile capacities and conditions were reported and modeled in previous studies by Tetra-
Tech/KCM, Inc.  Additional analysis of the existing pile support system and the condition of the 
elevated pipe support was provided by KPFF Consulting Engineers under this contract.  As a 
subconsultant to Tetra-Tech/KCM and under contract directly to the City, Crawford Engineering 
Associates performed hydraulic modeling to identify capacity-deficient reaches as well as increased 
pipe diameters for capacity upgrades.  The City determined that the design standard for the Lake 
Interceptor system should be to pass the peak hour flows associated with a 25-year recurrence storm 
event under future build-out densities within the existing service area.  The assessment of existing 
structural and operational conditions in the pipe is based upon TV inspections performed in Sep-
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tember 2002 by Pipe Experts, LLC with the final pipe assessment provided by Brown and Caldwell, 
as reported in Technical Memorandum No. 1 - Condition Assessment.   
 
The individual reaches include: 
 

 Manholes 56 to 10 (Main Canal)  
 Manholes 1 to 9 (West Bay)  
 Manholes 9 to 11 (West End)  
 Manholes 12 to 11 (Blue Heron) 
 Manholes 11 to 22 (Main Lake) 
 Manholes 22 to 27 (Lakewood Bay)  
 Manholes 27 to 30 (State Street) 
 Manholes 30 to 35 (Foothills Road) 
 Manholes 35 to 40 and to Manholes 35 to 46 (Tryon Creek Buried) 
 Manholes 40 to 48 and Manholes 46 to 48 (Tryon Creek Elevated)  

Manhole 56 through Manhole 10 (Main Canal) 

The Main Canal trunk line is hydraulically undersized.  This nearly 3,900-foot reach of 12-inch-
diameter cast iron pipe is direct buried along the Main Canal alignment.  Anchor blocks were placed 
as needed to resist buoyancy in one area of shallow cover.  The TV inspections found minor surface 
damage and debris accumulations throughout this reach.  At one location between Manholes 51 and 
50, the debris accumulation was blocking 30 percent of the pipe.  Blockages of 20 percent were 
found between Manholes 55 and 53.  Surface damage was noted throughout, however, the condition 
grades assigned to this reach varied from fair to good with the lower ratings associated with debris 
accumulations.   
 
As noted in KPFF’s report, preliminary structural evaluation of the City’s record drawings for 
existing manholes in this reach suggests that the riser segments may separate and the manholes may 
be at risk of overturning during a seismic event. 

Manholes 1 through 9 (West Bay) 

This reach is the major trunk line in West Bay.  The pipe is 16-inch-diameter CCP and the reach is 
approximately 2,140 feet long.  Construction of the pipeline was by cut-and-cover with anchor 
blocks placed as needed to resist buoyancy in areas of shallow cover.  Modeling has shown that 
these pipes are adequately sized to carry the design flows.  The TV inspections revealed a 30 percent 
debris blockage between Manholes 1 and 2, and a 20 percent debris blockage between Manholes 2 
and 3, and Manholes 7 and 9.  The only structural defect noted in this pipe segment was a radial 
crack between Manholes 6 and 7.  The pipe between Manholes 1 and 2 was given a poor condition 
grade based on the need for cleaning.  The remainder of the line was given a fair condition grade. 
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As noted in KPFF’s report, preliminary structural evaluation of the City’s record drawings for 
existing manholes suggests that the riser segments may separate and the manholes may be at risk of 
overturning during a seismic event. 

Manholes 9 through 11 (West End) 

The pipe in this reach is 16-inch-diameter CCP.  The existing pipe is under capacity.  The 12-inch-
diameter Main Canal trunk sewer connects to the interceptor at Manhole 10.  The pipe was installed 
by cut-and-cover excavation, pipe on grade, and pipe on pile-supported bent foundations, depend-
ing on soil and topographic conditions.  Anchor blocks were installed with the pipe as needed to 
resist buoyancy in areas of shallow cover.  About 15 percent of the 1,500 feet of pipe in this reach 
was installed on piles.  The TV inspection conducted by Pipe Experts identified a radial crack 
between Manholes 9 and 10, and a 20 percent debris blockage between Manholes 10 and 11.  The 
overall condition grade of the pipe was rated as fair.   

Manholes 12 to 11 (Blue Heron) 

This main line originating in Blue Heron Canal comprises 16-inch and 18-inch-diameter CCP and is 
hydraulically adequate.  The existing pipeline was constructed using several different techniques 
depending upon soil and topographic conditions.  The techniques include:  cut-and-cover excavation 
with concrete anchor blocks where the fill cover was less than about 2 feet thick, installed on grade, 
and about 35 percent of the 1,340 foot reach was installed on piles or concrete pedestals.  The TV 
inspections found a debris accumulation blocking 25 percent of the pipe in the Manhole 12 to 13 
segment, resulting in a poor condition grade; however, no structural problems were observed in this 
section.  The downstream section (Manholes 13 to 11) did not have any significant structural or 
operational defects.  The downstream section was rated in excellent condition. 

Manhole 11 through 22 (Main Lake) 

The pipe in this reach is 24-inch to 36-inch-diameter CCP.  The construction techniques used to 
build this portion of the existing pipeline varied depending on depth to the lake bottom and soil 
conditions.  In the shallower areas, the pipe was either direct-buried or constructed in fill berms.  
Anchor blocks were used to resist pipe buoyancy in some transition areas where cover was not 
adequate.  In deeper areas, the pipe was installed on a series of pile-supported bents.  Tributary 
sewers connect to the existing interceptor at Manholes 11, 14, 15 and 18, with the South Shore 
Trunk sewer connecting at Manhole 20. 
 
Between Manholes 11 and 20, just less than 80 percent of the approximately 9,950 feet of pipe was 
installed on piles.  This section of the Lake Interceptor is hydraulically undersized.  The TV inspec-
tions found light corrosion and minor debris accumulation (10 percent) throughout this reach.  The 
condition grades assigned were good, except for the Manhole 19 to 20 section that was rated 
excellent. 
 
The South Shore Trunk is a 16-inch-diameter CCP between Manholes 21 and 20 connecting resi-
dential areas south of the lake to the interceptor.  This section of pipe is adequately sized for 
projected peak flows.  Construction of this pipeline included:  cut-and-cover excavation in native 
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soil and in a fill berm, and pile-supported sections.  The Manhole 21 to 20 section is approximately 
1,100 feet long and just over 50 percent was installed on piles.  The TV inspections did not reveal 
any significant structural defects; however, debris accumulations of approximately 25 percent were 
observed.  A fair condition grade was assigned to this section of pipe, primarily due to the debris 
accumulation. 
 
Just over 30 percent of the 810 feet of existing 36-inch-diameter CCP between Manholes 20 and 22 
is pile-supported.  The remainder was constructed by cut-and-cover methods.  This reach of pipe 
has hydraulic capacity for existing and future flows.  The TV inspections did not reveal any signifi-
cant structural or operational defects in this reach.  Debris accumulations of approximately 
10 percent were observed.  The condition grade assigned to this section of pipe was good. 

Manhole 22 through Manhole 27 (Lakewood Bay) 

The section of pipe between Manholes 22 and 27 starts at the very east end of the main lake and 
extends through Half Moon Bay and Lakewood Bay.  Manhole 27 is located onshore in the parking 
lot of the U.S. Bank building.  The reach is 36-inch-diameter CCP and is approximately 3,500 feet 
long.  This reach was constructed as a buried pipe.  The cut-and-cover construction included areas in 
compacted fill material, native soils, and in areas requiring rock excavation.  The pipe has hydraulic 
capacity for existing and future flows.  The TV inspections did not reveal any significant structural 
or operational defects in this reach.  Debris accumulations of approximately 10 percent were 
observed at three locations.  Condition grades assigned to this reach varied from good to excellent. 
 
As noted in KPFF’s report, preliminary structural evaluation of the City’s record drawings for 
Manholes 25 and 26 suggest that the riser segments may separate and the manholes may be at risk of 
overturning during a seismic event.  In addition, Manholes 23 and 24, as noted in Technical Memo-
randum No. 3 - Modifications to Existing Manholes, should be renovated. 

Manhole 27 to 30 (State Street) 

The pipe in this reach is 36-inch-diameter CCP, and is approximately 412 feet long.  The section of 
pipe between Manholes 27 and 30 was installed using standard cut-and-cover construction tech-
niques.  This reach of pipe has hydraulic capacity for existing and future flows.  Between Manholes 
27 and 30, TV inspection indicated pipe conditions were good to excellent. 

Manholes 30 to 35 (Foothills Road) 

Pipe from Manholes 30 to 31, is 200 feet long and is 36 inches in diameter.  From Manhole 31 to 35, 
the approximately 920 feet of pipe is 24 inches in diameter.  This section of pipe was installed by 
cut-and-cover methods, and has hydraulic capacity via surcharging for peak existing and future 
flows.  However, exposed aggregate was observed in the 1,120 feet of pipe from Manhole 30 
through Manhole 35.  The condition grade assigned to this segment of pipe was poor.  The City is 
currently proceeding with final design of a replacement of this reach on a new alignment.    
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Manholes 35 to 40 and to Manholes 35 to 46 (Tryon Creek Buried) 

At Manhole 35 the flow splits into two parallel pipelines on the approach to the TCWTP.  The 
section between Manholes 35 to 40 is 24-inch-diameter CCP and is approximately 756 feet long.  
Between Manholes 36 and 37, debris accumulations of 30 percent were noted, resulting in a condi-
tion grade of fair.  Accumulations of 10 percent were noted between Manholes 37 and 40 for a good 
condition grade.   
 
Manhole numbering on the parallel line begins with 35 and then jumps to 42.  The pipe between 
Manholes 35 and 46 is 36-inch-diameter, and is CCP, and is approximately 518 feet long.  The pipe 
was installed by cut-and-cover methods.  Debris accumulations of 10 to 15 percent were noted in 
the pipe for a condition grade of good.  Exposed aggregate was observed in Manhole 43.   

Manholes 40 to 48 and Manholes 46 to 48 (Tryon Creek Elevated) 

The 388 feet of 24-inch-diameter CCP between Manholes 40 and 48, and the 505 feet of 36-inch-
diameter CCP between Manholes 46 and 48 are elevated lines supported on concrete piers, just 
upstream of the TCWTP.  These pipes are adequately sized to convey existing and future flows.  
The defects observed during the TV inspections were debris accumulations that vary from 10 to 
20 percent with corresponding condition grades assigned from good to fair.  An evaluation of the 
supporting piers by KPFF concludes that upgrades are needed to withstand the design seismic 
event. 
 
Table 1 summarizes the deficiencies noted for each reach of existing pipe. 

Table 1.  Summary of Existing Interceptor Deficiencies 

Existing known deficiencies 

Location description Manhole numbers 
Inadequate 

capacity 
Inadequate 

pile/pier support 
Poor pipe 
condition 

Main Canal 56 to 10    
West Bay 1 to 9    
West End 9 to 11    
Blue Heron 12 to 11    
Main Lake 11 to 22    
Lakewood Bay 22 to 27    
State Street 27 to 30    
Foothills Road 30 to 35    
Tryon Creek buried 35 to 40 and 35 to 46    
Tryon Creek elevated 40 to 48 and 46 to 48    
 
 
Table 1 indicates that the West Bay, Lakewood Bay, State Street, and Tryon Creek Buried reaches 
have no known deficiencies.  However, these are not new pipelines and so cannot be presumed to 
have a remaining 75-year useful life.  Further, in these areas, very limited geotechnical investigation 
was done and level of vulnerability of these segments to damage during the design seismic event 
(e.g., from liquefaction of supporting foundation materials) is not predicted.  To increase assurance 
of longevity for these reaches, a program of condition assessment at regular intervals and a program 
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of rehabilitation as warranted should be implemented.  In addition, existing in-water manholes that 
are seismically vulnerable should be retrofitted.  

APPLICABILITY OF ALTERNATIVES TO SPECIFIC REACHES 

The alternatives for upgrading the Lake Interceptor were discussed in Technical Memorandum No. 
2 - Alternatives Identification and are listed previously herein.  The Alternatives Identification 
memorandum concluded that all of the proposed alternatives could have application on specific 
reaches in the final recommended project.  As Table 1 indicates, each reach does not have the same 
deficiencies.  This section will identify the applicable alternatives for each reach. 

Manholes 56 to 10 (Main Canal)  

The Main Canal sewer does not have adequate capacity to carry the peak hour projected flow.  Two 
alternatives are available to address the capacity problem:  Replace In-Place or an Around-the-Lake 
alternative.   
 
The Replace In-Place alternative would remove and replace the existing 12-inch-diameter pipe with 
a new 18-inch line on the same grade and alignment.  Lateral connections to the existing pipe would 
be removed to the approximate limit of the canal and replaced with new buried HDPE laterals.  
Manholes would also be replaced and properly connected and anchored to prevent joint separation 
and overturning.  This alternative would require lake draw-down of approximately 16 feet so the 
work can be conducted in dry conditions.  In a full lake condition, access for barges and equipment 
is not possible with the shallow water depth and the limited clearance beneath the bridge for South 
Shore Boulevard over the canal.   
 
The Around-the-Lake alternative for the Main Canal, only practical if the lake cannot be drawn 
down for construction of the Replace In-Place alternative, requires a new wet weather pump station 
in the vicinity of Manhole 56, near Bryant Road, and a new force main in city streets along the west 
side of the Main Canal.  In peak rain events, when Main Canal flow exceeds capacity, the excess 
wastewater flow would be diverted to the new parallel system and be discharged into Manhole 10.  
By removing the upstream wet weather flow, the Main Canal Trunk would be sufficient to convey 
the local flow from the Main Canal area and the Continued O&M alternative would then be appro-
priate for the existing line.  However, manhole joint separation and overturning risk during a seismic 
event must still be addressed.  This retrofitting could be accomplished by installing rock anchors and 
attaching them to the outside face of the uppermost precast section.  The rock anchors would then 
be pretensioned to maintain compression on the manhole.   
 
If the Around-the-Lake alternative is selected, eventual rehabilitation of the existing cast iron pipe 
would be required, likely by cured-in-place pipe (CIPP) lining, to extend its useful life   

Manholes 1 to 9 (West Bay) 

The West Bay reach has no known significant capacity or structural deficiencies.  However, manhole 
joint separation and overturning risk during a seismic event must still be addressed.  This retro-
fitting could be accomplished by installing rock anchors and attaching them to the outside face of 
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the uppermost precast section.  The rock anchors would then be pretensioned to maintain compres-
sion on the manhole.  Beyond these manhole improvements, the Continued O&M alternative is 
appropriate for this reach.   

Manholes 9 to 11 (West End) 

The West End has both capacity limitations and structural support deficiencies.  Data collected 
during the geotechnical evaluation and the subsequent structural analysis suggests that a new pile-
supported line may be viable, though the geotechnical investigation did not extend along this 
alignment.  In addition, installation of a buoyant pipe is also an option.  In either case, excavation is 
required to expose the full pipe alignment and allow placement of the new pipe.  Excavation to a 
grade approximately 2 feet below pipe invert is assumed.  The existing 16-inch-diameter pipe would 
be replaced with larger pipe to increase the capacity of the reach as necessary:  24-inch-diameter pipe 
from Manhole 9 to 10 and 30-inch-diameter pipe from Manhole 10 to 11.   
 
The Pile-Supported and Buoyant alternatives are both applicable for this reach, either on the same 
alignment or a closely parallel alignment.  This work is best accomplished with the lake drawn down 
approximately 16 feet, as underwater excavation and underwater manhole modifications and con-
nections would be much more challenging and costly.  During final design, the decision will be made 
on whether the lake will be drawn down and the configuration of existing connections will be 
researched more closely.  A determination will also be made as to whether the existing alignment is 
followed or whether a new line closely paralleling the existing line will be constructed.  Installation 
of a new adjacent line permits the existing line to remain in service during construction, which 
would simplify the work and minimize duration of bypass pumping operations.  Regardless, the new 
alignment would be close to the existing alignment.  Manholes would remain in their current loca-
tions. 
 
If the Around-the-Lake alternative is selected for the Main Lake, the improvement required for the 
West End reach would remain the same but flow direction would instead be to the north to a new 
pump station in or near the Lake Grove Swim Park.  

Manholes 12 to 11 (Blue Heron) 

The Blue Heron reach has sufficient capacity but has structural support deficiencies.  Again, geo-
technical and structural evaluations suggest that a new pile-supported line and a new buoyant line are 
both viable.  In either case, excavation is required to expose the full pipe alignment and allow 
placement of the new pipe.  Excavation to a grade approximately 2 feet below pipe invert is as-
sumed.   
 
The Pile-Supported and Buoyant alternatives are both applicable for this reach, either on the same 
alignment or a closely parallel alignment.  This work is best accomplished with the lake drawn down 
approximately 16 feet, as underwater excavation and underwater manhole modifications and con-
nections would be much more challenging and costly.  During final design, the decision will be made 
on whether the lake will be drawn down and the configuration of existing connections will be 
researched more closely.  A determination will also be made as to whether the existing alignment is 
followed or whether a new line closely paralleling the existing line will be constructed.  Installation 
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of a new adjacent line permits the existing line to remain in service during construction, which 
would simplify the work and minimize duration of bypass pumping operations.  Regardless, the new 
alignment would be close to the existing alignment.  Manholes would remain in their current loca-
tions. 

Manholes 11 to 22 (Main Lake) 

The Main Lake reach is the longest, at nearly 10,800 feet, and the most challenging reach of this 
project.  In addition to the interceptor pipe between Manholes 11 and 22, this reach includes the 
South Shore Trunk sewer from Manhole 21 to Manhole 20.  This reach has insufficient capacity as 
well as structural support deficiencies.   
 
To address the capacity limitations, the diameter of the 2,700 feet of pipe between Manholes 11 and 
14 would be increased from 24 inches to 30 inches.  The diameter would increase to 36 inches 
where the flow from existing Manhole 14 joins the new interceptor.  The diameter of the new pipe 
would remain 36 inches from that point to Manhole 22.  Connections to the new interceptor would 
be made from existing Manholes 14 (18-inch-diameter), 15 (8-inch-diameter), and 18 (8-inch-
diameter).  The existing 16-inch-diameter South Shore Trunk would be replaced with a new 18-inch 
sewer from existing Manhole 21. 
 
The previous report by Tetra-Tech/KCM, as well as KPFF’s report, both indicate the existing pipe 
is at risk in a design seismic event due to an inadequate support system.  Rehabilitation of this 
system, though possible to a certain extent, cannot address the undersized and inadequately embed-
ded piles.  In addition, corrosion of the existing piles, as noted in the Tetra-Tech report and in 
Corrosion Probe’s letter report, make long-term reliance on the existing system impossible.  New 
piles would be needed which would require removal of the existing pipeline and installation of a new 
line.  This would be equivalent to constructing a new pile-supported pipeline.  Moreover, replace-
ment of the existing piles on the same alignment is risky because of the steep side slopes along the 
north shore of the lake, as well as difficulties in maintaining the existing line in service during 
construction.  Consequently, complete replacement on a new alignment through the Main Lake is 
necessary.   
 
An Alignment Selection Workshop was conducted October 17, 2002.  Representatives of the City 
and the Lake Oswego Corporation (LOC) joined representatives of the Brown and Caldwell team to 
review data that had been compiled and discuss alignment options.  The conclusion reached during 
the workshop was that the best alignment would be that shown in Figure 2.  This alignment places 
the interceptor in a geologically stable location, away from the steep slopes of the lake shore and 
from steep formations near the middle of the lake.  The in-lake alternatives appropriate for this 
reach include the New Pile-Supported Interceptor on New Alignment and the New Buoyant 
Interceptor on New Alignment alternatives.  These alternatives replace the existing pipe on the in-
lake alignment proposed at the Alignment Selection Workshop.  A third alternative to be considered 
for this reach is the Around-the-Lake Pumping and Conveyance System alternative which replaces 
the in-lake interceptor with a mostly upland conveyance system.   
 

New Pile-Supported Interceptor on New Alignment.  A new pile-support system would 
be designed to withstand the weight of the pipe and manholes (assuming full pipe and lake draw-
down below the pipe invert), the buoyant forces associated with a submerged empty pipeline, and 
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seismic loadings occurring with the design earthquake.  The new system would provide resistance to 
lateral and longitudinal motion to prevent the pipe from disjointing.  In addition, the new supports 
and piles would be designed to withstand the tension forces that may occur during a seismic event.   
 

New Buoyant Interceptor on New Alignment.  The concept of a buoyant pipeline was 
introduced as part of the predesign effort to replace those sections of pipeline currently supported 
by piles that would be likely to fail during the design seismic event.  The pipeline would float due to 
the buoyant characteristics of the pipe material and by attaching additional buoyant material to the 
pipe.  The line would be secured in place and kept at the proper grade using an anchor and tether 
system that would limit the horizontal and vertical movement of the pipe.  The pipe and anchor 
system would need to be operational under a range of conditions, including seasonal variation of 
lake temperature, full and empty pipe, and lake draw-down conditions. 

Around-the-Lake Pumping and Conveyance System.  The Around-the-Lake alternative 
requires construction of six pump stations and force mains to convey the tributary flows upland to 
existing and new gravity sewers.  The required system is described in more detail later in this techni-
cal memorandum.  Engineering staff for the City have conducted a preliminary evaluation of this 
alternative, including pump station siting, force main and sewer routing, and estimated project cost.   

Manholes 22 to 27 (Lakewood Bay) 

The pipe in this reach does not require replacement or rehabilitation in the near-term as it is hydrau-
lically and structurally adequate to provide the required service.  However, joint separation and risk 
of overturning during a seismic event must still be addressed for Manholes 25 and 26.  This retro-
fitting could be accomplished by installing rock anchors and attaching them to the outside face of 
the uppermost precast section.  The rock anchors would then be pretensioned to maintain compres-
sion on the manhole.  Manholes 23 and 24 must also be renovated to ensure longevity.  Beyond 
these manhole improvements, the Continued O&M alternative is appropriate for this reach. 

Manholes 27 to 30 (State Street) 

The pipe between Manholes 27 and 30 is hydraulically and structurally adequate.  Continued O&M 
activities should be sufficient throughout the reach. 

Manholes 30 to 35 (Foothills Road) 

Exposed aggregate and rebar ripples were noted in the pipe between Manholes 30 and 35.  The City 
is planning to replace this reach of pipe under a separate contract.  This solution is categorized as 
Replace In-Place even though the alignment would be revised to be within the existing roadway. 

Manholes 35 to 40 and Manholes 35 to 46 (Tryon Creek Buried) 

Exposed aggregate is present in Manhole 43 and should be evaluated further for rehabilita-
tion/replacement need.  The remainder of the pipe in this reach should be cleaned, but otherwise is 
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hydraulically and structurally adequate.  After the noted deficiencies have been resolved, continued 
O&M activities should be sufficient throughout the reach. 

Manholes 40 to 48 and Manholes 46 to 48 (Tryon Creek Elevated)  

The pipe segments in this reach do not need replacing.  However, the pier supports need replacing 
or rehabilitation in order to survive the design earthquake.  If new supports are constructed, installa-
tion of a single pipeline rather than two should be considered.  KPFF’s report recommends 
stabilizing each existing pier with a lateral and a longitudinal brace.  The memorandum provides 
additional detail on the suggested improvements.  The Rehabilitate In-Place alternative is appropri-
ate for this reach. 

Summary of Applicable Alternatives by Reach 

The preceding reach-by-reach discussion of alternative applicability shows that the deficiencies in 
many reaches can be addressed by either the Continued O&M or Replace/Rehabilitate In-Place 
alternatives.  Table 2 lists the applicable alternatives for each reach in the Lake Interceptor system.   

Table 2.  Alternative Applicability by Reach 

Alternatives 

Location description Manhole numbers 
Continued 

O&M2 
Replace/ 

rehab in-place
Pile support new 

alignment 
Buoyant new 

alignment 
Around-
the-lake

Main Canal 56 to 10         
West Bay 1 to 9         
West End 9 to 11     1  1  
Blue Heron 12 to 11     1  1  
Main Lake 11 to 22         
Lakewood Bay 22 to 27        
State Street 27 to 30        
Foothills Road 30 to 35        

Tryon Creek buried 
35 to 40 and 

35 to 46        

Tryon Creek elevated 
40 to 48 and  

46 to 48         
1 For the West End and Blue Heron reaches, the Pile Supported and Buoyant alternatives are likely to be on the same alignments as 
the existing rather than on new alignments as implied by the alternative names; however, the Pile Supported and Buoyant alternative 
labels are used as they better describe the optional methodologies by which replacement would be accomplished compared to the 
Replace In-Place alternative.  

2 Pipe in reaches identified as applicable for Continued O&M is adequately sized, is not pile-supported, and was not shown by internal 
TV inspection to have deteriorated significantly.  However, these reaches do not currently have a 75-year remaining useful life.  Like 
any important element of the City’s infrastructure, they should be inspected every few years to determine optimum timing for 
eventual rehabilitation/replacement work. 
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The only reaches that have more than one choice of alternative are the Main Lake, Main Canal, West 
End, and Blue Heron Canal.  After a discussion of the Around-the-Lake alternative, the in-lake Pile-
Supported and Buoyant alternatives are developed and evaluated, and the alternatives evaluation is 
then conducted for the Main Canal, West End, and Blue Heron Canal.  Reaches for which only one 
alternative are appropriate are not included in any further evaluation, however, the recommended 
improvements for all reaches are included in the Recommended Project section.   

AROUND-THE-LAKE ALTERNATIVE 

The Around-the-Lake alternative, as described in Technical Memorandum No. 2 - Alternatives 
Identification, comprises six pump stations and force mains to convey wastewater away from the 
lake and into existing and new gravity sewers.  Figure 3 shows the general location of pump stations 
and routing of lines.  City staff developed this alternative in 2002, primarily in response to environ-
mental regulatory agency requirements for an alternative to the in-lake options that are the primary 
focus of the predesign.  Although the Around-the-Lake alternative has not been optimized or 
examined in detail as part of this project, the proposed facilities and routes are representative of 
what would be required. 
 
Table 3 summarizes the new pump stations proposed in this alternative.   

Table 3.  Pump Stations Required for Around-the-Lake Alternative 

Location Capacitya, gallons per minute 
Lake Grove Swim Park 4,950 
Iron Mountain 9,140 b 
Springbrook Easement 315  
Lost Dog Creek 1,530 
Twin Points 290 
Forest Hills Easement 110 

a Capacity is the peak hour flow projected from a 25-year recurrence rain event in ultimate buildout conditions. 
b Includes 4,950 from Lake Grove Swim Park Pump Station.  

 
 
Table 4 lists the new pipelines, both force mains and gravity sewers, required for this alternative. 
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Table 4.  Pipelines Required for Around-the-Lake Alternative 

Description 
Pipe diameter, 

inches 
Pipeline length, 

feet 
Force mains     

  
From Lake Grove Swim Park Pump Station (PS) to Iron Mountain PS along 
Lakeview Boulevard and Iron Mountain Boulevard 16 4,300 

  
From Iron Mountain PS to gravity line at Evergreen and 10th along Iron 
Mountain Boulevard, Berwick, and 10th Street 18 8,400 

 From Springbrook PS to Iron Mountain PS 6 2,000 
  From Twin Points PS to gravity line in Summit Drive 4 2,350 
  From Forest Hills PS to gravity line in North Shore Road 4 700 

 
From Lost Dog PS to gravity line in State Street along Lake Front Road, 
McVey, and State Street 8 5,000 

Gravity sewers   
 Replace Main Canal Trunk 18 3,855 
 Replace pipe from Manhole 12 to Manhole 11 18 1,336 
  Replace pipe and reverse grade from Manhole 11 and Manhole 10 18 957 
  Manhole 10 to Lake Grove Swim Park PS 30 900 
  Evergreen to 3rd, 3rd to Manhole 25 30 2,900 
  State Street from Lakewood Center to Foothills Road 15 1,600 
 Bryant Road from Cardinal to Main Canal (Blue Heron Diversion) 15 700 
 Foothills Road 36 1,240 
 
The Around-the-Lake alternative stands apart from the in-lake alternatives as a viable solution for 
upgrading the Oswego Lake Interceptor and will not be further developed in this technical memo-
randum (however, see Phase 2 report).  The two in-lake alternatives, Pile-Supported Interceptor and 
Buoyant Interceptor, will be further developed in the following section and will then be preliminarily 
evaluated, along with the Around-the-Lake alternative, against the criteria described earlier. 

DEVELOPMENT OF IN-WATER MAIN LAKE ALTERNATIVES  

The Main Lake reach has both capacity and structural support deficiencies.  The three alternatives 
for resolving the deficiencies include Pile-Supported Interceptor on New Alignment, Buoyant 
Interceptor on New Alignment and the Around-the-Lake alternative.  In any case, the existing pipe 
and alignment are not viable for the Main Lake reach.   
 
The new alignment for the in-lake alternatives generally follows a deep, center-of-lake route.  This 
alignment reduces the potential for damage to the pipe caused by liquefaction, lateral spreading, and 
falling debris that could occur during an earthquake.  Both in-lake alternatives follow the same 
alignment through the lake.   
 
The alternatives are all constrained by the elevations of the existing interceptor endpoints and the 
connecting sewers.  The depth of the pipe invert below the water surface ranges from approximately 
14 feet at the upper end of the lake (Manhole 11) to approximately 21.5 feet at the lower end 
(Manhole 22).  The distance from the invert to the lake bottom varies from zero on each end, where 
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the pipe transitions from buried to above grade, to a maximum of approximately 32 feet at the 
deepest point along the alignment.  The interceptor invert is 20 to 32 feet above the bottom for 
approximately 50 percent, and at least 15 feet above the bottom for approximately 75 percent of the 
existing alignment between Manholes 11 and 20. 
 
Soil and geologic conditions in the lake are varied.  These conditions impact the type and length of 
piles and the type of anchor system used for the buoyant pipe alternative.  The geotechnical investi-
gation reports that the lake bottom in the western 1,500 feet of the alignment is relatively firm 
catastrophic flood deposits left behind by the Lake Missoula floods that carved the Columbia Gorge.  
In the eastern 8,000 feet of the alignment, the flood deposits are overlain by varying depths of very 
soft, younger lake sediments.  Beneath the sediment and flood deposits is Columbia River basalt.  
The depth from the lake bottom to the top of rock varies from approximately 30 feet or less on the 
east and west ends and a couple of shallow areas along the alignment, up to about 150 feet.  The 
basalt can range from partly decomposed to high strength, hard quality.   
 
Some areas of the lake are moderately susceptible to geologic hazards, such as slope failures, lique-
faction and other seismic-related failures.  A detailed description of these conditions is provided in 
Shannon and Wilson’s Predesign Geotechnical Report.  These soil and geologic conditions will be 
incorporated into the project design.   
 
The following sections identify and evaluate material options for constructing the project.  The 
materials selected for replacing the interceptor will address the physical and operational design 
constraints for the selected alternative.  Decisions must be made with regard to pipeline material, 
manhole material, and support system type and the associated materials.    

Pipe Material Options 

A wide range of pipe materials is available.  The physical properties most pertinent to determining 
suitability for each of the alternatives under consideration are listed in Table 5 for several common 
pipe materials.  Additional information on various pipe materials is provided in the previously 
referenced reports by Makai Ocean Engineering (HDPE), KPFF (all types), and Fisher Composite 
Technologies (carbon fiber resin).  The weight and material costs are for 36-inch inside diameter 
(ID) pipe of suitable design for this project.  Material costs include delivery to the jobsite as of 
October 2005.  This section discusses how these properties will impact the selection process. 

Table 5.  Properties of Common Pipe Materials 

Material for 36-inch ID 
Unit weight, 

lbs/ft3 
Weight, 
lbs/ft 

Span 
between 

supports, ft 

Coefficient of 
expansion 
(in/in/°F) 

Corrosion 
potential 

Material 
cost, $/ft 

Steel, 5/8-inch wall thickness 490 250 90 0.0000065 moderate 235 
Ductile iron 485 210 48 0.0000063 moderate 210 
HDPE, DR 13.5 60 166 15 0.00009 none 232 
CCP 150 256 65 0.0000045 moderate 100 
PVC, C905 87 116 -- 0.00003 none 165 
Carbon fiber resin pipe -- -- 40 0.0000052 none 575 
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Unit Weight and Weight.  The unit weights (densities) and weights of the commonly avail-
able materials vary widely.  The metal pipe materials, steel and iron, have high unit weights, but the 
strength of the material allows for thinner pipe wall thickness that keeps the total weight per foot at 
moderate levels.  In contrast, concrete has one-third the unit weight of steel, but the thick wall 
requirements make the weight per foot the highest of the available materials.  The plastic pipes, 
HDPE and poly-vinyl chloride (PVC), are the lightest materials with the unit weight of HDPE 
lighter than water, and therefore, buoyant.  The weights of these materials will influence the type of 
support or anchor system that can be used. 

 
Span between Supports.  The distance each pipe material can span between supports (or 

anchor tethers) without excessive stress or deflection, directly relates to its installed cost.  For 
heavier pipe materials, longer span lengths, such as for steel, means fewer pile bents or buoyant 
pontoons and anchors.  For the lighter weight plastic pipes (e.g., HDPE), that would be installed 
with a buoyant system of anchors/tethers, closer spacing of these hold downs would be required.  
Pipes with shorter span lengths can also be supported by a truss designed to control deflection to 
required tolerances. 

 
Coefficient of Expansion.  In most buried pipe installations, the coefficient of expansion 

of the pipe material is not a major design factor, as the surrounding soil keeps the pipe in a relatively 
narrow temperature range.  For this project, the expansion/contraction of the pipe must be consid-
ered in design because of the wide variation in lake water temperature.   

The LOC takes monthly temperature readings at each meter of depth and at several locations on the 
lake.  Figure 4 shows the temperature profile variation at the Main Lake Center sampling site 
throughout the year 2002 in degrees Celsius (C) as a function of depth in meters.  For this particular 
location and year, a range from 6 degrees C to 24 degrees C (43 degrees Fahrenheit [F] to 
75 degrees F) at the pipe depth range of 4 to 7 meters was measured.  A review of other years and 
stations shows generally consistent data suggesting a slightly wider annual range of approximately 
34 degrees F (from 41 degrees F to 75 degrees F).  A range of 35 degrees F (from 40 degrees F to 
75 degrees F) will be assumed for project design.  This range is sufficiently conservative given the 
pipe’s depth and relative insulation from wider temperature swings at the lake’s surface.  Signifi-
cantly colder temperatures are not a concern given that water is most dense at approximately 
39 degrees F, which means that the denser water at depths where the pipe is located will always be 
warmer than the coldest surface temperatures in severe winter weather.  Likewise, warmer tempera-
tures than 75 degrees F are unlikely at these depths.  The pipe should be designed to function well 
(stay on a tight grade tolerance) over a 35 degrees F range and for the potential forces generated at 
end connections for up to a 40 degrees F range in the event summer lake temperatures rise during 
the life of the pipeline.    
 
Steel, ductile iron, CCP and carbon fiber resin pipe have relatively low coefficients of expansion.  
For instance, as the temperature increases and decreases 17.5 degrees F from a neutral installation 
temperature, 9,000 feet of steel pipe would expand/contract approximately + or – 1.0 foot.  This 
temperature influence on pipe length for these materials would most likely be accounted for at the 
joints between pipe sections and at the manhole connections.   
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Temperature Profiles, Main Lake Center (Spring 2002)
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Temperature Profiles, Main Lake Center (Fall 2002)
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Figure 4.  Temperature measurements by LOC suggest seasonal variation of 35º F expected 

 
 
The plastic pipe materials, and particularly HDPE, have a significantly higher response to tempera-
ture changes than the other materials.  For example, 9,000 feet of HDPE pipe would 
expand/contract + or – 14.2 feet over the same temperature range.  This amount of expan-
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sion/contraction requires special consideration.  PVC has one-third the expansion/contraction of 
HDPE. 
 

Corrosion Potential.  The corrosion potential of the commonly available pipe materials 
varies considerably.  Exposed steel and ductile iron have high corrosion potential; however, coating 
systems are available for protecting the pipe (both internally and externally), thereby lengthening 
service life.  Confidence of the performance of these coatings over the long service life required is a 
concern.  Cathodic protection systems can help address external corrosion.  The steel pipe proposed 
for this project is assumed to be lined and coated with Corropipe II Wasteliner®, an epoxy product 
manufactured by Madison Coatings.  The ductile iron pipe is assumed to be lined with Pro-
tecto 401® ceramic epoxy and coated with a high-build epoxy.  Tape-wrapped external coating 
systems are available at higher cost, but provide higher confidence in longevity.  Concrete and 
cement mortar-lined pipe are susceptible to internal corrosion and significant damage in a seismic 
event.  Performance of all linings and coatings during a seismic event as well as inspection and repair 
protocols must also be considered.  The plastic and carbon fiber resin pipe materials are inherently 
corrosion-proof and require no special linings or coatings. 
 

Cost.  The material price of CCP is lowest by a significant amount, followed by PVC.  Steel 
(5/8-inch thick wall), ductile iron, and HDPE are relatively close.  Carbon fiber resin pipe is very 
expensive compared to the other alternative pipe materials.  The cost range is approximately 
43 percent for materials other than carbon fiber resin.  Carbon fiber resin pipe is approximately 
three times more expensive than the other alternatives.   

 
The cost of the plastic pipe products is highly dependent on the cost of natural gas and petroleum at 
the time of production and is subject to change due to unrest or turmoil in the oil producing areas of 
the world.  Recent increases in oil and gas prices due to changes in the world market and reduced 
production following the hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico have led to a spike in the price of plastic 
pipe.  HDPE pipe representatives indicate the price will come back down somewhat after domestic 
production stabilizes.  The cost presented for HDPE is the current price of $1.40 per pound, which 
reflects an increase of approximately 40 percent in the last 2 months. 
 
Shipping and installation costs will vary with pipe material.  Steel, ductile iron and CCP are all 
relatively heavy and therefore expensive to ship if long hauls are required.  They would be shipped in 
lengths dependent on the weight and length limits of the shipping method, on proposed installation 
method, and on contractor handling at the jobsite.  Plastic pipes are less expensive to ship than the 
other products due to their lighter weight.  Carbon fiber resin pipe would be shipped in cardboard 
tubes to protect it from damage during shipping and handling.   
 

Pipe Material Evaluation.  The following paragraphs describe in greater detail the relative 
merits and concerns for each pipe material.   
 

Steel.  The high tensile strength of steel pipe will withstand higher internal and external 
pressures than many other pipe materials.  In steel pipe design, the thickness of the steel cyl-
inder is selected to withstand the external and internal pressures and bending stresses to 
which the pipe would be subjected.  Steel pipe is often used for force mains that experience 
high pressure or under high earth or other external load conditions.  A wide variety of di-
ameters is available as well as a broad selection of fittings and joints.  Steel pipe has a 
relatively low coefficient of thermal expansion.  
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The primary disadvantage of uncoated steel pipe is its low resistance to corrosion.  As a re-
sult, steel pipe used in sanitary sewer applications must be lined and coated.  The interior of 
steel pipe would be lined with a high-performance epoxy or polyurethane.  A multi-layer tape 
wrap would provide a durable external protective layer.   
 
Joints can be welded for 30-inch-diameter and larger pipes and can also be rubber gasket, 
push-on type.  Welded joints would be used for span lengths beyond 60 feet and welds 
would be completed prior to installation.  Push-on type joints could be made up underwater 
and would require external restraining hardware.  Lining and coating to protect each welded 
joint from corrosion must be completed in the field.  External restraining hardware must 
also be protected from corrosion.  For push-on joints, an external joint wrap or grout filler 
material must be applied to protect uncoated portions of the joint. 
 
The primary disadvantage of lined and coated steel pipe is the potential for corrosion if the 
lining or coating has holidays or is damaged by impact during installation, by cleaning or in-
spection equipment, or by movement associated with a seismic event.  In addition, the 
quality of field preparation and lining/coating of field-welded joints makes corrosion con-
cerns even more serious.  Inspection of damaged coatings is very difficult in the submerged 
environment.  And significant repairs, either internal or external, may not be possible under 
the circumstances.  As Corrosion Probe, Inc. notes in its letter report, performance for 75 to 
100 years of any lining/coating system for a submerged steel pipeline carrying sewage is 
unlikely, even with cathodic protection.     
 
Despite these corrosion concerns, steel pipe will be considered for further evaluation as a 
conventional material to use with both the pile-supported and buoyant pontoon options 
against which other alternatives can be compared.  Replacement will be assumed to be nec-
essary after 40 years.  Compared to ductile iron, there is no difference in corrosion resistance 
and longer span lengths for steel pipe mean that pile foundations would be less costly.   

 
Ductile Iron.  Ductile iron pipe has been used for many sanitary sewer applications that re-
quire high internal or external strength.  Internal resistance to corrosion would be provided 
by ceramic epoxy lining.  The exterior of the pipe would be coated with a high-build epoxy 
or tape-wrapped.  A variety of pipe sizes, wall thicknesses, fittings and joints are available.  
Pipe sizes are available up to 54 inches in diameter.  There are a variety of joint restraint op-
tions available for ductile iron pipe.   

 
Like steel pipe, the primary disadvantage of lined and coated ductile iron pipe is the potential 
for corrosion if the lining or coating has holidays or is damaged by impact during installa-
tion, by cleaning or inspection equipment, or by movement associated with a seismic event.  
Inspection of damaged coatings is very difficult in the submerged environment.  And signifi-
cant repairs, either internal or external, may not be possible under the circumstances.  As 
Corrosion Probe Engineering notes in its letter report, performance for 75 to 100 years of 
any lining/coating system for a submerged ductile iron pipeline carrying sewage is unlikely, 
even with cathodic protection. 

 
As it has no advantages over steel and its span length is shorter, ductile iron will be consid-
ered further only for small diameter (8-inch) tributary lines for which it can span nearly 
40 feet compared to 20 feet for this size of steel pipe.     
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HDPE.  HDPE pipe is tough, light-weight, flexible, durable, smooth, and resistant to a wide 
range of chemicals.  It is available in diameters up to 54 inches, and is highly resistant to the 
corrosive environment found in most sanitary sewers and would not be affected by the lake 
environment.  Anchors from small boats would not harm the thick-walled, non-brittle 
HDPE pipe. 

 
The joining of adjacent pipe sections is made through the butt-joint heat fusion process in 
which the pipe ends are heated until they melt to a consistency that permits them to bond 
when they are pressed together and allowed to cool.  The resultant pipeline is essentially 
jointless and requires no external joint restraint.  The high coefficient of expansion of 
HDPE pipe requires special attention.  Options include lateral deflection loops (sinuous 
alignment) or guiding the pipe to keep it in a straight line and anchoring the ends to resist 
the thrust developed.  This issue is discussed in greater detail later in this memorandum.  
Supports or anchors must be closely spaced, as HDPE cannot span long distances. 

 
HDPE is subject to attack by common hydrocarbons such as gasoline, diesel fuel, and fuel 
oils.  These chemicals will permeate the material with a resulting weakening or swelling with-
out chemically degrading or dissolving the material.  Given the large, mostly residential 
service area, concentrations of such materials are highly unlikely to ever reach significant lev-
els.   

 
HDPE pipe does not meet the requirements of a “limited combustible” material, as defined 
by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA).  A fire in an HDPE sewer could lead 
to the structural failure of the pipe.  The NFPA requires that a materials risk assessment be 
performed to evaluate the long-term threat that flammable, corrosive, and explosive materi-
als have on the sanitary sewer system.  NFPA 820, Standard for Fire Protection in 
Wastewater Treatment and Collection Facilities (NFPA, 2003), defines the requirements of 
that assessment.  A risk assessment will be performed as part of the final design if HDPE is 
one of the materials proposed for use on the project. 

 
HDPE is subject to long-term creep which can lead to buckling failures from external load-
ing, in this case the hydrostatic pressure of continuous submergence in 14 to 21 feet of lake 
water.  Its modulus of elasticity must be de-rated from initial values of approximately 
130,000 pounds per square inch (psi) at 60 degrees F to approximately 30,000 psi over a pe-
riod of 50 years or more.  Its modulus increases with decreasing temperature.  A dimension 
ratio (DR) of 13.5 would be used for the largest pipe (approximately 30 and 36-inch ID) 
while a DR of 11 would be used for the smaller lines.  These would provide approximately 
3-inch wall thicknesses and high assurance that long-term buckling risk would be negligible.   

 
HDPE pipe is a highly viable option for the Lake Interceptor.  It could be used in either one 
of the buoyant applications discussed later or as a pile-supported system if trusses were used 
to span between pile caps.    

 
CCP.  For wastewater applications, this pipe material consists of a steel cylinder that is heli-
cally wrapped by a steel bar and lined and coated with cement mortar.  A wide range of pipe 
diameters and fittings is available.   
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CCP is typically used in water main and sanitary sewer applications that are subject to high 
loading or pressure conditions.  The cement mortar creates an alkaline environment that pas-
sivates the steel to provide protection against hydrogen sulfide attack and corrosive soils.  

 
Joints are typically welded, but rubber gasket, push-on type joints are available.  As with steel 
pipe, mid-span welded joints would be made up on land or on a barge unless the lake is fully 
drawn down.  This level of drawdown is not expected to be allowed by the LOC so some 
push-on joints (at pile bents) would be required.  Push-on joints would have to be restrained 
with external hardware.  Filling of joints with cement mortar to protect the steel bell and 
spigot at each joint from corrosion must be completed manually after installation is com-
plete.  External restraining hardware must also be protected from corrosion. 

 
Much of the existing Lake Interceptor system is constructed of CCP, though the lake was 
fully drawn down to allow installation in dry conditions.  To date in its 45-year life, the exist-
ing cement mortar lining is in relatively good shape.  External grout filler in the joints 
required major repair on at least one occasion (again, with a full drawdown) and external re-
straining hardware is corroding.  

  
The disadvantages of CCP include seismic vulnerability of the mortar lining and coating and 
the difficulty of effecting repairs.  Further, there is potential for corrosion of the cement 
mortar lining and the potential for corrosion of the steel cylinder, joints, and bar reinforcing 
if the lining or coating is damaged during installation or in seismic movement.  Manual filling 
of the pipe joints and application of protective materials for joint restraining hardware make 
construction with this material extremely challenging without a major lake drawdown. 

 
CCP will not be considered an option for further evaluation because of these concerns. 

 
PVC.  The light weight, durability, and low frictional resistance of PVC pipe make it a popu-
lar choice for many buried sewer applications.  PVC pipe is available in sizes up to 48-inch-
diameter with a variety of fittings.  Joints for sewer pipe are typically rubber gasket, push-on.  
Restraining hardware (steel) is available for push-on joint restraint; however the steel must 
be protected from corrosion for long-term effectiveness.   

 
PVC is resistant to the attack of a broad range of chemicals typically found in wastewater.  
However, it is susceptible to attack from some common hydrocarbon products and certain 
types of industrial chemicals, including acetone, liquid ammonia, benzene, ethyl and methyl 
halides, and vinyl acetate, to name a few.  

 
PVC pipe is not fire-resistant.  A fire in a PVC sewer could lead to the structural failure of 
the pipe.  The NFPA requirements discussed above for HDPE pipe apply to PVC pipe as 
well. 

 
As discussed for HDPE, PVC pipe has a relatively high coefficient of thermal expansion that 
will require special consideration during design to accommodate the expansion and contrac-
tion the pipe would experience.  However, PVC’s higher stiffness and push-on joints limit 
the ability to accommodate this movement.   
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PVC pipe is eliminated from further consideration in this evaluation because it offers no ad-
vantages, and several disadvantages, relative to HDPE, including higher brittleness, potential 
corrosion of the joint restraint hardware, and the difficulty of accommodating thermal ex-
pansion and contraction. 
 
Carbon Fiber Resin.  Carbon fiber resin pipe is a composite of carbon fiber and resin ma-
trix.  The carbon fiber is of either filament or stitched cloth-type and the resin is typically a 
vinyl ester.  The pipe is specifically designed and fabricated to meet the requirements of the 
application.  It is a completely custom product, unlike all of the other pipe materials consid-
ered.  Joints would be PVC flanges attached to the pipe during fabrication. 

 
Strength, weight, flexibility and corrosion resistance are all dependent upon the material de-
sign.  Carbon fiber resin pipe can be fabricated to be quite rigid and have a very low 
coefficient of expansion.  The rigidity allows longer spacing between supports and the low 
coefficient of expansion permits installation of the pipe on a straight alignment.  The small 
variation in length can be accommodated by expansion joints at the manhole connections.  
A closed-cell PVC foam core can be sandwiched between two carbon fiber resin layers to 
provide stiffness and buoyancy to the pipe. 

 
Carbon fiber resin pipe is not typically fire-resistant and a fire could lead to structural failure 
of the pipe.  See the discussion under the HDPE pipe evaluation above for applicable NFPA 
requirements. 

 
Potential drawbacks to carbon fiber resin pipe include brittleness and potential wicking of 
water and subsequent delamination of the carbon fiber resin layers due to cracks or flaws in 
the protective coating.  Great care would be required during design to select a protective 
layer that would withstand damage from the impact of anchors and other objects that could 
be dropped or towed by boats on the lake and from the contaminants and atmosphere that 
would be present inside the pipe.  Extremely close quality control would be required during 
fabrication and construction to assure the integrity of the pipe is protected. 

 
Because of these concerns, carbon fiber resin pipe is not considered a viable option for the 
Lake Interceptor. 

New Manhole Options 

The City has previously committed to the LOC that the Lake Interceptor project will not result in 
additional exposed manholes anywhere in the lake.  Exposed manholes anywhere but at the existing 
manhole locations would present obstacles in the main body of the lake that would pose serious 
safety hazards to boaters.  Therefore, a new in-lake interceptor will require installation of submerged 
 
 
manholes designed to resist buoyant and seismic forces.  Technical Memorandum No. 3 - Modifica-
tions to Existing Manholes separately addresses options, recommendations, and costs for the 
existing structures.   
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The choice of new manhole materials is dependent on the selected pipeline alternative.  Manholes 
provide transitions in pipeline grade and alignment, and locations for joining existing and new 
sewers together.  Typical manhole spacing would be at a maximum of approximately 1,000 feet. 
 
Manholes also provide access for inspection and maintenance of the pipe.  Access to the interceptor 
at the submerged manholes would be through a standpipe clamped by divers to a mating surface on 
the top of the manhole.  Once the standpipe has been secured, the water would be pumped out and 
a maintenance worker would descend the standpipe to open the water-tight manhole cover.   
 
New manholes must be relatively low profile, that is, their projection above the crown of the 
pipeline should be minimized to prevent introduction of hazards to boaters, particularly at the west 
end of the lake.  Workers would not be able to stand up in the unlikely event they should need to 
physically enter the manhole structure.  Instead, a work platform would be required surrounding the 
lid of the structure, within the standpipe, so that workers could manipulate cleaning, inspection, and 
repair equipment into the pipeline.  
 
Manholes for lines subject to corrosion should have entry openings as large as the pipeline diameter 
to facilitate potential future rehabilitation efforts.  
 
Two manhole materials are considered for the interceptor project, concrete and HDPE.  The 
features of these materials are presented in the following paragraphs. 
 

Concrete Manholes.  Concrete manholes are typically precast reinforced concrete units that 
are supported on soil foundations; for the Lake Interceptor, pile foundations would be required.  
Each manhole comprises a base section (which may be precast or poured-in-place), riser sections, 
and a concrete top with a lid providing access to the interior of the manhole.  Joints between the 
manhole sections are sealed to produce a watertight structure.  Inside diameters range from 
48 inches to 144 inches or more.   
 
Concrete manholes would be designed with sufficient weight or anchorage to resist buoyant forces 
and the sections would be tied together to prevent separation during a seismic event.  The manholes 
would be designed for submerged service and would have attachments built into the manhole tops 
to facilitate connection of a standpipe for inspection and maintenance access, as noted above. 
 

HDPE Manholes.  Two types of HDPE manholes would be used for the project.  Tee-top 
manholes are essentially vertical tees on the interceptor pipe.  Each tee would be fabricated with a 
48-inch connecting flange and a 24-inch accessway on the top of the tee.  The flange would be 
designed for attachment of an HDPE standpipe that would permit access to the pipe for inspection 
and maintenance, as previously noted.  Conventional manholes would have a 72-inch-diameter 
HDPE barrel with the same sort of connecting flange and accessway provided on the top of the 
manhole.  Tee-top manholes would be used in locations where the interceptor flow passes straight 
through the manhole without other connected sewers.  Conventional manholes would be used 
where a significant change in direction is required or where connecting sewers join the interceptor. 

 
Manholes made from HDPE would be buoyant.  If used for the pile-supported alternative, the 
manholes would be secured to the pile caps to prevent flotation.  If used for the buoyant pipeline 
alternative, the manholes would be held in place by a system of tethers and anchors, similar to the 
buoyant pipe anchor system. 
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The buoyant design must accommodate potential rotation and lateral and vertical displacement of 
the manhole due to thermal expansion and contraction of the interceptor, connecting trunk and 
tributary sewers, and the manholes themselves.  As noted in Makai’s evaluation, four anchors would 
be sufficient to secure each manhole.     

Support System Options   

The two support system options for the Main Lake in-water alternatives are:   

 Pile supports designed for seismic loading 
 Buoyant system of anchors, tethers, and flotation   

 
 Pile Support System.  In this case, the pipe would be supported at the design grade and 
alignment on piles.  KPFF evaluated the potential for using pile supports for the in-lake interceptor 
and arrived at two possible approaches.  The first is steel pipe piles filled with reinforced concrete.  
The steel pile is the critical structural member with the concrete providing additional stiffness to 
resist deflection, provide protection of the interior of the pile against corrosion, and to provide 
additional uplift resistance.  Corrosion Probe reviewed this concept and noted that the piles would 
be subject to excessive corrosion and that galvanizing would offer only a few years of added protec-
tion.  As a result, steel piles would be coated and likely cathodically protected with sacrificial zinc 
anodes to provide the desired design life.  Inspection at regular intervals would be needed to ensure 
that the zinc anodes are replaced as needed.   
 
A more reliable but more expensive long-term solution is to use reinforced concrete piles cast-in-
place in a steel shell.  While the same materials are used as for the steel piles described above, there 
is significantly more steel reinforcing in the concrete pile which requires larger piles.     
 
Both options involve pushing/driving the piles through the soft sediments and sands/gravels to 
bedrock.  Typical steel piles would range in size between 18-inch and 36-inch-diameter with a 
½-inch wall thickness.  KPFF estimates that about one quarter of the bents would have 18-inch 
piles, half would have 24-inch piles, and one quarter would have 36-inch piles.  Lengths are expected 
to vary widely from 10 feet to as much as 200 feet, with an average of about 100 feet.  Multiple piles 
would be driven at each pipe support point to provide bents.  The size required for the new piles 
provides insight as to the undersizing of the existing piles.  The existing pipe piles are only 
12-3/4-inch outside diameter (OD) with 3/16-inch and ¼-inch wall thicknesses. 

Pile bents comprise two or four piles, topped by a concrete pile cap, with a pipe saddle to cradle and 
secure the pipe.  The components of each pile bent would be securely connected as a unit to with-
stand the design seismic event.  Two pile bents would provide vertical and lateral support for the 
pipe and four pile bents would provide vertical, lateral and longitudinal support.  A combination of 
two and four pile bents would be used as required for pipe support and stability; in the case of 5/8-
inch steel pipe, the two and four pile bents would alternate.  
 
Rock anchors may be required to anchor some piles securely to bedrock where lake bottom sedi-
ments provide insufficient embedment to resist pile uplift.  Some piles may need to be drilled into 
the bedrock to enhance anchorage and lateral stability. 
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Buoyant Support System.  The buoyant pipeline would be secured in place using an an-
chor and tether system that limits the horizontal and vertical movement of the pipe.  The pipe and 
anchor system would need to be operational under a range of conditions, including seasonal varia-
tion of lake temperature, full and empty pipe, up to 8 inches of debris collected in the pipe invert.  
In addition, the system must not be damaged during rare major lake drawdowns, such as in the 
event of a failure of the dam. 
 
Several approaches were considered as the buoyant pipeline concept was refined.  The two most 
notable were:  
 

 Buoyant pontoons—Steel or HDPE pipe would span, either on its own or supported by 
a truss, between widely-spaced buoyant pontoons held in place by anchors.  This ap-
proach does not apply in shallow water as clearance beneath the pipe for the 
pontoons and connections (and truss if HDPE pipe is used) would require excessive 
costly excavation.  

 
 Buoyant pipe with tethers—Naturally buoyant HDPE pipe would itself be buoyant and 

would also have a dedicated second air or foam-filled buoyancy pipe attached to the 
interceptor pipe at closely spaced anchors.    

 
These options are described in greater detail below: 
 

Buoyant Pontoon System (with or without trusses).  Securing the pipe to pontoons in-
volves fabrication of buoyant pontoons that would be anchored by tethers to each corner of 
the pontoon.  Pontoons would be fabricated from aluminum or utility-grade stainless steel 
(12 percent chromium, no nickel) plate and structural shapes and filled with a durable foam 
material that would not absorb water or lose buoyancy.     

 
The size of the pontoons depends on the amount of flotation required to support the pipe, 
which in turn depends on the pipe material selected for the project.  As previously noted, 
5/8-inch wall, 38-inch OD steel pipe can span 90 feet.  However, HDPE, depending on di-
ameter, DR, and depth of flow, can span only 8 to 15 feet.  KPFF developed a preliminary 
truss design, to be fabricated from aluminum or utility-grade stainless steel, to support 
HDPE and span 125 feet while accommodating thermal expansion and contraction.  The 
size of the pontoons for both of these options is of similar magnitude:  8 to 8-½ foot-sided 
cubes.  

 
The potential for corrosion of galvanized steel eliminates it from further consideration.  
Aluminum is lighter weight than steel and more corrosion resistant but is significantly more 
expensive.  Corrosion Probe’s suggestion to investigate utility-grade stainless steel for trusses 
and pontoons led to obtaining quotes that showed about a 20 percent materials cost savings 
over aluminum.  Elements of the pontoon support system include: 
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 Fabricated pontoons—from metal plate and structural shapes, filled with pourable 
foam, sized to provide the necessary flotation, and spaced as necessary to support 
the selected pipe material 

 Tethers—a minimum of four pairs of tethers per pontoon with hardware for con-
nections and fine tuning tether length 

 Anchors—anchors to hold down the pontoons to the proper elevation  

 Trusses—from metal structural shapes, as required to support (and restrain in the 
case of HDPE) the pipe. 

Buoyant Tether System.  Securing the buoyant pipe with tethers involves providing the 
pipe with sufficient flotation for positive buoyancy under all operating conditions and se-
curely anchoring the pipe on grade using flexible tethers.  The only viable pipe material for 
this system is HDPE, as steel pipe would require an HDPE buoyancy pipe larger than the 
interceptor.   

 
Components of the tethered buoyant pipe support system include: 

 
 Buoyancy pipe—foam or air-filled pipe sized to provide sufficient buoyancy to keep 

the pipe on grade during all flow conditions, maintain tension on the tethers, and 
to counteract the weight of debris that may accumulate long-term in the pipe 

 Anchors—one anchor would be required for each tether location 

 Tethers—spaced to hold the pipe on grade with hardware for connections and fine-
tuning tether length 

Buoyancy Options.  A dedicated buoyancy pipe, either air-filled or foam-filled, would be 
used to provide the additional buoyancy required for full sewer flow conditions.  During 
normal flows, there would be sufficient buoyancy just from the partially-filled sewer.  A 
buoyancy pipe provides the lowest profile to pose the least risk to boating traffic, unlike pos-
sible buoy systems.  If the buoyancy pipe is foam-filled, it could be a continuous pipe.  If the 
buoyancy pipe is air-filled, it would have to be capped off at various points throughout the 
alignment to ensure that the whole buoyancy pipeline would not become water-filled should 
a breach occur.  The buoyancy line would be connected to the sewer only at anchor loca-
tions to minimize mid-span deflection at low flows. 
 
Anchor Options.  A number of anchor systems are candidates for securing the buoyant 
pipeline along its alignment.  Tethers for securing the pipe in place would be attached to the 
anchors before installation.  The anchor options, including friction, deadman, plate, and rock 
anchors, are discussed below and in Shannon and Wilson’s Geotechnical Report and KPFF’s 
structural evaluation. 
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 Friction Anchors–Friction anchors depend on a combination of skin friction and 
weight to resist uplift.  They are essentially “floating” in the ground.  Depth of 
placement would depend on predictions of seismic ground movement, the type of 
deposits and sediment being penetrated, and reaching sufficient embedment to as-
sure stability of the anchor.  The capacity of each anchor would be tested to assure 
adequate strength.  The two types of friction anchors considered include pre-cast 
and grouted anchors.   

Pre-cast friction anchors would be cylindrical with rounded or tapered tips, 12 to 
24 inches in diameter and 8 feet to 12 feet long.  They would be pushed or vibrated 
into place using standard pile installation equipment.  Placement in the sand and 
gravel facies of the west end of the lake would be very difficult. 

 
Grouted friction anchors are placed by pushing an empty “bulb” into the soil and 
pumping it full of grout, creating an anchor that would resist pull-out.  The size of 
the grout bulb depends on the quantity of grout used, which can vary significantly 
with the soil types.  Grouted anchors would not be appropriate in the soft lake 
sediments but may work well in the sand and gravel facies.   

 
The greatest risk with friction anchors is that the anchor would move up or down 
through the soil due to the continuous long-term stresses from gravity, buoyant 
uplift and cyclic flow variations in the pipe.  In addition, the potential exists for 
rapid displacement during the design seismic event.  The potential for such move-
ment would require frequent inspections, and possibly frequent adjustments, to 
ensure that the pipe remains on grade.  Use of friction anchors could be revisited 
during final design, but the risk of long-term movement, a fatal flaw, eliminates 
them from further consideration at this time. 

 
 Pile Deadman Anchors—These anchors rely on weight to resist uplift.  The use of 

this type of anchor would be most appropriate where the soft, older lake deposits 
are underlain by bedrock or other solid foundation material that is not susceptible 
to liquefaction.  However, enough penetration of competent soil is needed to as-
sure sufficient lateral support to hold the anchor upright under all conditions.  

The deadman anchors could be concrete-filled, steel pipe or reinforced concrete 
cylinders or blocks.  Cylindrical anchors could be 24 to 36 inches in diameter and 
15 to 70 feet in length, and would be pushed or vibrated into place using standard 
pile installation equipment.  Anchors would be sized to remain sitting on the solid 
foundation during the design seismic event.   

 
Deadman anchors may not be suitable for areas with shallow bedrock or medium-
dense sands and gravels that would result in very short tether lengths, where they 
would likely be displaced by ground movement during a seismic event or in areas 
with large boulders or rock.  In addition, the cost of deadman anchors would be 
high. 
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 Plate Anchors—Where sands and gravels are present over bedrock, plate anchors 
may be used.  Plate anchors are helical “screws” that are turned into the sand and 
gravel to provide the specified anchor strength or hinged plates that are pushed 
into the soil and extend outward when they are pulled back.  These anchors are not 
suitable in areas with a soft substrate.   

The advantage of plate anchors is they are relatively inexpensive and can be accu-
rately placed in sandy and gravelly soils.  The disadvantages are that they require an 
extensive testing program to confirm the anchors are performing up to specifica-
tion, they may require special corrosion protection and accurate placement may be 
difficult in variable soils or where cobbles are present.  In addition, there is poten-
tial for excessive long-term creep or secondary consolidation in the relatively soft 
sediments present throughout much of the project.  As such, they will not be con-
sidered further. 

 
 Rock Anchors—Rock anchors are installed by drilling holes into the bedrock and 

grouting the anchors into place.  The drilled holes would be 6 to 8 inches in diame-
ter with depth depending on the strength of the rock.  High, reliable capacities can 
be obtained without concerns about settlement or creep.  The equipment required 
for placing rock anchors is of moderate size and can be accurately controlled in the 
soil types overlying the bedrock beneath the lake.   

Rock anchors are applicable throughout the alignment and eliminate the uncertain-
ties associated with the other anchor types.  They are more expensive than plate 
and friction anchors and less expensive than deadman anchors.  Because they are 
relatively economical, provide very high capacity, are applicable in all reaches, and 
are not subject to corrosion, creep, or other movement, rock anchors are the pre-
ferred anchor option.  Installed price quotes ranged from $2,000 up to $5,000 per 
anchor.  For the cost estimates in this memorandum the higher price was used for 
conservatism.   

 
Tether Options.  Steel cable or chain would be used to connect the buoyant pipeline to the 
anchors.  The tether system would include stainless steel turnbuckles for length adjustment 
to set and maintain the design grade during construction and over the project life.   

 
 Steel Cable—Steel cable would be plastic impregnated Space-Lay® wire rope for 

corrosion protection and reduction of wear.  The cable would stretch (elongate) as 
the buoyant loading cycles with varying daily flow in the pipe.  Elongation would 
change the grade of the pipe and could have short-term adverse effects on flow.  
However, the effect of elongation is mitigated by the fact that, at any given time, 
flow in the pipe would be fairly uniform along the length of the interceptor.  Even 
though elongation is greatest for the longest tethers, changes to the relative grade 
of the interceptor would be very gradual.  The amount of elongation can be limited 
by increasing the diameter or number of cables attached to each anchor.  Each 
tether location would comprise two cables for redundancy and to limit elongation.   
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 Steel Chain—Steel chain would be galvanized, grade 80, high strength steel link 
chain.  Elongation of steel chain due to cyclic loading would be approximately half 
the elongation of cable.  Galvanizing reduces the strength of the chain by approxi-
mately 15 percent and movement between the links can wear the galvanizing and 
the steel, permitting corrosion and further reducing the strength of the chain.  Cor-
rosion Probe notes that the benefits of galvanizing would be short-lived―less than 
10 years.  Each tether location would have two chains for redundancy.   

Cable has significant advantages over chain, including greater corrosion resistance, 
lighter weight, greater flexibility, easier handling, and lower cost.  The advantage of 
chain is it is less prone to elongation as the buoyant loading changes.  

Pipe and Support System Combinations  

Rather than mix an unwieldy variety of combinations of pipe materials and support systems for the 
various reaches at this stage of the evaluation, it will be assumed that: 

 Only steel pipe would be used with the pile-supported option, which is applicable 
throughout all reaches of the in-water system (with the exception of the Main Canal). 

 Only HDPE pipe would be used with the buoyant tethered option, which is also ap-
plicable to all reaches (except the Main Canal). 

 Steel or HDPE pipe can be paired with the buoyant pontoon support system for much 
of the deeper water segments between Manholes 11 and 22.  However, for shallower 
segments where expensive excavation would be required for trusses and pontoons, and 
for their tether connections, a transition is required.  This transition is assumed to be 
for the support system only, rather than also changing pipe type.  Specifically, steel 
pipe on pontoons would transition to steel pipe on piles and HDPE pipe on 
trusses/pontoons would transition to the HDPE buoyant tethered system.    

 
At this stage of the design process, it does not appear that any other pipe material/support system 
combination offers advantages over those presented.     

Pile-Supported Interceptor on New Alignment Alternative 

A new pile support system would be designed for: 

 Weight of a submerged and full pipe, manholes, appurtenances, and up to 8 inches 
of solids deposited in the pipe invert 

 Buoyant forces associated with a submerged empty pipeline 

 One inch or less of mid-span vertical deflection in both of the above cases 

 Lake draw-down below the pipe invert while pipe is full 

 Seismic loadings occurring with the design earthquake   
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The piles would typically extend to bedrock and would provide resistance to lateral and longitudinal 
motion to prevent the pipe from disjointing.  In addition, the piles and other support components 
would be designed to withstand the tension forces that may occur during a seismic event.  Rock 
anchors may be required to provide tension capacity for the piles at bedrock.   
 
The steel pipe selected for the new interceptor must be rigid enough to span the distance between 
the pile supports without excessive deflection (upward when the pipe is submerged and empty, 
downward when flowing full and the lake is drawn down).  Restrained push-on joints would be 
provided at the pile bents to prevent separation during a seismic event while still allowing enough 
movement to accommodate thermal expansion/contraction.  Mid-span welds would be required for 
spans of greater than 60 feet, which would require careful attention to repair of linings and coatings 
to ensure weak links in the system are not introduced at each weld.   
 
For each of the required steel pipe diameters, the selected wall thicknesses, span lengths, and 
associated deflections under each of the three loading conditions, is presented in Table 6.  

Table 6.  Steel Pipe Thicknesses, Spans, and Deflections 

Case 1 
Lake drawdown 

Case 2 
Lake full 

Case 3 
Lake full 

OD, 
inches 

Wall 
thickness, 

inches 
ID, 

inches 

Span 
length, 

feet 
 

Deflection from full pipe, inches 
Deflection from empty 

pipe, inches 
38 0.625 36.75 90 2.72 0.84 0.93 
32 0.500 31.00 70 1.45 0.43 1.00 
26 0.500 25.00 58 0.91 0.31 0.89 
20 0.375 19.25 45 0.57 0.19 0.94 

 
Tributary lines from Manholes 15 and 18 are 8-inch-diameter and would be ductile iron as span 
lengths of 48 feet can be achieved compared to 20 feet for 8-inch steel. 
 
Manholes on the new alignment would be submerged with their top elevations a safe distance below 
the typical lake water surface elevation of 98.6 feet.  They would be located along the length of the 
new interceptor, at roughly 1,000-foot maximum spacing.  The manholes are assumed for cost 
estimating purposes to be HDPE, secured to the pile caps, and designed for the specific service and 
conditions.  However, if steel pipe is the selected pipe material, steel tee-top manholes, where there 
are no incoming tributary lines, may be a better solution to match inside diameters and concrete 
manholes may make sense to accommodate tributary connections. 
 
The tributary sewers would be supported by piles in a manner similar to the interceptor.  Except 
where the existing and new interceptors connect, construction would proceed without impacting 
flow through the existing pipe.  Trunk and tributary sewers would be connected when the new 
interceptor has been tested and connected to the existing interceptor at Manhole 22.  

Buoyant Interceptor on New Alignment 

The buoyant interceptor would be secured in place using a buoyancy, anchor, and tether system that 
would limit the horizontal and vertical movement of the pipe. 
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The Lake Interceptor is a gravity sewer so maintaining a uniform slope throughout the length of the 
line is essential.  Small temporary variations on the order of ± 1 inch from the specified invert 
elevation should not result in operational problems.  Changes in water temperature and the long-
term effects of buoyant forces trying to float the pipe to the surface would affect the buoyant 
interceptor grade.  The coefficient of expansion and flexibility of the pipe materials would control 
many aspects of the buoyant pipeline design.   
 
The buoyant pipe concept depends on the pipe and manholes having sufficient buoyancy to main-
tain the design grade regardless of the selected pipe material, whether a portion of the pipe has 
deposits of solids that have settled from the wastewater flow and whether the pipe is full or empty.  
Additional buoyancy would be provided by attaching a pipeline, either filled with air or foam, to the 
interceptor at anchor points along its length or by securing the pipe to foam filled pontoons.  For 
the purpose of calculating required buoyancy, it is assumed the pipe would be full and there would 
be up to 8 inches of debris collected in the bottom of the pipe.  The debris will be assumed to weigh 
140 pounds per foot of pipe for the largest pipe.  The pipe material for the buoyant interceptor 
could be steel or HDPE.   
 

Steel Pipe.  Steel pipe is very heavy and would be feasible only in a buoyant system with 
pontoons.  As per the pile supported system, restrained pipe joints would be located at the pontoons 
with mid-span welds.    
 
Steel pipe is generally considered to be suitable for buoyant installation using pontoons.  As dis-
cussed previously, corrosion is the major concern.  There is, however, a second concern that may 
prove problematic in final design:  the ability of the system to elongate and rotate in a major lake 
drawdown and then return to its original orientation upon lake refilling.  Though no such draw-
downs are planned in the foreseeable future beyond the construction period, it is a possible scenario 
and one that could be brought on suddenly if the dam ever fails.  Mitigation for this event would 
likely require installation of expansion joints, such as Flex-Tend® joints at transitions from pile 
supported to pontoon supported.  Provision of such joints has not been included in the cost esti-
mate for this option.  
 

HDPE Pipe.  HDPE pipe is much lighter, more flexible and has a higher coefficient of ex-
pansion than the metal or concrete pipe materials.  It requires much less external buoyancy but 
requires closer anchor spacing to prevent the pipe from arching upward excessively into a high point 
between each anchor.  For the buoyant tethered system, anchor spacing is recommended to be 12 to 
15 feet for 18-inch to 36-inch ID pipe.    
 
Preliminary calculations were made to quantify the effect of the high coefficient of expansion on the 
pipe as the lake temperature varies.  If a 1,000-foot-long straight run of unrestrained pipe were 
installed, a 17.5 degree F temperature increase would cause the pipe to expand such that it would 
buckle laterally, deflecting 28 feet from the installed straight path, as shown in Figure 5.  For the 
buoyant tethered option, this would result in the pipe being pulled down from its installed elevation.  
The magnitude of the vertical deflection is a function of tether length.  For example, for 50-foot 
tethers, the vertical deflection would be more than 8.5 feet.  For a system that has approximately 
7 feet of fall over 10,000 feet, and must work well with much shorter tethers in places, this much 
vertical deflection due to thermal expansion is clearly not within the realm that can be allowed.     
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Figure 5.  Lateral deflection in unrestrained HDPE causes excessive vertical grade  
change even with 50-foot long tethers 

 
 

One possible method of controlling the effects of thermal expansion and contraction is by installing 
lateral deflection loops.  Lateral deflection loops are created by installing the pipe with a series of 
sine waves or “S-shapes” between fixed points.  As the temperature changes, the pipe lengthens and 
shortens but with much smaller lateral and vertical deflections, as shown in Figure 6. 
 
 

 

Figure 6.  Thermal expansion loops closely control lateral deflection and vertical grade even 
with short tethers 
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In order to verify feasibility and quantify effects of creep and thermal movement in a tethered 
HDPE pipeline, Brown and Caldwell enlisted the assistance of Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc., of 
Kailua, Hawaii.  Makai has extensive experience analyzing and designing HDPE pipelines in a 
marine environment.  Makai used the marine structural finite element modeling program Visual 
Orcaflex to refine the preliminary analysis completed by Brown and Caldwell.  The results of 
Makai’s analysis are presented in Appendix B.   
 
An important outcome from Makai’s work is the suggestion to minimize the force required to put 
the pipe into a sine wave alignment by mitering the joints slightly to form a simulated wave by using 
straight line segments.  The preliminary selected layout has a wavelength of approximately 250 feet 
and an amplitude of approximately 12 feet.  This concept is illustrated in Figure 7.  Details in the 
design drawings in Technical Memorandum No. 6 - Recommended Improvements show this 
configuration.  Resulting stresses at the mitered joints are well within the limits for HDPE. 
 
 

  

Figure 7.  Buoyant tethered HDPE line is viable for all non-buried, in-lake reaches 

 
 
Makai concludes that a buoyant tethered HDPE interceptor is feasible to model, design, and install 
with grade kept to tight tolerances, even with tether lengths as short as 3.5 feet.  Considering the soft 
sediments in Oswego Lake, even at shallow depths from the pipe invert to mudline, the tethers 
would be able to move through the upper layers of sediments to limit deflection even further. 
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In final design, the entire system should be modeled to ensure movement is even more thoroughly 
understood and grade control is optimized. 
 
The design must accommodate potential rotation, and lateral and vertical displacement of the 
manhole due to thermal expansion and contraction of the interceptor, connecting trunk and tribu-
tary sewers, and the manholes themselves.  The degree of fixity required of the anchor system must 
be determined to establish the number and arrangement of the anchors.   
 
Tributary sewers connecting to the buoyant interceptor would also be buoyant.  Buoyant tributary 
lines would be anchored in a manner similar to the interceptor and would connect to the new 
interceptor at submerged manholes.   
 
One consideration unique to the buoyant pipe alternative is that if the lake is drawn down the pipe 
would settle with the receding water.  If the draw-down leaves the pipe invert below the elevation of 
the downstream connection the interceptor would begin to function as an inverted siphon.  If this 
condition persisted for an extended period it could result in settlement of heavy solids in the sewer 
invert.  When the lake is refilled, it would be prudent to conduct a visual inspection of the line in 
several locations to determine whether cleaning is necessary.  There would be no potential for 
wastewater escaping from the interceptor because the pipe and manhole system is watertight.   
 
Except where the existing and new interceptors connect, construction of the new pipe would 
proceed without impacting flow through the existing pipe.  Upstream trunks lines and tributary 
sewers would be connected when the new interceptor has been tested and is connected to the 
existing interceptor at the downstream end of the lake. 
 
Table 7 presents a summary of a variety of design recommendations for the buoyant tethered 
HDPE line.   

Table 7.  HDPE Tethered Pipe Data 

HDPE sewers Space-Lay® Tethers HDPE buoyancy lines 
Nominal Nominal 

Diameter, inches DR 
OD, 

inches 
ID, 

inches 
Spacing, 

feet 
Diameter,

inches Diameter, inches DR 
OD, 

inches 
ID, 

inches 

10 11 10.75 8.68 8 5/16 14 11 14.00 11.30 
22 11 22.00 17.76 12 3/8 18 11 18.00 14.53 
30 11 30.00 24.22 13 3/4 22 11 22.00 17.76 
36 13.5 36.00 30.35 14 3/4 24 11 24.00 19.37 
42 13.5 42.00 35.41 15 1-1/81 26 11 26.00 20.99 

1 7/8-inch for tethers less than 100 feet long. 
 
While KPFF developed a truss option for use with HDPE on a mitered sine wave alignment, it is 
also possible to install HDPE on a straight line as long as it is guided along the way, to prevent 
lateral buckling, and anchored (fixed) at the ends.  This approach would reduce the size of the truss 
and improve ease of installation.  The truss could serve to guide the pipe.  Details of how the end 
thrust, particularly at angle points, would be countered have not been resolved in the predesign.  The 
pipe could be fixed to the truss at the pontoons or the pontoons could be held in place by offset 
mooring lines to resist the horizontal forces that the thermal movement would apply.  Figure 8 
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shows the buoyant pontoon/truss option.  Again, this method is limited to those areas where there 
is sufficient clearance beneath the pipe invert and the lake bottom to allow room for the vertical 
profile of the truss and pontoon.   
 

 

Figure 8.  Buoyant HDPE line supported by a truss and pontoons is viable in  
deep-water reaches 

EVALUATION OF MAIN LAKE ALTERNATIVES 

The in-lake alternatives have several reaches of existing gravity trunk and interceptor sewer that 
would be replaced or rehabilitated in-place, totaling approximately 12,500 feet of the approximately 
24,000 feet of the Oswego Lake Interceptor system.  These replaced or rehabilitated in-place reaches 
would be common for all in-lake alternatives. 
   
The new pile-supported interceptor on a new alignment requires installation of very long piles 
through very soft sediments that would be founded well, and be strong and stable enough to 
withstand the design seismic event.  Anticipated design and construction challenges include accuracy 
of pile placement in the soft lakebed; attachment of the components of the pile support system to 
the bearing rock, to the pipe, and to each other; and the potential for corrosion of the steel and 
ductile iron pipe, and the steel piles. 
 
The new buoyant interceptor on a new alignment requires installation of anchors and tethers deep 
into the lake sediment that would hold the floating pipe system accurately in place for the 75-year 
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life of the project.  Challenges include providing flexibility and restraint in the buoyant pipe system 
to accommodate underwater movement due to thermal expansion and contraction, accurate place-
ment of the pipe anchors, and accurate adjustment of the tether lengths to set the grade of the pipe. 
 
The around-the-lake pumping and conveyance system uses pump stations and force mains to 
redirect the wastewater flow from the existing interceptor to upland sewers.  This alternative re-
moves the majority of the construction work from the lake and eliminates much of the in-lake 
interceptor.  Challenges include obtaining necessary easements for siting the facilities. 
 
These challenges are technical issues to be solved during design and construction.  Many other issues 
are equally critical in recommending the best alternative.  These issues are the Evaluation Criteria, 
presented earlier in this technical memorandum.   

Reliability:  Dependability and Ease of O&M   

Regardless of whether the new gravity interceptor in the lake is supported on piles or is buoyant, 
dependability rests on conveying the wastewater the length of the lake with minimal solids deposi-
tion.  Velocity in the pipe is a function of flow, slope and pipe diameter.  In this case, available slope 
is predetermined by the elevations of the upstream, downstream, and intermediate connection 
points.  Because the available slope is relatively flat, careful flow projection and selection of pipe 
diameter is necessary to minimize the potential for solids deposition.  
 
To further assure there would not be excessive deposition of solids in the pipe, sumps are recom-
mended to be constructed at selected points upstream of the in-lake pipe.  The sumps would be 
designed to remove sand, rocks, and debris from the sewage flow before it enters the flatter sections 
of the interceptor.  These sumps would be accessible from public right-of-ways and would be 
cleaned weekly as part of the City’s O&M program. 
 
Regardless, routine observation of the interceptor at manholes would be necessary to detect areas 
where solids may be collecting.  Manhole spacing in the lake would not exceed 1,000 feet.  Manholes 
that are accessible from shore or have top elevations above the lake surface should be observed 
annually to identify whether sewer cleaning is needed.  The exterior of the pipe should be inspected 
every five years to confirm the pipe is still accurately on-grade and external condition of the pipe and 
other components remain satisfactory.  TV inspection and cleaning of the interceptor should be 
completed every ten years as part of the City’s routine sewer cleaning program to assure that solids 
are not collecting in the pipe. 
 

Pile-Supported.  Accurate placement of the pile bents and securing the pipe to the bents at 
the correct elevation are critical to maintaining uniform flow and minimizing the potential for 
deposition of solids.  Quality control during construction would assure accurate grade on the pipe.  
The piles would be steel as would the pipe for all but 8-inch diameter, which would be ductile iron.  
The potential exists for corrosion in the piles, pipe, and some pipe appurtenances that would require 
supplemental protection and replacement during the life of the project. 
 

Buoyant.  Precise measurement and connection of the tethers to the interceptor is critical 
for the buoyant line.  For the steel pipe supported on pontoons, quality control during construction 
would assure accurate grade.  For HDPE there would be a series of minor “humps” between the 
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anchors and there would also be small changes in invert elevation as the tempechur in the lake 
varies.  “Tuning” the tethers, as described in Makai’s report, would minimize the effect of the 
temperature variations.  Elongation of the tethers with cyclic flow variation would also create small 
changes in the invert elevation throughout the day.  Elongation would be mitigated by using larger 
diameter cable and an additional cable at each connection than would be required to simply secure 
the interceptor.  The pipe would be secured to the tethers by straps fabricated of polyester webbing.  
The polyester webbing is expected to deteriorate over time and is assumed to need replacement 
every 25 years.  
 

Around-the-Lake.  Pump stations and force mains are frequently used to convey wastewa-
ter around lakeshore areas.  Designing the pump stations with redundant equipment, emergency 
power systems and telemetry for status and alarms monitoring equipment operation and wet well 
levels will provide protection against overflows.  Routine O&M reduces the likelihood of failure 
anywhere in the system.   
 
Routine observation of the interceptor, including confirmation that the line remains at the design 
grade, is critical to assuring dependability of the gravity interceptor.  Removal of solids before they 
enter the flatter sections of the interceptor would increase the time allowed between inspection and 
cleaning of the interior of the pipe.  Accessing the in-lake portion of the new interceptor would 
require access to the lake, boats, pumps, maintenance personnel, divers and dive tenders.  However, 
the relatively infrequent in-lake inspections result in a moderate annual cost for the O&M program.  
Due to its specialty nature and intermittent need, this work should be done by outside contractors 
rather than by City staff.  
 
City O&M staff visit and inspect pump stations daily.  Mechanical equipment will wear with use and 
inevitably will fail unless it is replaced before failure occurs.  Access for O&M would be relatively 
easy compared to access to the in-lake interceptor, but the required frequency of attention to the 
pumping system would result in a comparatively expensive O&M program, requiring additional City 
staff. 
 
The buoyant line would require replacement of the polyester web straps every 25 years.  But the pile-
supported line relies on linings and coatings and cathodic protection, which must be inspected and 
maintained, to delay the inevitable corrosion; as components of the pile-supported line corrode, they 
would require replacement.  Either in-lake option would require regular cleaning of onshore gravel-
catching sumps to prevent material from ending up in the in-lake pipeline where submerged man-
holes make access difficult.  Actual access to the in-lake interceptor is only expected to be needed 
every 5 years for TV inspection and every 10 years for cleaning.  King County’s 40-year old intercep-
tor sewers in Lake Washington have submerged manholes of similar design and have been used 
successfully by specialty contractors for infrequent maintenance.  By comparison, extensive O&M 
effort and intermittent replacement of electrical and mechanical components are needed for pump 
stations.  Infrequent failure of these components is likely over their design life, which would lead to 
overflows.  Overall, the gravity interceptor alternatives are preferred over the around-the-lake 
alternative and, specifically, the buoyant line has the greatest advantage. 
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Reliability:  Longevity 

The in-lake interceptor would be designed with a life expectancy of 75 years.  As with buried pipe, 
one of the critical elements of longevity would be protecting metal parts of the system from corro-
sion.  Corrosion can be expected to be most damaging in the oxygenated zones of the lake, which 
typically would be above the mudline.  Unless the soils in the bottom of the lake are corrosive, 
corrosion below the mudline would occur at a much lower rate than in the lake proper.  Periodic 
inspection (every 5 years) of the underwater portions of the in-lake pipe should be part of the 
ongoing O&M program for the interceptor.  In addition, divers should complete a thorough inspec-
tion of the underwater interceptor following a significant seismic event.   
 

Pile-Supported.  Pipe material for the in-lake pile-supported interceptor would likely be 
steel (and ductile iron for 8-inch diameter).  Steel pipe would be lined with a polyurethane lining and 
coated with a polyurethane tape wrap.  All miscellaneous underwater steel components would be 
stainless steel.  Steel piles would corrode but can likely be protected by coating and attachment of 
sacrificial zinc anodes to provide the required service life.  Attachment hardware for connecting the 
piles and the pipe to pile caps would be stainless steel.   
 
Scheduled underwater inspections would identify areas where corrosion protection measures have 
not been sufficient or where the pipe has been damaged by contact with boat anchors, falling rocks, 
etc.  If inspection finds locations where damage or corrosion has occurred, remedial protection 
would be required.  External inspections following a seismic event should look for movement of the 
piles, pile caps and pipe joints, and damage to connecting hardware and the pipe itself.  The pipe 
grade should be surveyed to confirm the design slope. 
 

Buoyant.  The pipe material for the buoyant interceptor would likely be HDPE which is not 
susceptible to corrosion in the lake water.  Rock anchors would typically be placed well below the 
mudline.  The hardware connecting the anchors to the tethers would also be below the mudline and 
would be stainless steel.  The tethers would be plastic impregnated galvanized steel wire rope and 
the hardware connecting the tethers to the pipe would be stainless steel.  Polyester straps would be 
wrapped around the pipe and connected to the tethers.  The straps are expected to require replace-
ment every 25 years. 
 
As with the pile-supported pipe, the exterior of the buoyant interceptor should be periodically 
inspected for damage and the metal components observed for corrosion.  If inspection finds 
locations where damage or corrosion has occurred, remedial protection can be provided.  External 
inspections following a seismic event should look for movement of the tethers, and damage to 
connecting hardware and the pipe itself.  The pipe grade should be surveyed periodically and 
following any seismic activity to confirm the design slope. 
 
 Around-the-Lake.  Pumping and other mechanical equipment is typically designed with a 
20-year life expectancy, with electrical and control equipment limited to a 15-year life.  Designers 
attempt to project the building and piping needs for a further horizon of 60 years, and normally 
assume a major expansion or modification would be required within that time frame.  In a 75-year 
life, a pump station would have the mechanical equipment replaced three times, electrical and 
control equipment replaced four times, and would have at least one major structural upgrade.  
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The in-lake alternatives have a significant advantage in longevity over the mechanical and electrical 
equipment on which the around-the-lake alternative depends.  The pile-supported system has 
corrosion potential in the pipe, in the joint restraining hardware, and in the piles themselves.  The 
pipe would likely require replacement in 40 to 50 years.  The buoyant pipe alternative has an advan-
tage due to the very low corrosion potential of the pipe and the anchor system.  The web straps 
require replacement every 25 years but no other component is subject to deterioration.  The buoyant 
line has a strong advantage in this category. 

Feasibility:  Technical Feasibility   

The new alignment in the main lake has water depths of up to approximately 50 feet.  The invert of 
the pipe would be from about 14 to 21 feet below the normal water surface.  The lake bottom has 
up to 100 feet of soft lake sediment in the east end, and a layer of up to 80 feet of fine grained facies 
in the west end, overlying basalt.  For approximately 50 percent of the alignment the depth from the 
invert of the pipe to bedrock exceeds 110 feet and for approximately 25 percent of the alignment 
bedrock is at least 140 feet below the pipe invert.   
 

Pile-Supported.  Piles necessary to support the pipe under seismic loading at the maximum 
depths would be concrete-filled 18-inch, 24-inch, and 36-inch diameter steel piles with ½-inch thick 
walls.  Piles would typically be driven to bear on the basalt bedrock.  In locations where the sedi-
ment layer is weak or thin the piles may need to be secured to bedrock with rock anchors and/or be 
drilled into the rock to provide lateral stability.  A combination of 2-pile and 4-pile bents would be 
placed to support the pipe laterally and longitudinally.   
 
Designing a pile support system for the Lake Interceptor that would withstand the design seismic 
event is feasible.  While the magnitude and difficulty of installing the system is a challenge, contrac-
tors are familiar with the construction methods.   

 
Buoyant.  The proposed buoyant gravity interceptor is a unique approach to a challenging 

situation.  Buoyant pipelines have been constructed for various applications but prior use for gravity 
sewers is unknown.  However, there are no components of this project that are untried.  Rock 
anchors and Space-Lay® cable tethers provide a conservative method of securing the pipe at the 
design grade.  Attaching additional flotation to the pipe further assures consistent grade.  The 
flexible, buoyant nature of the line and the low exposure to lateral forces presented by the tethers 
significantly reduce the effect of a seismic event on the pipe.  Design and construction of the 
buoyant interceptor depends on application of several proven, feasible technologies.  
 
 Around-the-Lake.  Pump stations and force mains are the most frequently used method of 
conveying wastewater around lakes.  Construction is conventional and requires little in-water work.    
 
Pile installation would require large equipment and both in-water approaches require work in the 
east end of the lake conducted at significant depth from floating barges.  The in-lake alternatives are 
both equally feasible as long as access is provided and a staging area can be created.  The around-
the-lake alternative avoids the challenges of the deep in-water construction but has its own in-lake 
work at the west end (which could be conducted in dry conditions with a 16-foot lake drawdown).  
Siting pump stations with reasonable access and staging areas will be challenging.  Rock excavation is 
expected to be substantial at pump stations and along pipeline routes.  Maintaining traffic flow and 
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local access during this work will be difficult, resulting in disruptions.  There will be numerous 
contractors interested in constructing the around-the-lake option while there may be few specialty 
marine contractors interested and available to pursue an in-lake solution.  Overall, the around-the-
lake alternative has an advantage in this category because it uses more conventional land-based 
construction methods. 

Feasibility:  Public Acceptance 

Construction would involve accessing the lake with work crews and barges.  The in-lake work would 
have visual impact and would result in boating restrictions in the area of construction.  Local traffic 
would increase due to material and equipment deliveries, and travel by construction personnel, 
particularly in the vicinity of the project staging area.  Underwater construction typically progresses 
slowly.  Long-term, the projects reduce the potential for failure of the in-lake interceptor and could 
eliminate one or more of the visible manholes along the north lakeshore. 
 

Pile Support.  Large pile driving equipment would be used which would be noisy.  Progress 
would depend on how difficult it is for the contractor to stabilize the position of the barge and 
accurately drive the piles.  Pile driving would disturb the bottom sediments more than anchor 
installation.  Pipe installation would follow the pile driving operation with additional barges, cranes 
and personnel.   
 

Buoyant.  Installation of rock anchors and tethers would involve smaller equipment that 
would be less noisy than the pile driving equipment.  Again, progress depends on the ability to 
stabilize the barge, but with smaller equipment a smaller barge may be possible or multiple installa-
tions may occur at the same time.  Installation of the rock anchors and tethers is likely to proceed 
more quickly than pile bent installation and would result in less disturbance of the lake sediments.  
Pipe installation would follow installation of the anchor system with additional barges, cranes, and 
personnel. 

 
Around-the-Lake.  This alternative may gain some level of public acceptance because it 

removes the interceptor from the lake, however, it would have far more significant construction and 
long-term impacts than the in-lake alternatives.  Construction impacts include disruption of traffic, 
dust, and noise associated with pipe excavation in roadways all around the lake.  Long-term impacts 
include easements for pipe and access roads to and from the pump stations, regular visitation of the 
facilities by the City’s O&M staff, noise associated with exercise and emergency operation of back-
up power generators, and periodic projects to upgrade the facilities.  As with all sewage handling 
facilities there is a potential for odor.  The in-water projects have far lower potential for odor 
impacts on the residents of the lakeshore than the pump stations.  Odor control equipment would 
be provided for an around-the-lake project but the potential would always remain for odor problems 
in the vicinity of the pump stations and at force main discharges to gravity sewers. 
 
Temporary construction-related impacts and ongoing operational impacts of the around-the-lake 
alternative greatly exceed those associated with the in-lake alternatives.  The difference in construc-
tion impacts is due to land-based rather than in-water construction.  The around-the-lake option 
would result in 5.5 miles of pipeline installed by open cut excavation in City streets; some of these 
are busy arterials, such as State Street, McVey Avenue, Lakeview Boulevard, and Iron Mountain 
Boulevard, while others are narrow residential-only roads, such as Lake Front Road, Summit Drive, 
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and North Shore Road.  By contrast, less than ½-mile of streets would be disrupted by pipeline 
installation for the in-lake alternatives.  Most of the pump stations would be constructed within 
waterfront parks or recreational easements and/or adjacent to existing waterfront homes; construc-
tion would continue for at least 6-12 months at each site.  Ongoing operational impacts include 
noise, odor, and aesthetics associated with pump stations and force main discharge locations.  These 
can be reduced somewhat by careful design but cannot be eliminated.  A City maintenance crew 
would visit each pump station site several times per week and exercise the stand-by diesel generator 
for each station at least monthly.  For in-lake alternatives, disruption from truck traffic to and from 
access/staging locations would be much more localized than the work in City streets for the around-
the-lake alternative.   
 
All alternatives would benefit equally from a 16-foot lake drawdown for 8 to 12 months duration, 
which would disrupt boating on Oswego Lake.  The buoyant line would be quicker and quieter to 
install than the pile-supported alternative.  Construction of the buoyant system would require several 
work boats and barges on the lake for up to 2 years.   
 
Cost will be an important factor for the rate-paying public and the higher O&M and replacement 
costs of the around-the-lake option may make it less attractive; cost estimates for the around-the-
lake option will be refined in Phase 2.  Sustainability may be an important issue to some; gravity 
solutions are clearly preferred over energy-intensive pumping systems in this regard.  The lack of a 
long track record for buoyant systems may be a concern to ratepayers who want assurance that their 
investment will be sound.  One segment of the public, the shareholders of the LOC, may well prefer 
the around-the-lake system to reduce impact on recreational use of the lake; their concerns also must 
be acknowledged going forward.  Prior to the public input opportunities in the Phase 2 process, it is 
premature to pre-judge how the tradeoffs between the alternatives on the above factors will be 
received.  For this reason, no clearly preferred alternative emerges at present for this criterion. 

Feasibility:  Permitability  

Environmental permits would be required from several agencies of the state and federal government 
because work would be conducted in the lake and along the shoreline.  Permitting agencies include: 
 

 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) 
 NOAA Fisheries Service (NOAA) 
 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) 
 Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) 
 Oregon Department of State Lands (ODSL) 
 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) 

 
Bald eagles have been seen nesting along the lakeshore.  The LOC fish screen at the intake from the 
Tualatin River prevents listed species of fish from entering the lake.  Regardless, a biological assess-
ment would be required for in-water work.  Permit conditions restricting the in-lake work schedule 
are likely to minimize impacts to these species while challenging the contractors to complete their 
work within the allowed windows.  David Evans and Associates reports in their permit status 
memorandum that the normal in-water work window allowed by regulatory agencies is from July 1 
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to October 15 each year.  DEA also notes that extensions beyond October 15 into May are possible 
if the regulatory agencies see little risk to listed fish in the Willamette River.  This would require 
careful control of lake drawdown and refilling as well as limiting turbidity in any discharges.  Addi-
tional discussion with permitting agencies would be held during design with the goal being to 
establish a realistic construction period for the project. 
 
Concerns have been voiced over the potential for releasing environmental contaminants associated 
with the lake bottom sediments during in-lake construction.  Anticipated disruption of the bottom 
sediments could lead to requirements for a sediment testing program prior to construction to 
determine if there are contaminants present that pose hazards to public health or fish and wildlife if 
they are disturbed.   
 
However, if the lake level is lowered for construction, fish impacts may be limited to concerns over 
the cutthroat trout that populate the lake and the potential for suspending contaminants present in 
the lake sediment would be significantly reduced. 
 

Pile Support.  The in-lake pile driving project would have an impact on water quality of the 
lake.  Turbidity can be expected throughout the pile driving period.  The potential for disturbance of 
bottom sediments and the potential for suspending environmental contaminants could jeopardize, 
delay, or result in restrictive conditions in permits required for the project.  If narrow windows of 
time are stipulated for construction, the project would require more than two years to complete.   

 
Buoyant.  Permit concerns for the buoyant alternative are the same as for the pile-

supported alternative.  It is likely that installation of rock anchors would disturb bottom sediments 
less than pile driving, but would not eliminate it.  Anchor installation is also likely to require at least 
two construction windows, depending on their duration. 
 
 Around-the-Lake.  Construction of the pump stations would involve dewatering adjacent 
to the lake and may result in small amounts of turbidity along the lakeshore but it would not disturb 
the bottom sediments as much as the in-lake alternatives.  Impacts on fish would be negligible and 
control of work schedule in the vicinity of the eagle nest would be easily accomplished.  Because 
there is little in-water work if a 16-foot drawdown is allowed, the impact of a restrictive window of 
time for completing the work would be minimal. 
 
The buoyant alternative may be more permitable than the pile-supported alternative because it 
would be quicker, quieter, and would suspend less sediment than pile driving.  However, minimizing 
the in-lake work by constructing the around-the-lake alternative (reduces work in east end of lake) 
would likely be the most permitable alternative despite the higher potential for sewage spills (due to 
electrical or mechanical failures) with six pump stations, rather than a gravity interceptor. 
 
Feasibility:  Cost  
 
Planning phase cost estimates are intended to provide approximate values that can be used to 
compare alternatives and to budget for upcoming project expenses.  Where possible the costs 
include unit prices derived from similar projects, or quoted by contractors or suppliers.  Quantities 
are based on the preliminary engineering reports, calculations and conceptual design for the project.  
Allowances are included for contractor overhead and profit, bond and insurance costs and a contin-
gency.  The contingency recognizes that there are numerous unknowns remaining that cannot be 
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quantified during the predesign phase of the project.  The contingency used for the in-lake alterna-
tives is 30 percent while 50 percent is used for the around-the-lake alternative due to the more 
preliminary level of evaluation.  The estimate also includes costs associated with design, contract 
administration, construction management, and easement acquisition.  To accommodate continued 
inflation of costs in the construction industry, an anticipated escalation factor from the present to 
the mid-point of construction is also included.  Finally, a present worth analysis is conducted for 
future expenses associated with repair, replacement, operation and maintenance of the project 
components throughout the proposed 75-year project life. 
 
Cost estimates have been prepared for four in-lake and one around-the-lake project as follows:   
 

1. Buoyant pontoon/truss-supported HDPE pipe (uses buoyant tethered for just over 
half of the in-water work due to depth limitations) 

2. Buoyant tethered HDPE pipe 

3. Buoyant pontoon-supported steel pipe (uses steel pipe on piles for 40 percent of the 
in-water work due to depth limitations)  

4. Pile-supported steel pipe 

5. Around-the-lake pump stations and pipe lines 

Table 8 summarizes the cost estimates for a variety of discount rates (difference between rate of 
return on other investments and inflation) though a 3 percent rate is recommended.  The relative 
ranking on a cost basis of the alternatives changes very little with varying discount rates. The detailed 
estimates are provided in Appendix G. 
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Table 8.  Alternatives Cost Summary1 

Alternative  Discount rate 
2% 3% 4% 5% 

No. Description 
1 Buoyant pontoon/truss supported HDPE pipe         
   Capital $67.2 $67.2 $67.2  $67.2 
  Escalation $28.9 $28.9 $28.9  $28.9 
  Present worth of O&M costs $4.9 $3.7 $3.0  $2.4 
   Present worth of replacement costs $3.4 $2.5 $1.8  $1.3 
   Total 75-year project cost $104.4 $102.3 $100.8  $99.8 
2 Buoyant tethered HDPE pipe       
   Capital $69.1 $69.1 $69.1  $69.1 
  Escalation $29.7 $29.7 $29.7  $29.7 
  Present worth of O&M costs $4.9 $3.7 $3.0  $2.4 
   Present worth of replacement costs $6.3 $4.5 $3.3  $2.5 
   Total 75-year project cost $110.0 $107.1 $105.1  $103.7 
3  Pontoon supported steel pipe     
   Capital $65.7 $65.7 $65.7  $65.7 
  Escalation $28.2 $28.2 $28.2  $28.2 
  Present worth of O&M costs $4.9 $3.7 $3.0  $2.4 
   Present worth of replacement costs $15.6 $10.6 $7.2  $4.9 
   Total 75-year project cost $114.4 $108.2 $104.0  $101.2 
4 Pile supported steel pipe       
   Capital $78.1 $78.1 $78.1  $78.1 
  Escalation $33.6 $33.6 $33.6  $33.6 
  Present worth of O&M costs $4.9 $3.7 $3.0  $2.4 
   Present worth of replacement costs $15.6 $10.6 $7.2  $4.9 
   Total 75-year project cost $132.2 $126.0 $121.8  $119.0 
5 Around-the-Lake pump stations and pipelines       
   Capital $62.8 $62.8 $62.8  $62.8 
  Escalation $27.0 $27.0 $27.0  $27.0 
  Present worth of O&M costs $9.9 $7.6 $6.1  $5.0 
   Present worth of replacement costs $32.4 $22.7 $16.4  $12.2 

   Total 75-year project cost $132.0 $120.1 $112.3  $107.0 
 1 All costs shown are in millions.  

 
Figure 9 provides a graphical presentation of the total 75-year project costs for each of the alterna-
tives.   
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Figure 9.  Alternatives present worth cost comparison. 

Although HDPE pipe on pontoon-supported trusses is estimated to be the least overall present 
worth cost alternative, about 6 percent, or approximately 6 million dollars, separates the three lowest 
cost alternatives.  At this early stage of the project, these three alternatives may be considered 
essentially equal in estimated cost.  All three are buoyant pipe systems, suggesting that a buoyant 
pipe alternative is preferred on the basis of total present worth cost.  The around-the-lake option is 
competitive on the basis of capital costs, which are essentially the same for all options with the 
exception of the higher priced pile alternative.   
 

Comparison to Prior Cost Estimate.  These project costs are several times higher than the 
cost estimate provided by Tetra-Tech/KCM in 2001.  Construction cost escalation accounts for 
some of this difference.  Another difference is that the prior work was based on a 20-year present 
worth analysis with no future replacement costs considered.  However, the major difference is that 
at the prior early stage, the project challenges, including deep soft sediments, were not nearly as well 
understood as they are now at the conclusion of a substantial predesign study which examined these 
issues in greater depth.    

Assumptions.  A discount rate of 3 percent is assumed for the detailed estimates provided 
in Appendix G of this technical memorandum.  This is based on a historical long-term average 
rather than the unusually higher construction cost inflation of the past few years.   
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Replacement costs for steel pipe in 40 years and polyester webbing straps for HDPE every 25 years 
are included.  Steel pipe piles filled with concrete are assumed to last 75 years with coating and 
sacrificial zinc anodes.  The reinforced concrete pile design is less affected by corrosion and is 
therefore more reliable, however, this option and its incremental expense of approximately $2 
million are not included in the project costs.  
 
All estimates assume partial lake drawdown of 16 feet to fully expose west end excavation work, 
including Main Canal Trunk replacement.  East end excavation is assumed to be underwater.   
 
Abandoning the existing interceptor is assumed for around-the-lake and HDPE in-lake alternatives 
while the interceptor would be retained for steel pipe in-lake alternatives to facilitate future replace-
ment (assumed in 40 years).  If however, the existing interceptor will not survive another 40 years 
due to corrosion, an extensive bypass pumping operation would instead be required.   
 
Construction of temporary staging area(s) and haul roads by placing clean fill is assumed. 

 
See Technical Memorandum No. 5 – Constructability for estimates of costs to be added if any of the 
above assumptions are later determined to be incorrect. 

Main Lake Alternatives Evaluation Summary 

Table 9 presents a summary of the alternatives evaluation discussed above. 

Table 9.  Main Lake Alternative Evaluation Summary 

Alternative 
Evaluation criteria Pile-Supported Buoyant Around-the-Lake 

Reliability      
 Dependability and Ease of O&M    
 Longevity     
Feasibility      
 Technical Feasibility      
 Public acceptance     
 Permitability      
   Cost      
 
The buoyant interceptor alternative is anticipated to have the greatest dependability and longevity, 
based on the equipment associated with the around-the-lake alternative and potential corrosion in 
the pile-supported option.  The buoyant line is likely very close to the around-the-lake system in 
terms of public acceptance and cost, particularly capital cost.  The around-the-lake alternative fares 
slightly better in technical feasibility because of the more conventional, land-based construction.  
The around-the-lake option is ranked higher in permitability because it involves less in-water work 
than the other alternatives.   
 
Considering all of these factors, the buoyant HDPE option is the preferred in-water gravity alterna-
tive for replacement of the deficient in-water segments of the Lake Interceptor.  Whether the deep 
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water segments should be supported by trusses and pontoons will be deferred until final design.  At 
this predesign stage, these two variations are judged to be essentially equivalent.   
 
However, the around-the-lake alternative should be evaluated more closely in Phase 2 of the predes-
ign effort, the potential pool of interested and available marine contractors should be updated, 
permitting work with regulatory agencies should be continued, easement negotiations with LOC 
should be concluded, and the public involvement process should be revived to assist the City 
Council in making a final selection for design and construction.    

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES FOR THE MAIN CANAL, BLUE HERON, AND 
WEST END REACHES 

Main Canal 

The alternative selected for the Main Canal depends on whether the lake can be drawn down for 
construction.  If the lake is drawn down, the replace in-place alternative can be constructed by 
excavating and removing the existing 12-inch diameter pipe and immediately replacing it with a new 
18-inch diameter sewer.  The construction would be completed in relatively dry conditions without 
significant risk of spills or disruptions to service.  The resulting gravity system would be more 
reliable, last longer, and require less O&M expense than a wet weather pump station.   
 
If the lake is kept at full-pool, the replace in-place alternative is not feasible because the canal is too 
narrow and the South Shore Boulevard Bridge is too low to permit entry of the barges and equip-
ment necessary for underwater construction.  In addition, the underwater removal and replacement 
of sewer pipe with numerous service laterals is a challenging, costly, and risky process.  In this case 
the around-the-lake alternative is more viable.  The around-the-lake alternative comprises a new wet 
weather pump station and force main designed to supplement the existing Main Canal Trunk.  When 
wet weather flows increase beyond the capacity of the existing Main Canal Trunk, upstream flow 
would be diverted to the new pump station and force main.  Removing the peak flow prevents 
sewage overflowing manholes and potentially backing up into nearby residences. 
 
However, pump stations and force mains that are used intermittently can have odor problems 
associated with solids that settle between uses.  Additionally, the flat profile of the approximately 
400-foot long force main makes control of hydraulic transients in the line difficult.  Lake draw-down 
and replacement of the existing Main Canal trunk with a new larger pipe is preferred. 

West End and Blue Heron Canal 

The West End and Blue Heron Canal reaches may be upgraded by replacing the existing pile 
support systems or by installing new buoyant lines.  In this area the lake is shallow and the bottom is 
sand overlying gravel facies.  The geotechnical report indicates the sand facies may be susceptible to 
liquefaction during a seismic event.  For this evaluation, installation of a buoyant pipe will be 
assumed.  In areas where the buoyant pipe would be below the existing lake bottom a trench would 
be dug to permit the pipe to float freely on its tethers.  A pile-supported system in these reaches may 
prove superior in final design. 
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RECOMMENDED PROJECT 

The Oswego Lake Interceptor Project is a complex project, as evidenced by the reach-by-reach 
discussion of alternatives and the evaluation of the Main Lake alternatives.  The conclusion from the 
evaluation is that both the in-lake buoyant HDPE gravity pipeline as well as the around-the-lake 
pumping system have their advantages in certain areas and are similar in others.  The final selection 
of the alternative for the Main Lake reach will be determined through the Phase 2 predesign process.  
 
Table 10 is provided to summarize the new interceptor on new alignment option and Table 11 
summarizes the around-the-lake option.   

Table 10.  New Buoyant Interceptor Improvements Summary 

Manhole nos. 
Reach 

description Recommended improvements 
56 to 10 Main Canal 

Trunk 
Replace by direct burial on existing alignment the existing 12-inch pipe (and laterals and 
manholes) with 18-inch pipe.  If lake drawdown is not permitted, existing pipe would 
remain in service, a new pump station at Bryant Road and a force main to connect with the 
interceptor at Manhole 10 are required, along with installation of rock anchors to prevent 
manholes overturning in a seismic event. 

1 to 9 West Bay Continued O&M.  Clean pipe to remove debris and anchor manholes to prevent overturn-
ing in a seismic event.   

9 to 11 West End Replace existing 16-inch line by installing 24-inch and 30-inch buoyant pipe adjacent to the 
existing alignment.  Renovate or replace existing manholes depending on lake drawdown.  
Lake drawdown would significantly simplify construction. 

12 to 11 Blue Heron 
Canal 

Replace existing 16-inch and 18-inch pipe by installing 18-inch buoyant pipe adjacent to 
the existing alignment.  Renovate or replace existing manholes depending on lake draw-
down.  Lake drawdown would significantly simplify construction. 

11 to 22 Main Lake Replace existing 24-inch to 36-inch pipe by installing 30-inch and 36-inch ID buoyant 
HDPE pipe and manholes on a new alignment.  Renovate existing manholes as required.  
Replace connections from existing Manholes 14, 15, 18, and 21 with 8-inch and 18-inch 
buoyant lines.  Clean pipe from Manholes 21 to 20 to remove debris.   

22 to 27 Lakewood 
Bay 

Continued O&M.  Anchor manholes to prevent overturning in a seismic event.   

27 to 30 State Street Continued O&M. 
30 to 36 and 

35 to 42 
Foothills 

Road 
Replace deteriorated 24-inch and 36-inch buried pipe with new 36-inch pipe on parallel 
alignment in Foothills Road.  This City-designed project begins roughly mid-way between 
Manholes 29 and 30. 

36 to 40 and 
42 to 46 

Tryon Creek 
buried 

Continued O&M.  Clean pipe to remove debris.  Rehabilitate or replace Manhole 43 to 
repair corrosion damage.   

40 to 48 and 
46 to 48 

Tryon Creek 
elevated 

Retrofit pipe supports with structural bracing to meet seismic criteria. 
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Table 11.  Around-the-Lake Pumping and Conveyance System Project Summary 

Manhole nos. 
Reach 

description Recommended improvements 

56 to 10 Main Canal 
Trunk 

Replace by direct burial on existing alignment the existing 12-inch pipe (and laterals and 
manholes) with 18-inch pipe.  If lake drawdown is not permitted, existing pipe would 
remain in service, a new pump station at Bryant Road and a force main to connect with 
the interceptor at Manhole 10 are required, along with installation of rock anchors to 
prevent manholes overturning in a seismic event. 

1 to 9 West Bay 
Trunk 

Continued O&M.  Clean pipe to remove debris and anchor manholes to prevent 
overturning in a seismic event.   

9 to 11 West End Replace existing pipe, and manholes adjacent to the existing alignment using buoyant 
methods to increase capacity between Manhole 9 and Manhole 10, and between Manhole 
11 and Manhole 10.  Reverse the slope of the pipe between Manhole 11 and Manhole 10 
to convey the flows from the Blue Heron Trunk to Manhole 10.  Construct a new 
buoyant gravity sewer from Manhole 10 across the lake to the Lake Grove Swim Park.  
Construct new Lake Grove Swim Park pump station and force main.  Lake drawdown 
would significantly simplify construction. 

12 to 11 Blue Heron 
Canal 

Replace existing 16-inch and 18-inch pipe by installing 18-inch buoyant pipe adjacent to 
the existing alignment.  Renovate or replace existing manholes depending on lake 
drawdown.  Lake drawdown would significantly simplify construction. 

11 to 22 Main Lake The interceptor in the Main Lake between Manholes 11 and 22 would be abandoned.  
Construct new pump stations at Springbrook Creek, Twin Points and Forest Hills 
Easement along with appurtenant pipelines on land to divert wastewater away from the 
lake.  The South Shore Trunk would be abandoned, replaced by the new Lost Dog Creek 
Pump Station and force main. 

22 to 27 Lakewood 
Bay 

Abandon pipe between Manhole 22 and Manhole 24.  Connect new 36-inch diameter 
gravity interceptor to Manhole 24.  Modify manholes below Manhole 24 as needed for 
design seismic event.   

27 to 30 State Street Continued O&M. 

30 to 36 and 
35 to 42 

Foothills 
Road 

Replace deteriorated 24-inch and 36-inch buried pipe with new 36-inch pipe on parallel 
alignment in Foothills Road.  This City-designed project begins roughly mid-way between 
Manholes 29 and 30. 

36 to 40 and 
42 to 46 

Tryon Creek 
buried 

Continued O&M.  Clean pipe to remove debris.  Rehabilitate or replace Manhole 43 to 
repair corrosion damage.   

40 to 48 and 
46 to 48 

Tryon Creek 
elevated 

Retrofit pipe supports with structural bracing to meet seismic criteria. 

 
 
Figure 10 shows the entire Lake Interceptor Upgrade project for the in-lake alternative while Figure 
11 shows the improvements required for the around-the-lake alternative. 
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NEXT STEPS 

Technical Memorandum No. 5 - Constructability discusses the recommended alternatives with 
respect to:   
 

 Continued use of the existing interceptor 
 Lake drawdown 
 Lake access for construction and staging area 
 Work window restrictions 
 Construction sequence 
 Commissioning 

 
Technical Memorandum No. 6 - Recommended Improvements provides preliminary engineering 
drawings for the in-lake buoyant tethered HDPE upgrade alternative. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
KPFF Consulting Engineers has been retained to perform a structural evaluation of feasible pipeline 
improvement alternatives developed for the Oswego Lake Interceptor Sewer Upgrade Project, located in Lake 
Oswego, Oregon. 
 
This memorandum has been developed to support Brown and Caldwell and the City of Lake Oswego during 
pre-design studies for a replacement interceptor sewer. This memorandum evaluates alternatives for manhole 
modifications, existing line retrofit, new line pipe materials, pile bent support and buoyant support methods. 
 
The design goal is to provide an upgraded interceptor system with a design service life of 75 years. To achieve 
this service life goal, a new interceptor pipe and support system, and new or strengthened manholes will provide 
the following: 
 

• Flow control. 
 
• Hydraulic capacity. 

 
• Corrosion resistance. 

 
• Reliability after the design seismic event. 

 
• Accommodation of pipeline thermal expansion and contraction.  

 
Alternative methods for the construction of the interceptor sewer system are developed to accommodate the 
following conditions: 
 

• Partially draw down the lake level during construction. 
 
• Fully draw down the lake level during construction. 

 
• Maintain the normal lake level during construction. (A barge would be utilized as a work platform and 

divers would perform a significant portion of the work.) 
 
 
2.0 EXISTING INTERCEPTOR SEWER 
 

1. Age of Interceptor 
 

a. The original interceptor was constructed in the early 1960’s. 
 

2. Existing Interceptor Configuration (Reference Figure 1) 
 

a. Main Lake (MH11 to MH 22): 11,900 feet of 16-inch, 24-inch, 30-inch, 33-inch, and 36-inch 
concrete cylinder pipe (CCP) supported either on grade and buried, or by pile bents at 32-
feet on center. The existing alignment typically tends to follow the north shore. 
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b. Main Canal (MH56 to MH10): 3,900 feet of 12-inch cast iron pipe supported on grade and 
buried. 

 
c. West Bay (MH1 to MH9): 2,100 feet of 16-inch CCP supported on grade and/or buried. 

 
d. West End (MH9 to MH11 and MH12 to MH11): 2,800 feet of 16-inch to 18-inch CCP 

conveying flow from lines in West Bay and Blue Heron Canal to the interceptor, supported 
on grade and buried, on grade with concrete pedestals or on pile bents. 

 
e. Lakewood Bay (MH22 to MH27): 3,300 feet of 36-inch CCP supported on grade and 

buried. 
 

f. Upland Buried Line (MH27 to MH40 and MH35 to MH46): 2,900 feet of 24-inch and 36-
inch reinforced concrete pipe and CCP between the east end of the lake and the elevated 
line to Tryon Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant (TCWTP). 

 
g. Elevated Line to TCWTP (MH40 to MH48 and MH46 to MH48): 900 feet of 24-inch and 

36-inch CCP supported above grade by concrete piers. 
 

1. Existing Manholes 
 

a. Manholes are located near both the north and south shores of the lake to collect 
wastewater from on-shore sewers and feed the wastewater into the Lake Interceptor. 

 
 
3.0 MANHOLES 
 
Manholes were reviewed to determine the required structural modifications at key manholes along the existing 
lake interceptor where wastewater is to be captured and diverted into a new in-lake interceptor. The following 
alternatives are developed to accommodate the possible lake levels and the impact on construction. In addition, 
alternatives were developed for abandoning the existing interceptor sewer line and/or maintaining the existing 
interceptor sewer line for backup service. 
 
3.0.1 Existing Manholes (Figure 2) 
 
Typical existing manhole construction is shown in Figure 2 and includes the following: 
 

• 17-foot diameter by 1-foot thick reinforced concrete foundation slab, bearing on bedrock, with #5 bars 
at 12-inches on-center each way, located near the bottom of the slab. 

 
• 15-foot diameter corrugated metal pipe (CMP) of varying depth with a 6-inch thick by 4’-6” deep 

concrete top ring. 
 

• 5-foot inside diameter concrete manhole of varying depth. The bottom portion of this manhole (where 
all the pipes connect) is constructed of 12-inch thick cast-in-place concrete walls. The upper portion is 
constructed of pre-cast concrete sections with 6-inch thick walls. 
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• The space between the concrete manhole and the CMP is filled with earth fill. The fill provides the 
weight needed to counteract buoyancy acting on the manhole. 

 
 
3.1 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND ALTERNATIVES 
 
Based on available information, the manhole foundations appear to bear directly on bedrock. This condition 
needs to be verified for the final design phase. In addition, rock backfill may have been placed around the 
manholes. If the manholes have been backfilled or significant sediment has accumulated around the manholes, 
this material will require removal to allow for the new work in certain locations. 
 
3.1.1 Pressure Grout Existing Soil Mass (Figure 3 and Table 1) 
 
This alternative, shown in Figure 3 and Table 1, is applicable when the existing line is abandoned and the 
existing earth fill is pressure grouted, which consists of inserting a pipe into the soil mass and injecting cement 
grout under pressure. The grout mixes with and displaces the soil, creating a solid and stable matrix. As the soil 
is grouted, spoils are created from the displaced soil/cement grout mix equivalent to the volume of the grout 
injected, which is approximately equivalent to the volume of the earth fill.  
 
The grouted soil mass will prevent loss of the fill due to deterioration of the existing CMP and stabilizes the fill to 
counteract buoyancy and seismic overturning. 
 
In some cases, the mass of the fill and manhole is not adequate to provide resistance against overturning during 
a seismic event. Where this is the case, placing rock anchors around the manhole perimeter would add 
additional resisting moment during a seismic event. 
 
Finally, if investigation during final design determines the existing earth fill is not suitable for grouting, it would be 
possible to remove the existing earth fill in sections, so as not to adversely affect resistance to buoyancy, and 
replace it with a lean concrete mix. 
 
Items to be considered or verified during final design include: 
 

• Condition of existing CMP and its ability to withstand pressures from the grouting operation (external 
shoring may be required) 

 
• Suitability of existing earth fill for grouting. 

 
• Removal and disposal of grouting spoils. 

 
• Containment of grouting spoils to prevent water quality impacts. 

 
• Capacity of manholes to resist overturning based on weight of grouted earth fill. 

 
• Soil below manholes. 
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3.1.2 Modify Existing Manhole (Figure 4 and Table 1) 
 
This alternative, as shown in Figure 4 and Table 1, consists of strengthening the existing manhole when any of 
the following conditions apply: 
 

• The existing earth fill is not suitable for grouting, as discussed in section 3.1.1. 
 

• The existing manhole wall requires supplemental support due to the new pipe requirements. 
 

• The six-foot diameter manhole is inadequate to accommodate the required pipe modifications and the 
fifteen-foot diameter CMP is adequate to accommodate the required modifications.  

 
Construction would consist of adding a new concrete ring around the outside perimeter of the existing 
CMP. Rock anchors and a new reinforced concrete slab would be added to the foundation slab to resist 
buoyancy and seismic overturning forces. Structurally, the inside perimeter of the CMP could be lined with 
concrete or left unlined. If the CMP is lined, a 6-inch minimum reinforced concrete liner should be used to 
allow for tie-in of the reinforcement and to provide adequate tolerance. Finally, a new reinforced concrete 
lid would be installed. 
 
Items to be considered or verified during final design include: 
 

• Added weights required to counteract buoyancy during construction as a function of the new outer 
ring thickness and the rock anchors installed prior to earth fill excavation. 

 
• Soils below manholes. 

 
3.1.3 New Manhole (Figure 5 and Table 1) 
 
This alternative, as shown in Figure 5 and Table 1, consists of removing the existing manhole and building a 
new one and is applicable when the existing line is abandoned or replaced. Construction of a new manhole is 
anticipated to occur only with draw down of the lake, which fully exposes the manhole, or when a cofferdam is 
used.  
 
The new manhole, to be constructed of reinforced concrete, would be sized to accommodate the interceptor 
gate requirements and would be accessible from the lake surface. Buoyancy and seismic overturning forces 
would be resisted by the weight of the manhole supplemented by rock anchors installed in the foundation slab.  
 
Rock excavation is anticipated for the construction of the new manholes with diameters larger than the existing 
manholes. 
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3.1.4 Existing Manholes In Lakewood Bay, West Bay, and Main Canal (Figure 1) 
  
The City’s record drawings were reviewed to determine the existing manhole construction for the Lakewood 
Bay, West Bay and Main Canal reaches, with the results summarized below. No field investigation was 
conducted to independently verify existing conditions. 
 
Typical existing manhole construction for Lakewood Bay MH25 and MH26 consists of the following:   
 

• 10-foot diameter by 1-foot thick reinforced concrete foundation slab with #5 bars at 12-inches on-center 
each way, located near the bottom of the slab.  

 
• 5-foot inside diameter concrete manhole. The bottom section of this manhole (where all the pipes 

connect) is constructed of 12-inch thick cast-in-place concrete walls. The upper section is constructed 
of two 6-inch thick wall by 10-feet high pre-cast concrete sections. 

 
• Manholes are approximately 27-feet tall with the lower 15 to 19-feet of the manhole located below the 

mudline. 
 
Typical existing construction for the West Bay and Main Canal manholes consists of the following:  

 
• 42 to 48-inch inside diameter precast concrete manhole with 4.5-inch and 5-inch wall thickness, 

respectively. 
 
• Foundations are 8-inches thick with a diameter slightly larger than the outside diameter of the precast 

sections. The foundation for the 42-inch manhole is unreinforced and the foundation for the 48-inch 
manhole is reinforced with #4 bars at 12-inches on-center each way. 

 
• West Bay manholes are approximately 10-feet tall with the lower 4-feet of the manhole located below 

the mudline and the Main Canal manholes are approximately 9 to 12-feet tall with the lower 4-feet of 
the manhole located below the mudline. 

 
In a seismic event, the Lakewood Bay, West Bay and Main Canal manholes are highly susceptible to failure and 
require the following modifications: 
 

• Based on the existing drawings, there appears to be no positive tie at the connection joints between 
precast sections. These connections most likely will not be adequate to prevent joint separation.  

 
• There is a high potential of failure due to overturning. To prevent overturning failure, a minimum of four 

rock anchors may be installed equally spaced around the manhole and attached to the outside face of 
the uppermost precast section. These anchors may be pretensioned to maintain compression on the 
manhole, eliminating the potential for joint separation between the precast sections. 

 
Further investigation will be required during final design to verify the foundation soils of the manholes and the 
ability of the surrounding soil to resist lateral loads. 
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3.2 MANHOLE SUMMARY 
 
Overall, three alternatives for manhole rehabilitation have been developed. The adequacy of any alternative for 
use in a given location is dependent on the following variables: 
 

• Suitability of the existing soil mass for pressure grouting. 
 

• Adequacy of the existing manhole to accommodate the new interceptor configuration and 
requirements. 

 
• Lake level during construction and use of cofferdams.  
 

If the lake level is maintained, the two options are pressure grouting the existing soil mass or modifying the 
manhole as indicated in Figures 3 and 4. If the lake level is drawn down or a cofferdam is used, a new manhole 
could be constructed, as indicated in Figure 5. All three alternatives provide the same level of performance and 
each is applicable in specific locations and circumstances, as indicated in Table 1.  
 
 
4.0 EXISTING LINE RETROFIT 
 
4.1 Submerged Pile Supported Line in Main Lake 
 
Retrofitting the existing submerged interceptor was studied and determined to not be feasible for the following 
reasons: 
 

1. Existing alignment traverses steep near-shore and submarine slopes that may be susceptible to 
slope failure in an earthquake. 

 
2. Available documents indicate a high variability in pile tip termination depths from bent to bent and 

within the same bent, possibly indicating a highly variable rock line or they may not have the 
required embedment in competent material. 

 
3. Existing piles are composite piles comprised of timber and steel sections. With no positive 

connection between the different sections, these piles, as they currently exist, are incapable of 
providing uplift or bending resistance to earthquake loading.  

 
4. Susceptibility of the existing steel piles to corrosion. 

 
5. As indicated by the study “Condition Assessment, Oswego Lake Sanitary Sewer Interceptor 

Technical Memorandum,” Tetra Tech/KCM, Inc., August 2001 and verified through our review of 
the existing plans, deficiencies in the pile caps include: 

 
• Tie-beam between adjacent pile caps is inadequate to transfer longitudinal seismic loads. 
 
• Piles are not positively tied to the caps and the connection is inadequate to transfer 

seismic loads. 
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• Caps are inadequately reinforced to resist seismic loads. 
 
In addition to the above problems, pile corrosion and slope stability issues render most of the existing pile 
supported alignment unsuitable.   
 
 
4.2 Existing Elevated Concrete Column Pier Supported Line (Figure 6) 
 
At the east end of the lake, two parallel individual sewer alignments are supported on elevated piers above the 
existing ground surface. These lines connect to Tryon Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant (TCWTP). 
 
The older alignment, constructed in 1964 to 1965, is supported on twelve piers. The line exits an embankment 
near manhole 40, heads north to manhole 41, shifts to the east to manhole 48 and then connects into TCWTP.  
 
Review of the existing drawings for the older alignment indicates the piers consist of a reinforced concrete pipe 
cradle supported on an 18-inch to 24-inch diameter reinforced concrete columns and 4-foot by 4-foot to 6-foot 
by 6-foot reinforced concrete spread footings. The alignment is 5 to 10 feet above the ground surface. 
 
The second alignment, constructed in 1975, is supported on nineteen piers. The line exits an embankment 
approximately 160 feet south of the older alignment. It then heads north and intercepts the older alignment at 
manhole 41, then shifts to the east and parallels the older alignment to manhole 48, where it ties into TCWTP.  
 
Review of the existing drawings for the newer alignment indicates the piers consist of a reinforced concrete pipe 
cradle supported on 20-inch to 24-inch diameter reinforced concrete columns and 5-foot by 5-foot to 7-foot by 7-
foot reinforced concrete spread footings or a 3-foot diameter reinforced concrete shaft. The alignment is 5 to 10 
feet above the ground surface. 
 
The adequacy of the existing piers to resist seismic loads was reviewed and the following deficiencies were 
found: 
 

• Existing footings fail due to inadequate soil bearing capacity.  
 

• Columns are inadequately tied.   
 
To correct these deficiencies, each pier can be strengthened with two hollow structural section (HSS) braces; 
one brace would be placed parallel to the alignment and one placed perpendicular to the alignment, as shown in 
Figure 6. This configuration eliminates bending moments in the column and footing base. The additional axial 
load, created by the new brace configuration on the column and existing footings, does not overstress these 
elements. 
 
Preliminary brace design is based on a 1 horizontal to 1 vertical brace slope. A greater slope may be achieved 
during final design however this will increase the size requirements of the brace footing to resist uplift forces 
from the brace. By bracing the columns in two directions with the 1:1 slope, the existing footings do not require 
modification. The braces would be galvanized steel, approximately HSS 6x4 sections, anchored to the top of the 
existing column by a brace collar and supported at grade by a concrete footing capable of resisting sliding and 
uplift forces. It is estimated the brace footings will be approximately 4-foot 6-inches square by 2-feet thick with a 
2-foot square pedestal raised at least 6-inches above the surrounding grade to keep the steel brace out of the 
soil. This footing size is based on the worst-case pier elevation from the older alignment. Due to the various 
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column heights, the size for the braces and footings may be optimized during final design for different column 
heights and brace slopes.  
 
Based on the above pier bracing, and the associated excavation, reinforced concrete, fill, and steel framing, the 
probable construction cost for the pier strengthening would be approximately $13,000 each pier. 
 
For the final design of the elevated pier strengthening, the following items should be addressed: 
 

• Field verification of column heights. 
 

• Foundation requirements, including allowable bearing capacity. 
 

• Bracing slope. 
 
 
5.0 NEW LINE 
 
5.1 Pipe Materials 
 
As summarized in Table 2, the following pipe materials were investigated for the new interceptor sewer: 
 

1. Ductile iron: 
 

a. Ductile iron pipe has the following characteristics: 
 

• High durability 
 
• Moderate corrosion potential even with an internal mortar, polyurethane, or epoxy 

lining and an external polyurethane or epoxy coating.  If the pipe is damaged in the 
field, the linings and coatings are difficult to repair. Holidays or other defects in the 
linings or coatings could lead to localized, premature failure. Additional corrosion 
protection may be required; zinc anodes could be attached to the pipe or an 
impressed current cathodic protection system could be used. A corrosion engineer 
would need to be retained to design and estimate costs for this protection. 

 
• Joints between pipe sections consist of bolted flange, bell and spigot, and other 

restrained connections. 
 

• Good reliability in a seismic event, provided pipe connections are properly detailed. If 
used, a cement mortar lining would be susceptible to damage. 

 
• Pipe span is limited to 48-feet based on the maximum manufactured pipe length of 

20-feet and the capacity of the mid-span bolted flange connections. 
 

2. Steel: 
 

a. Steel pipe has the following characteristics: 
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• Span lengths of up to 90-feet can be achieved, based on a 38-inch diameter pipe with 

a ⅝-inch wall, as shown in Table 2. Shorter spans would be required for smaller 
diameter pipes. 

 
• Good reliability in a seismic event. However, cement mortar linings and coatings if 

used, would be susceptible to damage. 
 

• Joints between pipe sections would consist of a bell and spigot at pile caps (with 
restraints) and would be welded at mid-span. 

 
• Moderate corrosion potential even with an internal mortar, polyurethane, or epoxy 

lining and an external polyurethane or epoxy coating. If the pipe is damaged in the 
field, the linings and coatings are difficult to repair.  Holidays or other defects in the 
linings or coatings could lead to localized premature failure. Additional corrosion 
protection may be required; zinc anodes could be attached to the pipe or an 
impressed current cathodic protection system could be used. A corrosion engineer 
would need to be retained to design and estimate costs for this protection. 

 
• Mid-span connections between pipe sections would require field welding, which 

require field repair of the linings and coatings. For large pipes, a person crawling into 
the pipe can repair the internal lining.  

 
3. Concrete Cylinder Pipe (CCP): 
 

a. CCP consists of a steel cylinder pipe, helically wrapped by a steel bar, and coated internally 
and externally with cement mortar. The alkaline characteristics of the cement passivate the 
steel and significantly enhance its resistance to corrosion. 

 
b. CCP has the following characteristics: 

 
• Long spans can be achieved and are dependent on the steel pipe wall thickness, 

where an increase in the wall thickness increases the allowable span. As shown in 
Table 2, for a 37.875-inch diameter CCP with all joints welded, a span length up to 65-
feet can be achieved.  Longer spans may be achieved by increasing the wall 
thickness of the cylinder pipe. 

 
• The mortar lining provides moderate resistance against corrosion. However, any 

damage to the lining would make the pipe vulnerable to premature failure. 
 

• Possesses high durability. 
 

• Mid-span joints between 40-foot long pipe sections would require field welding. 
 
• Installation requires lake drawdown for field welding between pipe sections and for 

placement of grout filler around joints to protect the steel from corrosion. 
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• The pipe is heavy, making it more difficult to handle. 
 

• Fair reliability in a seismic event. The mortar lining and coating would be susceptible 
to damage. Repair of any damaged coating would require lake drawdown. 

  
4. Prestressed Concrete Cylinder Pipe (PCCP): 
 

a. In an effort to conserve steel, PCCP was developed during World War II as an alternate to 
Concrete Cylinder Pipe. PCCP consists of a steel cylinder pipe embedded in a concrete core. 
The core is then wrapped with a prestressed wire and is then covered with cement mortar.  

 
b. This pipe material was not developed as a viable alternate for the following reasons: 

 
• Cost, capacity, and design parameters are comparable to CCP. 

 
• PCCP is not readily available since it is not often used in the industry. 

 
• Due to the prestressed wire wrapping, it is difficult to tap into the pipe after fabrication. 

 
• PCCP is advantageous in high internal pressure pipe applications. Since the 

interceptor is not a pressurized system, PCCP does not provide an advantage over 
CCP.  

 
5. Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) Pipe: 
 

Polyvinyl Chloride pipe is not recommended for the new interceptor, and was not 
developed as a viable alternative for the following reasons: 

 
• Potential disjointing of gasketed joints unless restraining hardware is provided. 

 
• Requires corrosion protection of restraining hardware. 

 
• PVC manufacturers recommend fusion welded HDPE. 

 
6. High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) Pipe: 
 

a. HDPE pipe has the following characteristics: 
 

• Pipe is neutrally buoyant when filled with water. 
 
• The pipe material is lightweight. 

 
• Possesses high durability. 

 
• Excellent reliability in a seismic event, due to flexibility of pipe, provided pipe 

connections at manholes are properly detailed. 
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• Joints between pipe sections require fusion welding in the field. 
 

• Corrosion resistant, requiring no coatings or linings. However, HDPE is susceptible to 
damage from hydrocarbons. 

 
• Relatively large thermal expansion and contraction. 
 
• Pipe is limited to short span lengths. 
 

7. Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) Pipe: 
 

a. FRP pipe has the following characteristics: 
 

• Low thermal expansion. 
 
• Pipe material is lightweight. 

 
• The material can be designed and fabricated to resist corrosion. 

 
• Skin thickness can be optimized during design of the section. 

 
• Splices between pipe sections would consist of bolted flange connections. 

 
• Medium span lengths (up to 40-feet) can be achieved. 

 
• Exterior coating is required to protect the laminate. 

 
• Fair to poor reliability in a seismic event due to the brittleness of the material. Proper 

detailing of the pipe connections would be required.  
 

 
5.2 BUOYANT LINE 
 
Buoyant line design is based on a system capable of providing and maintaining constant floatation to the 
interceptor. Tethers attached along the floating line and to anchors secured in the underlying soils, would limit 
horizontal and vertical movement, securing the alignment in place.  
 
5.2.1 Truss/Pontoon Supported Line:  
 
The truss/pontoon support system, as shown in Table 3 and Figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, consists of the 
following components: 
 

1. Ductile iron, steel, or CCP interceptor pipe, capable of spanning between pontoons (Figures 7, 8 and 9) 
or HDPE or FRP interceptor pipe supported continuously by a truss (Figures 10, 11, and 12), spanning 
between pontoons spaced to match the allowable span of the pipe or truss structure. 
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a. Trusses supporting an FRP pipe are anticipated to be 100-feet long, 6-feet wide and 8 to 10-
feet deep. An 8-foot deep steel truss would result in about ¾-inch differential deflection and a 
10-foot deep aluminum truss would result in about 1-inch differential deflection between a full 
and empty pipe. 

 
b. Trusses supporting an HDPE pipe are anticipated to be approximately 125-feet long along the 

sine wave, as shown in Figure 12. The truss would be approximately 11-feet wide to 
accommodate the curve in the pipe layout and movements due to expansion and contraction. 
A 10-foot deep steel truss would result in about 1¼-inch differential deflection and a 12-foot 
deep aluminum truss would result in about 1-inch differential deflection between a full and 
empty pipe.  

 
2. Typical pontoon construction would consist of steel or aluminum plate formed box, reinforced as 

needed to support and distribute loads and provide rigidity. For a steel box, most sides would be 
welded with at least one side bolted in place, to prevent damage to galvanized surfaces and to facilitate 
galvanizing. However, corrosion may be a limiting factor in the potential service life of the steel framing. 
An aluminum box could be designed to be fully welded or also bolted. 

 
3. The pontoon box would be filled with a pourable polyurethane foam, indicated in Table 5, that fully fills 

the box.  
 

4. Pontoons would be sized to provide the floatation required to support the system including weight of 
pipe, pipe contents, potential water absorption by the foam, pontoon, and tethers, and would be 
capable of maintaining a minimum of 1,000 pounds of tension at tether points. 

 
5. Tethers would be attached to the pontoon at each corner to provide stability, and secured to anchors, 

fixing the alignment in place. It is anticipated a minimum of two tethers would be provided at each 
attachment point for redundancy and to limit tether elongation caused by the cyclic nature of the sewer 
loading. 

 
5.2.1.1 Truss Construction: 
 

1. Steel Truss: 
 

a. Typical truss construction would consist of WT chords and angle web members. 
 

b. Trusses would be constructed in maximum of 40-foot long sections, due to galvanizing 
limitations and transportation considerations. 

 
c. Truss sections would be bolted together in the field. 

 
2. Aluminum Truss: 

 
a. Typical truss construction would consist of tube sections for both chords and web members. 

 
b. Trusses would be constructed in two sections due to transportation considerations. 

 
c. Truss sections would be field welded together. 
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5.2.1.2 Advantages: 
 

1. Pontoon system utilizes the maximum span capacity of ductile iron, steel, and CCP pipe. 
 

2. Steel trusses and pontoons: 
 

a. Low cost compared to aluminum. 
 

b. High material stiffness reduces truss depth. 
 

3. Aluminum trusses and pontoons: 
 

a. Corrosion resistant. 
 

b. Lightweight material, reducing floatation requirements. 
 
5.2.1.3 Disadvantages: 
 

1. Each pontoon requires a minimum of four tethers and anchors to maintain equilibrium and stability. 
 

2. High cost of HDPE or FRP pipe truss/pontoon support. 
 

3. Trusses require field assembly. 
 

4. Tether elongation, which can be overcome as indicated in Section 5.4.1. 
 

5. Pontoon support system is limited to areas where the water depth below the centerline of the pipe is at 
least 15-feet to ensure the pipe, cradle, pontoon, and tether hardware are fully located above the 
mudline. Additional depth may be required to accommodate anticipated sediment during the life of the 
system. 

 
6. Truss/Pontoon support system is limited to areas where the water depth below the centerline of the 

pipe is at least 20-feet to ensure the truss and pontoon are fully located above the mudline. Additional 
depth may be required to accommodate anticipated sediment during the life of the system. 

 
7. Due to the prefabricated long sinusoidal lengths of the HDPE pipe, placement of the HDPE pipe within 

the trusses creates a significant installation challenge. One option would be to design the framing 
connections between the top chords as field bolted connections, allowing placement of these members 
after the pipe is placed. Another option would be to fully fabricate the truss and provide flanged pipe 
connections every 125-feet. 

 
8. In a major lake drawdown, where the water level is brought down well below the pipe invert, the system 

would not continue to function normally. All pipe materials, except HDPE, would experience significant 
deformation between the fixed elevation of the buried segments and the lowered water level. This 
difference in elevation would force the system to dip from the design elevation for most of the Main 
Lake, resulting in excessive bending and tension stresses as the buoyant interceptor and any buoyant 
tributary lines are forced to take the longer path created by the dip.  
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9. Steel trusses and pontoons: 
 

a. Susceptible to corrosion, requiring corrosion protection. 
 

b. Difficult to repair galvanized surfaces. 
 

c. Heavier material than aluminum, increasing floatation requirements. 
 

10. Aluminum trusses and pontoons: 
 

a. High cost compared to steel. 
 

b. Lower stiffness of aluminum results in greater truss deflections and greater truss depth to 
control the deflections. 

 
5.2.1.4 Final Design Considerations:  
 

1. Establish type or types of tether anchors to be used (Reference Section 5.5). Pre-cast friction, grouted 
friction, rock, and pile deadman anchors are all capable of providing the required capacity to resist the 
cable tension forces.  

 
2. Review tether requirements to determine acceptable tether elongation. While the maximum cable size 

required, based on strength requirements, is two (2) ½-inch diameter cables, the change in length for 
these cables is approximately 3¾-inches, based on a 100-foot tether length and a full to empty 
interceptor. Under the same conditions, two (2) 7/8”-inch diameter cables result in an approximately ¾-
inch to 1¼-inch elongation for the ductile iron/pontoon and truss/pontoon support systems, respectively. 
Increasing the cables to two (2) 11/8”-inch diameter cables results in an approximately 1/2-inch to 3/4-inch 
elongation for the ductile iron/pontoon and truss/pontoon support systems, respectively. All other 
pontoon system tether elongations fall within these ranges.  

 
3. Truss framing should be optimized during final design. 

 
4. Review effects of corrosion and mitigation options for the framing materials, including consideration of 

utility grade stainless steel (12 percent chromium), as suggested in the report by Corrosion Probe, Inc., 
dated November 28, 2005.  

 
5. Minimum clearance requirements between the bottom of the pontoon and the mudline to accommodate 

anticipated sediment during the life of the structure.  
 
5.3 Tethered Buoyant Line:  
 
The tethered buoyant line support system, as shown in Tables 4 and 5 and Figures 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17, 
consists of the following components: 
 

1. HDPE or FRP interceptor pipe supported by additional floatation attached to the pipe to maintain 
constant buoyancy on the system. The buoyant line is then connected to anchors using either cable or 
chain. Spacing of anchors is dependent upon the span capacity of the pipe material and deflection 
criteria. 
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2. Since HDPE possesses high thermal expansion and contraction characteristics, it is anticipated an 
HDPE interceptor would be laid out on a sine wave with a 250-foot wavelength and a 12.5-foot 
amplitude, as discussed in Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.’s report “Suitability of a Buoyant HDPE 
Pipeline for the Oswego Lake Interceptor Sewer Upgrade,” dated April 21, 2005. It is anticipated this 
alignment will not impose any additional anchor placement challenges compared to a straight run 
alignment. For all rock-bed elevations along the alignment, anchors can be placed accurately within a 
1-degree maximum offset from the surface survey.  

 
3. Additional floatation would be achieved as follows: 

 
a. HDPE Pipe: 

 
i. It is anticipated an additional air-filled or foam-filled HDPE pipe would be attached to the 

interceptor only at tether locations, to minimize mid-span deflection of the interceptor. To 
ensure continued operation of the interceptor when it is full, and to provide sufficient stiffness 
to maintain the horizontal location of the pipe under normal operating conditions, a minimum 
tension at each anchor should be maintained.  

 
A floatation pipe will be sized to maintain the minimum anchor tension (preliminary design 
based on a 1000-pound minimum tether tension under normal flow conditions) and would 
include a 140-pound per foot (67-pound per foot buoyant force) sediment allowance, which is 
anticipated to be removed as part of maintenance. When the pipe flows completely full and 
sediment accumulation has occurred, the minimum tether tension requirements may be 
relaxed under these temporary conditions, provided the sewer pipe remains buoyant. The 
floatation pipe can be capped and secured to the interceptor in sections, allowing replacement 
of damaged floatation pipe sections. To minimize potential loss of buoyancy, the floatation pipe 
may be filled with polyurethane foam. Although the weight of the foam could increase the 
floatation pipe size requirement, if a leak were to occur in the pipe the foam will severely limit 
the amount of water infiltration and greatly reduce the risk of buoyancy loss. 

 
ii. Other options, such as buoys, were considered to satisfy the floatation requirements, however 

such a system would present a boat safety hazard given the relatively shallow pipe depth. 
 

b. FRP Pipe: 
 

i. Floatation would be constructed as part of the composite pipe and would be placed between 
the inner and outer shells of the pipe section. The inner shell defines the interceptor line and 
provides adequate flow area. PVC closed cell foam is cut, formed, and placed around the inner 
shell. The foam is encased by the outer shell. The foam provides additional durability and 
resilience, protecting the interceptor from damage. At tether points, the pipe collar is 
incorporated into the outer FRP shell. 

 
4. The interceptor line would be tethered and anchored to the underlying soil at intervals of 13 to 15-

feet for HDPE and 40-feet for FRP pipe. 
 
5. In shallow areas, the short tether length attached directly to the pipe results in unacceptable 

deflection from temperature changes. In these areas, where the tether length approaches 3.5-feet 
or less, a beam tethered on each end could be placed across the top of the interceptor, as shown 
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in Figures 16 and 17. With the buoyant anchorage on top of the pipe, the floatation pipe would be 
split into two to provide stability and prevent rotation of the interceptor. This configuration allows 
movement of the pipe without adversely affecting grade. 

  
5.3.1 Advantages: 
 

1. Thermal expansion of FRP is very low. 
 
2. HDPE offers maximum flexibility for seismic resistance. 

 
3. HDPE has no joints to leak. 

 
4. HDPE is inherently not subject to corrosion and relies on no coatings or linings. 

 
5. HDPE is tough and impact resistant. 

 
6. HDPE can be fused into very long lengths onshore and floated out onto the lake. It can later be towed 

into position. 
 
5.3.2 Disadvantages: 
 

1. High cost of FRP pipe. 
 
2. Thermal expansion of HDPE is relatively large. Although, it is possible to accommodate and design for 

this expansion. 
 
3. Difference in thermal expansion between HDPE and polyurethane foam for a foam filled floatation pipe. 

 
4. Short HDPE tether anchor spacing. 

 
5. Tether elongation, which can be overcome as indicated in Section 5.4.1.   

 
6. In a major lake drawdown, where the water level is brought down well below the pipe invert, the system 

would not be damaged and may be able to function as an inverted siphon temporarily, until the lake is 
refilled. However, solid accumulations would likely result. 

 
5.3.3 Final Design Considerations: 
 

1. The type of anchor capable of resisting the tether tension forces needs to be reviewed. Both rock 
anchors and friction anchors will provide the required anchorage resistance for HDPE pipe. For the 
greater tether spacing achieved with FRP pipe, friction anchors most likely will not be adequate for 
the required anchorage forces. 

 
2. Tether requirements need to be reviewed to minimize tether elongation. It is anticipated two to 

three tethers would attach each tether anchorage connection. The multiple tethers would provide 
redundancy as well as limit elongation changes in tether length caused by the cyclic nature of the 
sewer loading. 
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3. Minimum anchor tension should be refined based on an acceptable minimum buoyancy under full 
flow with sediment conditions and the performance provided by the tether tension to maintain the 
horizontal pipe location under normal operating conditions.  

 
4. Heat of formation of pourable polyurethane foam should be considered in the design of the HDPE 

buoyancy pipe. Heat created can be limited by decreasing the pour volume. It is anticipated HDPE 
is capable of sustaining this heat, although it may experience some softening at time of pour. 

 
5. As an oil-based product, the cost of HDPE has lately seen an upward trend, due to recent volatility 

in the oil markets. Therefore, the cost for this product should be revised at time of construction. 
 

6. Refinement of FRP material, and shell and foam thickness. 
 
5.4 Tethers: 
 
In the buoyant supported pipe systems, both steel cable and steel chain were investigated for tethers. For steel 
cable, review was limited to Space-Lay wire rope, which is a plastic impregnated cable, manufactured by WRCA 
(Wire Rope Corporation of America). For chain, review was limited to grade 80 chain, which is a high strength 
steel link chain. The following is a summary of the two tether materials: 
 

1. Steel Cable: 
 

a. Plastic impregnated cable provides the best protection against corrosion and eliminates wear. 
 

b. Cable is lighter, more flexible, and easier to handle compared to chain. 
 

c. Adjustment of tether length can be accommodated by stainless steel turnbuckles. 
 

d. Material is not as stiff as chain, resulting in greater elongation. 
 

e. Low cost compared to steel chain. 
 

2. Steel Chain: 
 

a. Corrosion protection of chain is limited to galvanizing. In addition, galvanizing reduces the 
strength of the chain by up to 15%. 

 
b. Potential for wear between chain links, caused by movements, could cause failure in the tether 

over time. 
 

c. Adjustment of tether length can be accommodated by stainless steel turnbuckles. 
 

d. Material is stiffer than cable, resulting in less elongation. 
 

e. High cost compared to steel cable. 
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5.4.1 Final Design Considerations: 
 
It is anticipated the alignment between any two manholes would experience uniform flow, and the system would 
tend to experience similar tether elongation, with proper tether design accounting for varying tether lengths, 
along its run. Since some of the manhole elevations are fixed relative to the pipe (concrete manholes on the 
west end, each end of the main lake, and at connecting tributary lines), special consideration of the tether 
design adjacent to these fixed points is needed in final design, to maintain proper grade for all flow conditions. 
 
Consideration must be given to the potential change in tether length, or elongation, caused by loading 
fluctuations due to the daily cyclic flow. This is of particular concern with cables, which experience slightly over 
twice the elongation a similar capacity chain would experience. Tether elongation may be adjusted or reduced 
by the following design considerations: 

 
1. Increase cross-sectional area of tether. 

 
2. Increase number of tethers at each anchor point. 

 
The cross-sectional area of a cable is determined by its diameter, which for plastic impregnated cable can 
readily be acquired up to 1¾-inch diameter. In addition, up to three (3) 11/8-inch diameter cables can be 
attached to a 6-inch diameter rock anchor without significantly affecting anchor cost. A 25-percent premium on 
anchor installation costs would apply if more than three (3) 11/8-inch cables were attached to the same rock 
anchor. Finally, the number and diameter of cables at each anchor point can be optimized along the alignment 
based on the length of the cable at that point. 
 
Since the tethers lack transverse stiffness, direct transfer of seismic forces from the ground through the cable, to 
any of the buoyant systems and their components, does not occur. However, as the bedrock moves relative to 
the overlying water mass, the movement tends to pull the tethers, and thus the buoyant pipe and supports, 
through the water. This movement creates forces on the buoyant system equivalent to the percentage of mass 
accelerated by the seismic event times the effective mass of the water surrounding the pipes and supporting 
elements that is accelerated with the system, also known as virtual mass. This force has been used in the 
preliminary design of the buoyant systems. However, during final design, further investigation to determine the 
dampening effects the soil mass between the bedrock and water has on the tether displacement, may reduce 
the percent of virtual mass activated and thus the seismic load the system needs to be designed to. 
 
5.5 Anchors: 
 
Potential anchor types, as shown in Table 6 and discussed in Shannon and Wilson Inc.’s report “Predesign 
Geotechnical Report Oswego Lake Interceptor Sewer Upgrade Project Lake Oswego, Oregon,” dated August 
26, 2005, include the following: 
 

1. Pre-cast friction anchors:  
 

• For easier handling, it is anticipated precast friction anchors would consist of a reinforced concrete 
cylinder 12 to 24-inches in diameter, 8-feet to 12-feet long, and the tip would be rounded or tapered 
to facilitate installation. 

 
• Cables would be pre-attached to the anchor to avoid field assembly and to decrease installation 

time. 
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• Anchors are limited in their application since they would be difficult to place in the sand or gravel 

soils, particularly near the west end of the alignment. 
 

• Capacity of the anchor is lower than the capacity that can be achieved by a rock or dead-man 
anchor. 

 
• Potential for long-term vertical anchor movement that would require tether adjustment every few 

years.  
 

If these anchors are considered in final design, the potential for long-term movements would require 
further review. In addition, trial anchors should be set and tested prior to final design, to determine their 
performance. 
 

2. Grouted friction anchors: 
 

• Anchors would be grouted in place as a grout bulb in the soil mass. 
 

• Cables would be encapsulated within the grout bulb for anchorage. 
 

• Anchors would be inappropriate in the soft post lake sediments, but may be applicable in the 
catastrophic flood deposits, particularly the sand facies. 

 
• Volume of grout required for the anchor would be difficult to determine, resulting in high grouting 

costs. 
 

• Each anchor would require testing after curing to determine uplift and settlement resistance. 
Additional grouting or a new anchor would be required if the tested capacity did not meet 
requirements. 

 
• Installation of anchors requires specialized equipment and techniques compared to other anchor 

types. 
 

If these anchors are considered in final design, the potential for long-term movements would require 
further review. 
 

3. Helical plate anchors: 
 

• Helical plate anchors are bars with helical plates attached to the bar. Plates are sized to provide 
the required load carrying capacity. 

 
• Anchors are susceptible to corrosion. 
 
• Anchors are installed quickly using relatively small equipment. 
 
• Anchors can be tested for uplift resistance immediately after installation. 
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• Anchors are relatively low in cost compared to other anchor options. 
 

• Anchors are suitable only in the fine-grained and sand facies of the catastrophic flood deposits in 
the west end of the lake only. 

 
• It is difficult to control the orientation and final position of the anchors. 
 
• Anchors are difficult to install, and require relocation, if obstacles such as large rocks or buried logs 

are encountered, potentially affecting the ability to accurately place the anchors on alignment. 
 
• Each anchor would require testing to verify its capacity. 

 
4. Rock anchors: 
 

• Rock anchors are rods or cable drilled and grouted into the underlying bedrock. Due to the depth of 
the soft soils, it is anticipated rock anchors will be installed through a steel pipe casing used to line 
the hole and driven to the bedrock. The casing prevents the surrounding soil mass from caving into 
the drilled hole and provides access for installation of the cable and grout. After the anchor is 
placed, the casing is then removed. Typical drilled hole diameter is anticipated to be 6 to 8-inches 
to accommodate the tether anchorage.  

 
• High and reliable capacities can be achieved with no settlement or creep. 
 
• Reliability of rock anchors eliminates the uncertainties possessed by other anchor types. 
 
• Anchors are applicable throughout the alignment. 
 
• Anchors can be placed within a 1-degree maximum offset from vertical. 
 
• The cost for rock anchors is greater than the cost for soil anchors. 
 
• Since the rock anchors are down at the rock line, longer tethers are required compared to other 

anchor types. This results in a greater tether elongation potential, which requires mitigation. 
 

5. Pile deadman anchors: 
 

• Deadman anchors are anticipated to consist of either a steel pipe filled with concrete or a 
reinforced precast concrete pile, approximately 24 to 36-inches in diameter. Pile length would be 
determined by the capacity required and is anticipated to fall within the following ranges: 

 
o 24-inch diameter concrete filled steel pile: Approximately 30-feet to 70-feet for the HDPE 

tethered buoyant or pontoon systems and FRP tethered buoyant system respectively. 
 

o 24-inch diameter reinforced precast concrete pile: Approximately 40-feet to 90-feet for the 
HDPE tethered buoyant or pontoon systems and FRP tethered buoyant system respectively. 
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o 36-inch diameter concrete filled steel pile: Approximately 15-feet to 35-feet for the HDPE 
tethered buoyant or pontoon systems and FRP tethered buoyant system respectively. 

 
o 36-inch diameter reinforced precast concrete pile: Approximately 20-feet to 40-feet for the 

HDPE tethered buoyant or pontoon systems and FRP tethered buoyant system respectively. 
 

• Pile tip would be driven to bear on the bedrock to eliminate potential settlement. 
 
• Though not required, it is possible to locate the top of the dead-man above the mud-line, providing 

the potential advantage over other anchors, of allowing access of the tether connection to the 
anchor. However, there may be a significant cost increase per anchor to do this, depending on the 
additional pile length needed. 

 
• Application of dead-man piles are limited to where competent soil exists to provide the required 

lateral support of the dead-man and where the soil has adequate depth to accommodate the pile 
length required.  

 
• Precast concrete piles may be limited by handling and transportation restrictions. 
 
• Cost per anchor is high. 

 
If these anchors are considered during final design the following items should be considered: 
 

• Corrosion resistance of the steel dead-man. 
 
• Lateral loading and stability of the pile subjected to seismic loads, liquefaction, and lateral 

spreading. 
 
Finally, for any of the tether anchored systems, except rock anchors, should the design seismic event occur, it is 
anticipated adjustment of the tethers will be required to realign the system. 
 
5.6 PILE BENT SUPPORTED LINE 
 
The pile bent supported line, as shown in Table 7 and Figures 18 and 19, consists of ductile iron, steel, CCP, or 
FRP interceptor pipe supported on pile bents, as follows: 
 

1. Each pile bent would consist of a group of two or four steel pipe piles with the tops of the piles tied 
together by a reinforced concrete cap, forming the bent. 

 
2. Bent spacing would be determined by the allowable span of the interceptor pipe. 

 
3. Since transverse lateral loads acting on the interceptor are greater than the longitudinal lateral loads, 

two-pile bents would be designed to resist only transverse lateral interceptor loads while four-pile bents 
would be periodically provided to resist both transverse and longitudinal lateral interceptor loads. 

 
4. To provide adequate pile base fixity and vertical support, it is anticipated piles would be driven to bear 

on the bedrock with 10 to 15 feet minimum embedment into the older lake sediment. 
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5. Uplift capacity can be achieved with sufficient embedment below the modern lake sediment. Where 

sufficient embedment cannot be achieved, rock anchors can be installed within the piles to provide the 
required pile uplift capacity. 

 
6. Typical piles would range between 18-inch to 36-inch diameter with a ½-inch wall thickness. To 

maintain column stability in the two-pile bents, a maximum length of approximately 55, 70, and 100-
feet, from pile cap to point of fixity, can be achieved for 18, 24, and 36-inch diameter piles, respectively. 
Preliminary design estimates pile fixity is located 15-feet into the older lake sediment. Therefore, in a 
pile bent alignment, about one-fourth of the bents would have 18-inch piles, one-half would have 24-
inch piles, and one-fourth would have 36-inch piles. 

 
7. Piles should be filled with reinforced concrete to provide additional stiffness to resist deflection, provide 

protection of the interior pile surface against corrosion, and to provide additional uplift resistance. 
 

8. Piles would be galvanized to provide corrosion resistance and a corrosion engineer should be retained 
to evaluate the longevity of galvanized piles. Providing coatings and attaching sacrificial anodes to the 
piles can provide additional corrosion resistance. 

 
9. If corrosion is determined to be a major problem, piles could be designed as cast-in-place reinforced 

concrete within a steel form, which would not be a structural element. In this case, three-fourths of the 
piles would be 36-inch diameter and one-fourth would be 30-inch diameter to accommodate the 
additional reinforcement required. 

 
10. To avoid pile group effects, which occur when loads transmitted to the soil from closely spaced piles 

overlap and reduce the load bearing capacity of the piles, the recommended pile spacing within each 
bent is 5-times the pile diameter. During final design, a smaller pile cap may be achieved with closer 
pile spacing, provided pile group effects are accounted for. 

 
11. Construction of the caps can be accomplished with both the lake level maintained or with a partial draw 

down of the lake to expose the caps. If the lake level is maintained, the work for pile cap construction 
would be performed by divers, resulting in an approximately 15% cost increase in the construction of 
the pile bents. In addition, maintaining the lake level allows easier construction access for work 
performed using cranes on barges. If the lake is drawn down, access, particularly along the steep 
slopes and areas across exposed soft sediment, becomes problematic for navigation of equipment.  

 
5.6.1 Advantages: 
 

1. Contractors are familiar with construction of pile bents, reducing the risk cost included in the bids. 
 
2. Pile bents are applicable throughout the alignment. 

 
3. Grade of the pipeline would be maintained in a major drawdown of the lake. 

 
5.6.2 Disadvantages: 
 

1. At shallow sediment depths, piles would require drilling and placement into the bedrock to provide 
adequate support. 
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2. Piles are susceptible to corrosion and would require periodic inspection. 

 
3. High cost of system compared to other support options. 

 
4. Interceptor pipe section should be capable of transferring its own longitudinal lateral load to the four-

pile bents. If the pipe section is not capable of transferring this load, then either every bent is required 
to resist both transverse and longitudinal lateral load or transfer beams should be provided to 
interconnect bents. 

 
5.6.3 Final Design Considerations: 
 

1. Optimize pile sizes for shorter pile lengths. 
 
2. Piles may be spaced closer together with proper account for group effects. This would reduce the size 

of the pile cap and associated costs. 
 

3. Determine whether steel piles can be adequately protected from corrosion to assure the design life is 
achieved. If not, piles would be designed as cast-in-place reinforced concrete. 

 
4. During final design, pre-cast concrete pile caps may be a less expensive and an installation time saving 

alternative to cast-in-place pile caps. 
 

5. Further investigation would be required to verify the minimum pile embedment into the older lake 
sediment that would provide adequate pile fixity and uplift resistance. 

 
6. Review the selected pipe material’s ability to transfer longitudinal loads to the four pile bents and 

provide transfer beams if required. 
 

7. For the West End and MH-21 to MH-20, the underlying bedrock depth is highly variable and is overlaid 
by Catastrophic Flood Deposits. These conditions may not provide adequate support for pile bents and 
further investigation would be required during final design to determine if pile bents, as indicated in 
Table 9, are a viable support system in these areas. If pile bents are not practical, the soil can be 
excavated and a buoyant tethered system utilized to support the pipe, as indicated in Table 8.  

 
 
5.7 BURIED/AT GRADE LINE 
 
At locations where the line exits the main lake, the alignment falls on or within the existing grade. Some of these 
areas may be adequate to support the alignment on grade with gravel bedding and cast-in-place reinforced 
concrete anchor blocks to provide the required buoyancy and seismic resistance. However, preliminary 
investigation indicates some of these areas may be subject to liquefaction and would be unsuitable for this type 
of support. Where liquefaction is a potential hazard, alignment support would require either excavating the 
grade to allow placement of a buoyant system or of a pile bent support system. 
 
During final design, further investigation would be needed to determine those areas at grade that would provide 
adequate support to install the new line on gravel bedding with anchor blocks. However, the cost of this 
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additional exploration may exceed the potential savings compared to installing pile bents or a buoyant system 
throughout these areas.  
 
6.0 SUMMARY 
 
This memorandum has been developed to support Brown and Caldwell and the City of Lake Oswego during 
predesign studies for the Oswego Lake Interceptor Sewer Upgrade Project. It outlines the results of the 
structural analysis for the pre-design of the Lake Interceptor sewer replacement and includes manhole 
modifications, new line pipe materials, support systems for the new line, soil anchor options and retrofit of the 
existing concrete column supported line at TCWTP. 
 
Manhole modification options include pressure grouting the existing earth fill, modifying the existing manhole, or 
building a new manhole. The recommended option for each manhole is dependent on whether the lake level is 
maintained or drawn down, the existing line is abandoned and/or replaced, the existing earth fill is capable of 
being grouted, and if the existing manhole is adequate to accommodate the new pipe requirements. 
 
Retrofit of the existing elevated concrete column supported line consists of adding braces in two perpendicular 
directions to provide lateral support at the top of the columns. 
 
New pipe materials evaluated for the new line include: ductile iron; steel; concrete cylinder pipe (CCP); 
prestressed concrete cylinder pipe (PCCP); polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe; high density polyethylene (HDPE) 
pipe; and fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) pipe. All of the pipe materials except PCCP and PVC are potentially 
viable pipe alternatives for the new interceptor line. Overall, HDPE appears to provide the best combination of 
corrosion and seismic resistance to achieve the required design life. Steel pipe, through subject to corrosion and 
unlikely to achieve the desired longevity may be the best pile supported pipe line material on balance due to 
capital cost savings compared to ductile iron. 
 
Support systems evaluated for the new line include: a buoyant pontoon/truss system; buoyant tethered system; 
and a non-buoyant pile bent system. Each support system option is applicable to the following pipe materials: 
buoyant pontoon/truss system for support of ductile iron, steel, CCP, and HDPE pipes; buoyant-tethered system 
for support of HDPE and FRP pipes; pile bent system for support of ductile iron, steel, and CCP pipes. All of the 
support systems are structurally viable alternatives for the new interceptor line. However, the buoyant systems 
offer the best seismic resistance. 
 
Each of the buoyant support systems would be secured to the underlying soil mass by soil anchors. The 
evaluated anchor types include pre-cast friction, grouted friction, plate, rock, and pile dead-man anchors.  Based 
on the evaluation, rock anchors would provide the most consistent and reliable long-term performance along the 
length of the new interceptor line. 
 
Many of the proposed framing, hardware, and pipe materials included in this report may be susceptible to 
corrosion. Potential solutions have been indicated where applicable. However, it is recommended a corrosion 
engineer be involved during final design to provide guidelines for corrosion protection. 
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Table 1: Alternatives Matrix

for
Manholes

 Applicable Manholes
Abandon Existing Line Reuse Existing Line

Condition Description Application Conditions Purpose
Maintain 

Lake Level
Draw Down 
Lake Level

Maintain 
Lake Level

Draw Down 
Lake Level

Pressure Grout Existing 
Manhole              
(Figure 3)

Pressure grout existing earth fill.
1. 6-foot diameter manhole is 
capable of accommodating 
required pipe modifications.

Prevents loss of earth fill due to 
corrosion of CMP, stabilizing fill to 
counteract buoyancy and seismic 
overturning.

MH-9      
MH-10     
MH-11     
MH 13     
MH-14     
MH-15     
MH-20     
MH-21     

Not 
Applicable

MH-9      
MH-10     
MH 13     
MH-11     
MH-16     
MH-17     
MH-18     
MH-19     
MH-20     
MH-21     

MH-15     
MH-16     
MH-17     
MH-18     
MH-19

2. Lake level maintained.
3. Existing earth fill is suitable 
for grouting.

Modify Existing Manhole 
(Figure 4)

Add structural concrete liner around 
existing CMP, demolish and remove 
existing 6-foot concrete manhole and 
earth fill, retrofit existing foundation 
slab, add non-structural concrete 
liner and new gates, and add new 
structural concrete lid.

1. 6-foot diameter manhole is 
inadequate to accommodate 
required pipe modifications.

Strengthens and enlarges manhole 
as needed to accommodate new pipe
requirements while utilizing existing 
construction.

MH-9      
MH-10     
MH-11     
MH-13     
MH-14     
MH-15     
MH-20     
MH-21     
MH-22     

Not 
Applicable

MH-9      
MH-10     
MH-11     
MH-13     
MH-14     
MH-16     
MH-17     
MH-18     
MH-19     
MH-20     
MH-21     
MH-22

Not 
Applicable

2. Lake level maintained.

3. 15-foot diameter CMP is 
capable of accommodating 
required pipe modifications.

4. Existing earth fill is not 
suitable for grouting or 
replacement with lean 
concrete.

New Manhole         
(Figure 5)

Demolish and remove existing 
manhole and construct new concrete 
manhole.

1. Both the 6-foot diameter 
manhole and the 15-foot 
diameter CMP are inadequate 
to accommodate required pipe 
modifications.

Enlarges manhole as needed to 
accommodate new pipe 
requirements.

Not 
Applicable

MH-9      
MH-10     
MH-11     
MH-13     
MH-14     
MH-15     
MH-20     
MH-21     
MH-22

MH-14     
MH-20

MH-9      
MH-10     
MH-11     
MH-13     
MH-14     
MH-19     
MH-20     
MH-21     
MH-22

2. Lake level drawn down.

Tables 1 thru 7.xls 3/5/2007
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Table 2: Alternatives Matrix

for
Pipe Materials

Material Size 1, 2 Maximum 
Span Dead Load 3 Content 

Weight 3 Buoyancy 3 Virtual Mass 3, 6 Applicable Support 
Types Fabricated  Pipe Material Cost per Foot Advantages Disadvantages Comments Sources and Contact Date

Ductile Iron 36-inch I.D. Class 
150 48-feet 139 plf 480 plf 499 plf 499 plf Pile Bent         

Pontoon $210 iHigh Durability. iShort Span Length. iSpan limited by manufactured lengths and 
flanged connection capacity.

Pacific States Cast Iron Pipe Company          
1865 NW 169th Place, Suite 203              
Beaverton, OR 97006                                      
Ph: (503) 690-4948                                         
Date: June, 2005

iProtecto 401 Ceramic epoxy interior lining 
(included in pipe cost) and Tnemec Series 22 
Pota-Pox 100 exterior coating ($45.50, $38.00, 
$30.50, and $22.75 per foot for 36, 30, 24, and 18-
inch diameter pipe, respectively), delivered to site.

iBell and spigot or bolted flange field joints 
between pipe sections. iHeavy material.

iTypical bituminous exterior coating provided 
during manufacture of pipe. Pipe can be ordered 
without the bituminuous coating, allowing 
application of an epoxy coating to be applied by 
an outside coating applicator (Oregon 
Sandblasting).

Oregon Sandblasting                                 
10000 SW Herman Rd.                                   
P.O. Box 1171                                  
Tualatin, OR 97062                                     
Ph: (503) 692-3575                                         
Date: October, 2005

iCost based on restrained joints. iModerate resistance to corrosion. iSusceptible to corrosion. Lining and coating life 
of 75 years is questionable.

iLine interior surface of pipe with a mortar lining 
or ceramic epoxy lining for corrosion protection.

Steel 38-inch O.D. x 5/8-
inch wall 90-feet 250 plf 460 plf 491 plf 491 plf Pile Bent         

Pontoon $235 iLong Span. i38-inch O.D. is not a standard fabricated 
diameter.

Northwest Pipe Company                             
12005 N Burgard                              
Portland, OR 97203                                         
Ph: (503) 285-1400                                       
Date: October, 2005

38-inch O.D. x 1/2-
inch wall 82-feet 200 plf 466 plf 491 plf 491 plf Pile Bent         

Pontoon $205 iEasy to tap into once installed. iSusceptible to corrosion. Lining and coating life 
of 75 years is questionable.

38-inch O.D.x     
3/8-inch wall 74-feet 151 plf 472 plf 491 plf 491 plf Pile Bent         

Pontoon $158 iWelded field splice between mid-span pipe 
sections.

iCost based on 40-foot long pipe sections with 
Corropipe II Wasteliner (AM) lining and coating, 
delivered to site.

iHeavy material.

iIncludes field splice at $125 per splice.
iIncludes repair of lining and coating at $500 per 
splice

Concrete Cylinder Pipe

36-inch nominal x 
3/16-inch steel 
cylinder wall 

thickness

65-feet 256 plf 453 plf 528 plf 528 plf Pile Bent         
Pontoon $100 iHigh Durability. iSusceptible to corrosion. iLonger spans are easily achieved by increasing 

the size of the steel pipe.

Ameron International                                       
Water Transmission Group                             
10100 West Linne Rd.                                     
Tracy, CA 95377                                             
Ph: (209) 836-5050                                         
Date: October, 2005

iCost based on 40-foot long pipe sections, 
delivered to site. iLong Span. iWelded field splice between mid-span pipe 

sections.

iExcludes field splice. iMortar lining can be easily repaired. iSubject to damage in a seismic event.

iEasy to tap into once installed. iHeavy material.

iJoints require grout filler to protect exposed 
steel, which requires major lake drawdown.

High Density Polyethylene 
(HDPE) Pipe

42-inch Nominal 
Diameter 15-feet 166 plf 426 plf 426 plf 600 plf Truss/Pontoon    

Buoyant/Tethered $232 iBest seismic reliability. iHigh thermal expansion.

KWH Pipe                                               
17665-66A Avenue, Unit 503b                        
Surrey, British Columbia                                  
Canada V3S 1A7                                          
Ph: (604) 574-7473                                 
Date: July, 2005

iCost based on dimensional rating DR 13.5, 
delivered to site. iLow density (Neutrally buoyant). iShort tether spacing in buoyant support system.

iLight Weight. iSusceptible to damage from hydrocarbons.

iHigh Durability.

iFusion welded joints that do not leak.

iJoints can be fused on shore with the fused 
pipe length stored on the lake surface. For final 
placement, the long lengths can be towed into 
place.

iCorrosion resistant without coatings or linings.

Fiber Reinforced Plastic 
(FRP) Pipe 36-inch I.D. 40-feet

To Be 
Determined 
During Final 

Design

441 plf

To Be 
Determined 
During Final 

Design

To Be 
Determined 
During Final 

Design

Pontoon      
Truss/Pontoon    $605 iLow thermal expansion. iCoating required to protect laminate. iBest performance provided by a vinyl ester 

resin matrix.

Fisher Composite Technologies                      
3055 Brookfield Road, Suite 33                       
Brookfield, WI 53045                                 
Ph:(262) 641-6370                                      
Date: May, 2005

iCost based on materials and fabrication. iMaterial can be designed and fabricated to 
resist corrosion iCost.

iExcludes delivery to site. iFoam core can be incorporated into the pipe 
section to provide stiffness.

iPotential for wicking and delamination of pipe 
material.

iCore and skin thickness can be optimized in 
section design.

iCustom product with potential quality assurance 
and quality control issues.

iBolted flange field joints between pipe sections.

iLight Weight.
iLow density.

Notes:
1. I.D. indicates inside diameter
2. O.D. indicates outside diameter
3. plf indicates pounds per linear foot
4. Fabricated material cost does not include field installation or connections
5. Maximum span governed by 1-inch maximum vertical deflection under buoyant (empty) conditions.
6. Virtual mass, also known as added mass, is the effective mass of the fluid (lake water) that surrounds the body (interceptor sewer and supporting elements) that is accelerated with the body during a seismic event.
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Table 3: Alternatives Matrix

for
Pontoon/Truss Support

Pipe Material         
(Ref. Table 2)

Span                       
(feet) Pontoon Material Approximate Pontoon 

Size Truss Pontoon Cost1 Truss Cost1
Cable and Anchor 

Cost1

Fabricated Pipe 
Material Cost per 

Foot            
(Ref. Table 2)

Cost per Foot

Ductile Iron 48 Steel 5'-8" x 6'-2" x 6'-2" NA $5,530 $0 $33,250 $210 $1,018

Aluminum 5'-9" x 5'-10" x 5'-10" NA $10,250 $0 $33,250 $210 $1,116

Steel (5/8" wall) 90 Steel 7'-9" x 8'-0" x 8'-0" NA $10,450 $0 $33,250 $235 $721

Aluminum 7'-8" x 7'-8" x 7'-8" NA $18,840 $0 $33,250 $235 $814

Steel (1/2" wall) 80 Steel 7'-3" x 7'-3" x 7'-3" NA $8,470 $0 $33,250 $205 $727

Aluminum 7'-0" x 7'-0" x 7'-0" NA $15,400 $0 $33,250 $205 $813

Steel (3/8" wall) 70 Steel 6'-6" x 6'-8" x 6'-8" NA $6,800 $0 $33,250 $158 $730

Aluminum 6'-4" x 6'-6" x 6'-6" NA $12,870 $0 $33,250 $158 $817

Concrete Cylinder Pipe 65 Steel 7'-0" x 7'-0" x 7'-0" NA $7,790 $0 $33,250 $100 $731

Aluminum 6'-9" x 6'-9" x 6'-9" NA $14,240 $0 $33,250 $100 $831

HDPE 125 Steel 8'-4" x 8'-6" x 8'-6" Steel              
(10-feet deep) $11,300 $48,000 $33,250 $232 $972

Aluminum 6'-3" x 6'-4" x 6'-4" Aluminum          
(12-feet deep) $12,220 $81,250 $33,250 $232 $1,246

FRP 100 Steel 7'-8" x 8'-0" x 8'-0" Steel              
(8-feet deep) $10,360 $38,250 $33,250 $605 $1,424

Aluminum 5'-9" x 5'-9" x 5'-9" Aluminum          
(8-feet deep) $10,040 $65,000 $33,250 $605 $1,688

Aluminum 5'-6" x 5'-8" x 5'-8" Aluminum          
(10-feet deep) $9,520 $65,000 $33,250 $605 $1,683

1. Sources:
Item Steel Pontoon Aluminum Pontoon Foam Steel Truss Aluminum Truss Cable Anchor

Basis

Material and fabrication of 
pontoon, delivered to site at 
$2.60/lb, filled with polyurethane 
foam.

Material and fabrication of 
pontoon, delivered to site at 
$15/lb, filled with polyurethane 
foam.

Included in pontoon cost.

Material and 
fabrication of 40-foot 
long truss sections, 
delivered to site at 
$380 to $400 per foot.

Material and fabrication 
of 40 to 60-foot long 
truss sections, delivered 
to site at $650 per foot.

Material cost for eight (8) 
100-foot long 11/8" 
diameter plastic 
impregnated cables 
($16.56 per foot per 
cable) at each pontoon. 
Hardware not included.

Four (4) rock 
anchors at each 
pontoon.

Source

R F Stearns                                  
1800 Blankenship Rd, Suite 325   
West Linn, OR 97068          
Ph:(503) 723-5959                        
Date: July, 2005

Topper Industries, Inc.               
P.O. Box 2439                           
Battle Ground, WA 98604         
Ph: (360) 687-1232                   
Date: July, 2005

Reference Table 5. R F Stearns                 Topper Industries, Inc.

Wire Rope Corporation 
of America (WRCA)         
P.O. Box 288                   
609 North 2nd Street       
St Joseph, MO 64502      
Ph: (816) 233-0287          
Date: January, 2005

Reference Table 
6.
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Table 4: Alternatives Matrix

for
Buoyant-Tethered Support

Pipe Material  
(Ref. Table 2)

Anchor 
Spacing 

(feet)

Floatation       
(Ref. Table 5)

Applicable Anchor 
Types            (Ref. 

Table 6)

Fabricated Pipe 
Material Cost per 

Foot            
(Ref. Table 2)

Additional Floatation 
Cost per Foot

Cable and Anchor Cost  
(each)

Cost per 
Foot Advantages Disadvantages Sources and Contact Date

HDPE        
36-inch I.D. 15

Air filled 26-inch 
nominal HDPE 

pipe

Pre-Cast Friction,  
Grouted Friction,  

Rock, and 
Deadman Anchors

$232 $90 $8,300 $875 iCost iHigh thermal 
expansion

HDPE Pipe:                                    
KWH Pipe                                      
17665-66A Avenue, Unit 503b       
Surrey, British Columbia              
Canada V3S 1A7                         
Ph: (604) 574-7473                        
Date: July, 2005

Polyurethane foam 
filled 26-inch 

nominal HDPE 
pipe

Pre-Cast Friction,  
Grouted Friction, 

Rock, and 
Deadman Anchors 

$232 $110 $8,300 $895 iShort anchor spacing

Cable:                                       
Wire Rope Corporation of 
America (WRCA)                       
P.O. Box 288                                
609 North 2nd Street                   
St Joseph, MO 64502                 
Ph: (816) 233-0287                       
Date: January, 2005

iCosts based on 50-
foot long pipe sections, 
delivered to site. Cost 
includes installation of 
polyurethane foam, 
where included in 
floatation.

iCosts based on rock 
anchor with two material 
cost for (2) 100-foot long 
11/8" diameter plastic 
impregnated cables at 
$16.56 per foot per 
cable. Hardware not 
included.

Rock Anchor:                           
Reference Table 6.                        
Polyurethane foam:                        
Reference Table 5.                        
PVC Foam:                                    
Reference Table 5.

FRP         
36-inch I.D. 40

Air-filled 24-inch 
I.D. air-filled FRP 

pipe and PVC 
foam built into 

interceptor pipe 
section

Rock and 
Deadman Anchors $605 $365 $10,000 $1,220 iLow thermal 

expansion iCost

FRP Pipe:                                    
Fisher Composite Technologies    
3055 Brookfield Road, Suite 33     
Brookfield, WI 53045                      
Ph:(262) 641-6370                         
Date: May, 2005

iCost based on 
materials and 
fabrication. Excludes 
delivery to site.

iCost based on rock 
anchor with material 
cost for three (3) 100-
foot long 11/8" diameter 
plastic impregnated 
cables at $16.56 per 
foot per cable. Hardware 
not included.

iGreater anchor 
spacing
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Table 5: Alternatives Matrix

for
Floatation Materials

Type of Floatation Water Infiltration Density Cost Application Advantages Disadvantages Sources and Contact Date

Pourable Polyurethane 
(Styrofoam) Up to 5% 2.2 pcf $8.50 per cubic foot Pontoons iPourable iHeat of formation (Up to 225o F)

Spray-on Foam and Coatings, Inc.    
P.O. Box 133                                      
Brush Prairie, WA 98606                    
Ph: (360) 573-3131                            
Date: June, 2005

iCost includes 
materials and 
installation.

HDPE 
Buoyant/Tethered iEasily placed iAbsorbs water

Closed Cell PVC Foam 0% 8 pcf Included in FRP cost 
(Ref. Table 2)

FRP Composite 
Pipe Section

iNo water 
absorption iNon-pourable, foam must be cut from blocks.

Fisher Composite Technologies         
3055 Brookfield Road, Suite 33         
Brookfield, WI 53045                          
Ph:(262) 641-6370                             
Date: May, 2005

FRP 
Buoyant/Tethered

iFoam does not provide a tight fit, allowing 
some water infiltration.
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Table 6: Alternatives Matrix

for
Anchors

Anchor 
Type Cost Advantages Disadvantages Sources and Contact Date

Pre-cast 
Friction 
Anchors

$1,200 iEasily and quickly installed. iLimited capacity.

Advanced American Diving Service, Inc.           
P.O. Box 1630                                                   
415 S McLoughlin Blvd.                                     
Oregon City, OR 97045                                     
Ph: (503) 650-8207                                            
Date: July, 2005

iUplift capacity confirmation 
can be obtained upon 
installation.

iPotential for anchor 
movement due to long-term 
soil mass settlement.

iIncludes materials, crew, crane, barge, and 
anchor placement

iAnchors may be located 
approximately 50-feet below 
the mudline.

Grouted 
Friction 
Anchors

$1,450
iAnchors may be located 
approximately 50-feet below 
the mudline.

iOnce installed, anchors 
require testing to verify 
capacity.

Lachel Felice and Associates                            
11411 NE 124th St., Suite 275                          
Kirkland, WA 98034                                           
Ph: (425) 820-0800                                            
Date: March, 2005

iDifficult to predetermine 
volume of grout needed to 
develop anchor capacity 
required, possibly resulting in 
high grouting costs.

iIncludes materials, crew, barge and anchor 
placement.

iLimited applicability
iRequires specialized 
equipment and techniques 
compared to other anchor 
systems.

Plate 
Anchors $600 iRapid installation. iLimited applicability

TBH and Associates                                          
6119A NE 88th St.                                             
Vancouver, WA 98665                                       
Ph: (360) 546-1600                                            
Date: July, 2005

iSmall equipment.
iDifficult to control the 
orientation and position of the 
anchor.

iIncludes materials, crew, barge and anchor 
placement.

iAnchors may be located 
approximately 50-feet below 
the mudline.

iPotential for excessive 
creep and soil settlement

iUplift capacity can be tested 
immediately upon installation. iCorrosion resistance

iLow cost
iPoor installation 
performance where buried 
obstructions are encountered.

iEach anchor requires 
testing to verify capacity.

Rock 
Anchors $5,000 iHigh capacity. iAnchors must be installed in 

the underlying bedrock.

Crux Subsurface, Inc.                                        
16707 E. Euclid Av.                                           
Spokane Valley, WA 99216                               
Ph: (866) 278-9782                                            
Date: June, 2005

Estimate 
range: 
$2,000 

(Crux) to 
$5,000 

(Jensen)

iApplicable throughout the 
alignment. iCost.

Jensen Drilling Company                                   
1775 Henderson Av.                                          
Eugene, OR 97403                                            
Ph: (541) 726-7435                                            
Date: October, 2005

iAnchors are fixed, resulting 
in no anchor movement.

Layne GeoConstruction                                     
10906 D Street East, Suite A                             
Tacoma, WA 98445                                           
Ph: (253) 536-1161                                            
Date: October, 2005

iReliable. iIncludes materials, crew, barge and anchor 
placement.

iEasily adapted in the field to 
match the variable bedrock 
geometry.

Pile 
Deadman 
Anchors

$8,050 iHigh capacity. iCost.

Advanced American Diving Service, Inc.           
P.O. Box 1630                                                   
415 S McLoughlin Blvd.                                     
Oregon City, OR 97045                                     
Date: July, 2005                    

iNot applicable where 
bedrock is near mudline.

iIncludes materials and anchor placement. 2-
foot diameter by 30-foot long steel pile, filled 
with concrete.

iDifficult to handle.

iCosts for 24-inch diameter by 40-foot long 
concrete, 36-inch diameter by 20-foot long 
concrete and 36-inch diameter by 15-foot long 
steel pile deadmen range up to $1,400 
greater. 

iSteel pile susceptible to 
corrosion.
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Table 7: Alternatives Matrix

for
Pile Bent Support

Lake Level Drawn Down Lake Level Maintained

Pipe Material (Ref. 
Table 2)

Bent 
Spacing 

(feet)

Fabricated 
Pipe Material 
Cost per Foot  
(Ref. Table 2)

Bent Type 
Pattern

2-Pile Bent Cost 
(Each)

4-Pile Bent Cost 
(Each)

Pile Bent Cost per 
Foot

Cost per Foot1,2 

(Lake Drawn 
Down)

2-Pile Bent Cost 
(Each)

4-Pile Bent Cost 
(Each)

Pile Bent Cost per 
Foot

Cost per Foot1,2 

(Lake Level 
Maintained)

Ductile Iron 48 $210 2-2-2-4 $43,090 $88,615 $1,135 $1,345 $48,610 $102,090 $1,291 $1,501

Steel            
(5/8" wall) 90 $235 2-4 $43,090 $88,615 $732 $967 $48,610 $102,090 $837 $1,072

Steel            
(1/2" wall) 80 $205 2-4 $43,090 $88,615 $823 $1,028 $48,610 $102,090 $942 $1,147

Steel            
(3/8" wall) 70 $158 2-4 $43,090 $88,615 $941 $1,099 $48,610 $102,090 $1,076 $1,234

Concrete Cylinder 
Pipe 65 $100 2-2-4 $43,090 $88,615 $896 $996 $48,610 $102,090 $1,022 $1,122

FRP 40 $605 2-2-2-4 $43,090 $88,615 $1,362 $1,967 $48,610 $102,090 $1,550 $2,155

1. Costs for work doubles when performed by divers. Source: Advanced American Diving Service.
2. Cost Basis:

Item Unit Quantity Rate 
($/Unit) Amount ($) Source Item Unit Quantity Rate ($/Unit) Amount ($) Source

Steel Pile Material 
Cost3,7 FT 100 $94.00 $9,400

Richards Pipe and 
Steel, Inc.                     
144 Roy Road SE        
Pacific, WA 98047       
Ph: (253) 939-9660      
Date: August, 2005

4-Pile Bent3,5     

Conc. Cap
CY 22 $425.00 $9,350

ODOT Estimated 
Bid Item Cost

Pile Driving4 EACH 1 $4,900.00 $4,900

Advanced American 
Diving Service 
(Reference Table 6 for 
contact information.) 
Date: August, 2005

4-Pile Bent3         

Cap 
Reinforcement

LBS 5500 $0.75 $4,125

ODOT Estimated 
Bid Item Cost

Conc. Fill in piles3 CY 13 $195.00 $2,535 ODOT Estimated Bid 
Item Cost

2-Pile Bent3,6        

Conc. Cap
CY 10 $425.00 $4,080 ODOT Estimated 

Bid Item Cost

Reinf. In Conc. Fill 
in Piles3 EACH 2600 $0.75 $1,950

ODOT Estimated Bid 
Item Cost

2-Pile Bent3       

Cap 
Reinforcement

LBS 1920 $0.75 $1,440
ODOT Estimated 
Bid Item Cost

3. Average per pile or bent based on estimated number of 18, 24, and 36-inch diameter by 1/2-inch wall piles occurring over 1/4, 
1/2, and 1/4 of the alignment length, respectively.

4. Average per pile based on: $3,500 for 18", $4,800 for 24", $6,590 for 36", varies linearly with length. Cost includes handling, splicing, and driving.
5. Estimated cap sizes: 3'x10.5'x10.5', 3'x14'x14', 3'x17'x17' for 18", 24", and 36" diameter piles respectively.
6. Estimated cap sizes: 3'x5.5'x10.5', 3'x6'x14', 3'x7'x17' for 18", 24", and 36" diameter piles respectively.
7. In case corrosion is a fatal flaw for steel piles, reinforced concrete piles may be used. Average cost basis (lake drawn down): steel pile material and pile driving costs - unchanged; concrete fill - $5,000 per pile;
 reinforcement - $10,800 per pile; 4-pile bent concrete cap - $13,450; 4-pile bent reinforcement - $6,000; 2-pile bent concrete cap - $5,500; 2-pile bent reinforcement - $1,950. Average per pile based on 36-inch 
and 30-inch diameter concrete piles occurring over approximately 3/4 and 1/4 of the alignment, respectively. 
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Table 8: Alternatives Matrix

for
Buoyant-Tethered  

West End and MH21

Pipe Material  
(Ref. Table 2)

Anchor 
Spacing 

(feet)

Floatation       
(Ref. Table 5) Cable and Anchor1

Fabricated Pipe 
Material Cost per 

Foot            
(Ref. Table 2)

Additional Floatation 
Cost per Foot

Cable and Anchor Cost  
(each)

Cost per 
Foot Sources and Contact Date

HDPE        
36-inch 
nominal       

(30-inch I.D.)

14
Air filled 24-inch 
nominal HDPE 

pipe

Two (2) 3/4" diameter 
plastic impregnated 
cable at $7.99 per foot 
attached to rock anchor. 
Hardware not included.

$171 $91 $6,600 $734

HDPE Pipe:                                    
KWH Pipe                                      
17665-66A Avenue, Unit 503b      
Surrey, British Columbia              
Canada V3S 1A7                         
Ph: (604) 574-7473                        
Date: July, 2005

HDPE        
30-inch 
nominal       

(25-inch I.D.)

13
Air filled 22-inch 
nominal HDPE 

pipe

Two (2) 3/4" diameter 
plastic impregnated 
cable at $7.99 per foot 
attached to rock anchor. 
Hardware not included.

$118 $77 $6,600 $703

Cable:                                       
Wire Rope Corporation of 
America (WRCA)                       
P.O. Box 288                                
609 North 2nd Street                   
St Joseph, MO 64502                 
Ph: (816) 233-0287                       
Date: January, 2005

HDPE        
22-inch 
nominal       

(18-inch I.D.)

12
Air filled 18-inch 
nominal HDPE 

pipe

Two (2) 3/8" diameter 
plastic impregnated 
cable at $2.82 per foot 
attached to rock anchor. 
Hardware not included.

$64 $51 $5,565 $579

Rock Anchor:                           
Reference Table 6.                        

HDPE        
10-inch 
nominal       

(8.5-inch I.D.)

8
Air filled 14-inch 
nominal HDPE 

pipe

Two (2) 5/16" diameter 
plastic impregnated 
cable at $2.44 per foot 
attached to rock anchor. 
Hardware not included.

$18 $31 $5,490 $735

Notes:
1. Cable size based on 1-inch maximum elongation.
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Table 9: Alternatives Matrix

for
Pile Bent Support  

West End and MH21

Lake Level Drawn Down Lake Level Maintained

Pipe Material     
(Ref. Table 2)

Bent 
Spacing 

(feet)

Fabricated 
Pipe Material 
Cost per Foot  
(Ref. Table 2)

Bent Type 
Pattern 2-Pile Bent Cost (Each) 4-Pile Bent Cost 

(Each)
Pile Bent Cost per 

Foot

Cost per Foot1,2 

(Lake Drawn 
Down)

2-Pile Bent Cost 
(Each)

4-Pile Bent Cost 
(Each)

Pile Bent Cost per 
Foot

Cost per Foot1,2 

(Lake Level 
Maintained)

Ductile Iron       
30-inch I.D.       
Class 150

48 $160 2-2-2-4 $28,830 $57,783 $751 $911 $32,519 $65,286 $848 $1,008

Ductile Iron       
24-inch I.D.       
Class 200

48 $127 2-2-2-4 $28,830 $57,783 $751 $878 $32,519 $65,286 $848 $975

Ductile Iron       
18-inch I.D.       
Class 250

48 $68 2-2-2-4 $28,830 $57,783 $751 $819 $32,519 $65,286 $848 $916

Steel            
32-inch O.D. 70 $158 2-2-4 $28,830 $57,783 $550 $708 $32,519 $65,286 $621 $779

Steel            
26-inch O.D. 58 $128 2-2-4 $28,830 $57,783 $663 $791 $32,519 $65,286 $749 $877

Steel            
20-inch O.D. 45 $74 2-2-2-4 $28,830 $57,783 $802 $876 $32,519 $65,286 $905 $979

1. Costs for work doubles when performed by divers. Source: Advanced American Diving Service.
2. Cost Basis:

Item Unit Quantity Rate 
($/Unit) Amount ($) Source Item Unit Quantity Rate ($/Unit) Amount ($) Source

Steel Pile Material 
Cost: 18" 

Diameter x 1/2" 
Wall3

FT 100 $70.00 $7,000

Richards Pipe and 
Steel, Inc.                   
144 Roy Road SE      
Pacific, WA 98047      
Ph: (253) 939-9660    
Date: August, 2005

4-Pile Bent 
10.5'x10.5'x3' 

Conc. Cap
CY 12 $425.00 $5,206

ODOT Estimated 
Bid Item Cost

Pile Driving each EACH 1 $3,500.00 $3,500

Advanced American 
Diving Service 
(Reference Table 6 
for contact 
information.) Date: 
August, 2005

4-Pile Bent 
10.5'x10.5'x3' Cap 

Reinforcement
LBS 3063 $0.75 $2,297

ODOT Estimated 
Bid Item Cost

Conc. Fill in piles CY 6 $195.00 $1,170
ODOT Estimated Bid 
Item Cost

2-Pile Bent       
10.5'x5.5'x3' Conc. 

Cap
CY 6 $425.00 $2,727

ODOT Estimated 
Bid Item Cost

Reinf. In Conc. Fill 
in Piles EACH 1200 $0.75 $900

ODOT Estimated Bid 
Item Cost

2-Pile Bent       
10.5'x5.5'x3' Cap 
Reinforcement

LBS 1283 $0.75 $963
ODOT Estimated 
Bid Item Cost

3. In case corrosion is a fatal flaw for steel piles, reinforced concrete piles may be used. Average cost basis (lake drawn down): steel pile material - $9,400; pile driving costs - $4,900; concrete fill - $5,000 per pile;
 reinforcement - $10,800 per pile; 4-pile bent concrete cap - $13,450; 4-pile bent reinforcement - $6,000; 2-pile bent concrete cap - $5,500; 2-pile bent reinforcement - $1,950. Average per pile based on 36-inch 
and 30-inch diameter concrete piles occurring over approximately 3/4 and 1/4 of the alignment, respectively. 

Tables 8 and 9.xls 3/5/2007
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SUMMARY 

Suitability of a Buoyant HDPE Pipeline  
for the Oswego Lake Interceptor Sewer Upgrade 

Makai Ocean Engineering was asked to determine the feasibility of a positively buoyant 
HDPE open channel flow sewage interceptor submerged in Oswego Lake in the City of 
Lake Oswego, OR. This new interceptor would replace the existing concrete, pile-
mounted interceptor.  

Section One describes the configuration of the HDPE pipe and presents Makai’s 
methodology of choosing the parameters for a sinusoidally-shaped interceptor that can 
accommodate the relevant design issues of thermal strain and long-term creep. 

Section Two of this report discusses the horizontal spacing required between anchoring 
points to control vertical undulations and maintain control of vertical grade. 

Section Three describes Makai’s efforts in modeling a sinuous HDPE pipe that is subject 
to thermal expansion and contraction and determining the resulting movements and 
forces that are developed within the pipe and its numerous anchoring points. It appears 
that these movements and forces are small enough to be acceptable.  

Section Four discusses the anchoring and rotation of manholes that occurs at the nodes 
of the sinusoidal pipe. 

Section Five addresses some of the particular construction techniques that should be 
anticipated during installation of this unique pipeline. It does not address the geotechnical 
issues related to the anchors themselves. 

Section Six presents the conclusions of this study. Our analysis suggests that the 
challenges anticipated with using a polyethylene pipe for the Oswego Lake Sewer 
Interceptor Upgrade can be reliably overcome with the design techniques described in 
this report. 
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1. HDPE CONFIGURATION 

1.1. ATTRACTION OF HDPE 

Makai has been asked to evaluate the practical use of HDPE for the Oswego Lake 
Interceptor Sewer Upgrade. There are a variety of advantages of HDPE for these 
applications, including:  

• Buoyant: The HDPE is naturally buoyant. There are no weight issues in water.  

• Flexible: HDPE has high strain capabilities, up to 3%, which allows a flexible and 
yet low-stress design.  

• Readily available: HDPE pipe in the sizes needed for this project is readily 
available from a variety of manufacturers.  

• Reliable joints: HDPE pipe is joined by heat fusion for very strong, reliable and 
flexible joints or by mechanical flange connections. The heat fusion is preferred 
except at locations where mechanical joints are needed for construction or 
maintenance.  

• No corrosion: The HDPE has very long life with no corrosion.  

• Rugged: The flexible and resilient HDPE is tough and impact resistant.  

OD 42 inches 36 inches
DR 13.5 13.5
ID (mean, undersized) 35.42 inches 30.36 inches

Total area 9.62 ft^2 7.07 ft^2
Inside area 6.84 ft^2 5.03 ft^2
Poly area 2.78 ft^2 2.04 ft^2
Wall Thickness, minimum 3.10 inches 2.66 inches
Wall Thickness, mean 3.29 inches 2.82 inches
Poly Weight w/5.3% excess 165.58 lb/ft 121.65 lb/ft
Air Weight 0.51 lb/ft 0.37 lb/ft
Water Inside Weight 437.95 lb/ft 321.76 lb/ft
Total Displacement 615.75 lb/ft 452.39 lb/ft
Inside Volume: 51.19 gal/ft 37.61 gal/ft
Flooded buoyancy 12.22 lb/ft 8.98 lb/ft
Air-filled buoyancy 449.67 lb/ft 330.37 lb/ft
Bending Moment of Inertia: 75,475 in^4 40,740 in^4  

Figure 1: Physical size and characteristics of the two HDPE pipes being considered 
for this pipeline  

These material properties and characteristics have prompted the consideration of using a 
floating HDPE pipeline for the Oswego Lake Interceptor Sewer Upgrade. The pipeline 
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would be moored to the lakebed with a series of tethers; no rigid piles would be required. 
The buoyant and partly air-filled pipeline would float in mid-water. 

1.2. HDPE ISSUES 

There are two dominant disadvantages in the use of HDPE pipeline for this application. 
These are: 

1.2.1. UCreep  

HDPE has a tendency to creep over time; it is a visco-elastic material. This 
characteristic has to be taken into account in the design, particularly since this is a 
long-term design. For example, a pipe suspended by a series of tethers and with 
considerable buoyancy will take on a sea-serpent appearance and the humps will 
become larger with time. Purely elastic materials will take on a shape and keep 
that shape as long as the load remains constant. HDPE creep is practically 
handled during design by using different E values for the material depending upon 
the time and temperature of the period being analyzed. For a quick loading an E of 
100 ksi might be used in analysis and for a long-term effect over years an E of 30 
ksi is more appropriate. If properly accounted for, creep need not be a significant 
issue for this pipeline.  

1.2.2. UThermal expansion and contraction 

HDPE has a large coefficient of thermal expansion. The design temperature range 
between maximum and minimum is 35 deg F. The coefficient of thermal expansion 
is 8.3 x10P

-5
P in/in/°F. For a temperature change of +/-17.5°F from a neutral 

installation temperature; the resulting strain is +/-0.145 percent. Therefore every 
1000’ of pipe will have +/-1.5 feet of pipe expansion and contraction.  

If the pipeline is restrained and free expansion and contraction is prevented by 
applying compression and tension in the pipe, this stress would be approximately 
43 psi (assuming E=30 ksi) or a total axial load of 17 kips. For a buried or well-
restrained pipeline, this axial compression would not be an issue. However, for a 
floating pipe restrained only by tethers, the pipe shape would buckle under this 
compressive load.  

• A pipeline that expands would move off its alignment, the tethers would tilt 
and pull the pipe off vertical grade. In addition, the fixed manholes might 
see excessive movement and loads.  

• A pipeline that contracts would increase in tension and the manholes would 
see high loads that would pull them out of alignment.  

Much of this document focuses on the issues related to creep and thermal expansion and 
whether this HDPE pipeline can be practically designed and deployed.  
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1.3. POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS 

What pipe configuration might work to account for both long-term creep and thermal 
expansion and contraction? One possible configuration analyzed in this document is to 
place deliberately excess pipe along the path by placing the pipe in an S-shape 
alternating on either side of the nominal path.  

 

Figure 2: S-shaped pipe route with deliberate excursions off the nominal path to 
force expansion and contraction at specific points  

XFigure 2X shows conceptually this configuration. A series of tethers restrain the pipeline 
vertically to maintain the proper grade. The buoyancy of this pipeline (HDPE, air, and 
added buoyancy) keep the tethers tight and the pipeline on grade. As the pipe expands, 
the amplitude of the excursion will increase and the tethers will tilt outward. As the pipe 
contracts, the amplitude will decrease with a similar tilting of the tethers. As the tethers tilt, 
the pipeline is pulled down.  

XFigure 2X shows two proposed methods for along-path stability. The nodes could be fixed 
with an inter-node cable that fixes the distances between nodes. This assures that any 
expansion results in movement perpendicular to the path and that the nodes do not move 
along the path. Secondly, some tethers could be angled to restrict along-path movement. 
In this configuration, expansion and contraction would be limited to movement 
perpendicular to the path. (The above illustration shows these angled tethers at the high-
amplitude points. Later analysis will show that this stability mooring is better applied at the 
nodal points where there is less curvature in the pipe.)  

1.4. PRELIMINARY GEOMETRIC ANALYSIS 

We have assumed that the pipeline is laid along the path (x-axis) in a sinusoidal shape 
defined by y=A*sin(2*π*x/L) where:  

• L = wavelength 

• A = amplitude 

In addition, we will discuss “nodes” as points where y=0 on the sinusoidal shape.  
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If the temperature changes then the amplitude of the sinusoid will change. Assuming that 
the end points remain stationary (necessary because manholes should not move), then:  

• The amplitude change is a function of temperature change, dT; wavelength, L; and 
amplitude, A.  

• The amplitude change will cause some tethers to tilt, therefore there will be an 
elevation change in the pipeline.  

• The amplitude change will change the curvature in the pipe and therefore there will 
be a slight change in the bending moment (although this is small when the 
amplitude change is small). 

• The amplitude change will cause a slight change in the end loads of the S-shaped 
pipe section.  

For an initial analysis, we have assumed the pipeline is allowed to freely expand in 
amplitude (unhindered by tethers) and is fixed in wavelength with either an inter-node 
cable or with angled tether anchors at each (or every other) nodal point.  

If a pipeline is restrained by tethers, it will behave slightly differently than this free-
expansion model. For instance, if the pipe is rigidly prevented from moving toward or 
away from the path, then temperature variations will result simply in large compressive or 
tensile loads. The tethers partly restrain this movement, particularly if the tethers are 
short, so tensile variations in the actual pipeline are greater for short tethers and lateral 
movement is less for short tethers. Movement of a tethered pipe will be somewhat less 
than that predicted by this unrestrained analysis (and will be modeled in a following 
chapter).  

The initial analysis looks at vertical movement of the pipeline as a function of lateral 
movement and tether length. This simple geometric relationship is illustrated in XFigure 3X. 
For example, a short 3.5’ tether could move 0.4’ and the vertical movement would be 
about 3/8”. Longer tethers could tolerate more horizontal movement for the same vertical 
change; a 10’ tether could sustain 0.8’ of horizontal movement.  
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Figure 3: Vertical pipe movement as a function of horizontal movement and tether 

length  

By computing amplitude as a function of pipe length, it is possible to predict the tether 
movement in a given sinusoidal shape as a function of wave length, initial amplitude, and 
temperature change. The results of this analysis are shown in XFigure 4X. This curve is 
intended to be used in conjunction with XFigure 3X. Two examples are given below.  

• For a 3.5’ long tether the maximum movement is 0.4’ for a maximum vertical 
excursion of 3/8”. The total movement would then be +/-0.4’ or a total of 0.8’ 
minimum to maximum. If we have a nominal amplitude of 12.5’ (selected based on 
a reasonable easement width of 25 feet), the ratio of movement to amplitude is 
0.8/12.5 or 0.06. Looking at XFigure 4X, the corresponding Wavelength/Amplitude 
value is 20. Therefore, the wavelength of the sinusoidal shape should be 250’. If it 
is longer, the movement will be larger than the values given above.  

• For a 10’ long tether, the maximum allowable horizontal deviation is 0.8’ or 1.6’ 
total movement. For a similar amplitude of 12.5 feet, the ratio is 0.13 and that 
corresponds to a Wavelength/Amplitude ratio of 30. Therefore the longer tethers 
could have a wavelength of 375 feet.  

A better understanding of the impact of amplitude can be seen in XFigure 5X. As the 
amplitude to wavelength ratio goes below 0.05, the size of the thermal response 
movement increases dramatically. In the two cases above, the Amplitude to Wavelength 
ratios are 0.05 and 0.03 respectively. Larger nominal amplitudes could reduce pipe 
movement, particularly at larger wavelengths.  
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Figure 4: Maximum wavelength for a given amplitude increase (movement) for a 

total temperature change of 35 deg F and 40 deg F. The curve is 
normalized about amplitude.  
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Figure 5: Movement vs amplitude for a sinusoidal pipe shape and a total 

temperature range of 35 deg F. 
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1.5. PRELIMINARY LOAD ANALYSIS 

XFigure 6X illustrates the total movement in a sinusoidal shape going through a total 
temperature change of 35 deg F. The forces involved are roughly estimated. P is the 
force needed to deflect a simply-supported 125’ beam a distance of 12.5 feet. A similar 
end force, F, would result in the same moment at the peak amplitude of the bent beam. 
For a fixed amplitude, these forces are inversely proportional to the wavelength cubed. 
Therefore, a wavelength of 500 feet would have smaller forces by a factor of 8. In XFigure 
5X above we have shown that a shorter wavelength is advantageous for a given nominal 
amplitude. The penalty of shorter wavelengths is larger deflection forces.  

m 0.887ft=

F 13653.333lb=A2 12.5ft=

P 5461.333lb=

λ1 250ft=
 

Figure 6: Approximate free-expansion shape and forces for a total temperature 
range of 35 deg F.  

These forces can become large, particularly for short wavelengths. What are the 
alternatives to these loads? How is the S-shape put into the pipeline? There are several 
possibilities: 

• The nodes could be anchored. If the node points were fixed with anchors, the pipe 
would be free to expand with larger amplitudes. This is a possibility but the end 
forces could be large and result in expensive anchoring.  

• Use an inter-node connector cable. If the nodes were connected with a cable, the 
major compressive forces in the pipe would be taken by the cable and along-path 
movement would be eliminated. The internode force would be on the order of F in 
XFigure 6X. 

• Miter the pipeline joints in advance to take on an approximate sinusoidal shape. 
This would eliminate the major static loads in the pipeline and only the incremental 
changes would result in pipe moments and end loads which would be considerably 
less.  

• Finally, a combination of a mitered pipe with either an inter-nodal cable or 
anchoring of nodal points would provide a stable configuration with minimal pipe 
loads.  
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The above concepts would all be workable and the final choice would depend upon the 
final selected wavelength and amplitude. A combination of techniques might be used 
along the pipe route. For large spans in deeper water with long tether lengths, the 
allowable amplitude and wavelength may be large and the resulting pipe forces would be 
small. In these cases, an un-mitered pipe with either an inter-node cable or end moorings 
would be practical. For short tethers and small allowable movements, the end forces are 
larger. Either an inter-node cable or a combination of a mitered pipe plus end mooring 
would work well in this situation.  

1.6. PRELIMINARY VS DETAILED ANALYSIS 

The above analysis is for a sinusoidal shape that is free to expand and contract in 
amplitude. It provides a general relationship between wavelength, amplitude, thermal 
changes, tether length, horizontal pipe movement and vertical pipe movement. However, 
a real pipeline is slightly more complex.  

• An actual tethered pipeline includes some resistance to free expansion and 
contraction. The nominally vertical tethers resist pipe movement because as they 
tilt they impose horizontal loads on the pipe.  

• Secondly, the stiffness of the pipe resists outward movement.  

• Finally, the actual pipeline is elastic and will have length changes corresponding to 
changes in compression.  

Chapter 3 of this report provides a detailed finite-element analysis of a single 250’ 
wavelength pipe with both 3.5’ and 10’ tethers.  
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2. DETERMINE TETHER SPACING REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN 
ACCEPTABLE VERTICAL DEFLECTION 

Because the Lake Oswego Sewer interceptor is a gravity flow pipeline, it is important that 
vertical grade, and undulations in vertical grade, be controlled. Sediment may be 
deposited in the low spots of large undulations, possibly restricting flow. The size of these 
vertical undulations depends upon the pipe’s buoyancy, the pipe’s bending stiffness, and 
the distance between vertical anchors. 

A buoyant flexible pipe with periodically spaced vertical anchors will exhibit smooth 
upward undulations between anchor attachment points. For other Makai-designed pipes 
floating on the surface with periodic heavy concrete weights, we describe this vertical 
deflection as “sea-serpenting”. Polyethylene is a tough flexible material, so sea-
serpenting does not present a structural problem, even with undulations of several feet. 
However, the Lake Oswego pipe’s allowable sea-serpenting must be less than ½ inch 
between each anchor.  

For this analysis, Makai assumed, 

• The pipes are either 36-inch or 42-inch outside diameter HDPE with DR of 13.5.  

• The pipes are 100% or 75% air-filled.  

• Auxiliary buoyancy is attached to the tethers, not mid-span.  

• The 75-year value of HDPE Elastic Modulus can be conservatively applied.  

Using these values, we calculated the pipe’s maximum deflection using the continuously 
point supported and uniformly loaded beam deflection relation:  

EI
wLY

384

4

max =  

Where:  

• Ymax = vertical deflection 

• w = buoyant force per ft of pipe 

• L = distance between anchor tethers 

• E = long-term elastic modulus of HDPE (31 ksi) 

• I = pipe’s bending moment of inertia  

This analysis was done iteratively to determine the spacing needed to control vertical 
deflection to values of ¼” and ½”. The results for the eight cases are presented in XFigure 
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7X. Depending on the case considered, the maximum allowable pipe anchor spacing is 
between 11.5’ and 16’. Makai has assumed a 12.8’ spacing for the detailed simulation in 
Chapter 3. In this case, spacing was dictated by even increments and the total length of 
pipe making up one wavelength.  

Vertical Deflection vs Pendant Spacing
 for 42" & 36" DR13.5 pipe, Long-term (31 ksi) E
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Figure 7:  Varying the distance between tethers determines the vertical deflection of 
very buoyant pipe. (Later analysis uses 12.8’ spacing.) 
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3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF MOVEMENTS AND FORCES 
CAUSED BY THERMAL EFFECTS 

This section discusses Makai’s investigation of the variation of vertical grade for a sinuous 
pipe that expands or contracts because of temperature changes. In addition, Makai 
determined the rotational movement at a node, forces at the end of one wavelength of 
pipe, and tensions in the various tethers. 

3.1. ASSUMPTIONS:  

For the 3.5’ tether configuration, we first modeled nine arrangements (three temperature 
cases per arrangement) with the marine structural finite element analysis program Visual 
Orcaflex. Various tether arrangements and methods of improving computational efficiency 
were considered. 

This chapter discusses the results of one of these arrangements for the three 
temperature cases, for cases where the tether lengths were both 3.5’ and 10’ long. The 
cases tested were a 250’-long wavelength pipe having anchor points evenly distributed at 
12.8’ spacing along a sinusoidal curve with an off-axis amplitude of ±12.23’. The neutral 
temperature pipe length was 256.06’, the warm temperature length was 256.43’ and the 
cold temperature length was 255.69’. 

We modeled a 42” outside diameter, DR13.5 HDPE pipe. The pipe was assumed to be 
17.0% filled with freshwater and 83% filled with air at atmospheric pressure. With this 
loading, the weight of the pipe and internal water is 383 lbf / ft, giving a net upward 
buoyant force of 361 lbf / ft. In addition, there is another 117 lbf/ft buoyant force provided 
by an air-filled 22” DR 13.5 pipe fastened at the tether attachment points. This 22” pipe 
furnishes buoyancy during the occasions when the 42” sewer interceptor is flowing full. 
This additional buoyancy is symbolized by the magenta patches at the tether attachment 
points in subsequent illustrations. 

A long-term value of E was assumed. The bending stiffness value (EI) used was 17,802 
kip-ftP

2
P and the axial stiffness (EA) value used was 12,855 kip.  The anchor tethers were 

modeled as being stiff enough so that their stretch is negligible.  

The anchoring points are assumed to be rigidly fixed in 3-D coordinate space along a 
horizontal plane lying 3.5’ or 10’ below the pipe (two tether lengths were modeled). 
Because of the loose, low-strength soil in the lakebed and the distance above the lakebed 
for much of the pipe, this assumption does not accurately reflect actual anchoring 
conditions and represents a conservative (shorter) worst case.  

3.2. DESCRIPTION OF PIPE ARRANGEMENT AND VIEWS 

The basic arrangement of a model is shown in XFigure 8X. The pipe is modeled using 80 
finite element segments, each approximately 3.2 ft long. The coordinate system origin is 
at the water surface exactly above the left end of the pipe. The elevation and plan views 
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show that one wavelength of pipe is fastened at 21 anchoring points spaced every 12.8’ 
along the pipe. On the plan view, the pale blue line is the axis of the pipe and the x axis. 
The configuration shown has 19 vertical anchor tethers and four angled tethers. Other 
tether configurations were modeled but are not discussed in this report. The ends of the 
pipe are restrained in the xyz coordinate system but are fully free to rotate.  

The angle parameters of each view can be read in the respective title bars of each 
window. On the bottom left window, the “End Elevation View” is shown. This view is 
useful in observing the inward or outward cant of the tether lines, and change of vertical 
pipe elevation. However, numerous tether lines are hidden in this view because of the 
model’s symmetry. For more clarity, the “End Elevation View w/ slight angular offsets” in 
the bottom right window reveals these lines. 

One item of note is that the extreme amplitude tether lines, unlike all the others, are not 
located directly under the pipeline. They are also arranged to provide anchoring 
resistance for longitudinal forces. Because of their different configuration, they are canted 
in some views. 
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Figure 8:  Selection of Views of pipe with 3.5’ tethers. 

Side Elevation View

Plan View

End Elevation View w/ slight angularEnd Elevation View
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3.3. DISPLAYS OF THE SIX CONFIGURATIONS MODELED 

The following section shows screen displays, Figures 3 through 8, from the six models 
discussed in this report. The screen display presents two 3D views and two data graphs. 
Each window of the screen display is explained below. 

• The top right 3D view window shows the pipe’s end elevation view with slight 
angular offsets, especially useful for seeing the cant of tethers. Scale is indicated 
by the labeled green line. 

• The bottom 3D view window shows an overview of the pipe arrangement, viewed 
with some angular offset. The origin is at the pipe’s left end, oriented as shown by 
the green coordinate axes. 

• Two range graphs display the vertical grade (Z) and effective tension of the pipe. 
Note that for these graphs the ordinate is the arc length (255.69’ or 256.06’ or 
256.43’) along the pipe, not the X coordinate.  

• The window entitled “Range Graph: Pipe Z” shows the pipe’s depth below 
the lake surface. The vertical scale is highly amplified and shows the 
combination of various effects. These effects include sea-serpenting 
between tethers and the interaction of pipe with tethers. The overall vertical 
variation of each scenario is shown in XFigure 19X.  

• The window entitled “Range Graph: pipe Effective Tension” gives the axial 
force in the pipe. The negative values indicate that the pipe is in 
compression. The curve is typically a sinusoidal shape that may show 
interaction with the vertical or angled tethers. These values are summarized 
in XFigure 21X. 

•  
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Figure 9:  Pipe at neutral temperature, 3.5 ft tethers. 
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Figure 10:  Pipe at warm temperature, 3.5 ft tethers. 
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Figure 11  Pipe at cold temperature, 3.5’ tethers 
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Figure 12:   Pipe at neutral temperature, 10’ tethers 
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Figure 13:  Pipe at warm temperature, 10’ tethers 
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Figure 14:  Pipe at cold temperature, 10’ tethers 
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3.4. PIPELINE GEOMETRY VARIATIONS CAUSED BY TEMPERATURE 
CHANGES 

XFigure 15X shows the deformation that results when the pipe elongates. Elongating the 
pipe increases the sinuous amplitude & cants the outer tethers outward away from the 
pipeline’s axis. This amplitude variation is quantified in Section X3.4.1X.  

When the previously vertical tether is canted over, it also pulls the pipe down. Contraction 
causes the tethers to cant inward, which also pulls the pipe down. Both situations cause 
vertical grade variations, as discussed in Section X3.4.2X.  

Finally, the change in amplitude causes the pipe to rotate at the nodes, discussed in 
chapter X4X.  

 
 

Figure 15:  Elongating the pipe increases the sinuous amplitude & cants the tethers. 

 
3.4.1. UAmplitude Variation 

The wave amplitude of the six modeled conditions is presented in XFigure 16X. 
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Figure 16:  Maximum lateral position of the pipe for the six cases modeled. 

 
3.4.2. UVertical Grade Variation 

At the zones of maximum amplitude, both elongation and contraction cause the 
pipe to be pulled down, as shown in XFigure 17X. If the grade datum is selected to 
match the elevation of the neutral condition pipe (A), then the pipe will be pulled 
down whenever the pipe expands or contracts. If the grade datum is set halfway 
between the high and low elevations (B), then the total vertical variation along the 
pipe is halved for either extreme temperature or the neutral temperature. This 
concept is referred to as “tuning”. 

A quantitative illustration for the cold (contracted) and warm (expanded) cases are 
shown on the left side of X 

XFigure 18X, if the pipe is not tuned. Note that for both temperature cases, the 
variation is caused by the maximum Y regions being pulled down, while the nodes 
remain at the same elevation. 
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Figure 17:  Illustrative effect of tuning tether length 
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Figure 18: Illustrative effect of tuning tether length 

 
By tuning the tether lengths, the vertical variation of the neutral condition is 
increased, but the vertical variation of the warm and cold temperature conditions is 
improved. This concept is illustrated on the right side of X 

XFigure 18X. The six cases discussed in this report do not have tuned tether lengths.  

A summary of the extreme values of vertical variation for the six cases are 
presented in XFigure 19X. Overall vertical variation can be held to 5/8 inch using 3.5’ 

A
B

Warm

Neutral 

Cold
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tethers, and to less than 3/8 inch with 10’ tethers. The actual profiles (with greatly 
exaggerated vertical scale) can be seen in the windows entitled ”Range Graph 
pipe Z” of XFigure 9X through X 

XFigure 14X. 
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Figure 19: Overall variation of vertical grade for each scenario 

If the tethers were tuned for the final design, these variations could be halved. The 
maximum predicted vertical variation would be 3/16” for 10’ tethers and 5/16” for 
3.5’ tethers.    

As modeled, the 3.5’ tether at cold condition (XFigure 11X) does not meet the desired 
½ inch vertical grade variation criteria and merits discussion. The tethers can be 
tuned as discussed above which would meet the criteria. A second unintended 
result came out of this modeling that caused the vertical variations to be larger 
than necessary. The diagonal tethers at the high-amplitude points are anchored to 
the adjacent tether’s anchor – which is not directly below its attachment point on 
the pipeline (see XFigure 20X). Therefore, in the neutral temperature position, these 
tethers are already tilted outward. As the pipe expands, this tether has increased 
downward movement. As the pipe cools, this portion of the pipeline moves upward 
while the adjacent section of the pipe with regular tethers moves down. This can 
be seen as the two peaks in the elevation curve in XFigure 11X. This effect can be 
eliminated by moving the diagonal tethers to node points where the curvature in 
the pipeline is minimal and the cross-path movement is very small. In terms of 
providing along-path stability, either location would be sufficient.  
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Figure 20:  End view of the neutral temperature pipe. Both angled tethers cant 

outward. 

3.5. PIPELINE ANCHORING FORCES REQUIRED  

The shape of a sinuous pipe is maintained by holding it in slight compression. This 
compressive force can be maintained by forces in the tethers, by an inter-nodal tension 
cable, or by forces exerted upon the end of the pipe.  

As the pipe expands or contracts, the geometry of the pipe and tether system causes the 
compressive force to change. One significant finding of this study is that the short 3.5’ 
tethers exert large variable forces compared to the longer 10’ tethers, because the pipe is 
more rigidly constrained.  

If the pipeline consists of matched wavelengths of pipe along a straight path, each 
adjacent wavelength will furnish equal and opposite end forces. However, there may be 
points where the path direction changes, manholes are located, and unequal 
wavelengths are connected. At these ends additional end forces may be needed as 
quantified below.  

3.5.1. UAxial forces 

As modeled, the pipe ends are restrained longitudinally by an inter-nodal cable, 
shown drawn in blue. For all six cases, the force needed to compress the pipe is 
presented as a negative “effective tension” in XFigure 9X through X 

XFigure 14X and summarized in XFigure 21X. For the cases using 10’ tethers, the 
compressive force is 10 kips ± 25%, while the 3.5’ tethers end force is 9 kips ± 
70%. For a 42” DR13.5 pipe with 400 square inches of HDPE, these variable 
compressive loads cause a longitudinal compressive stress of 6 to 38 psi. Such 
values are small compared to HDPE’s fifty-year design stress of 800 psi for water 
service at 73°F.  

Two canted 
tethers 

Additional 
vertical tether 
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Figure 21: Axial force needed to maintain the curved pipe shape 

 
3.5.2. USide Forces at End of Wavelength 

XFigure 22X shows the effect of the lateral side forces caused by the numerous 
tethers when the pipe is warm. Although the net forces caused by the numerous 
tethers are balanced, the arrangement will cause the single wavelength shown to 
rotate slightly counter-clockwise. If the pipe were chilled, the effect would be a 
clockwise rotation. These relatively small side forces are represented by the small 
orange features shown in XFigure 22X at the end of the pipe. 

The Oswego Lake sewer interceptor will consist of more than one wavelength, so 
this simple drawing neglects the restraining forces imposed by the adjacent 
wavelengths. Therefore, it is prudent to install anchoring adequate to hold each 
separate wavelength in a known configuration.  

The values of side forces needed to restrain one end of one wavelength of pipe 
are presented in XFigure 23X. The side forces are less than one kip for the 10’ tether 
simulations, while the 3.5’ tether side forces are approximately two and one-half 
kips. These restraining forces could be generated by using a pair of tethers at the 
nodes arranged in an inverted “V” shape. Alternately, if the diagonal tethers are 
moved to the nodal locations, as discussed in section X3.4.2X, this force could be 
adequately resisted.  
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Figure 22: Pipe plan view showing lateral forces caused by tethers when pipe is 

warm. 
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Figure 23:  Side forces needed to restrain pipe in position 

 
3.5.3. UTether Forces 

The force in each individual tether within the Orcaflex model depends upon the 
tether’s geometry and loading condition. These forces may have significant 
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variations so values of two tethers are presented below. Each tether is numbered 
using the convention shown in XFigure 24X.  

 
Figure 24:  Tether Numbering Convention 

XFigure 25X shows the slight variations of Tether #2, a nearly vertical tether. The 
primary load of approximately 6 kips upon the tether is caused by buoyancy. The 
different temperatures cause the loads to vary by less than 400 lbs. The anchor in 
the lakebed must be capable of a 6.4 kip force that acts primarily in the vertical 
direction. 
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Figure 25:  Tensions in Tether P2 

XFigure 26X shows the much larger variations of Tether #65, an angled tether that 
fastens position 5 (on the pipe) to anchor 6 on the lakebed. The effect of the 
differing geometry (3.5’ vs 10’ tether) is pronounced. For a 3.5’ tether, a warm pipe 
requires a restraining tension of 17 kips. Most of this force is used to restrain 
longitudinal movement. For the 10’ tether, the equivalent tension is 7 kips.  

P0 
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P4 

P45 P65 P10 
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In addition, the anchor attachment for anchors #4 and #6 must provide twice the 
vertical holding capacity to accommodate the two tethers fastened to it.  
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Figure 26:  Tensions in Tether P65 

 
3.6. BENDING MOMENT REDUCTION USING MITERED PIPE 

XFigure 27X shows the absolute value of bending moment which the sinusoidal pipe 
experiences for the neutral (black), cold (blue) and warm (red) configurations. The 
dominant bending moments are those needed to bend the pipe into the neutral 
temperature sinusoidal shape. The bending moments imposed by the two extreme 
temperatures are only three percent more or less than the neutral temperature bending 
moment. 

The largest bending moment of 133.7 kip-ft is caused by the warm elongated pipe. This 
moment causes a maximum bending stress of 480 psi. This stress is acceptable being 
well below the 800 psi long-term working stress of HDPE. 
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Figure 27:  Absolute Value of bending moment imposed on straight pipe 

 
If the pipe were fused with joints mitered to mimic the neutral sinusoidal shape, the 
neutral condition pipe would have zero bending moment. As the pipe expands or 
contracts, the fused-in sinusoidal shape would deform slightly, generating the relatively 
small bending moments predicted by XFigure 28X. The maximum moment for this condition 
would be approximately 3.4 kip-ft, which would impose a bending stress of approximately 
9 psi. The presence of miters will cause a stress concentration, but even with a stress 
concentration factor of 4, the maximum bending stress would be approximately 36 psi. 
This value is very low for HDPE. In the final design phase, this mitered pipe should be 
modeled in OrcaFlex with tethers.  
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Figure 28:  Additional moment imposed on mitered pipe by temperature change. 
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4. MOVEMENT AND ANCHORING OF MANHOLES 

Floating manholes are located at irregular spacing along the pipeline. It is assumed that 
the pipe between these manholes has a sinusoidal shape and consists of a whole 
number of full, equally-sized wavelengths. The size of the wavelength is determined by 
the parameters discussed in chapter 2 and the spacing between the manholes. Can the 
sinusoidal pipe components described above be connected to each other and be joined 
at manholes? What movement, rotation and forces might be involved at such 
connections? 

4.1.1. UAngular Variation 

The angular orientation relative to the axis is shown in XFigure 29X and XFigure 30X.  
The angle at the node has a value of 17.4 degrees at neutral temperature. Cooling 
the pipe reduces this angle, while warming the pipe increases it. Overall angular 
variations are 0.9 degrees for the 3.5’ tether configuration, and 1.0 degree for the 
10’ tether configuration. 

It is anticipated for connection to manholes, that the sinusoidal shapes be 
balanced and symmetrical so that both main pipelines are rotating in the same 
direction with temperature variations. Therefore the manhole will easily rotate 
without introducing opposing bending stresses in the main pipelines. The laterals 
would therefore be required to accommodate the ± ½ degree movement which, for 
these small pipelines, could be easily accomplished.  

Plan View

 
Figure 29:   Pipeline Plan View showing nodal angle at a manhole 

 

Angle 
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Figure 30:   At the middle (x=125’) node, maximum angular variation is ± 0.5 degree. 

4.1.2. UEnd forces 

In general, two identical sinusoidal shapes connected together along a straight 
path will have equal but opposite forces that are balanced. At a manhole, however, 
there may be an angular change in pipe path and the sinusoidal wavelengths on 
opposite sides may be different. Therefore, the forces may not be exactly 
balanced.  

The sizes of these forces are a function of the wavelength, amplitude, and whether 
the pipe is mitered or not. These factors are discussed in Chapter 2. The final 
optimization of the sinusoidal shape (that configuration will probably vary along the 
pipe path) will determine the actual loads at nodes and manholes. Based on the 
preliminary analysis done to date, however, we can expect these net forces to be 
reasonably low and ones that can easily be compensated by diagonal moorings.  

If compression is high at nodal points, it would be desirable to use an inter-node 
cable or use mitered pipes to greatly reduce any forces at the nodes. This would 
be desirable particularly at the manhole connections.  

XFigure 23X shows side forces that would be typical of a 250’ wavelength pipe with 
either a mitered pipe or an inter-anchor cable. These forces are in the order of 1 to 
2 kips. By liberally summing loads, one would expect side forces to be less than 5 
kips considering two major sinusoidal connections with differing wavelengths and 
at an altercourse in the pipe path. Side forces of this magnitude could easily be 
moored with diagonal tethers and anchors.  

With a buoyant system, side forces are limited by the buoyancy of the moored 
section and the angle of the tether. For instance, if the tether is at a 45 degree 
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angle, there must be at least 5 kips of buoyancy in order to hold 5 kips horizontally. 
Therefore fixed buoyancy may have to be added to some manholes, depending 
upon the net loads expected at the ends of the sinusoidal pipes.  

Taking shear or axial forces on the order of 2 kips through HDPE pipes of this size 
and wall thickness (400 square inches) is not a structural issue.  

4.1.3. UEnd movement 

Based on the preliminary analysis, the end movement at the nodes should be 
restrained to zero. When taking into account the elasticity of mooring lines, the 
actual movement could be designed to be less than one inch. There is a great deal 
of design flexibility in minimizing this movement since the forces can be greatly 
reduced or eliminated with restraints and diagonal tethers in the main sewer line 
and the stiffness of the manhole mooring lines can be made very high with either 
synthetic (Kevlar) or steel tethers.  

4.1.4. UAccommodation with laterals 

XFigure 31X is a plan view of a conceptual manhole. The main sewer lines are the end 
points of sinusoidal shapes and they are configured such that expansion and contraction 
will rotate the manhole in the same direction. It is assumed that there is a diagonal 
mooring under each main sewer connection and two additional side mooring tethers are 
provided roughly perpendicular to the main lines. This places the manhole into an 
effective 4-point mooring and, with adequate buoyancy, will prevent any meaningful 
horizontal or vertical movement. The only unrestrained movement is rotation which will be 
approximately ± ½ degree.  

 
 

Figure 31: Conceptual mooring, movement and connection to a manhole 
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Laterals could be connected in exactly the same manner as the main lines (sinusoidal 
shapes that rotate similarly to the main lines with temperature changes) or they could be 
connected as shown in XFigure 31X with a compensating mitered bend in the tethered 
length. This bend could easily accommodate slight end movement and rotation.  

While the slight movements of these pipes may make the average pipeline designer 
nervous, these are extremely small movements for HDPE. Makai has, for instance, 
designed a deep-ocean HDPE pipeline that is buoyant. In a single span 3,000’ long this 
pipeline hops from one point on the seafloor that is 500’ deep to an intake depth at 2,000’ 
deep. This catenary shape moves considerably in the currents and the upper end which 
connects to a stationary pipe section goes through angular variations of 30 degrees or 
more and with tensions on the order of 20 tons. This is an example of a similarly sized 
pipeline that is properly designed to handle dynamic movements that are many orders of 
magnitude greater than the pipeline movements considered here.  
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5. INSTALLATION 

This chapter discusses briefly the installation of the HDPE pipeline. It focuses primarily on 
the unique aspects of this installation rather than a thorough discussion of routine marine 
HDPE pipeline practices. Polyethylene pipes are often used for marine construction and 
the assembly, towing, and submerging of these pipelines are routinely done for intake, 
outfall, and transmission pipelines. In general, these pipelines are fused together in long 
lengths on shore or on a floating barge and pushed onto the lake where it floats waiting 
for installation. Very long lengths can be assembled in this manner.  

The unique aspects of this pipeline construction are discussed in the following sections.  

5.1.1. UInserting S-shape 

The S-shape could be put into the pipeline either with pipe miters or with an inter-
nodal cable. In the case of pipeline miters, a series of small miters can be easily 
fused into the pipeline.  

Small miter angles can be inserted with a standard fusing machine. Care will have 
to be taken to keep the miter angles on the same plane and this could be done by 
keeping the printed ID marker line on the top of the fused pipe sections at all times 
and aligning the pipe sections with this marker line. All miters are installed relative 
to that line. As the pipe moves out onto the water, it will naturally float with the S 
laying flat on the surface. With proper orientation of the fuser, all pipe sections 
should be installed with the miters in the same plane.  

An inter-nodal cable can be used to force a bend in the pipe. For some long 
wavelength sections, this may be the preferred method of creating the sinusoidal 
shape. Cables can be effectively attached to the HDPE with self-tightening Kellum 
grips or “Chinese Finger” grips. These grips effectively grab the HDPE and their 
performance is not affected by subsequent creep in the polyethylene. Makai has 
used self-tightening slings to pull up to 40 tons on 40” HDPE pipes.  

If the pipe is not mitered, it may be important to establish the bending plane of 
least resistance for each pipe section. HDPE pipes do not have uniform pipe walls, 
therefore the pipe may roll when being bent to the orientation of least bending 
resistance. Based on studies done by Makai on another lake-installed pipeline, if 
the wall thickness varies sinusoidally and symmetrically about a given axis, then 
there is no preferred bending orientation – however this should be checked more 
thoroughly in the next design phase.  

5.1.2. UTowing 

These pipes are easily towed and moved – either flooded or air-filled. In this case, 
there is no need to fill the pipe with air, the natural buoyancy of HDPE will keep the 
pipe surfaced.  
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All the S-shaped pipelines should have an inter-nodal cable installed. Even a 
mitered pipe would be more safely and easily moved and positioned with a 
temporary inter-nodal cable.  

5.1.3. UConnecting 

One possible means of pipe connection to the tethers could be done in the 
following steps: 

• The pipe anchors are installed in advance. Each tether anchor is pre-set by 
pulling upward to make sure it does not drag over time. The tether is 
terminated (assumed to be either stainless steel cable, plastic coated steel 
cable, or synthetic line like Kevlar) at an appropriate length measured from 
the surface of the lake. A stainless steel turnbuckle is inserted at the top of 
the tether for later adjustments and it is buoyed temporarily off the bottom 
for ease of diver access.  

• The pipe is flooded and floating on the lake. Inter-nodal cables are installed 
(either permanently or temporarily) to fix the proper S-shape and 
wavelength.  

• Slings are attached to the pipe at each tether location. These are assumed 
to be Polyester web slings that take a full two turns about the pipe and the 
end eyes are connected together in a single shackle below the pipe. This 
shackle will later be attached to the tether turnbuckle.  

• The auxiliary buoyancy pipeline is attached to the main pipeline at the same 
time as the tether slings are installed. This pipeline can be incorporated into 
the same sling arrangement and be located at the top of the main pipeline. 
In this way, the buoyancy force is applied only at the slings, not at mid-span 
in the main pipeline. Both pipes are flooded.  

• The pipe is towed and positioned on the surface over its desired mooring 
location.  

• The pipe can be installed initially to tethers by divers. To push the pipeline 
underwater in the area of the tether, a heavy pig (500 to 1000 lbs) can be 
pumped through the pipeline. The presence of the pig would push the 
buoyant pipeline underwater 10 or 15 feet – below its final desired 
elevation. Alternately, the contractor could simply hang the weight on the 
outside of the pipeline and move it along with a small barge and crane.  

• Once the pipe is pushed underwater by the added weight, a diver can 
shackle in the bridle to the pipe slings. The weight is moved along the pipe 
and all the tethers are attached. Tether loads at this point are nominal 
(about 150 lbs) because only the buoyancy of the HDPE is involved.  
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• The auxiliary buoyancy pipe can be fully blown with air. A pig can be 
pumped through this pipe to evacuate all water.  

• The main pipe can be flange connected to the manholes and all or some of 
the water drained from the main pipe. This will increase the tension on the 
tethers. A large but not maximum tension would be desired while adjusting 
the tether lengths.  

5.1.4. UAdjusting levels 

• The level of the pipe can be adjusted by a diver twisting the turnbuckle.  

• The diver is supported by a small surface boat. Together they install a 
buoyant measuring rod that is pulled underwater and attached to a sling 
that goes under the main pipeline. Therefore, the main reference for this rod 
is the bottom of the pipe. The rod reaches above the water level where it 
can be spotted with a laser level and the elevation of the pipe accurately 
measured. The boat is in verbal communication with the diver and gives 
him instructions to lengthen or shorten the tether.  

• The proper tether length is dependent upon the temperature and location of 
the tether on the pipeline. Tables will have to be prepared in advance for 
the dive team in order to make the final adjustments.  

• It may be necessary for the divers to initially adjust all the tethers to the 
nearest ½” and then make a second pass to adjust the tethers to the 
nearest ¼”.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

6.1. GENERAL 

• We have analyzed the HDPE option for the Oswego Sewer Interceptor Upgrade 
for thermal movement and creep and concluded that a buoyant HDPE pipeline on 
a series of tethers connected to buoyant and floating manholes is technically 
feasible. 

• The primary HDPE issues identified with this design and discussed in this report 
are HDPE creep and stresses and strains resulting from thermal expansion and 
contraction.  

• We have not analyzed the anchors required for the tethers. We have assumed 
they are permanent and will not move under the tether loads identified in this 
report. 

• We have looked at forces and movement in this pipeline, particularly in light of the 
very tight vertical grade criteria, and found that these vertical grades can be 
maintained.  

• Movement in the pipe can be controlled. The resulting forces and moments in the 
pipeline are small and safety factors are large. HDPE is particularly well suited for 
this slightly flexible system.  

6.2. GEOMETRY 

• In order to accommodate thermal expansion and contraction, the pipe should be 
snaked along the path in a sinusoidal shape. This minimizes movement and 
resulting grade variations. 

• It is possible to pick a wavelength and amplitude for this sinusoidal shape for 
tethers ranging from 3.5’ in length or longer such that the anticipated temperature 
variation of ± 17.5 degrees F will not cause elevation changes greater than 3/8”. 
Even this value can be improved by some optimization and tuning of tether 
lengths.  

• The options for design appear to be quite broad. The designer can pick a 
wavelength and amplitude to fit the allowable elevation changes for given thermal 
changes and tether lengths. If the forces are excessive, inter-nodal cables can be 
easily used or the pipe can be mitered during assembly into a sinusoidal shape. 
Several shapes have been illustrated; all are satisfactory.  

• A design methodology has been presented where the wavelength can be readily 
determined knowing the tether length and the allowable amplitude of the 
sinusoidal shape.  
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6.3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 

• Movements and forces of two sets of three cases each of sinuous HDPE pipe 
have been evaluated for the Lake Oswego Sewer Interceptor Project. This has 
been modeled with the marine 3-D finite element analysis program Visual Orcaflex 
that models all pipe forces, moments and stiffness together will all individual 
tethers. These cases modeled a pipe restrained by 3.5’ or 10’ anchor tethers, at a 
cold, neutral and warm temperature condition for a total range of 35°F.  

• Vertical deflection between tethers due to long-term creep can be kept to less than 
¼” by using tether spacing of less than 13 feet. 

• 10’ long tethers have smaller, more consistent geometry variations and smaller 
required forces than 3.5’ tethers. 

• For the configurations modeled with un-tuned tether lengths, the vertical grade 
variation was acceptable except for the single cold 3.5’ tether scenario. By tuning 
the tethers and placing the longitudinal anchors at the nodes, vertical grade 
variation can be held to less than 3/16” for 10’ tethers and less than 5/16” for 3.5’ 
tethers. 

• Along-path movement can be eliminated with the use of diagonal tethers. These 
should be applied at the nodal points.  

• Angular orientation varies by less than ±0.5 degrees. 

• Axial and side forces are not excessive.  

• Determining a reasonable level of precision by the contractor for locating anchors 
will be important as part of final design.  

• Longer tethers (where water is deeper beneath pipe and/or where the anchors are 
placed deeper into the soft lakebed) require less precise horizontal control of 
anchor locations and will allow vertical pipeline grade to be controlled even more 
closely. 

• Other wavelengths and off-axis amplitudes should be investigated in final design to 
optimize the buoyant pipe system.  

6.4. MANHOLES 

• The primary movement of the manholes will be rotation at approximately ±½ 
degrees. This rotation is driven by the main sewer connecting lines so there is 
considerable less relative rotation between these lines and the manholes.  
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• Horizontal movement should be controllable to very small deviations with proper 
mooring. The forces involved in mooring could be kept low by employing mitering 
and inter-nodal cables in the pipeline configuration.  

• Flexible HDPE laterals could easily and safely adapt to this small manhole 
movement.  

6.5. INSTALLATION 

• Installation of the HDPE pipeline appears to be practical. An outline of a 
methodology for towing, anchoring and leveling the pipeline has been presented.  

6.6. FUTURE ANALYTICAL WORK 

Unique analytical work needed for the next engineering phase: 

• The mitered pipeline approach should be specifically modeled in OrcaFlex to verify 
the advantages and low penalties associated with this approach.  

• The entire network needs to be laid out and the wavelength and amplitude of each 
sinusoidal shape optimized based on the location of manholes, non-uniform tether 
lengths, location of diagonal tethers, and allowable elevation changes.  

• Each sinusoidal shape needs to be analyzed to determine whether inter-nodal 
cables, miters, or both are to be used.  

• Major portions or the entire network needs to be analyzed in a model such as 
OrcaFlex to determine all the interactions at the manholes and at each tether. The 
analysis should be done for varying levels of buoyancy in the pipelines.  

• If pipe joints are not mitered, the typical non-symmetry of the HPDE wall should be 
analyzed to determine whether the pipe will rotate about its axis when it is being 
bent into shape.  
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TO:  Jon Holland, Project Manager, Brown and Caldwell  
 
FROM: Russ Fisher, Fisher Composite Technologies 
 
SUBJECT: Lake Oswego Interceptor Sewer Upgrade, BC Project No. 22993 
 
DATE:  December 12, 2005    

 
 
This technical memorandum is to provide a brief review of an initial investigation into the 
feasibility of using a composite carbon fiber/resin pipe material for the proposed sewer upgrade. 
The investigation covers the following topics: 
 

• Carbon fiber/resin pipe material alternatives 
• Properties and capabilities 
• Design issues 
• Design criteria 
• Material cost estimates 
• Fabrication quality assurance/quality control 
• Locations of potential fabricators 
• Installation, handling, and joint connection 
• List of tasks to complete in final design 

 
Introduction 
 
The first composite was straw and mud and was used to build houses, dams, and other structures 
beginning thousands of years ago.  In the early 20th century a phenolic resin reinforced with 
wood flour was developed.  The main use for this composite material was electrical insulation 
parts.  In the 1920s, fiber reinforcement was used in propellers for aircraft.  The need for 
composites during WW II was due to the shortage of aluminum.  The first chopped strand mat 
system was developed in 1952 and was used for boat hulls, automotive parts, and aircraft parts.  
Carbon fiber composites were first used on a production basis in 1974 for the F-14, F-15 and F-
16 fighters.  The Wright Patterson Air Force Base Materials Laboratory did this work.  
 
Today, many types of fibers are available such as Kevlar, glass, and carbon to name only a few.  
The composite industry provides structures, parts, and components of bridges and buildings as 
well as aero-space, automotive, marine, and agriculture machinery, tanks, and piping. The list 
goes on.  
 
Resin systems have over 50,000 different formulas. The main purpose for the resin matrix is to 
transfer the load to the fiber.  There are epoxy, polyester, vinyl ester, and thermoplastic systems 
used at the rate of billions of pounds a year in countless applications. 



 
With proper design and QA/QC of fabrication, the requirements of the pipe for this sewer project 
are well within the capabilities of available, well-understood, and widely-used materials.    
 
Carbon fiber resin pipe material alternatives 
 
The pipe can use two different types of carbon material.  One type is a filament which would be 
used for filament winding.  These are individual strands, with a 24k bundle. The 24,000 fibers 
per single strand has better properties than 12K bundles.  The fiber is pre-wet in a resin bath and 
wrapped around a mandrel.  The filament winding machine is run by computer numeric control 
(CNC) equipment.    
 
The second type is a stitched cloth of carbon fiber, pre-wet with resin, which would be placed 
around a mandrel.  This would be a fiber placement process.  Both fiber systems would use a 
vinyl ester resin system.  Other choices for fiber selection are glass and Kevlar.  The glass 
thermal expansion is too high, up to 40 times more than carbon fiber.  Kevlar is very expensive 
and thermal expansion would be is similar to other thermoplastic fibers, which are typically 
higher than glass fiber.  At this time the availability of carbon fiber cloth is questionable, 
requiring at minimum a long lead time due to demand for military applications.   
 
The resin systems of epoxy, polyester, and vinyl esters could be used as matrix resins.  The 
epoxy is harder to process and is not as corrosion resistant as the others.  The polyester system is 
not as tough or corrosion resistant as vinyl ester resin.  The vinyl ester resin matrix is the best 
choice and is used in water treatment and corrosive environment applications.  A common 
application for vinyl ester is in the cured-in-place pipe (CIPP) rehabilitation process for existing 
deteriorated sewers.    
 
Properties and capabilities 

 
The carbon fiber resin structure has several advantages.  One of the biggest is its low thermal 
expansion, the reason it is selected for further evaluation for this project. It also has low density, 
which makes buoyancy easier to design with the pipe.  
 
Carbon fiber has tensile properties close to 100,000 psi.  It has little yield, about 2%.  Tensile 
modulus is approximately 18 million psi.  Steel has tensile strength of about 70,000 psi and a 
tensile modulus of 30 million psi.  The carbon fiber is stronger but not as stiff.  This assumes 
using vinyl ester as a resin matrix.  A PVC foam core will be provided for both stiffness and 
buoyancy.  It should be closed cell and sandwiched between two laminate skins of carbon fiber 
and resin.  PVC flanges would connect the pipe and are easily included in the fabrication.  The 
PVC flanges, because PVC is a thermoplastic and can take more stress without cracking, provide 
the ability to yield upon assembly of the stiffer carbon fiber pipe.  The PVC flanges bond better 
to the pipe than would an HDPE flange system.  PVC flange systems have been conforming to 
organizations like NSF International and Underwriters for over 50 years. 
 
 



Design issues 
 

There are no known major design concerns for this pipe product.  Processing of the pipe will 
determine how the flanges will be attached.  The buoyancy design will be finalized after the 
fabrication process (cloth or filament) is selected.  The tethers will be attached to stainless steel 
brackets which will be filament wound at the time of pipe fabrication.  
 
A coating should be applied over the pipe to protect the carbon fiber structure from the 
environment. This coating is about 8-10 mils and seals the pipe from water. This a common 
practice in the manufacturing of tanks and pipes as a precaution.     
 
 In order to minimize deflection, each diameter of pipe shall have a specially designed wall 
section to provide the required stiffness.  Manholes will also need to be addressed in final design 
but should not pose any significant problems.  
 
Design criteria 
 
The project has several diameters of pipe: 8, 18, 24, 30, and 36 inches.  To resist mid-span 
deflection between tethers due to built-in and pipe near-empty buoyancy, the following 
recommendations for carbon fiber skin thickness for each skin and foam core thickness are 
given.  Deflection would be controlled to less than 0.250 inches over a 40 foot span between 
tethers.  An inner and outer skin of same thickness would be used sandwiched around the foam 
core. 
 

Pipe ID, 
Inches 

Carbon Fiber Skin 
Thickness, inches 

Core Thickness, 
inches 

8 0.500 2.50 
18 0.240 1.50 
24 0.240 1.50 
30 0.300 1.00 
36 0.300 1.00 

 
The thermal expansion of the system will be about 18 to 24 inches over the 11,000-foot east-west 
run of pipe in the Main Lake.  This does not include the flanges, which may add a few more 
inches.  
 
The specific gravity of the pipe when full will be less than one and will be determined more 
precisely in the final design phase.  The thickness of the skins as well as the core can be adjusted 
to optimize the design.  The buoyancy forces are 25 lbs per foot when the system is full.  The 
anchor tethers will then be in constant tension.  If more buoyancy is needed, the PVC core 
material can be increased.  Pontoon floats could be provided if needed at each tether connection 
to offset  any issues with  sand and gravel build up in the pipe.  
 
The design using two skins with a core will have the ability to withstand most small impacts.  
This is due to the core material being able to absorb shock and load.  This practice is used in the 
marine industry for the manufacture of boat hulls.  



 
The physical properties of the pipe were determined using Trilam 2 software. The external 
pressure and sandwich structure  were analyzed based on Roark’s Formulas for Stress and Strain, 
6th edition, case 19, page 690.  The calculations are based on the tensile modulus as an exact 
number. 
 
The life of the system is anticipated to be at least 100 years.  Since composites have only been in 
widespread use for the last 50 years, extrapolation from past performance and testing is required 
to estimate useful life.  Current designs using the same type materials for bridges typically use a 
75 year-life, with the limiting factors being stresses and environmental issues such as alkaline 
concrete.  The pipe structure will not have the extreme environmental exposures that a bridge 
would see in it’s lifetime.  
 
The pipe may, after many decades, show micro cracks due to  fatigue similar to concrete.  While 
this is rare, it can be prevented by inspection and ultrasound testing before the pipe is assembled 
in the lake.  
 
Material cost 
 
The cost of the pipe using current raw material pricing is as follows: 
 

Pipe ID, 
Inches 

Length, feet Price, $/foot Totals, $ 

8 1,200 145 174,000 
18 2,350 310 728,500 
24 520 390 202,800 
30 3,660 505 1,848,300 
36 8,060 605 4,876,300 

Totals 15,790  7,830,000 
 

These prices are budgetary estimates and do not reflect commitment on behalf of any fabricators.  
These prices include manufacturing and raw materials but do not include delivery to the project 
site.  Input from composite companies was used to determine the estimate.  They are intended to 
be used as part of an overall benchmark on the feasibility of the design. 
 
Fabrication quality assurance/quality control 
 
There are many factors involved with assurance of a good composite.  In processing the ratio of 
carbon fiber verus resin content should be monitored.  This to guarantee properties of the pipe.  
The glass transition temperature of the resin matrix has to be tested on a per batch basis.  
Certifications from the raw material supplier should be on file for review.  

 
The following are potential fabrication defects that must be part of the QA/QC process: 

 
1. Delamination  
2. Cracking 



3. Abrasion 
4. Gouges 
5. Impact Damage 
6. Void Content 
7. Cuts  

 
Most of these defects will be apparent immediately after manufacturing of the pipe.  There are 
many models that can be followed to control these types of defects in the pipe system.  ASTM 
specifies most of the test procedures except delamination, which uses ultra-sound equipment. 
The testing of the pipe system for non-conformities after manufacturing should be done by non-
destructive methods and by testing the end cut of the pipe.  
 
Required inspections after installation should be limited unless damage was done from 
environmental issues such boat anchors, severe storms, and other acts of God.   
 
Location of potential fabricators 
 
There are about 50 companies within the United States that could manufacture this pipe system. 
One company, GPI Corporation in Schofield, WI, was selected for consultation during 
preparation of this memorandum.  GPI can fabricate the pipe with either of the process 
alternatives.  They have been in business over 40 years.  Local companies need to be investigated 
in final design for lower cost of delivery.  GPI has made pipe, tanks, and wastewater systems.  

 
Handling 
 
The handling of the pipe should be done as follows: 

 
1. Direct carrier should do the shipping.  The pipe should be wrapped with a heavy 

cardboard tube.  The flanges need to have a crate type end cap.  
 
2. The pipe should be able to be picked up by the tether eye rings at the 40-foot 

separation.  The tether eye rings should be located at the ends of the pipe.  
 

3. Handling can be typical to normal pipe requirements, with the exception that the 
cardboard tube is removed last before placing it in the water. 

 
List of tasks to complete in final design 
 
The following must be completed as part of the final design process. 

 
1. Determine the process of fabrication based on performance and cost.  The market will 

dictate which  processes and companies to investigate. The prototype stage is an 
excellent way to drive the decision. 

 
2. Refine actual buoyancy required. 

 



3. Prepare flange connection details.  
 

4. Choose two to three fabricators to pre-qualify to do the work and select one to make a 
prototype of a pipe section to physically test for properties. 

 
5. Develop detailed parameters on manhole chambers. 
 
6. Develop pipe production quality assurance manual 
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28 November, 2005

Jon Holland
Brown and Caldwell
9620 SW Barbur Blvd., Suite 200
Portland, OR 97219

Dear Mr. Holland;

Subject: Lake Oswego Sanitary Interceptor Project - BC Project No. 122993.005
Materials of construction corrosion considerations

Background

A new sanitary interceptor system in gravity service, with pipe diameters ranging from 8-inch to 36-inch,
is to be installed across Oswego Lake in the City of Lake Oswego, OR. The City wants a stable system
with very long life (100 years) consisting of high reliability against any significant problems. As with all
gravity lines, line slope must be accurately maintained within standard tolerance.

Pipe at each end of lake will be slightly buried in lake bed but the majority of the pipe is held about 5-30
feet above the lake bed and about 15 - 20 feet below the lake surface. The lake is mostly stagnant with
low flow in or out. Growth of algae and aquatic weeds reportedly is a water quality/clarity problem.

Lake sediments consisting mostly of soft, low-strength silts and clays have thickness over bedrock from
5’ to 200’, averaging about100’.Upper 5-10’of sediments were tested for sulfate, sulfite, pH, chloride,
and conductivity. Water analysis results available from the Lake Oswego Corporation indicate fresh
water typical of surface runoff: pH from 7.3–8.3; temperature <80°F at all depths; specific conductivity
<185 microS/cm. (typical potable water is around 60 microS/cm).

Dissolved oxygen (DO) levels reflect natural saturation. Mechanistically, DO diffusing to the steel
(metal) surface provides the reduction reaction (consumes electrons) essential for metal corrosion
(oxidation reaction) to occur. The corrosion rate is limited by the rate of diffusion, which is affected by
water aeration and agitation and impeded by any type of barrier on the metal surface. Corrosion rates
for bare steel in fresh aerated water like this typically are between 8 - 12 mils per year (MPY)

An existing, pile-supported concrete cylinder pipe has been in place for nearly 45 years. Underwater
inspection of this line 5 years ago noted: “investigation of steel H-piles and steel pipe piles showed a
heavy and uniform surface build-up of products of corrosion.”No material was scraped away to
measure remaining thickness.

The condition of the existing pipe system indicates the corrosion environment is fresh lake water and
related mud sediments. Therefore the dominant corrosion mechanism is oxygen-supported corrosion of
steel, iron, zinc, aluminum, etc. Zinc (in the form of galvanized hot-dip zinc coating) and aluminum
inherently corrode slower than steel and ductile iron in aerated waters.
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Soil corrosiveness, which depends mostly on wetness and DO, is not a significant concern here as long
as soil pH is > 5, even though the soil contains some chloride and sulfate ions. The possibility of
microbiologically induced corrosion (MIC) of steel and iron cannot be ruled out.

As stated above, oxygen-driven corrosion of both steel/iron and zinc is fastest where DO content is
highest, typically near the waterline, and the corrosion rate decreases with depth. Local conditions
that create stable, occluded or shielded surfaces can make these surfaces preferential anodes or local
corrosion sites, but local corrosion can only occur if reducible chemical species are present (e.g., DO)
and are reduced nearby to drive the corrosion.

The practical upshot is that steel components buried in muddy sediments will not corrode faster for that
reason alone unless there is a reducible species to drive the corrosion. Stagnant conditions that lead
to microbiologically generated acidic conditions cause corrosion problems for steel, iron and zinc.

Pipe material alternatives

Two primary options are under evaluation for the new buried/immersed pipeline:

a. Metal pipe (carbon steel or ductile iron) supported by concrete-filled, galvanized steel piles.

b. Non-metal pipe (HDPE) anchored with Space-Lay wire rope tethers connected to rock anchors.
A variant for non-metal pipe installation is to restrain long spans with structural trusses.

Technical recommendations

1. A pipe system conveying municipal sewage through a body of fresh water and its associated
sediments and soils can be effectively free of all time-based corrosion damage mechanisms if the
pipe material is HDPE plastic and the metal structures to position the buoyant pipe in place are
made from aluminum or stainless steel. Using Type 316 SS for all fasteners and mounting
hardware and uncoated 12Cr stainless steel for underwater support structures will provide a
rugged, corrosion-free system with at least a 75-year service life. (HDPE can also be used for
piling sleeves if piles end up being included in the system.)

2. Conversely, carbon steel pipe or structures, including piles, and ductile iron pipe protected with
any standard coating are susceptible to localized and possibly more widespread failure of the
coating, followed by corrosion of the metal. This vulnerability affects coated internal and external
surfaces, irrespective of the type of coating. Typical coating systems for pipe exterior, piling and
steel structures are coal-tar epoxy and high-solids, amine-cured epoxy. A low-maintenance
cathodic protection system (here most likely with sacrificial anodes) can be employed to prevent
corrosion where the external coating fails. The pipe will have to be periodically inspected for
corrosion at internal coating failures, for which there is no practicable repair.

3. For metal pipe materials, there is no significant difference in corrosion rate between carbon steel
and ductile iron in these conditions. However, ductile iron pipe normally is thicker to start with
due to lower strength. Joints in metal piping always require additional corrosion mitigation
measures and implementing these in the field is never simple or assured. Welds in steel pipe
require post-weld protection of heat-affected zones. Push-on joints are less troublesome in this
regard but damage of the internal coating and the seal ring(s) can go undetected. As noted
below in Item 2 below, push-on and flanged joints must be electrically bonded for the pipe to be
cathodically protected.
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Technical considerations

1. Non-suitability of hot-dip galvanized steel components

No zinc coating on galvanized steel or ductile iron will protect the steel in the expected galvanic manner
for more than 10 years. Zinc corrodes at 0.5–1 mil per year (MPY) immersed in fresh water; up to 2
MPY at tide levels and in certain sediments where bacterial activity occurs (these conditions are difficult
to predict).

Immersed galvanized steel will lose even the heaviest, 6 - 8 mil hot-dip zinc coating within 10 years,
sooner in more severe conditions. Unprotected carbon steel structures that result will perform like the
existing structures: they will acquire a surface layer of lumpy corrosion product that covers a surface
uniformly pocked with many pits that can be up to 10 times deeper than the average thickness loss.

Average corrosion for carbon steel in aerated fresh water immersion ranges between 6 - 12 MPY,
depending on aeration and temperature. The conditions described for this lake suggest an average
steel and iron corrosion rate around 8 MPY at the stipulated depths.

2. Cathodic protection

Cathodic protection (CP) can be purposely designed to protect buried and immersed steel and ductile
iron, typically in combination with an epoxy coating or other anti-corrosion barrier to increase the
efficiency of the CP system by reducing the current demand to only bare areas of steel.

The protective current can be generated with an external power source or by galvanic corrosion of more
active metal anodes, typically zinc in fresh waters. Non-welded joints must be bonded to ensure the
pipe is a continuous conductor.

Cathodic protection effectiveness is assured by monitoring the corrosion potential of the steel and
adding new zinc anodes as required. Surfaces in sediment will be protected in the same manner and
anode life there may be shorter or longer depending on local corrosion conditions. CP prevents
microbiological corrosion.

Internal cathodic protection with zinc anodes is theoretically feasible but is rarely done because of the
cost and maintenance requirements. CP of the external surface has no effect on internal corrosion.

3. Aluminum components

Aluminum components, such as might be used in trusses to support a steel pipe or hold down a plastic
pipe, resist corrosion in fresh water immersion. Aluminum forms a self-protective oxide-rich surface
layer that reduces corrosion rates for aluminum in aerated fresh water to practically zero. Aluminum
tends to pit more severely in wet-dry conditions, especially if chlorides are present, but aluminum is not
affected by borers and microbiological deposits.

From a practical sense, despite its good corrosion resistance, relatively high cost and low strength
generally compromises the economic appeal of aluminum for structural purposes–although it sees
wide use for clarifiers roofs and other overhead structures in water and waste-water treatment plants.

4. Stainless steel components

By their very nature, stainless steels resist corrosion in fresh water immersion–also by forming a self-
protective, Cr-rich layer on the surface. This applies in fresh water for basic stainless steels with lower
alloy content than regular 18Cr - 8Ni, 300-seriesalloys, including “utility grade” alloys with only 12% Cr.
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Weldable, 12Cr stainless steels conforming to UNS S41003 have higher strength than regular structural
steel and should be considered for immersed, non-pipe structures, e.g., stiffening trusses. 12Cr SS is
not a cost-effective commercial option for piping because it is not regularly available in pipe form. On
the other hand, thin-wall pipe made from Type 316 austenitic stainless steel is widely available and may
represent a cost-effective option because no supplementary corrosion protection is required inside or
outside the pipe.

Convenient product availability and assured permanent corrosion resistance makes Type 316 stainless
steel a recommended material for fasteners, turnbuckles, and miscellaneous hardware.

5. Corrosion protection with coatings

Coatings and linings for immersion service typically would not be expected to last more than 20–25
years because of the challenges with defect-free application and installation, as well as unavoidable
water permeation of all organic coatings.

5.a Internal coating of steel/iron

Cement mortar coatings and sometimes high-performance epoxy coatings are used to mitigate internal
corrosion of carbon steel or ductile iron pipe handling sewage, with reasonable expectation of 20 - 25
years coating life and another 20 years or so for the pipe to leak. An internal coating is vulnerable to
invert abrasive erosion by suspended solids.

The condition of an internal coating is difficult to determine over time. Coating failure normally occurs at
isolated locations that subsequently leak. Finding localized corrosion sites and obtaining semi-
quantitative assessment of the damage requires more sophisticated inspection procedures than video
and other visual methods. Precision internal“pigging”,such as is done in oil and gas lines, with eddy
current probes or multi-arm feelers is costly and requires pig-insertion points and sure ways to move the
pigs be included in the pipe system design.

Leaks typically must be repaired by replacing the affected length of pipe or possibly by external banding
for a few isolated leaks. Internal cathodic protection with zinc anodes is theoretically feasible but is
rarely done because of the cost and maintenance requirements.

Wholesale internal coating failure may require remedial slip-lining with butt-welded polyethylene (PE) or
cured-in-place resin pipe (CIPP), depending on the pipe system complexity.

5.b External coating of steel/iron

Supplemented with cathodic protection, immersion-grade, epoxy coatings can protect steel or ductile
iron for more than 50 years.  As with internal coatings, it’s less a problem ofthe coating film itself
degrading, than with assuredly protecting 100% of the surface due to application imperfections and
installation and post-installation damage. More durable protection barriers include thicker, multilayer
tape-wrap systems or other physical encasement with polymer materials.

Localized repair of an external coating is theoretically feasible (e.g., some 100% solids epoxy paints can
be applied underwater, or the a leak can be wrapped/banded), provided the repair location can be
detected and is accessible.

6. Non-metal pipe

With no significant damage mechanisms internally and externally in fresh and salt-water immersion at
temperatures below 150F, plastic materials like high density poly-ethylene (HDPE) and poly-propylene
(PP) are excellent candidates for immersed and buried pipe systems conveying sewage.
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HDPE is available in pipe form and costs less than PP. HDPE pipe can be conveniently joined with butt
welds, which can be made in the field with the proper equipment. The low strength of plastic compared
to steel and ductile iron is compensated for by purposely supporting non-metal pipe without local
pressure points or loading.

HDPE pipe floats on water and must be suitably anchored. Collar and strap systems using non-
corroding materials–e.g. stainless steel or Space-Lay wire rope–are used to position the pipe in
bodies of water. (Space-Lay wire rope has strands (made up of about 10 wires) purposely spaced apart
with key, oversized wires so each strand is individually encased by the plastic impregnated into the rope
- PP is the standard material. This steel-reinforced PP rope is far superior to wrapping a regular wire
rope in a plastic sleeve.)

We appreciate this opportunity to lend our long and extensive materials and corrosion engineering
experience to this infrastructure project. Please advise any questions and how we may support our
recommendations or help in any other way.

Respectfully yours,

David C. Bennett, MS
Senior Consultant
(201) 207-9199
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David Evans and Associates
Portland, Oregon
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Out-of-Lake Alternative
Supporting Documents

Prepared by City of Lake Oswego
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 Cost Estimates for Upgrade Alternatives

Brown and Caldwell
Portland, Oregon
December 2005

 



  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Buoyant pontoon/truss-supported HDPE Pipe

Detailed Cost Estimate

 



Cost, $

Buoyant interceptor 
HDPE interceptor pipe - material 2,730,000
Trusses and pontoons 5,210,000
HDPE air filled buoyancy pipe w/caps - material 700,000
HDPE manholes - material 230,000
Tethers - two 100 ft cables/tether 1,850,000
Hardware - stainless steel - two sets per tether 620,000
Polyester web straps - 12-inches wide, double ply 340,000
Existing manholes 2,070,000
Rock anchors 4,640,000
Excavation - 16 ft lake drawdown 2,470,000
Installation of buoyant pipe and MH's 9,010,000
Bypass pumping 250,000

Main Canal Trunk replacement 2,460,000
Foothills Road sewer improvements 850,000
Blue Heron to Main Canal diversion 170,000
Retrofit elevated pipe piers for seismic resistance 400,000

$34,000,000
7,190,000

260,000
41,460,000

410,000
830,000

42,700,000
44,840,000

3,580,000
5,340,000

$53,760,000
13,440,000

$67,200,000
Cost Escalation @ 10% per year from Dec 2006 to Sep 2010 28,870,000

6,190,000
$102,260,000

OH&P @ 25%, excl subs
Subcontractor MU @ 5%

TOTAL 75-YEAR PW PROJECT COST

Contingency
   Materials and subs @ 20%
   Other @ 30%
Construction Cost

Subtotal Dec 2006 (5% Esc.)

Buoyant Pontoon/Truss Supported HDPE Pipe Cost Estimate

Engr., CM, Easements, and Admin. @ 25%
Capital Cost

PW of 75 years of O&M and Replacement

Subtotal
Bond @ 1%
Insurance @ 2%

Subtotal Dec 2005

Description

Project subtotal



Nom D, in ID, in Length, ft

Length w/ > 20 
ft clearance 
below invert

No. 
trusses 
possible

Actual no. 
trusses

Length on 
trusses, ft

Length w/ 
tethers, ft

West End
MH 9 - 10 30 25 525 0 0.00 0 0 525
MH 10 - 11 36 31 950 0 0.00 0 0 950
MH 12 - 13 24 19 750 0 0.00 0 0 750
MH 13 - 11 24 19 590 0 0.00 0 0 590

Main Lake
MH 11-14 connection 36 31 2,990 1,195 9.56 9 1,125 1,865
MH 14 conn - 15 conn 42 37 1,665 1,665 13.32 13 1,625 40
MH 15 conn - 18 conn 42 37 3,415 3,415 27.32 27 3,125 290
MH 18 conn - 21 conn 42 37 640 0 0.00 0 0 640
MH 21 conn - 22 42 37 1,500 0 0.00 0 0 1,500

Connections
MH 14 conn 24 19 775 695 5.56 5 625 150
MH 15 conn 10 8 385 315 2.52 2 250 135
MH 18 conn 10 8 685 515 4.12 4 500 185
MH 21 conn1 24 19 950 0 0.00 0 0 950

Subtotal 7,800 60 7,250 8,570
Length of truss, ft 125

1 The MH 21 connection line has >20 ft clearance under most of its length but the main interceptor does not at the 
connection point so will be buoyant tethered pipe, so MH 21 conn will be buoyant tetered too. 

NUMBER OF TRUSSES



Web Strap Replacement Cost - Required Each 25 years

Description Unit No. units1 Unit cost, $ Cost, $

Web straps
12-ft long - 1/tether ea 673 100 67,256
30-ft long - 2/tether ea 1,345 200 269,025

Dive crew2 hr 1,345 500 672,562
Labor crew w/ boat2 hr 1,345 350 470,793

Misc. hardware allowance ls 1 5,000 5,000

Subtotal 1,484,637
OH&P @ 25%, excl subs 371,159
Subtotal 1,855,796
Bond @ 1% 18,558
Insurance @ 2% 37,116
Subtotal 1,911,470
Contingency
   Materials and subs @ 20% 68,256
   Other @ 30% 343,007
Construction Cost 2,322,732

1 Total number of tethers for the buoyant tethered HDPE line - 1245 tethers
2 Assumed time for replacement of web straps is 2 hours/tether, including fine tuning after 
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Nominal 
diameter, 

in

Inside 
diameter, 

in DR Unit
No. 
units

Cost/unit, 
$

Material cost, 
$ Unit

No. 
units Wage, $

Labor cost, 
$ Unit

No. 
units

Cost/unit, 
$

Equipment 
cost, $ Unit

No. 
units

Cost/unit, 
$

Contractor 
unit cost, $ Unit

No. 
units

Cost/unit, 
$

Subcontractor 
cost, $

Subtotal cost, 
$

Comments and sources of cost information

Buoyant Interceptor 
HDPE interceptor pipe - material 42.00 35.40 13.50 ft 7,330 232 1,703,492 1,703,492

36.00 30.35 13.50 ft 3,980 171 679,784 679,784
30.00 25.29 11.00 ft 520 143 74,256 74,256
24.00 19.37 11.00 ft 2,740 91 249,340 249,340
10.00 8.68 11.00 ft 1,060 18 19,292 19,292

HDPE Pipe Material Subtotal 2,726,164 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report

Trusses for pipe support - 125 ft long 42.00 ea 40 70,000 2,800,000 2,800,000
36.00 ea 9 70,000 630,000 630,000
30.00 ea 0 70,000 0 0
24.00 ea 5 70,000 350,000 350,000
10.00 ea 6 70,000 420,000 420,000

Pontoons for truss support ea 61 16,500 1,006,500 1,006,500
Truss and Pontoon Material Subtotal 5,206,500 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report

HDPE air filled buoyancy pipe w/caps - material 26.00 20.99 11.00 ft 2,330 128 253,970 253,970
24.00 19.37 11.00 ft 2,855 109 262,660 262,660
22.00 17.76 11.00 ft 520 92 47,840 47,840
18.00 14.53 11.00 ft 2,115 61 129,015 129,015
14.00 11.30 11.00 ft 310 37 11,470 11,470

HDPE Buoyancy Pipe Material Subtotal 704,955 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report

HDPE manholes - material
T-type manholes - fused with pipe ea 4 18,000 72,000 72,000
72-inch diameter manholes - separate install ea 6 24,000 144,000 144,000
48-inch diameter manhole riser tube ea 2 9,000 18,000 18,000

HDPE Manhole Subtotal 234,000 Ferguson Industrial Plastics

Tethers - two 100 ft cables/tether
1.125 inch diameter ea 411 3,312 1,362,336 1,362,336
0.75 inch diameter ea 208 1,598 331,803 331,803
0.375 inch diameter ea 45 564 25,503 25,503
0.3125 inch diameter ea 264 488 129,015 129,015

Tether Material Subtotal 1,848,657 Wire Rope Corporation of America website

Hardware - stainless steel - two sets per tether 
aluminum oval crimp fasteners - 10/tether ea 9,286 5 46,428 46,428
shackles - 3/4" bolt/nut type, 6/tether ea 5,571 30 167,141 167,141
turnbuckles - 1"X12", 2/tether ea 1,857 200 371,425 371,425
thimbles - 2/tether ea 1,857 20 37,142 37,142

Tether Hardware Material Subtotal 622,137 Rigging Products Inc., Portland, OR

Polyester web straps - 12-inches wide, double ply
Anchor strap - two 30ft straps/buoyant pipe anchor ea 1,345 200 269,025 269,025
Buoyancy tie strap - one 12ft strap/anchor ea 673 100 67,256 67,256

Polyester Strap Material Subtotal 336,281 Rigging Products Inc., Portland, OR

Existing Manholes
Replace MH's 9, 10, 11, 13 ea 4 167,000 668,000 668,000
Renovate MH's 14, 21 ea 2 239,000 478,000 478,000
Modify MH 15 ea 1 12,000 12,000 12,000
Abandon MH's 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 ea 5 20,000 100,000 100,000
Enlarge MH 22 ea 1 435,000 435,000 435,000
Renovate MH's 23, 24 ea 2 89,000 178,000 178,000
New MH's upstream of MH's 15, 18 ea 2 9,500 19,000 19,000
Secure existing manholes 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,25 & 26 

to prevent overturning w/ 4 rock anchors ea ea 36 5,000 180,000 180,000
Existing Manhole Modification Subtotal 2,070,000 Exist. MH costs from BC Modifications of Exist. MH TM

Rock anchors ea 929 5,000 4,642,810 4,642,810
Rock Anchor Subtotal 4,642,810 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report

Excavation - 16 foot lake draw down
Underwater excavation - 3,210cy (3,430t)

Silt curtain - installed sf 56,000 2 117,600 117,600 Contractor provided unit cost
Manned exc barge day 8 15,000 120,000 120,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Manned spoils barge day 8 8,000 64,000 64,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Excavator to unload spoils to trucks days 8 500 4,000 mo 1 8,000 4,000 8,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Spoil dewatering ton 3,430 200 686,000 686,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Dry excavation - 15,750cy (22,040t)
Excavator cy 15,750 13 204,750 204,750 Contractor provided unit cost

Spoils hauling and disposal ton 25,470 50 1,273,500 1,273,500 WMI Hillsboro Landfill
Excavation Subtotal 2,473,850

Installation of buoyant pipe, trusses and MH's 
Contractor mobilization - general ls 1 300,000 300,000 300,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Barge mobilization and demobilization ea 4 157,000 628,000 628,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Construct rock-fill staging area - 1/2 acre

Purchase and place fill days 15 500 7,500 cy 3,600 30 108,000 115,500 Contractor provided unit cost
Drive piles at face of fill ea 12 200 2,400 day 5 1,000 5,000 7,400 Contractor provided unit cost
Remove and haul away fill and piles days 15 500 7,500 cy 3,600 20 72,000 79,500 Contractor provided unit cost

Pipe fusing
Large fusing machine and technician day 38 600 22,800 mo 4 16,000 60,800 83,600 Ferguson Industrial Plastics
Medium fusing machine mo 2 12,000 22,800 22,800 Ferguson Industrial Plastics
Crane and operator day 38 500 19,000 mo 2 10,000 19,000 38,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Tug/support boat and crew hr 300 300 90,000 90,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Laborer - 2 laborers day 76 400 30,400 30,400 BC estimated cost

Installation of buoyant pipe

BUOYANT PONTOON/TRUSS SUPPORTED HDPE PIPE ALTERNATIVE - CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE - OSWEGO LAKE INTERCEPTOR SEWER UPGRADE PROJECT PREDESIGN
Subcontractor cost

Description

Labor Equipment Contractor unit costMaterialPipe info
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BUOYANT PONTOON/TRUSS SUPPORTED HDPE PIPE ALTERNATIVE - CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE - OSWEGO LAKE INTERCEPTOR SEWER UPGRADE PROJECT PREDESIGN
Subcontractor cost

Description

Labor Equipment Contractor unit costMaterialPipe info

Assemble, position and tie-off pipe
Manned barge day 105 15,000 1,576,317 1,576,317 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 841 500 420,351 420,351 Contractor provided unit cost

Set pipe
Manned barge day 168 15,000 2,522,108 2,522,108 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 1,345 500 672,562 672,562 Contractor provided unit cost

Fine-tune grade
Dive crew hr 504 500 252,211 252,211 Contractor provided unit cost

Installation of truss supported pipe
Attach pipe to trusses

Manned barge day 43 15,000 645,000 645,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Set pontoons

Manned barge day 31 15,000 457,500 457,500 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 244 500 122,000 122,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Set trusses and pipe
Manned barge day 27 15,000 400,313 400,313 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 214 500 106,750 106,750 Contractor provided unit cost

Fine-tune grade
Dive crew hr 92 500 45,750 45,750 Contractor provided unit cost

Install MHs
Install buoyant MHs

Manned barge day 1 15,000 13,125 13,125 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 7 500 3,500 3,500 Contractor provided unit cost

Install pontoon supported MHs
Manned barge day 8 15,000 112,500 112,500 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 60 500 30,000 30,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Test new pipe ls 1 20,000 20,000 20,000 BC estimated cost
Commission new pipe - laborers, boat and crew day 3 400 1,200 hr 24 500 12,000 13,200 BC estimated cost
Contractor demobilization - general ls 1 200,000 200,000 200,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Pipe and MH Installation Subtotal 9,008,387

Bypass pumping - MH 19
HDPE pipe 22.00 18.00 11.00 ft 1,500 65 97,500 97,500 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report
Fusing machine rental and technician day 3 600 1,800 day 3 450 1,350 3,150 Ferguson Industrial Plastics
Crane rental and operator day 14 500 7,000 wk 2 2,500 5,000 12,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Laborer - 2 laborers day 22 400 8,800 8,800 BC estimated cost
Electrician day 2 500 1,000 1,000 BC estimated cost
Pumps - 3 @ 4000 gpm each mo 3 5,000 15,000 15,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Generators 2 each mo 2 5,000 10,000 10,000 Contractor provided unit cost
O&M - labor, misc piping and parts day 30 400 12,000 ls 1 20,000 20,000 32,000 BC estimated cost
Fuel/power day 30 150 4,500 4,500 BC estimated cost

Bypass pumping - MH 21
HDPE pipe 14.00 11.30 11.00 ft 1,000 30 30,000 30,000 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report
Fusing machine rental and technician day 2 600 1,200 day 2 450 900 2,100 Ferguson Industrial Plastics
Crane rental and operator day 8 500 4,000 wk 2 1,500 3,000 7,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Laborer - 2 laborers day 12 400 4,800 4,800 BC estimated cost
Electrician day 2 500 1,000 1,000 BC estimated cost
Pumps - 2 @ 1200 gpm each mo 3 2,000 6,000 6,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Generators 2 each mo 2 2,000 4,000 4,000 Contractor provided unit cost
O&M - labor, misc piping and parts day 0 400 0 ls 1 5,000 5,000 5,000 BC estimated cost
Fuel/power day 30 50 1,500 1,500 BC estimated cost
Bypass Pumping Subtotal 245,350

Main Canal Trunk
HDPE pipe - installed 22.00 17.76 11.00 ft 3,862 500 1,931,000 1,931,000 BC estimated cost
CDF backfill - .2 cy/ft cy 780 100 78,000 78,000 BC estimated cost
Manholes ea 8 5,000 40,000 40,000 BC estimated cost Project Subtotal $34,004,541
Lateral connections ea 100 4,000 400,000 400,000 BC estimated cost OH&P @ 25%, excl subs $7,194,683
Test pipe ls 1 10,000 10,000 10,000 BC estimated cost Subcontractor MU @ 5% $261,291

Main Canal Trunk Subtotal 2,459,000 Subtotal $41,460,514
Bond @ 1% $414,605

Foothills Road Sewer Insurance @ 2% $829,210
PVC pipe 24" to 42" diam - installed ft 1,279 667 853,350 853,350 City estimated cost Subtotal Dec 2005 $42,704,330

Foothills Road Sewer Subtotal 853,350 Subtotal Dec 2006 (5% Esc.) $44,839,546
Contingency

Blue Heron to Main Canal Diversion    Materials and subs @ 20% $3,578,485
PVC pipe 15" diam - installed ft 593 287 170,101 170,101 BC estimated cost    Other @ 30% $5,343,703

Blue Heron Diversion Subtotal 170,101 Construction Cost $53,761,735
Engr., CM, Easements, and Admin. @ 25% $13,440,434

Retrofit elevated pipe piers for seismic resistance ea 31 13,000 403,000 403,000 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report Capital Cost $67,202,168
Retrofit Elevated Piers Subtotal 403,000 Cost Escalation @ 10% per year from Dec 2006 to Sep 2010 $28,871,828

PW of 75 years of O&M and Replacement $6,190,000
Material 11,814,593 Labor 134,000 Equipment 181,850 Contractor 16,648,288 Subcontractor 5,225,810 34,004,541 TOTAL 75-YEAR PW PROJECT COST $102,263,996SUBTOTALS



 

 

2. Buoyant Tethered HDPE Pipe

Detailed Cost Estimate

 



Cost, $

Buoyant interceptor 
HDPE interceptor pipe - material 2,730,000
HDPE air filled buoyancy pipe w/caps - material 1,420,000
HDPE manholes - material 230,000
Tethers - two 100 ft cables/tether 2,490,000
Hardware - stainless steel - two sets per tether 830,000
Polyester web straps - 12-inches wide, double ply 620,000
Existing manholes 2,070,000
Rock anchors 6,170,000
Excavation - 16 ft lake drawdown 2,470,000
Installation of buoyant pipe and MH's 11,830,000
Bypass pumping 250,000

Main Canal Trunk replacement 2,460,000
Foothills Road sewer improvements 850,000
Blue Heron to Main Canal diversion 170,000
Retrofit elevated pipe piers for seismic resistance 400,000

Project subtotal $35,000,000
OH&P @ 25%, excl subs 7,060,000
Subcontractor MU @ 5% 340,000
Subtotal 42,400,000
Bond @ 1% 420,000
Insurance @ 2% 850,000

Subtotal Dec 2005 43,670,000
Subtotal Dec 2006 (5% Esc.) 45,850,000
Contingency
   Materials and subs @ 20% 3,190,000
   Other @ 30% 6,230,000
Construction Cost $55,280,000
Engr., CM, Easements, and Admin. @ 25% 13,820,000
Capital Cost $69,100,000
Cost Escalation @ 10% per year from Dec 2006 to Sep 2010 29,690,000
PW of 75 years of O&M and Replacement 8,300,000
TOTAL 75-YEAR PW PROJECT COST $107,090,000

Description
Buoyant Tethered HDPE Pipe Cost Estimate



Web Strap Replacement Cost - Required Each 25 years

Description Unit No. units1 Unit cost, $ Cost, $

Web straps
12-ft long - 1/tether ea 1,245 100 124,500
30-ft long - 2/tether ea 2,490 200 498,000

Dive crew2 hr 2,490 500 1,245,000
Labor crew w/ boat2 hr 2,490 350 871,500

Misc. hardware allowance ls 1 5,000 5,000

Subtotal 2,744,000
OH&P @ 25%, excl subs 686,000
Subtotal 3,430,000
Bond @ 1% 34,300
Insurance @ 2% 68,600
Subtotal 3,532,900
Contingency
   Materials and subs @ 20% 125,500
   Other @ 30% 634,950
Construction Cost 4,293,350

1 Total number of tethers for the buoyant tethered HDPE line - 1245 tethers
2 Assumed time for replacement of web straps is 2 hours/tether, including fine tuning after 
installation
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Buoyant Interceptor 
HDPE interceptor pipe - material 42.00 35.40 13.5 ft 7,330 232 1,703,492 1,703,492

36.00 30.35 13.5 ft 3,980 171 679,784 679,784
30.00 25.29 11 ft 520 143 74,256 74,256
24.00 19.37 11 ft 2,740 91 249,340 249,340
10.00 8.68 11 ft 1,060 18 19,292 19,292

HDPE Pipe Material Subtotal 2,726,164 HDPE pipe costs from KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report

HDPE air filled buoyancy pipe w/caps - material 26.00 20.99 11 ft 7,330 128 798,970 798,970
24.00 19.37 11 ft 3,980 109 366,160 366,160
22 00 17 76 11 ft 520 92 47 840 47 840

BUOYANT TETHERED HDPE PIPE ALTERNATIVE - CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE - OSWEGO LAKE INTERCEPTOR SEWER UPGRADE PROJECT PREDESIGN
Subcontractor cost

Description

Labor Equipment Contractor unit costMaterialPipe info

22.00 17.76 11 ft 520 92 47,840 47,840
18.00 14.53 11 ft 2,740 61 167,140 167,140
14.00 11.30 11 ft 1,060 37 39,220 39,220

HDPE Buoyancy Pipe Material Subtotal 1,419,330 HDPE buoyancy pipe costs from KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives

HDPE manholes - material
T-type manholes - fused with pipe ea 4 18,000 72,000 72,000
72-inch diameter manholes - separate install ea 6 24,000 144,000 144,000
48-inch diameter manhole riser tube ea 2 9,000 18,000 18,000

HDPE Manhole Subtotal 234,000 HDPE manhole costs from Ferguson Industrial Plastics

Tethers - two 100 ft cables/tether
1.125 inch diameter ea 532 3,312 1,761,984 1,761,984
0.75 inch diameter ea 330 1,598 527,340 527,340
0.375 inch diameter ea 238 564 134,232 134,232
0.3125 inch diameter ea 133 488 64,904 64,904

Tether Material Subtotal 2,488,460 Tether costs from Wire Rope Corporation of America website

Hardware - stainless steel - two sets per tether 
Aluminum oval crimp fasteners - 10/tether ea 12,450 5 62,250 62,250
Shackles - 3/4" bolt/nut type, 6/tether ea 7,470 30 224,100 224,100
Turnbuckles - 1"X12", 2/tether ea 2,490 200 498,000 498,000
Thimbles - 2/tether ea 2,490 20 49,800 49,800

Hardware Material Subtotal 834,150 Hardware costs from Rigging Products, Inc., Portland, OR

Polyester web straps - 12-inches wide, double ply
Anchor strap - two 30ft straps/anchor ea 2,490 200 498,000 498,000
Buoyancy tie strap - one 12ft strap/anchor ea 1,245 100 124,500 124,500

P l t St M t i l S bt t l 622 500 W b t t f Ri i P d t I P tl d ORPolyester Strap Material Subtotal 622,500 Web strap costs from Rigging Products, Inc., Portland, OR

Existing Manholes
Replace MH's 9, 10, 11, 13 ea 4 167,000 668,000 668,000
Renovate MH's 14, 21 ea 2 239,000 478,000 478,000
Modify MH 15 ea 1 12,000 12,000 12,000
Abandon MH's 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 ea 5 20,000 100,000 100,000
Enlarge MH 22 ea 1 435,000 435,000 435,000
Renovate MH's 23, 24 ea 2 89,000 178,000 178,000
New MH's upstream of MH's 15, 18 ea 2 9,500 19,000 19,000
Secure existing manholes 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,25 & 26 

to prevent overturning w/ 4 rock anchors ea ea 36 5,000 180,000 180,000
Existing Manhole Modification Subtotal 2,070,000 Existing MH costs from BC Modifications of Existing Manholes TM

Rock anchors ea 1,233 5,000 6,165,000 6,165,000
Rock Anchor Subtotal 6,165,000 Rock anchor costs from KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report

Excavation - 16 foot lake draw down
Underwater excavation - 3,210cy (3,430t)

Silt curtain - installed sf 56,000 2 117,600 117,600 Contractor provided unit cost
Manned exc barge day 8 15,000 120,000 120,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Manned spoils barge day 8 8,000 64,000 64,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Excavator to unload spoils to trucks days 8 500 4,000 mo 0.50 8,000 4,000 8,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Spoil dewatering ton 3,430 200 686,000 686,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Dry excavation - 15,750cy (22,040t)
Excavator cy 15,750 13 204,750 204,750 Contractor provided unit cost

Spoils hauling and disposal ton 25,470 50 1,273,500 1,273,500 Hauling and disposal cost from Hillsboro Landfill
Excavation Subtotal 2,473,850

Installation of buoyant pipe and MH's 
Contractor mobilization - general ls 1 300,000 300,000 300,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Barge mobilization and demobilization ea 4 157,000 628,000 628,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Construct rock-fill staging area - 1/2 acre

Purchase and place fill days 15 500 7,500 cy 3,600 30 108,000 115,500 Contractor provided unit cost
Drive piles at face of fill ea 12 200 2,400 day 5.00 1,000 5,000 7,400 Contractor provided unit cost
Remove and haul away fill and piles days 15 500 7,500 cy 3,600 20 72,000 79,500 Contractor provided unit cost

Pipe fusing
Large fusing machine and technician day 38 600 22,800 mo 3.80 16,000 60,800 83,600 Ferguson Industrial Plastics
Medium fusing machine mo 1.90 12,000 22,800 22,800 Ferguson Industrial Plastics
Crane and operator day 38 500 19,000 mo 1.90 10,000 19,000 38,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Tug/support boat and crew hr 300 300 90,000 90,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Laborer - 2 laborers day 76 400 30,400 30,400 BC estimated cost

Assemble, position and tie-off pipe
Manned barge day 195 15,000 2,925,000 2,925,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 1,562 500 781,000 781,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Assemble, position and tie-off manholes
Manned barge day 2 15,000 33,750 33,750 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 18 500 9,000 9,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Locate tethers and fab cable links
Manned barge day 78 15,000 1,170,000 1,170,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 625 500 312,500 312,500 Contractor provided unit cost

Sink pipe to approximate grade
Manned barge day 78 15,000 1,170,000 1,170,000 Contractor provided unit cost
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BUOYANT TETHERED HDPE PIPE ALTERNATIVE - CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE - OSWEGO LAKE INTERCEPTOR SEWER UPGRADE PROJECT PREDESIGN
Subcontractor cost

Description

Labor Equipment Contractor unit costMaterialPipe info

Dive crew hr 625 500 312,500 312,500 Contractor provided unit cost
Sink manholes to approximate grade

Manned barge day 3 15,000 45,000 45,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 24 500 12,000 12,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Attach tethers
Manned barge day 156 15,000 2,340,000 2,340,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 1,250 500 625,000 625,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Fine-tune grade
Dive crew hr 938 500 469,000 469,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Test new pipe ls 1 20,000 20,000 20,000 BC estimated cost
Commission new pipe - laborers, boat and crew day 3 400 1,200 hr 24 500 12,000 13,200 BC estimated cost
C t t d bili ti l l 1 200 000 200 000 200 000 C t t id d it tContractor demobilization - general ls 1 200,000 200,000 200,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Pipe and MH Installation Subtotal 11,833,150

Bypass pumping - MH 19
HDPE pipe 22.00 18.00 11 ft 1,500 65 97,500 97,500 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report
Fusing machine rental and technician day 3 600 1,800 day 3.00 450 1,350 3,150 Ferguson Industrial Plastics
Crane rental and operator day 14 500 7,000 wk 2.00 2,500 5,000 12,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Laborer - 2 laborers day 22 400 8,800 8,800 BC estimated cost
Electrician day 2 500 1,000 1,000 BC estimated cost
Pumps - 3 @ 4000 gpm each mo 3.00 5,000 15,000 15,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Generators 2 each mo 2.00 5,000 10,000 10,000 Contractor provided unit cost
O&M - labor, misc piping and parts day 30 400 12,000 ls 1.00 20,000 20,000 32,000 BC estimated cost
Fuel/power day 30 150 4,500 4,500 BC estimated cost

Bypass pumping - MH 21
HDPE pipe 14.00 11.30 11 ft 1,000 30 30,000 30,000 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report
Fusing machine rental and technician day 2 600 1,200 day 2.00 450 900 2,100 Ferguson Industrial Plastics
Crane rental and operator day 8 500 4,000 wk 2.00 1,500 3,000 7,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Laborer - 2 laborers day 12 400 4,800 4,800 BC estimated cost
Electrician day 2 500 1,000 1,000 BC estimated cost
Pumps - 2 @ 1200 gpm each mo 3.00 2,000 6,000 6,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Generators 2 each mo 2.00 2,000 4,000 4,000 Contractor provided unit cost
O&M - labor, misc piping and parts day 0 400 0 ls 1.00 5,000 5,000 5,000 BC estimated cost
Fuel/power day 30 50 1,500 1,500 BC estimated cost
Bypass Pumping Subtotal 245,350

Main Canal Trunk
HDPE pipe - installed 22.00 17.76 11 ft 3,862 500 1,931,000 1,931,000 BC estimated cost
CDF backfill - .2 cy/ft cy 780 100 78,000 78,000 BC estimated cost
M h l 8 5 000 40 000 40 000 BC ti t d t P j t S bt t l $34 997 405Manholes ea 8 5,000 40,000 40,000 BC estimated cost Project Subtotal $34,997,405
Lateral connections ea 100 4,000 400,000 400,000 BC estimated cost OH&P @ 25%, excl subs $7,062,351
Test pipe ls 1 10,000 10,000 10,000 BC estimated cost Subcontractor MU @ 5% $337,400

Main Canal Trunk Subtotal 2,459,000 Subtotal $42,397,156
Bond @ 1% $423,972

Foothills Road Sewer Insurance @ 2% $847,943
PVC pipe 42" to 24" diam - installed 42-24 ft 1,279 667 853,350 853,350 City estimated cost Subtotal Dec 2005 $43,669,071

Foothills Road Sewer Subtotal 853,350 Subtotal Dec 2006 (5% Esc.) $45,852,524
Contingency

Blue Heron to Main Canal Diversion    Materials and subs @ 20% $3,193,786
PVC pipe 15" diam - installed 15.00 ft 593 287 170,101 170,101 BC estimated cost    Other @ 30% $6,233,504

Blue Heron Diversion Subtotal 170,101 Construction Cost $55,279,814
Engr., CM, Easements, and Admin. @ 25% $13,819,953

Retrofit elevated pipe piers for seismic resistance ea 31 13,000 403,000 403,000 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report Capital Cost $69,099,767
Retrofit Elevated Piers Subtotal 403,000 Cost Escalation @ 10% per year from Dec 2006 to Sep 2010 $29,687,086

PW of 75 years of O&M and Replacement $8,300,000
Material 8,460,504 Labor 134,000 Equipment 181,850 Contractor 19,473,051 Subcontractor 6,748,000 34,997,405 TOTAL 75-YEAR PW PROJECT COST $107,086,854SUBTOTALS



 

3. Pontoon-supported Steel Pipe 

Detailed Cost Estimate

 



Cost, $

Buoyant interceptor 
HDPE interceptor pipe - material 2,660,000
Pontoon material 2,230,000
Rock anchors 2,760,000
Tethers - two 100 ft cables/tether 1,830,000
Hardware - stainless steel - two sets per tether 370,000
Pile bents 7,260,000
HDPE manholes - material 230,000
Existing Manholes 2,610,000

Excavation - 16 ft lake drawdown 2,470,000
Installation of buoyant pipe and MH's 6,160,000
Bypass pumping 250,000

Main Canal Trunk replacement 2,460,000
Foothills Road sewer improvements 850,000
Blue Heron to Main Canal diversion 170,000
Retrofit elevated pipe piers for seismic resistance 400,000

Project subtotal $32,710,000
7,340,000

170,000
40,220,000

400,000
800,000

41,430,000
43,500,000

2,520,000
6,520,000

$52,540,000
13,140,000

$65,680,000
28,220,000
14,300,000

$108,200,000

Description

PW of 75 years of O&M and Replacement

Buoyant Pontoon Supported Steel Pipe Cost Estimate

OH&P @ 25%, excl subs
Subcontractor MU @ 5%
Subtotal
Bond @ 1%
Insurance @ 2%

Subtotal Dec 2005
Subtotal Dec 2006 (5% Esc.)
Contingency
   Materials and subs @ 20%
   Other @ 30%
Construction Cost

TOTAL 75-YEAR PW PROJECT COST

Engr., CM, Easements, and Admin. @ 25%
Capital Cost
Cost Escalation @ 10% per year from Dec 2006 to Sep 2010



Nom D, in
Max span, 

ft Length, ft

Length w/ > 12 
ft clearance 
below invert

No. 
pontoons 
possible

Actual no. 
pontoons

Length on 
pontoons, 

ft
Length on 

piles, ft
No. pile 
bents

West End
MH 9 - 10 24 58 525 0 0.00 0 0 525 9
MH 10 - 11 30 70 950 0 0.00 0 0 950 14
MH 12 - 13 18 45 750 0 0.00 0 0 750 17
MH 13 - 11 18 45 590 0 0.00 0 0 590 13

West End pile bent subtotal 52 Assume all 18" piles
Main Lake

MH 11-14 connection 30 70 2,990 1,525 21.79 21 1,470 1,520 22
MH 14 conn - 15 conn 36 90 1,665 1,665 18.50 18 1,620 45 1
MH 15 conn - 18 conn 36 90 3,415 3,415 37.94 38 3,420 -5 0
MH 18 conn - 21 conn 36 90 640 640 7.11 7 630 10 0
MH 21 conn - 22 36 90 1,500 280 3.11 3 270 1,230 14

Connections
MH 14 conn 18 45 775 695 15.44 15 675 100 2
MH 15 conn 8 39 385 315 8.18 8 308 77 2
MH 18 conn 8 39 685 515 13.38 13 501 185 5
MH 21 conn 18 45 950 570 12.67 12 540 410 9

Main Lake pile bent subtotal 54 Assume 63.5 % are 2-pile bents

Subtotal 9,620 135 9,434 6,387

NUMBER OF PONTOONS
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Nominal 
diameter, 

in

Inside 
diameter, 

in DR Unit
No. 

units
Cost/unit, 

$ Material cost, $ Unit
No. 

units Wage, $ Labor cost, $ Unit
No. 

units Cost/unit, $
Equipment 

cost, $ Unit
No. 

units
Cost/unit, 

$
Contractor unit 

cost, $ Unit
No. 

units
Cost/unit, 

$
Subcontractor 

cost, $
Subtotal cost, 

$
Comments and sources of cost information

Buoyant Interceptor 
38.00 36.00 1 ft 7,330 235 1,722,550 1,722,550 Steel pipe costs from Northwest Pipe, Portland, OR
32.00 30.00 1 ft 3,980 158 628,840 628,840
26.00 24.00 1 ft 520 128 66,560 66,560
20.00 18.00 0 ft 2,740 74 202,760 202,760

Ductile iron interceptor pipe material 8.00 8.00 0 ft 1,060 40 42,400 42,400 Ductile iron costs from Pacific States Pipe
Pipe Material Subtotal 2,663,110

Pontoons for steel pipe support ea 135 16,500 2,227,500 2,227,500
Pontoon Material Subtotal 2,227,500 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report

Rock anchors ea 552 5,000 2,760,000 2,760,000
Rock Anchor Subtotal 2,760,000

Tethers - two 100 ft cables/tether
1.125 inch diameter ea 552 3,312 1,828,224 1,828,224

Tether Material Subtotal 1,828,224

Hardware - stainless steel - 2 sets per tether
aluminum oval crimp fasteners - 10/tether ea 5,520 5 27,600 27,600
shackles - 3/4" bolt/nut type, 6/tether ea 3,312 30 99,360 99,360
turnbuckles - 1"X12", 2/tether ea 1,104 200 220,800 220,800
thimbles - 2/tether ea 1,104 20 22,080 22,080

Hardware Material Subtotal 369,840

Pile Bents - No lake drawdown
Main Lake 2-pile bent ea 34 61,632 2,115,798 2,115,798
Main Lake 4-pile bent ea 20 118,135 2,331,106 2,331,106
West End 2-pile bent ea 37 43,932 1,647,048 1,647,048
West End 4-pile bent ea 15 78,116 1,164,716 1,164,716

Pile Bent Subtotal 7,258,669 Pile bent costs from KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report

HDPE manholes - material
T-type manholes - fused with pipe ea 4 18,000 72,000 72,000
72-inch diameter manholes - separate install ea 6 24,000 144,000 144,000
48-inch diameter manhole riser tube ea 2 9,000 18,000 18,000

HDPE Manhole Subtotal 234,000 Ferguson Industrial Plastics

Existing Manholes
Replace MH's 9, 10, 13 ea 3 167,000 501,000 501,000
Replace MH 11 ea 1 186,000 186,000 186,000
Modify MH 14, 19 ea 2 432,000 864,000 864,000
Modify MH's 15, 18 ea 2 3,000 6,000 6,000
Abandon MH 20 ea 1 20,000 20,000 20,000
Modify MH 21 ea 1 229,000 229,000 229,000
Modify MH 22 ea 1 422,000 422,000 422,000
Modify MH's 23, 24 ea 2 89,000 178,000 178,000
New MH's upstream of MH's15, 18 ea 2 9,500 19,000 19,000
Secure existing manholes 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,25 & 26 

to prevent overturning w/ 4 rock anchors ea ea 36 5,000 180,000 180,000
Existing Manhole Modification Subtotal 2,605,000 Existing MH costs from Manhole Modifications Tech Memo

Excavation - 16 foot lake draw down
Underwater excavation - 3,210cy (3,430t)

Silt curtain - installed sf 56,000 2 117,600 117,600 Contractor provided unit cost
Manned exc barge day 8 15,000 120,000 120,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Manned spoils barge day 8 8,000 64,000 64,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Excavator to unload spoils to trucks days 8 500 4,000 mo 0.50 8,000 4,000 8,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Spoil dewatering ton 3,430 200 686,000 686,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Dry excavation - 15,750cy (22,040t)
Excavator cy 15,750 13 204,750 204,750 Contractor provided unit cost

Spoils hauling and disposal ton 25,470 50 1,273,500 1,273,500 Hillsboro Landfill
Excavation Subtotal 2,473,850

Installation of steel pipe on piles and pontoons 
Contractor mobilization - general ls 1 300,000 300,000 300,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Barge mobilization and demobilization ea 4 157,000 628,000 628,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Construct rock-fill staging area - 1/2 acre

Purchase and place fill days 15 500 7,500 cy 3,600 30 108,000 115,500 Contractor provided unit cost
Drive piles at face of fill ea 12 200 2,400 day 5.00 1,000 5,000 7,400 Contractor provided unit cost
Remove and haul away fill and piles days 15 500 7,500 cy 3,600 20 72,000 79,500 Contractor provided unit cost

Installation of pile supported pipe
Install pipe saddles and set pipe

Manned barge day 106 15,000 1,596,945 1,596,945 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 852 500 425,852 425,852 Contractor provided unit cost
Pipe saddles - 1 saddle per bent ea 106 5,000 532,315 532,315

Installation of pontoon supported pipe
Install pipe saddles on pontoons ea 135 5,000 675,000 hr 270 50 13,500 688,500
Set pontoons

Manned barge day 8 15,000 126,563 126,563 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 68 500 33,750 33,750 Contractor provided unit cost

Set pipe on pontoons
Manned barge day 59 15,000 885,938 885,938 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 473 500 236,250 236,250 Contractor provided unit cost

Fine-tune grade
Dive crew hr 203 500 101,250 101,250 Contractor provided unit cost

Install MHs
Install pontoon supported MHs

Manned barge day 9 15,000 135,000 135,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 72 500 36,000 36,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Test new pipe ls 1 20,000 20,000 20,000 BC estimated cost
Commission new pipe - laborers, boat and crew day 3 400 1,200 hr 24 500 12,000 13,200 BC estimated cost
Contractor demobilization - general ls 1 200,000 200,000 200,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Pipe and MH Installation Subtotal 6,161,962

Bypass pumping - MH 19

BUOYANT PONTOON SUPPORTED STEEL PIPE ALTERNATIVE - CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE - OSWEGO LAKE INTERCEPTOR SEWER UPGRADE PROJECT PREDESIGN

Steel interceptor pipe material 

Subcontractor cost

Description

Labor Equipment Contractor unit costMaterialPipe info
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Nominal 
diameter, 

in

Inside 
diameter, 

in DR Unit
No. 

units
Cost/unit, 

$ Material cost, $ Unit
No. 

units Wage, $ Labor cost, $ Unit
No. 

units Cost/unit, $
Equipment 

cost, $ Unit
No. 

units
Cost/unit, 

$
Contractor unit 

cost, $ Unit
No. 

units
Cost/unit, 

$
Subcontractor 

cost, $
Subtotal cost, 

$
Comments and sources of cost information

BUOYANT PONTOON SUPPORTED STEEL PIPE ALTERNATIVE - CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE - OSWEGO LAKE INTERCEPTOR SEWER UPGRADE PROJECT PREDESIGN
Subcontractor cost

Description

Labor Equipment Contractor unit costMaterialPipe info

HDPE pipe 22.00 18.00 11 ft 1,500 65 97,500 97,500 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report
Fusing machine rental and technician day 3 600 1,800 day 3.00 450 1,350 3,150 Ferguson Industrial Plastics
Crane rental and operator day 14 500 7,000 wk 2.00 2,500 5,000 12,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Laborer - 2 laborers day 22 400 8,800 8,800 BC estimated cost
Electrician day 2 500 1,000 1,000 BC estimated cost
Pumps - 3 @ 4000 gpm each mo 3.00 5,000 15,000 15,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Generators 2 each mo 2.00 5,000 10,000 10,000 Contractor provided unit cost
O&M - labor, misc piping and parts day 30 400 12,000 ls 1.00 20,000 20,000 32,000 BC estimated cost
Fuel/power day 30 150 4,500 4,500 BC estimated cost

Bypass pumping - MH 21
HDPE pipe 14.00 11.30 11 ft 1,000 30 30,000 30,000 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report
Fusing machine rental and technician day 2 600 1,200 day 2.00 450 900 2,100 Ferguson Industrial Plastics
Crane rental and operator day 8 500 4,000 wk 2.00 1,500 3,000 7,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Laborer - 2 laborers day 12 400 4,800 4,800 BC estimated cost
Electrician day 2 500 1,000 1,000 BC estimated cost
Pumps - 2 @ 1200 gpm each mo 3.00 2,000 6,000 6,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Generators 2 each mo 2.00 2,000 4,000 4,000 Contractor provided unit cost
O&M - labor, misc piping and parts day 0 400 0 ls 1.00 5,000 5,000 5,000 BC estimated cost
Fuel/power day 30 50 1,500 1,500 BC estimated cost
Bypass Pumping Subtotal 245,350

Main Canal Trunk
HDPE pipe - installed 22.00 17.76 11 ft 3,862 500 1,931,000 1,931,000 BC estimated cost
CDF backfill - .2 cy/ft cy 780 100 78,000 78,000 BC estimated cost
Manholes ea 8 5,000 40,000 40,000 BC estimated cost Project Subtotal $32,712,955
Lateral connections ea 100 4,000 400,000 400,000 BC estimated cost OH&P @ 25%, excl subs $7,342,489
Test pipe ls 1 10,000 10,000 10,000 BC estimated cost Subcontractor MU @ 5% $167,150

Main Canal Trunk Subtotal 2,459,000 Subtotal $40,222,594
Bond @ 1% $402,226

Foothills Road Sewer Insurance @ 2% $804,452
PVC pipe 42" to 24" diam - installed 42-24 ft 1,279 667 853,350 853,350 BC/City estimated cost Subtotal Dec 2005 $41,429,272

Foothills Road Sewer Subtotal 853,350 Subtotal Dec 2006 (5% Esc.) $43,500,735
Contingency

Blue Heron to Main Canal Diversion    Materials and subs @ 20% $2,521,867
PVC pipe 15" diam - installed 15.00 ft 593 287 170,101 170,101 BC/City estimated cost    Other @ 30% $6,521,781

Blue Heron Diversion Subtotal 170,101 Construction Cost $52,544,383
Engr., CM, Easements, and Admin. @ 25% $13,136,096

Retrofit elevated pipe piers for seismic resistance ea 31 13,000 403,000 403,000 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report Capital Cost $65,680,478
Retrofit Elevated Piers Subtotal 403,000 Cost Escalation @ 10% per year from Dec 2006 to Sep 2010 $28,218,070

PW of 75 years of O&M and Replacement $14,303,000
Materials 8,665,889 Labor 75,300 Equipment 79,250 Contractor 20,549,516 Subcontractor 3,343,000 32,712,955 TOTAL 75-YEAR PW PROJECT COST $108,201,548SUBTOTALS



 

 

 

4. Pile-supported Steel Pipe

Detailed Cost Estimate

 



Cost, $

Pile-supported interceptor
Steel pipe - material 2,660,000
HDPE manholes - material 230,000
Pile bents - lake level drawn down 18,380,000
Existing manholes 2,610,000
Rock anchors 620,000
Excavation - 16 ft lake drawdown 2,470,000
Installation of pile supported pipe and MH's 6,880,000
Bypass pumping 250,000

Main Canal Trunk replacement 2,460,000
Foothills Road sewer improvements 850,000
Blue Heron to Main Canal diversion 170,000
Retrofit elevated pipe piers for seismic resistance 400,000

Project subtotal $37,980,000
9,200,000

60,000
47,240,000

470,000
940,000

48,660,000
51,090,000

1,140,000
10,250,000

$62,480,000
15,620,000

$78,110,000
33,560,000
14,300,000

$125,960,000

Description

Capital Cost

OH&P @ 25%, excl subs
Subcontractor MU @ 5%
Subtotal
Bond @ 1%
Insurance @ 2%

Subtotal Dec 2005
Subtotal Dec 2006 (5% Esc.)
Contingency

Cost Escalation @ 10% per year from Dec 2006 to Sep 2010

Pile Supported Steel Pipe Cost Estimate

TOTAL 75-YEAR PW PROJECT COST
PW of 75 years of O&M and Replacement

   Materials and subs @ 20%
   Other @ 30%

Construction Cost
Engr., CM, Easements, and Admin. @ 25%



Nominal 
diameter, 

in

Inside 
diameter, 

in

Wall 
thickness, 

in Unit
No. 

units
Cost/unit, 

$
Material 
cost, $ Unit

No. 
units

Wage, 
$

Labor 
cost, $ Unit

No. 
units

Cost/unit, 
$

Equipment 
cost, $ Unit

No. 
units

Cost/unit, 
$

Contractor 
unit cost, $ Unit

No. 
units

Cost/unit, 
$

Subcontractor 
cost, $ Subtotal cost, $

Comments and sources of cost information

38.00 36.00 0.625 ft 7,330 235 1,722,550 1,722,550 Steel pipe costs from Northwest Pipe, Portland, OR
32.00 30.00 0.500 ft 3,980 158 628,840 628,840
26.00 24.00 0.500 ft 520 128 66,560 66,560
20.00 18.00 0.375 ft 2,740 74 202,760 202,760

Ductile iron interceptor pipe material 8.00 8.00 0.250 ft 1,060 40 42,400 42,400 Ductile iron costs from Pacific States Pipe
Pipe Material Subtotal 2,663,110

Installation of pile supported pipe and MH's 
Contractor mobilization ls 1 150,000 150,000 150,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Barge mobilization and demobilization ea 2 157,000 314,000 314,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Divert flow to back-up interceptor hr 24.0 50 1,200 1,200 BC estimated cost
Bypass pump MHs 9-11, 12-11, 15, 18, 19, 21 450,000 BC estimated cost
Clean steel interceptor pipe prior to removing ls 1 100,000 100,000 100,000 BC estimated cost
Remove existing pipe saddles and pipe

Manned barge day 120 15,000 1,800,000 1,800,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 960 500 480,000 480,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Install new pipe saddles and pipe
Manned barge day 241 15,000 3,621,945 3,621,945 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 1,024 500 511,819 511,819 Contractor provided unit cost
Pipe saddles - 1 saddle/bent ea 241 5,000 1,207,315 1,207,315 BC estimated cost

Test new pipe ls 1 20,000 20,000 20,000 BC estimated cost
Commission new pipe - laborers, boat and crew day 3.0 400 1,200 hr 24 500 12,000 13,200 BC estimated cost
Contractor demobilization ls 1 100,000 100,000 100,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Pipe and MH Installation Subtotal 8,769,478

Subtotal $11,432,588
OH&P @ 25%, excl subs $2,858,147
Subtotal $14,290,735
Bond @ 1% $142,907
Insurance @ 2% $285,815
Subtotal $14,719,457
Contingency @ 30% $4,415,837
Construction Cost $19,135,295

STEEL PIPE REPLACEMENT COST - OSWEGO LAKE INTERCEPTOR SEWER UPGRADE PROJECT PREDESIGN

Steel interceptor pipe material 

Pipe info Material Labor Equipment Contractor unit cost Subcontractor cost

Description



Nom D, in ID, in Length, ft Max span, ft Bent Pattern 2-pile bents1 4-pile bents1 Total no. piles 18" piles 24" piles 36" piles
West End

MH 9 - 10 26 25 525 58 2-2-4 6 3 24
MH 10 - 11 32 31 950 70 2-2-4 9 4 36
MH 12 - 13 20 19.25 750 45 2-2-2-4 13 4 42
MH 13 - 11 20 19.25 590 45 2-2-2-4 10 3 33
Subtotal West End Bents and Piles 37 15 135 135

Main Lake
MH 11-14 connection 32 31 2990 70 2-2-4 29 14 114
MH 14 conn - 15 conn 38 36.75 1665 90 2-4 9 9 56
MH 15 conn - 18 conn 38 36.75 3415 90 2-4 19 19 114
MH 18 conn - 21 conn 38 36.75 640 90 2-4 4 4 21
MH 21 conn - 22 38 36.75 1500 90 2-4 8 8 50
 Subtotal Main Lake Bents and Piles 69 54 354 89 177 89

Connections
MH 14 conn 20 19.25 775 45 2-2-2-4 13 4 43
MH 15 conn 8 8 385 38.5 2-2-2-2-4 8 2 24
MH 18 conn 8 8 685 38.5 2-2-2-2-4 14 4 43
MH 21 conn 20 19.25 950 45 2-2-2-4 16 5 53
Subtotal Connection Bents And Piles 51 15 163 41 81 41

Total Bents and Piles 157 84 651 264 258 129

Pile driving rate, Piles/day 6 5 4
1 Assumes reinforced concrete piles Duration of pile driving, days 44 52 32
2 Assumes concrete filled steel piles

Total duration pile driving, days 128
Total duration pile driving, hours 1,024

Pile diameter, in
Ave pile 

L, ft

Surface 
area/ft, 

sf/ft
Coating 

cost, $/sf
Coating 

cost/pile, $

Coating cost 
per 2-pile 

bent, $
Anode cost 
per bent,$

Coating & 
anode 

cost/bent, $

Composite 
cost per KPFF 

pile est3,4, $

KPFF 
composite pile 

bent cost, $

Total 
composite 
pile bent 
cost, $

18 100 1.77 4 706.50 1,413.00 10,000.00 11,413.00
24 100 3.14 4 1,256.00 2,512.00 10,000.00 12,512.00 13,022.25 48,610 61,632
36 100 7.07 4 2,826.00 5,652.00 10,000.00 15,652.00

Coating cost 
per 4-pile 

bent, $
Anode cost 
per bent,$

Coating & 
anode 

cost/bent, $

Composite 
cost per KPFF 

pile est3,4, $

KPFF 
composite pile 

bent cost, $

Total 
composite 
pile bent 
cost, $

2,826.00 10,000.00 12,826.00
5,024.00 10,000.00 15,024.00 16,044.50 102,090 118,135

11,304.00 10,000.00 21,304.00

3 KPFF's steel pile cost was a composite cost assuming 1/4, 1/2, and 1/4 of the piles would be 18", 24", and 36" diameter, respectively.
4 West End piles are all 18" diameter 

STEEL PILE COSTS WITH COATINGS AND ANODES
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Nominal 
diameter, in

Wall 
thickness, in Unit

No. 
units

Cost/unit, 
$

Material cost, 
$ Unit

No. 
units Wage, $

Labor cost, 
$ Unit

No. 
units

Cost/unit, 
$

Equipment 
cost, $ Unit

No. 
units

Cost/unit, 
$

Contractor 
unit cost, $ Unit

No. 
units

Cost/unit, 
$

Subcontractor 
cost, $ Subtotal cost, $

Comments and sources of cost information

Pile Supported Interceptor
38.00 0.625 ft 7,330 235 1,722,550 1,722,550 Steel pipe costs from Northwest Pipe
32.00 0.500 ft 3,980 158 628,840 628,840
26.00 0.500 ft 520 128 66,560 66,560
20.00 0.375 ft 2,740 74 202,760 202,760

Ductile iron interceptor pipe material 8.00 0.250 ft 1,060 40 42,400 42,400 Ductile iron costs from Pacific States Pipe
Pipe Material Subtotal 2,663,110

HDPE manholes - material
T-type manholes ea 4 18,000 72,000 72,000
72-inch diameter manholes ea 6 24,000 144,000 144,000
48-inch diameter manhole riser tube ea 2 9,000 18,000 18,000

HDPE Manhole Material Subtotal 234,000 HDPE manhole costs from Ferguson Industrial Plastics

Pile Bents - No lake drawdown
Main Lake 2-pile bent ea 120 61,632 7,378,209 7,378,209
Main Lake 4-pile bent ea 69 118,135 8,192,462 8,192,462
West End 2-pile bent ea 37 43,932 1,647,048 1,647,048
West End 4-pile bent ea 15 78,116 1,164,716 1,164,716

Pile Bent Subtotal 18,382,435 Pile bent costs from KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Repor

MaterialPipe info
PILE SUPPORTED STEEL PIPE ALTERNATIVE - CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE - OSWEGO LAKE INTERCEPTOR SEWER UPGRADE PROJECT PREDESIGN

Steel interceptor pipe material 

Subcontractor cost

Description

Labor Equipment Contractor unit cost

Pile Bent Subtotal 18,382,435 Pile bent costs from KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Repor

Existing Manholes
Replace MH's 9, 10, 13 ea 3 167,000 501,000 501,000
Replace MH 11 ea 1 186,000 186,000 186,000
Modify MH 14, 19 ea 2 432,000 864,000 864,000
Modify MH's 15, 18 ea 2 3,000 6,000 6,000
Abandon MH 20 ea 1 20,000 20,000 20,000
Modify MH 21 ea 1 229,000 229,000 229,000
Modify MH 22 ea 1 422,000 422,000 422,000
Modify MH's 23, 24 ea 2 89,000 178,000 178,000
New MH's upstream of MH's15, 18 ea 2 9,500 19,000 19,000
Secure existing manholes 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,25 & 26 

to prevent overturning w/ 4 rock anchors ea ea 36.00 5,000.00 180,000.00 180,000

Existing Manhole Modification Subtotal 2,605,000 Existing MH costs from Manhole Modifications Tech Memo

Rock anchors ea 124 5,000 620,000 620,000
Rock Anchor Subtota 620,000 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report

Excavation - Assumes a 16 foot lake draw down Per profiles shown on preliminary drawings
Underwater excavation - 3,210cy (3,430t)

Silt curtain - installed sf 56,000 2 117,600 117,600 Contractor provided unit cost
Manned exc barge day 8 15,000 120,000 120,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Manned spoils barge day 8 8,000 64,000 64,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Excavator to unload spoils to trucks days 8.0 500 4,000 mo 0.50 8,000.00 4,000.00 8,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Spoil Dewatering ton 3,430 200 686,000 686,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Dry excavation - 15,750cy (22,040t)
Excavator cy 15,750 13 204,750 204,750 Contractor provided unit cost

Spoils hauling and disposal ton 25,470 50 1,273,500 1,273,500 Hauling and disposal cost from WMI Hillsboro Landfill
Excavation Subtota 2,473,850

Installation of pile supported pipe and MH's 
Contractor mobilization ls 1 300,000 300,000 300,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Barge mobilization and demobilization ea 4 157,000 628,000 628,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Construct rock-fill staging area - 1/2 acre

Purchase and place fill days 15.0 500 7,500 cy 3,600 30 108,000 115,500 Contractor provided unit cost
Drive piles at face of fill ea 12 200 2,400 day 5.00 1,000.00 5,000.00 7,400 Contractor provided unit cost
Remove and haul away fill and piles days 15.0 500 7,500 cy 3,600 20 72,000 79,500 Contractor provided unit cost

Install pipe saddles and set pipe
Manned barge day 241 15,000 3,621,945 3,621,945 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 1,024 500 511,819 511,819 Contractor provided unit cost
Pipe saddles - 1 saddle/bent ea 241 5,000 1,207,315 1,207,315 BC estimated cost

Install manholes
Manned barge day 9 15,000 135,000 135,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Dive crew hr 72 500 36,000 36,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Test new pipe ls 1 20,000 20,000 20,000 BC estimated cost
Commission new pipe - laborers, boat and crew day 3.0 400 1,200 hr 24 500 12,000 13,200 BC estimated cost
Contractor demobilization ls 1 200,000 200,000 200,000 Contractor provided unit cost

Pipe and MH Installation Subtota 6,875,678

Bypass pumping - MH 19
HDPE pipe 22.00 11.000 ft 1,500 65 97,500 97,500 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report
Fusing machine rental and technician day 3.0 600 1,800 day 3.00 450.00 1,350.00 3,150 Ferguson Industrial Plastics
Crane rental and operator day 14.0 500 7,000 wk 2.00 2,500.00 5,000.00 12,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Laborer - 2 laborers day 22.0 400 8,800 8,800 BC estimated cost
Electrician day 2.0 500 1,000 1,000 BC estimated cost
Pumps - 3 @ 4000 gpm each mo 3.00 5,000.00 15,000.00 15,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Generators 2 each mo 2.00 5,000.00 10,000.00 10,000 Contractor provided unit cost
O&M - labor, misc piping and parts day 30.0 400 12,000 ls 1.00 20,000.00 20,000.00 32,000 BC estimated cost
Fuel/power day 30 150 4,500 4,500 BC estimated cost

Bypass pumping - MH 21
HDPE pipe 14 00 11 000 ft 1 000 30 30 000 30 000 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives ReporHDPE pipe 14.00 11.000 ft 1,000 30 30,000 30,000 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Repor
Fusing machine rental and technician day 2.0 600 1,200 day 2.00 450.00 900.00 2,100 Ferguson Industrial Plastics
Crane rental and operator day 8.0 500 4,000 wk 2.00 1,500.00 3,000.00 7,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Laborer - 2 laborers day 12.0 400 4,800 4,800 BC estimated cost
Electrician day 2.0 500 1,000 1,000 BC estimated cost
Pumps - 2 @ 1200 gpm each mo 3.00 2,000.00 6,000.00 6,000 Contractor provided unit cost
Generators 2 each mo 2.00 2,000.00 4,000.00 4,000 Contractor provided unit cost
O&M - labor, misc piping and parts day 0.0 400 0 ls 1.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000 BC estimated cost
Fuel/power day 30 50 1,500 1,500 BC estimated cost
Bypass Pumping Subtotal 245,350

Main Canal Trunk
HDPE pipe - installed 22.00 11.000 ft 3,862 500 1,931,000 1,931,000 BC estimated cost
CDF backfill - .2 cy/ft cy 780 100 78,000 78,000 BC estimated cost
Manholes ea 8 5,000 40,000 40,000 BC estimated cost Project Subtotal $37,984,875
Lateral connections ea 100 4,000 400,000 400,000 BC estimated cost OH&P @ 25%, excl subs $9,195,469
Test pipe ls 1 10,000 10,000 10,000 BC estimated cost Subcontractor MU @ 5% $60,150

Main Canal Trunk Subtota 2,459,000 Subtotal $47,240,493
Bond @ 1% $472,405

Foothills Road Sewer Insurance @ 2% $944,810
PVC pipe 42" to 24" diam - installed 42-24 ft 1,279 667 853,350 853,350 BC/City estimated cost Subtotal Dec 2005 $48,657,708

Foothills Road Sewer Subtotal 853,350 Subtotal Dec 2006 (5% Esc.) $51,090,593
Contingency

Blue Heron to Main Canal Diversion    Materials and subs @ 20% $1,143,098
PVC pipe 15" diam - installed 15.00 ft 593 287 170,101 170,101 BC/City estimated cost    Other @ 30% $10,250,588

Blue Heron Diversion Subtota 170,101 Construction Cost $62,484,280
Engr., CM, Easements, and Admin. @ 25% $15,621,070

Retrofit elevated pipe piers for seismic resistance ea 31 13,000 403,000 403,000 KPFF Evaluation of Alternatives Report Capital Cost $78,105,350
Retrofit Elevated Piers Subtotal 403,000 Cost Escalation @ 10% per year from Dec 2006 to Sep 2010 $33,556,123

PW of 75 years of O&M and Replacement $14,303,000
SUBTOTALS Material 4,240,325 Labor 61,800 Equipment 79,250 Contractor 32,400,500 1,203,000 37,984,875 TOTAL 75-YEAR PW PROJECT COST $125,964,472Subcontractor



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Out-of -Lake Pump Stations and Pipelines

Detailed Cost Estimate
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NO IN-WATER WORK REQUIRED AFTER 16' DRAWDOWN

Item Description Unit Quantity Price Item Total

West Side 4950 gpm dry well/wet well PS w/ odor control building and generator in building LS 1 $4,690,000 $4,690,000

Iron Mountain 9150 gpm dry well/wet well PS w/ odor control building and generator in building LS 1 $5,840,000 $5,840,000

Lost Dog 1525 gpm PS with submersible pumps and pad-mounted generator LS 1 $560,000 $560,000

Springbrook 310 gpm PS with submersible pumps and pad-mounted generator LS 1 $690,000 $690,000

Twin Points 290 gpm PS with submersible pumps and pad-mounted generator LS 1 $330,000 $330,000

Forest Hills 110 gpm PS with submersible pumps and pad-mounted generator LS 1 $390,000 $390,000

$12,500,000

West Side
Structure 50 percent of initial cost every 60 yrs EA 1.00 $6,286,000 $6,286,000

Pumps and Mechanical 33 percent of initial cost every 20 yrs EA 3.00 $4,149,000 $12,447,000
Electrical and Controls 17 percent of initial cost every 15 yrs EA 4.00 $2,137,000 $8,548,000

Iron Mountain
Structure 50 percent of initial cost every 60 yrs EA 1.00 $7,827,000 $7,827,000

Pumps and Mechanical 33 percent of initial cost every 20 yrs EA 3.00 $5,166,000 $15,498,000
Electrical and Controls 17 percent of initial cost every 15 yrs EA 4.00 $2,661,000 $10,644,000

Lost Dog
Structure 50 percent of initial cost every 60 yrs EA 1.00 $751,000 $751,000

Pumps and Mechanical 33 percent of initial cost every 20 yrs EA 3.00 $495,000 $1,485,000
Electrical and Controls 17 percent of initial cost every 15 yrs EA 4.00 $255,000 $1,020,000

Springbrook
Structure 50 percent of initial cost every 60 yrs EA 1.00 $925,000 $925,000

Pumps and Mechanical 33 percent of initial cost every 20 yrs EA 3.00 $610,000 $1,830,000
Electrical and Controls 17 percent of initial cost every 15 yrs EA 4.00 $314,000 $1,256,000

Twin Points
Structure 50 percent of initial cost every 60 yrs EA 1.00 $442,000 $442,000

Pumps and Mechanical 33 percent of initial cost every 20 yrs EA 3.00 $292,000 $876,000
Electrical and Controls 17 percent of initial cost every 15 yrs EA 4.00 $150,000 $600,000

Forest Hills
Structure 50 percent of initial cost every 60 yrs EA 1.00 $523,000 $523,000

Pumps and Mechanical 33 percent of initial cost every 20 yrs EA 3.00 $345,000 $1,035,000
Electrical and Controls 17 percent of initial cost every 15 yrs EA 4.00 $178,000 $712,000

$72,705,000

EA 1 $22,710,000 

Gravity Pipelines:

30" Gravity3 In lake bed from MH 10 to Lake Grove Swim Park LF 800 $2,171 $1,737,000

24" Gravity3 West End - In lake bed from MH 9 to MH 10 LF 550 $1,901 $1,045,000

15" Gravity4 Blue Heron to Main Canal diversion LF 593 $384 $230,000

18" Gravity3 Main Canal from Bryant to MH 10 LF 3,862 $861 $3,320,000

18" Gravity3 Blue Heron- In lake bed from MH 12 to MH 13 to MH 11 to MH 10 LF 2,300 $1,402 $3,230,000

36" Gravity4 Improvements to Foothills Road Sewer LS 1 $1,153,847 $1,154,000

24" and 36" Gravity3 Retrofit Elevated Piers upstream of TCWWTP EA 31 $13,630 $423,000

West Side Force Main 16" Force Main (4,300 ft) LS 1 $1,900,000 $1,900,000

Iron Mountain Force Main 18" Force Main (8,400 ft) / 30" gravity sewer (2,900 ft) LS 1 $5,800,000 $5,800,000

Lost Dog Force Main 8" Force Main (5,000 ft) / 15" gravity sewer (1,600 ft) LS 1 $3,100,000 $3,100,000

Springbrook Force Main 6" Force Main (1,350 ft) LS 1 $130,000 $130,000

Twin Points Force Main 4" Force Main (2,350 ft) LS 1 $320,000 $320,000

Forest Hills Force Main 4" Force Main (700 ft) LS 1 $100,000 $100,000

        Subtotal Pipelines $22,489,000 

$35,000,000

$15,272,200

$12,570,000

$62,800,000 

COST ESCALATION TO MID POINT OF CONSTRUCTION (SEP 2010) AT 10'% PER YEAR FOR 3.75 YEARS $26,980,540

PW OF PUMP STATION REPLACEMENTS INCL 50% CONTINGENCY AND 25% ENGR, C/M, EASEMENTS & ADMIN $22,710,000

PW OF ANNUAL O&M FOR 75 YEARS $7,590,000

TOTAL 75-YEAR PRESENT WORTH PROJECT COST $120,100,000

Notes:

1
2 Estimates prepared in Dec 2006. Values include construction costs escalated to mid-point construction, contingency (50%), Eng/CM/Admin/Easement costs (25%
3 Construction cost estimates prepared in Dec 2005 as part of Phase 1 Predesign; include 5% cost escalation to Dec 2006.
4 Construction cost estimates prepared in Dec 2006 as part of Phase 2 Predesign.

OSWEGO LAKE INTERCEPTOR SEWER UPGRADE PROJECT PREDESIGN
AROUND-THE-LAKE ALTERNATIVE  CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE 

        Un-discounted PS replacement cost

Pump Station Force Mains:1

CAPITAL COST

 Pump Station Original Construction:1

CONSTRUCTION COST

ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, EASEMENTS AND ADMINISTRATION (25%)

Pump Station Replacements:2
        Sub-total PS Original Construction Cost

        Sub-total Present Worth of PS Replacements at 3% discount rate

CONTINGENCY   @ 50% for PS and FM and 30% for gravity pipelines

Construction cost estimates prepared in Dec 2006. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Future Replacement and O&M Costs for all Alternatives

Present Worth Analysis
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Recurrence Unit Price Life Cycle
Years $ Years 0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5%

1 Buoyant pontoon/truss supported HDPE pipe
Replacement Costs $6,960,000 $4,830,000 $3,414,000 $2,456,000 $1,795,000 $1,331,000

Replace web straps 25 $3,480,000 75 $6,960,000 $4,830,000 $3,414,000 $2,456,000 $1,795,000 $1,331,000

O&M Costs (Labor and Materials) $9,584,000 $6,693,000 $4,897,000 $3,736,000 $2,957,000 $2,414,000
Weekly sump cleanout 1 $94,000 75 $7,050,000 $4,943,000 $3,636,000 $2,792,000 $2,226,000 $1,832,000
Interceptor external inspection 5 $60,000 75 $840,000 $590,000 $432,000 $329,000 $259,000 $210,000
Interceptor internal inspection and cleaning 10 $242,000 75 $1,694,000 $1,160,000 $829,000 $615,000 $472,000 $372,000

Total present worth of future costs $16,544,000 $11,523,000 $8,311,000 $6,192,000 $4,752,000 $3,745,000
2 Buoyant tethered HDPE pipe

Replacement Costs $12,880,000 $8,937,000 $6,318,000 $4,545,000 $3,322,000 $2,463,000
Replace web straps 25 $6,440,000 75 $12,880,000 $8,937,000 $6,318,000 $4,545,000 $3,322,000 $2,463,000

O&M Costs (Labor and Materials) $9,584,000 $6,693,000 $4,897,000 $3,736,000 $2,957,000 $2,414,000
Weekly sump cleanout 1 $94,000 75 $7,050,000 $4,943,000 $3,636,000 $2,792,000 $2,226,000 $1,832,000
Interceptor external inspection 5 $60,000 75 $840,000 $590,000 $432,000 $329,000 $259,000 $210,000
Interceptor internal inspection and cleaning 10 $242,000 75 $1,694,000 $1,160,000 $829,000 $615,000 $472,000 $372,000

Total present worth of future costs $22,464,000 $15,630,000 $11,215,000 $8,281,000 $6,279,000 $4,877,000
3 Pontoon supported steel pipe

Replacement Costs $34,470,000 $23,152,000 $15,611,000 $10,567,000 $7,180,000 $4,896,000
Replace steel interceptor 40 $34,470,000 75 $34,470,000 $23,152,000 $15,611,000 $10,567,000 $7,180,000 $4,896,000

O&M Costs (Labor and Materials) $9,584,000 $6,693,000 $4,897,000 $3,736,000 $2,957,000 $2,414,000
Weekly sump cleanout 1 $94,000 75 $7,050,000 $4,943,000 $3,636,000 $2,792,000 $2,226,000 $1,832,000
Interceptor external inspection 5 $60,000 75 $840,000 $590,000 $432,000 $329,000 $259,000 $210,000
Interceptor internal inspection and cleaning 10 $242,000 75 $1,694,000 $1,160,000 $829,000 $615,000 $472,000 $372,000

Total present worth of future costs $44,054,000 $29,845,000 $20,508,000 $14,303,000 $10,137,000 $7,310,000
4 Pile supported steel pipe

Replacement Costs $34,470,000 $23,152,000 $15,611,000 $10,567,000 $7,180,000 $4,896,000
Replace steel interceptor 40 $34,470,000 75 $34,470,000 $23,152,000 $15,611,000 $10,567,000 $7,180,000 $4,896,000

O&M Costs (Labor and Materials) $9,584,000 $6,693,000 $4,897,000 $3,736,000 $2,957,000 $2,414,000
Weekly sump cleanout 1 $94,000 75 $7,050,000 $4,943,000 $3,636,000 $2,792,000 $2,226,000 $1,832,000
Interceptor external inspection 5 $60,000 75 $840,000 $590,000 $432,000 $329,000 $259,000 $210,000
Interceptor internal inspection and cleaning 10 $242,000 75 $1,694,000 $1,160,000 $829,000 $615,000 $472,000 $372,000

Total present worth of future costs $44,054,000 $29,845,000 $20,508,000 $14,303,000 $10,137,000 $7,310,000

No. Description
Discount Rate

Present Worth of O&M and Replacement Costs During 75-Year Project Life
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Recurrence Unit Price Life Cycle
Years $ Years 0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5%No. Description

Discount Rate

Present Worth of O&M and Replacement Costs During 75-Year Project Life

5 Around-the-Lake pump station alternative

Replacement Costs $72,712,000 $47,703,000 $32,376,000 $22,709,000 $16,430,000 $12,225,000
West Side

Structure - 50 percent of initial cost 60 $6,285,889 75 $6,286,000 $3,460,000 $1,916,000 $1,067,000 $598,000 $337,000
Pumps and Mechanical - 33 percent of initial cost 20 $4,148,687 75 $12,446,000 $8,470,000 $5,935,000 $4,273,000 $3,152,000 $2,375,000
Electrical and Controls - 17 percent of initial cost 15 $2,137,202 75 $8,549,000 $5,969,000 $4,296,000 $3,180,000 $2,415,000 $1,875,000

Iron Mountain
Structure - 50 percent of initial cost 60 $7,827,205 75 $7,827,000 $4,308,000 $2,386,000 $1,329,000 $744,000 $419,000
Pumps and Mechanical - 33 percent of initial cost 20 $5,165,955 75 $15,498,000 $10,547,000 $7,391,000 $5,321,000 $3,925,000 $2,957,000
Electrical and Controls - 17 percent of initial cost 15 $2,661,250 75 $10,645,000 $7,432,000 $5,349,000 $3,960,000 $3,007,000 $2,335,000

Lost Dog
Structure - 50 percent of initial cost 60 $750,554 75 $751,000 $413,000 $229,000 $127,000 $71,000 $40,000
Pumps and Mechanical - 33 percent of initial cost 20 $495,366 75 $1,486,000 $1,011,000 $709,000 $510,000 $376,000 $284,000
Electrical and Controls - 17 percent of initial cost 15 $255,188 75 $1,021,000 $713,000 $513,000 $380,000 $288,000 $224,000

Springbrook
Structure - 50 percent of initial cost 60 $924,790 75 $925,000 $509,000 $282,000 $157,000 $88,000 $50,000
Pumps and Mechanical - 33 percent of initial cost 20 $610,361 75 $1,831,000 $1,246,000 $873,000 $629,000 $464,000 $349,000
Electrical and Controls - 17 percent of initial cost 15 $314,428 75 $1,258,000 $878,000 $632,000 $468,000 $355,000 $276,000

Twin Points
Structure - 50 percent of initial cost 60 $442,291 75 $442,000 $243,000 $135,000 $75,000 $42,000 $24,000
Pumps and Mechanical - 33 percent of initial cost 20 $291,912 75 $876,000 $596,000 $418,000 $301,000 $222,000 $167,000
Electrical and Controls - 17 percent of initial cost 15 $150,379 75 $602,000 $420,000 $302,000 $224,000 $170,000 $132,000

Forest Hills Easement
Structure - 50 percent of initial cost 60 $522,707 75 $523,000 $288,000 $159,000 $89,000 $50,000 $28,000
Pumps and Mechanical - 33 percent of initial cost 20 $344,987 75 $1,035,000 $704,000 $494,000 $355,000 $262,000 $197,000
Electrical and Controls - 17 percent of initial cost 15 $177,720 75 $711,000 $496,000 $357,000 $264,000 $201,000 $156,000

O&M Costs $19,160,000 $13,433,000 $9,880,000 $7,588,000 $6,051,000 $4,977,000

Energy Costs $4,717,000 $3,307,000 $2,432,000 $1,868,000 $1,489,000 $1,225,000
West Side 1 $14,579 75 $1,093,000 $767,000 $564,000 $433,000 $345,000 $284,000
Iron Mountain 1 $43,586 75 $3,269,000 $2,292,000 $1,686,000 $1,295,000 $1,032,000 $849,000
Lost Dog 1 $1,759 75 $132,000 $93,000 $68,000 $52,000 $42,000 $34,000
Springbrook 1 $217 75 $16,000 $11,000 $8,000 $6,000 $5,000 $4,000
Twin Points 1 $502 75 $38,000 $26,000 $19,000 $15,000 $12,000 $10,000
Forest Hills 1 $2,253 75 $169,000 $118,000 $87,000 $67,000 $53,000 $44,000

Labor and Materials (except energy) $14,443,000 $10,126,000 $7,448,000 $5,720,000 $4,562,000 $3,752,000
West Side 1 $66,388 75 $4,979,000 $3,491,000 $2,568,000 $1,972,000 $1,572,000 $1,294,000
Iron Mountain 1 $75,658 75 $5,674,000 $3,979,000 $2,926,000 $2,247,000 $1,792,000 $1,474,000
Lost Dog 1 $12,692 75 $952,000 $667,000 $491,000 $377,000 $301,000 $247,000
Springbrook 1 $12,692 75 $952,000 $667,000 $491,000 $377,000 $301,000 $247,000
Twin Points 1 $12,692 75 $952,000 $667,000 $491,000 $377,000 $301,000 $247,000
Forest Hills 1 $12,448 75 $934,000 $655,000 $481,000 $370,000 $295,000 $243,000

Total present worth of future costs $91,870,000 $61,140,000 $42,260,000 $30,300,000 $22,480,000 $17,200,000
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INTRODUCTION 

Technical Memorandum No. 4 – Alternatives Evaluation concludes with selection of the preferred 
alternative(s) for upgrade of the interceptor system.  At the west end of the lake, the Lake 
Interceptor system would be replaced by new in-lake pipelines on the same or closely parallel 
alignments, direct buried in the Main Canal and either buoyant or pile-supported in the West End 
and Blue Heron reaches.  For the Main Lake reach, either an in-lake buoyant system or an around-
the-lake alternative will be most suitable.  The final selection for this reach will be made as part of 
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the Phase 2 predesign process.  The scope of the recommended improvements is shown in Figure 1 
for the in-lake alternative and in Figure 2 for the around-the-lake alternative.   
 
The around-the-lake alternative, despite its name, still requires significant work in the Main Canal, 
West End, and Blue Heron reaches of the interceptor system, so many of the constructability issues 
discussed herein still apply.  However, as the around-the-lake alternative will be developed more 
fully in Phase 2, this technical memorandum is primarily focused on the in-lake buoyant system.   
 
Anchors will be closely spaced to prevent upward arching of the pipe between tethers.  The 
alignment will be serpentine, using mitered butt-fusion joints, to limit grade changes as the pipe 
expands and contracts with changes in lake temperature over a 35 degrees Fahrenheit range.  In final 
design, it may be determined that the deep-water portions of the Main Lake reach should be 
installed using a buoyant HDPE line supported by trusses and pontoons, perhaps laid on a straight 
alignment.   
 
Constructing the in-water portion of the Lake Interceptor upgrade is a challenging project.  The new 
alignment in the Main Lake reach is in water depths of up to 50 feet.  The invert of the pipe will be 
from about 14 to 21 feet below the normal water surface.   
 
The lake bottom has up to 100 feet of very soft sediment in the middle and east end, and a layer of 
up to 80 feet of fine grained facies in the west end, overlying basalt.  For approximately 50 percent 
of the alignment, the depth from the invert of the pipe to bedrock exceeds 110 feet and for 
approximately 25 percent of the alignment, bedrock is at least 140 feet below the pipe invert.   
 
Access to the lake is limited by the surrounding steep bluffs and nearly full development of the 
waterfront properties.  There are no readily apparent existing open areas well-suited to serve for 
staging the construction work.   
 
A number of permits are required from a variety of environmental regulatory agencies to construct 
the project.  The originally-scoped predesign effort included performing background work and 
making application for the required permits.  However, following suggestions by agency staff that 
sediment testing would be a prerequisite to permit approval, the City elected to put the predesign 
work on hold for 18 months and, upon resumption of the work, decided not to pursue permitting 
any further in the predesign project.  With the limited effort to date on this topic, the likely terms 
and conditions of these permits have not been clearly established. 
 
Owners of the surrounding properties make up the shareholders of the Lake Oswego Corporation 
(LOC).  Easement discussions with LOC representatives commenced during the predesign project, 
but were stopped after the project was put on hold by the City and have not yet been resumed.    
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PURPOSE 

This technical memorandum addresses issues that affect the ease, cost, and viability of construction 
of the recommended improvements that would comprise the Lake Interceptor Upgrade Project, 
including: 
 

 Continued use of the existing interceptor 
 Lake drawdown 
 Lake access and construction staging area 
 Work window and other permit restrictions 

Following a discussion of these issues, one possible approach to accomplishing the project is 
outlined in an overview description of a construction sequence and pipeline commissioning process.   

CONSTRUCTABILITY ISSUES 

The major issues that affect ease and cost of construction are described in this section. 

Continued Use of the Existing Interceptor  

The existing Main Lake reach of the interceptor from Manholes 11 to 20 is undersized to carry the 
projected peak flow, and the pile support system from Manholes 11 to 22 (and in other reaches) is 
not structurally sound to withstand the design seismic event.  However, the overall condition of the 
existing pipe appears to be satisfactory and it has the capacity to carry the flow under all but extreme 
wet weather conditions.  As a result, the existing interceptor could be connected to the new 
interceptor at Manholes 11 and 19 to provide a backup interceptor for use during future 
maintenance or upgrades to the new interceptor.  However, this strategy is contingent on a more 
detailed and favorable assessment of the extent of corrosion of the steel piles and hardware. 
 
If the existing interceptor is retained, it could deteriorate and fail due to corrosion or due to a 
seismic event.  In such an event, the lake must be prevented from draining out through the open 
sewer to the Tryon Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant (TCWTP) and the Willamette River.  Flow 
control gates would therefore be needed not only to control which line is carrying the flow, but to 
prevent this draining scenario in the event of damage to the existing line.  
 
The cost of modifying the manholes to keep the existing line in service was reported in Technical 
Memorandum No. 3 – Modifications to Existing Manholes.  The estimated additional project cost to 
provide modifications to enable flow control gates to be installed at key manholes was $1 million 
assuming 16-foot drawdown and $1.5 million if drawdown is not allowed.   
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Advantages of keeping the existing interceptor available for standby service include: 
 

 Maintenance of the Main Lake reach of the new interceptor can be conducted 
without large scale bypass pumping or dealing with significant flow through the new 
line. 

 Risk of sewage spills is reduced in the unlikely event that the new line is damaged or 
must be taken out of service for some unforeseen reason.  

 Though steel pipe is not recommended, if it is selected for the new interceptor, 
future replacement in 40 to 50 years will likely be needed; if the existing interceptor 
were able to survive this long, it would facilitate this pipe replacement by reducing 
costs for bypass pumping. 

Disadvantages of keeping the existing interceptor in service include: 

 Upgraded manholes at connections between the new and existing lines require flow 
control gates and careful orientation to avoid conflicts between the two lines; this 
results in complex and expensive modifications.  

 Manhole modifications must be substantial enough to ensure that in a seismic event 
that causes failure of the existing pipe, the manholes would not be catastrophically 
damaged at the connections.   

The advantages of keeping the existing interceptor available for backup service are significant only if 
the new interceptor requires frequent maintenance or is unexpectedly damaged.  HDPE is one of 
the more durable pipe materials available, so damage from normal service or impact from anchors or 
falling objects is unlikely.  The disadvantages are primarily cost-related.   
 
However, should an alternative be selected that uses steel pipe, keeping the existing interceptor to 
serve as a backup for the eventual replacement of the steel interceptor may be prudent if corrosion 
of piling and hardware is not too advanced.  Care must be taken in design of the manhole 
modifications to strengthen the connections of the existing pipe to the new line so they would 
remain intact during the design earthquake, or otherwise be disconnected or break away so risk of 
sewage spills and flow of the lake into the interceptor is minimized. 
 
With an HDPE interceptor, there is little benefit to keeping the existing line and questionable 
justification for the additional expense.  Therefore, it is recommended that the existing line be 
abandoned in place.  Breakdown of several existing manholes to a safe distance below the normal 
lake level would be possible and would be viewed as a benefit by the LOC. 
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Lake Drawdown  

Options for lake drawdown range from 0 to 24 feet, with two intermediate options considered at 12 
feet and 16 feet.  With no drawdown, all work must be conducted underwater.  Full drawdown 
means all construction in the West End, Main Canal, Blue Heron Canal, Lakewood Bay, and along 
the north and south lakeshores would be constructed under dry conditions.   
 
Underwater excavation requires handling and dewatering of the wet excavated material at a cost of 
approximately $320 per cubic yard (cy) versus excavating dry material at an approximate cost of 
$13 per cubic yard.  Table 1 lists the quantities of wet and dry excavation required for each reach at 
various lake levels and the cost associated with wet and dry excavation. 

Table 1.  Excavation Quantities and Cost at Various Lake Levels 

Excavation  
No drawdown 12–foot drawdown1 16-foot drawdown 24-foot drawdown  

Location Dry, cy Wet, cy Dry, cy Wet, cy Dry, cy Wet, cy Dry, cy Wet, cy
West End                
 MH 9 to MH 10 0 1,633 1,399 234 1,633 0 1,633 0
 MH 10 to MH 11 0 2,071 1,303 768 2,071 0 2,071 0
Blue Heron Canal                
 MH 12 to MH13 0 1,841 1,841 0 1,841 0 1,841 0
 MH13 to MH 11 0 2,459 1,909 550 2,459 0 2,459 0
Main Canal 0 N/A 2 3,059 159 3,218 0 3,218 0
Main Lake                
 MH 11 into lake 0 1,264 515 749 1,264 0 1,264 0
 MH 14 into lake 0 410 0 410 410 0 410 0
 MH 15 into lake 0 150 0 150 150 0 150 0
 MH 18 into lake 0 450 0 450 450 0 450 0
 MH 21 into lake 0 2,252 1,780 472 2,252 0 2,252 0
  Lakewood Bay 0 3,207 0 3,207 0 3,207 3,207 0
Excavation subtotals 0 15,737 11,806 7,149 15,748 3,207 18,955 0
Excavation unit cost, $/cy 13 320 13 320 13 320 13 320
Total excavation cost, $3 0 5,035,840 153,478 2,287,680 204,724 1,026,240 246,415 0
1 Minimum 12-foot lake drawdown required for replacement of Main Canal Trunk.   
2 No drawdown requires construction of pump station and force main to supplement Main Canal Trunk capacity. 
3 Costs are not marked up for overhead/profit, bonds/insurance, contingency, engineering/construction mgmt/easements/admin.     
  These markups would approximately double the costs.  Escalation to mid-point of construction would add over 30% more to the  
  marked-up total. 
 
 
As Table 1 indicates, if there is no drawdown, the Main Canal Trunk would not be replaced; a new 
wet weather pump station and force main would be constructed instead.  Further, if the lake is 
lowered 16 feet, all construction, including excavation, in the western portion of the lake can be 
completed in dry conditions.  The advantages and disadvantages of lowering the lake are listed 
below. 
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Advantages:  

 Improved access and contractor staging (as described later in this memorandum) 

 Significantly reduced cost of construction-underwater work is inherently more 
expensive due to: 

• Dive teams–divers, tenders, safety personnel, boat or barge access 

• Limited dive times–slows work or requires more dive teams 

• Barges, cranes, floating work platforms–all expensive and difficult to position 
and secure in place 

• Low production rate = longer construction period = higher price 

• Poor visibility underwater 

• Difficult and costly quality control and inspection 

 Reduced turbidity during excavation   

 Less environmental exposure of any contaminated material 

 Easier handling of excavated material—if the lake is not lowered, dewatering wet 
material would require processing and possibly treatment with absorbent additives 
prior to disposal with significant time, handling, and material costs 

 Main Canal Trunk can be replaced under dry conditions, which will avoid 
construction of a new wet weather pump station and force main that would require 
ongoing operation and maintenance costs; also addresses current problems with 
service laterals and need to eventually rehabilitate the trunk if it is not replaced 

 Simplified construction of West End and Blue Heron Canal reaches 

 Existing manhole modifications and connections with existing pipe made in dry 
conditions—much easier and much reduced potential for sewage spills into the lake 

Disadvantages: 

 Visual impact on lakeshore residents 

 Increased dust potential 

 In full drawdown (center of Main Lake still has up to 30 feet of water depth), 
potential difficulties in bringing materials to some of the manhole sites and for 
construction equipment moving about the east end of the lakebed 
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Advantages of lowering the lake level are numerous and significantly decrease the cost of 
construction.  Full drawdown would likely be opposed by the LOC, though it has the potential of 
providing additional cost savings.  However, it should be noted that the LOC has not yet formally 
authorized or denied any level of drawdown for this project.  Lowering the lake level at least 16 feet 
for construction of the new interceptor is strongly recommended to obtain the cost reductions and 
permitting benefits.    

Lake Access and Construction Staging Area  

Access to the lake for barges, boats, construction equipment and personnel is critical to 
accomplishing all of the in-lake alternatives.  The approaches to all of the potential access points are 
very tight.  However, the two most logical access points identified through the predesign project are 
both at the west end of the lake:  Allen Road and the Lake Grove Swim Park.   
 
Though these two sites each have significant drawbacks, no better site has been identified.  Sites east 
of Manhole 22 require passage beneath the limited clearance available at the North Shore Road 
bridge and through the very narrow Half Moon Bay.  The LOC boat ramp is suitable for launching 
only small boats.  Access off the bridges of South Shore Boulevard is impractical due to their narrow 
width.  Other rejected access points include a steep, unimproved gravel road on the north side of the 
lake that would be impractical for mobilizing the large construction equipment and barges required 
for this project.   
 
A traffic study was not conducted as part of this project, however, the roads leading to either the 
end of Allen Road or the swim park are narrow, largely residential streets with numerous sharp 
corners and overhead utilities.  Residents along the streets leading to the access points would bear 
the brunt of the increased traffic.  Much of the traffic would be large trucks delivering equipment, 
barge modules (Flexifloats®), pipe and other construction materials, and hauling away excavated 
material and equipment that is no longer needed for the work.  In addition, work crews for the 
various construction activities would be traveling to and from the site daily.  Offsite parking would 
be required.  As part of final design, a traffic impact evaluation should be performed and a 
mitigation plan developed. 
 
Allen Road has been used for access to the lake for several previous projects conducted there.  For 
past projects, the lake was drawn down, barriers at the end of the road were removed and a gravel 
fill ramp constructed to permit material and equipment to access the lakebed. 
 
The Lake Grove Swim Park is a community recreation site with a swimming area and a significant 
stand of mature Douglas firs.  Entry to the park is along a driveway from Lakeview Boulevard that, 
with minor modifications and removal of one maple tree, could accommodate large trucks and their 
loads of equipment and materials.  An access road from the driveway to the water would be 
required.  The road would be removed and the park restored at the completion of the project.   
 
Whichever site is selected as the primary access point, onsite staging would be required at the end of 
the access road either by filling an area out into the lake or constructing a large floating platform.  
The contractor would use the staging area for unloading equipment and material from delivery 
trucks, stockpiling construction materials, assembling the barges and working platforms required for 
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the in-water work, fusing and launching pipe, miscellaneous production work and demobilization 
when the project work is complete.  An area of between 1/2  acre and 1 acre would be needed.   
 
Filling would be accomplished using clean, coarse rock which would be removed when no longer 
needed for construction.  Filling and removal would create turbidity, unless this work is 
accomplished with the lake drawn down.  It is estimated that the cost of constructing and removing 
the fill would be approximately $400,000 (includes markups but not escalation) for a 1/2 acre 
staging area.   
 
The floating platform would be made up of Flexifloats® covered with timbers and connected to 
shore with a bridge or trestle.  The floating platform would require a large number of Flexifloats® 
and limited access would result in a long and expensive assembly period before the platform was 
ready.  A 120-foot by 200-foot platform would require approximately 55 Flexifloats® at an estimated 
cost of $1 million per year for two years.  The large number of floats required for the platform plus 
the floats required for the construction barges would be difficult for a contractor to obtain within 
the region, which may push mobilization and rental costs higher.  To help control mobilization 
costs, it is assumed that the staging platform and barges would be mobilized onto the lake at the 
beginning of the project and would remain on the lake until they are demobilized at the completion 
of the project. 
 
As indicated by the above discussion, access to the lake for construction is very challenging.  It is 
also critical to the success of any in-lake project.  If no acceptable means of approaching and 
accessing the lakeshore can be found, the in-water alternative cannot proceed.  In addition, 
contactors we have consulted during preparation of this report indicate that obtaining the necessary 
components to construct a large floating staging area may not be possible and that if filling to 
construct a staging area is not permitted, construction of an in-lake pipeline may not be feasible. 
 
Using both the Allen Road and Lake Grove Swim Park access routes would increase efficiency and 
reduce costs due to their proximity to different portions of the work.  And with the area available at 
the Swim Park, much of the staging could be on-site and reduce the amount of rock fill or barges.  
Rock fill after the lake has been drawn down is preferred because it would create no turbidity during 
placement, and is less expensive, more stable, and easier to obtain the needed material than for the 
floating platform.   

Work Window and Other Permit Restrictions 

David Evans and Associates (DEA) reports in its permit status memorandum, included as 
Appendix E to Technical Memorandum No. 4 – Alternatives Evaluation, that the normal in-water 
work window allowed by regulatory agencies is from July 1 to October 15 each year.  DEA also 
notes that extensions beyond October 15 into May are possible if the regulatory agencies see little 
risk to listed fish in the Willamette River.  This would require careful control of lake drawdown and 
refilling as well as limiting turbidity in any discharges.   
 
The previously stated preference of LOC representatives is to maximize recreational access to the 
lake for its members from Memorial Day through Labor Day weekends, so no drawdown may be 
allowed during this period.   
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Effectively then, the best-case allowable work period is likely 8-1/2 months, from early September 
until late May.  This will be assumed for the purposes of cost estimating and this evaluation.  
Smaller-scale, less disruptive activities, such as pipe fusing and anchor installation, could likely 
proceed through the summer without significant disruption to LOC members.  
 
If the assumed regulatory agency approval for work from mid-October to late-May is incorrect, the 
project duration would extend to 3 or more years, with attendant loss of efficiency, increased project 
cost, and perhaps lack of contractor and supplier willingness and interest to commit staff and 
equipment to intermittent work over a period of many years. 
 
One of the more difficult permit issues to quantify and predict relates to underwater excavation and 
level of turbidity control.  If the work is done without drawdown, the potential challenges magnify 
significantly.  Limitations on discharge of turbid water from processing the excavated material may 
severely limit the contractor’s excavation methods to the point that underwater excavation is 
impractical.  Drawing down the lake would make construction easier but may introduce a separate 
set of permit requirements related to drawdown discharge and refilling operations to protect fish and 
wildlife.   
 
Should permit conditions severely limit in-water work opportunities, it may be necessary to abandon 
plans to replace the interceptor in the lake and to construct the around-the-lake alternative, though 
significant in-lake work is still required for this approach.  Revisiting the permitting evaluation will 
be of the highest priority to confirm the recommended project prior to commencing final design 
work in earnest. 

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE 

Anticipated permit and LOC conditions will limit the window of time available for construction to 
approximately 8-1/2 months, between late September and early May.  This construction window will 
dictate planning for two or more construction seasons to complete the project.   
 
In developing one possible construction sequence, a single lake drawdown of 16 feet is assumed for 
8 months.    
 
Upgrading the elevated pipe supports upstream of TCWTP and work on the buried reaches of the 
interceptor downstream of the lake can proceed at any time during the contract period.  For this 
scenario, the existing interceptor will remain in service until commissioning of the new pipe and 
then be permanently removed from service. 

Year one 

1. Drawdown the lake and place rock fill material in the West End to provide staging 
and work areas. 

2. Replace Manholes 9, 10, 11, and 13. 

3. Modify Manholes 14, 21, and 22 to provide for connections of new pipe. 
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4. Build new manholes on existing sewers above Manholes 15 and 18, extend piping 
from the new manholes to near the lowered waterline (maintain existing lines in 
service and temporarily plug new piping at new manholes). 

5. Modify West Bay and Lakewood Bay manholes.  

6. Clean existing pipe. 

7. Excavate the trench for new buoyant pipe between Manholes 9, 10 and 11, and 
Manholes 11, 13, and 12 in dry conditions.  Haul spoils to offsite disposal at an 
approved site. 

8. Excavate above-water pipe trench for new buoyant pipe at Manholes 14, 15, 18, and 
21 and haul spoils to offsite disposal at approved site. 

9. Replace pipe service laterals, and manholes in the Main Canal. 

10. Perform cleanup in-lake work areas.  

11. Refill lake to full pool elevation. 

12. Mobilize barges and in-lake construction equipment. 

13. Complete in-lake trench excavation, process saturated spoils to remove water, and 
haul to offsite disposal at approved site. 

14. Begin installing rock anchors and tethers for in-lake buoyant pipe.  Attach buoys to 
locate the tethers above the lake bottom for easy access during pipe installation.   

Year Two 

1. Fuse HDPE pipe, float pipe strings onto the lake and begin pipe installation.  

2. Complete installation of rock anchors and tethers for in-lake buoyant pipe. 

3. Complete installation of buoyant pipe. 

4. Test and commission pipe. 

5. Remove rock fill staging area. 

6. Complete cleanup and demobilize. 

As plans for the project proceed, the duration of construction and anticipated impacts will become 
clearer.  The actual construction schedule will depend on the duration specified for the project in the 
contract and the work force the contractor applies to the project.  It will also depend on when the 
project is advertised for bids and when the contractor is mobilized relative to the first available work 
window.  The schedule presented above assumes the first work is conducted with the lake drawn 
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down.  That allows placement of the staging area fill in dry conditions plus several months to 
complete dry work before restoring the lake level and beginning the in-water work. 

Commissioning  

The actual sequence for commissioning the new buoyant interceptor will be proposed by the 
contractor during construction.  The following sequence is provided as a possible approach to 
starting-up the new interceptor.  There are several approaches available, and activities may occur in 
other orders or in parallel.  For example, items 9, 10, and 11 could all be underway simultaneously.  
 

1. All buoyant pipe from Manhole 11 to Manhole 22 and connecting sewers is installed 
on grade and tested, except for a connecting piece to be installed after removal of a 
segment of the existing pipe between Manholes 19 and 20.  All manhole 
modifications are complete. 

2. Set up bypasses from Manhole 19 to 23 and Manhole 20 to 23.  Plug existing 
interceptor downstream of Manhole 19, upstream and downstream of Manhole 20, 
and upstream of Manhole 23.  Do not plug line from Manhole 21 at Manhole 20. 

3. Connect new buoyant interceptor at Manhole 22.   

4. Demolish segment of pipe between Manhole 19 and 20. 

5. Install connecting piece to complete the new buoyant pipe in the vicinity of the 
demolished pipe. 

6. Remove upstream plug at Manhole 23. 

7. Connect new buoyant pipe from Manhole 21 to new buoyant Manhole L. 

8. Plug existing trunk sewer from Manhole 21 to 20 at both manholes to divert 
Manhole 21 flow into new buoyant interceptor and remove bypass between 
Manholes 20 and 23. 

9. Install temporary plug in new buoyant Manhole D where the new line from existing 
Manhole 14 connects. 

10. Connect new buoyant interceptor at Manhole 11 and plug existing interceptor to 
Manhole 14. 

11. Connect new buoyant pipe from Manhole 14 to new buoyant Manhole D and 
remove plug at buoyant Manhole D.  

12. Plug existing interceptor at Manhole 14 to divert Manhole 14 flow into new buoyant 
interceptor. 

13. Complete connections between new manholes upstream of existing Manholes 15 
and 18 to divert flows into new buoyant interceptor. 

14. Remove bypass from Manhole 19 to 23. 

15. Complete cleanup and demobilize. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed buoyant gravity sewer is an innovative approach to the challenge of upgrading the 
Lake Interceptor system.  Buoyant HDPE pipelines have been constructed for various applications, 
but previous use for gravity sanitary sewers is unknown.  However, all elements of this project are 
well-developed and proven in actual installations: 

 Rock anchors and Space-Lay® cable tethers provide a permanent, reliable method of 
securing the pipe to the bedrock under the lake. 

 Turnbuckles on each tether allow fine-tuning of the pipe to grade. 

 Polyester webbing to attach the pipe to the tethers is a common marine pipeline 
practice.   

 Additional flotation attached to the pipe further assures consistent grade under all 
flow conditions.   

 Expansion loops fused into the pipe alignment with mitered joints to achieve a 
sinuous layout is well within the capability of joint fusion equipment and technicians, 
and addresses concerns of thermal expansion and its effect on pipeline grade.   

 Long strings of HDPE pipe towed into place and sunk to grade is a standard practice 
used on many past HDPE marine pipelines.    

 The flexible, buoyant nature of HDPE and the low exposure to lateral forces 
presented by the tethers significantly reduce the effect of a seismic event on the pipe. 

 Effects of long-term creep can be addressed with proper wall thickness selection and 
anchor/tether spacing. 

 Submerged manholes, though not ideal, provide reasonable access when needed as 
evidenced by their use for more than 40 years on underwater sewers in Seattle’s Lake 
Washington. 

 
There are two key issues that are critical to the constructability of the project: 
 

 Lake access and construction staging areas 

 Work window and other permit restrictions 
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The project can be constructed only if the contractor has access to/from the lake for equipment, 
materials and personnel and has an adequate onsite area from which to operate.  Further, the project 
can be constructed only if the allowed work window is of sufficient length, at least 7 to 8 months 
per year for two consecutive years and if no onerous permit conditions apply. 
 
Issues that affect construction of the upgrade primarily from a cost perspective include whether the 
lake can be drawn down, whether the existing interceptor is to be retained, and whether a fill area 
for staging can be built.  A summary of the incremental costs if assumptions made regarding these 
issues are incorrect are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Additional Costs if Assumptions are Incorrect 

Description Cost, dollars Additional cost, dollars
Excavation    
  Partial dry with 16-foot drawdown 1,230,000 
  All underwater 5,040,000 

3,810,000 

Existing MH replacement/modifications with interceptor abandoned     
  Partial dry with 16-foot drawdown 4,180,000 
  All underwater 4,580,000 

400,000 

Subtotal no lake drawdown1  4,210,000 

Existing MH replacement/modifications with 16-foot drawdown     
  Abandon existing interceptor  4,180,000 
  Keep existing interceptor  5,270,000 

1,090,000 

Subtotal retain existing interceptor  1,090,000 

Construct contractor staging area in lake     
  Clean rock fill 200,000 
  Assemble floating staging area for 2 years 2,000,000 

1,800,000 

Subtotal floating staging area  1,800,000 

Subtotal additional costs 7,100,000 

Total additional costs with applicable markups2 15,000,000 

1 Cost difference shown is between a drawdown of 16-feet for at least 8-months and no drawdown.  Other drawdown scenarios 
should be further explored in future design efforts; the cost difference would be reduced for lesser depth or duration drawdowns. 
2 Markups include overhead and profit, bonds, insurance, contingency, engineering, construction management, easements, and 
administration.  Escalation to mid-point of construction is not included but would add over 30 percent to the listed total. 

 
 
Clearly, these cost issues are significant and could of themselves render the project infeasible. 
 
Focusing efforts on environmental permitting with regulatory agencies and easement negotiations 
with LOC at the next stage of the project is needed to determine the outcome of all of the non-
technical constructability issues identified above.  If these issues can be satisfactorily resolved, both 
the in-water buoyant HDPE interceptor and around-the-lake alternatives are feasible. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This technical memorandum presents the improvements recommended for the in-lake alternative 
for the Lake Interceptor Upgrade Project.  The recommended project is the culmination of the 
predesign effort as reported in the preceding technical memoranda, including: 
 

 TM No. 1 – Condition Assessment 
 TM No. 2 – Alternatives Identification 
 TM No. 3 – Modifications to Existing Manholes 
 TM No. 4 – Alternatives Evaluation  
 TM No. 5 – Constructability 
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These improvements are required to address deficiencies in capacity and structural integrity for the 
existing system.  A reach-by-reach description of improvements is included as well as preliminary 
drawings for the proposed work. 
 
Technical Memorandum No. 4 – Alternatives Evaluation concludes with selection of the preferred 
alternative(s) for upgrade of the interceptor system.  At the west end of the lake, the Lake 
Interceptor system would be replaced by new in-lake pipelines on the same or closely parallel 
alignments, direct buried in the Main Canal and either buoyant or pile-supported in the West End 
and Blue Heron reaches.  For the Main Lake reach, either an in-lake buoyant system or an around-
the-lake alternative will be most suitable.  The final selection for this reach will be made as part of 
the Phase 2 predesign process.  The scope of the recommended improvements is shown in Figure 1 
for the in-lake alternative and in Figure 2 for the around-the-lake alternative.   
 
The around-the-lake alternative, despite its name, still requires significant work in the Main Canal, 
West End, and Blue Heron reaches of the interceptor system, so many of the constructability issues 
discussed herein still apply.  However, as the around-the-lake alternative will be developed more 
fully in Phase 2, this technical memorandum is primarily focused on the in-lake buoyant system. 
 
 
  

SUMMARY 
 
An overview of the recommended improvements is provided in Figures 1 and 2 and includes:    
 

 Seismic retrofit of the supports for the elevated segments immediately upstream of 
the Tryon Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant.  

 Replacement of several deteriorated, buried segments near Foothills Road. 

 Cleaning of several segments that are nearly 30 percent full of sediment and gravel. 

 Replacement of much of the in-lake interceptor with either a new buoyant line or an 
around-the-lake pumping and conveyance system. 

 Replacement of the Main Canal Trunk with a new direct buried line. 

For the in-lake alternative, the recommend improvements include construction of a new buoyant 
interceptor to replace most of the existing in-lake interceptor system.  The buoyant interceptor 
would be high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe, installed on a serpentine alignment to 
accommodate thermal expansion and contraction.  The serpentine alignment would be produced by 
mitering the fused joints between specified pipe sections. 

The interceptor would be secured at design grade by tethers anchored securely to bedrock.  The 
tethers would be plastic impregnated cable (Space-Lay® wire rope) attached to the interceptor using 
polyester webbing straps and to the bedrock using rock anchors.  Hardware for securing the 
connections between the pipe and tethers and for fine-tuning the pipe grade would be stainless steel.   
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Additional flotation for the pipe would be provided by air-filled HDPE buoyancy pipe attached to 
the interceptor by polyester webbing straps.  
 
Buoyant manholes would be fabricated of HDPE and secured in place using tethers similar to those 
securing the pipe.  Where the interceptor changes direction or connections are required for tributary 
sewers, conventional manholes with pipe stubs for all connecting pipe would be used.  Straight-
through manholes would be of the tee-top type.   
 
Lakebed material would be excavated where necessary to provide a minimum of 2 feet of clearance 
below the invert of the buoyant pipe.  The excavated clearance allows lateral movement of the 
buoyant pipe as it expands and contracts with seasonal temperature changes in the lake. 
 
All components of the new interceptor system will be designed for a 75 to 100-year life and to 
withstand the design seismic events as follows: 

 No damage during an earthquake that has a 50 percent chance of occurring within 
100 years.  

 No catastrophic failures, but significant repairs tolerated, for an earthquake with a 
10 percent chance of occurring within 100 years. 

As discussed in the Technical Memorandum No. 5 – Constructability, drawing down the lake 16 
feet, to approximate elevation 82.6, is highly recommended to reduce the project cost and facilitate 
construction.   
 
Abandoning the existing interceptor segments, where shown on Figures 1 and 2, is also 
recommended, as retaining the existing line is both expensive and most likely unnecessary.  
However, retaining and modifying key manholes that link incoming tributary lines to the new 
interceptor is essential for future operations and maintenance (O&M) needs. 

REACH-BY-REACH RECOMMENDATIONS 

The specific improvements recommended are described in Table 1 for each reach.  All references to 
pipe diameters mean the approximate inside diameter (ID).  For example, a new 36-inch HDPE line, 
as used in the context of this memorandum, is actually a 42-inch outside diameter (OD) line with a 
35.4-inch ID (for DR 13.5).  HDPE pipe is specified by OD. 
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Table 1.  Recommended Improvements Summary 

Manhole nos. Reach description Recommended improvements 

56 to 10 Main Canal Trunk Replace by direct burial on existing alignment the existing 12-inch pipe 
(and laterals and manholes) with 18-inch pipe.  If lake drawdown is not 
permitted, existing pipe would remain in service, a new pump station at 
Bryant Road and a force main to connect with the interceptor at 
Manhole 10 are required, along with installation of rock anchors to 
prevent manholes overturning in a seismic event. 

1 to 9 West Bay Continued O&M.  Clean pipe to remove debris and anchor manholes to 
prevent overturning in a seismic event.   

9 to 11 West End Replace existing 16-inch line by installing 24-inch and 30-inch buoyant 
pipe adjacent to the existing alignment.  Renovate or replace existing 
manholes depending on lake drawdown.  Lake drawdown would 
significantly simplify construction. 

12 to 11 Blue Heron Canal Replace existing 16-inch and 18-inch pipe by installing 18-inch buoyant 
pipe adjacent to the existing alignment.  Renovate or replace existing 
manholes depending on lake drawdown.  Lake drawdown would 
significantly simplify construction. 

11 to 22 Main Lake Replace existing 24-inch to 36-inch pipe by installing 30-inch and 
36-inch ID buoyant HDPE pipe and manholes on a new alignment.  
Renovate existing manholes as required.  Replace connections from 
existing Manholes 14, 15, 18, and 21 with 8-inch and 18-inch buoyant 
lines.  Alternatively, the around-the-lake pumping and conveyance 
alternative could be constructed for this reach.  Clean pipe from 
Manholes 21 to 20 to remove debris.   

22 to 27 Lakewood Bay Continued O&M.  Anchor manholes to prevent overturning in a seismic 
event.   

27 to 30 State Street Continued O&M. 

30 to 36 and 
35 to 42 

Foothills Road Replace deteriorated 24-inch and 36-inch buried pipe with new 36-inch 
pipe on parallel alignment in Foothills Road.  This City-designed project 
begins roughly mid-way between Manholes 29 and 30. 

36 to 40 and 
42 to 46 

Tryon Creek buried Continued O&M.  Clean pipe to remove debris.  Rehabilitate or replace 
Manhole 43 to repair corrosion damage.   

40 to 48 and 
46 to 48 

Tryon Creek elevated Retrofit pipe supports with structural bracing to meet seismic criteria. 

 

Additional information is provided below on each reach. 
 
Main Canal – Replace the existing buried, undersized 12-inch line in its entirety with a new buried 
18-inch-diameter HDPE trunk sewer.  This work would be completed while the lake is drawn down.  
Replace all laterals from the new trunk to a connection point with existing laterals at the edge of the 
canal.  If lake drawdown is not permitted, existing pipe would remain in service.  In this event, 
construct a new pump station at Bryant Road and a force main to connect with the interceptor at 
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Manhole 10.  A minimum of four rock anchors would need to be installed at each existing Main 
Canal manhole to prevent overturning in a seismic event. 
 
West Bay – The only significant defect noted for pipe in this reach is accumulation of debris in 
some segments, particularly between Manholes 1 and 2.  Review of the original design documents 
suggests all of the manholes in this reach could potentially overturn in a seismic event.  It is 
recommended that the pipe be cleaned to remove the debris and that a minimum of four rock 
anchors be installed at Manholes 2 through 8 to secure them against overturning. 
 
West End – Replace existing Manholes 9 and 10 if the lake can be drawn down (otherwise, 
renovate).  Replace the existing 16-inch pipe with new buoyant HDPE pipe:  24-inch-diameter 
between Manholes 9 and 10, and 30-inch-diameter between Manholes 10 and 11.  The new pipe 
would be on a serpentine alignment to the north of the existing pipe.  A pile-supported system will 
also be considered further for this reach in final design. 
 
Blue Heron Canal – Replace existing Manhole 13 if the lake can be drawn down (otherwise, 
renovate).  Replace the existing pipe with a new 18-inch diameter buoyant line, on the west side of 
the existing between Manholes 12 and 13 and on the north side of the existing between Manholes 13 
and 11.  A pile-supported system will also be considered further for this reach in final design. 
 
Main Lake – Replace the existing interceptor with a new buoyant HDPE in-lake gravity interceptor 
on a new alignment between Manholes 11 and 22.  Alternatively, the around-the-lake solution, as 
mentioned previously, could be constructed and this reach abandoned.  For the buoyant HDPE 
alternative, replace Manhole 11 if the lake can be drawn down (otherwise renovate), and renovate 
existing Manholes 14, 21, and 22 as necessary for connection of new buoyant pipes.  The new 
buoyant line would comprise approximately 3,000 feet of 30-inch-diameter and 7,350 feet of 36-
inch-diameter interceptor and 1,400 feet of 18-inch-diameter and 1,100 feet of 8-inch-diameter 
connecting sewers.  The new interceptor alignment would follow a serpentine path south of the 
existing alignment, near the middle of the lake.  Connecting sewers would follow serpentine 
alignments from existing Manholes 14 and 21 and new manholes upstream of existing Manholes 15 
and 18 to manholes on the new interceptor.  Abandon the existing interceptor through this reach.   
 
Lakewood Bay – The pipe in this reach has no significant defects, however, Manholes 23 and 24 
require renovation and Manholes 25 and 26 require installation of anchorage to reduce the potential 
for overturning in a seismic event.   
 
State Street – No work is recommended for this reach other than continued routine O&M 
practices. 
 
Foothills Road – The City is designing the replacement of this reach on a parallel alignment within 
the roadway.  The structural integrity of this line is in jeopardy from significant hydrogen sulfide 
corrosion of the interior concrete surface. 
 
Tryon Creek Buried – The only noted defect in this reach is exposed aggregate in Manhole 43 and 
accumulation of significant debris between Manholes 36 and 37.  Repair or replacement of Manhole 
43 and cleaning of this segment is recommended. 
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Tryon Creek Elevated – Structural analysis suggests installation of lateral and longitudinal braces 
and associated footings is required to enable the existing piers to withstand the design seismic event.  
The only other deficiency noted in the elevated reach of the interceptor was minor deposition of 
debris.  Retrofitting the piers with braces, as shown on the drawing prepared by KPFF Consulting 
Engineers (Appendix A of Technical Memorandum No. 4 – Alternatives Evaluation), is 
recommended. 

COST OF RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS 

The capital cost of the buoyant tethered HDPE interceptor is estimated at approximately $69 
million in December 2006 dollars.  This estimate assumes: 
 

 Lake level drawdown of 16 feet for minimum of 8 consecutive months 

 Abandoning portions of the existing interceptor as shown in Figure 1 

 Temporary fill allowed for contractor staging area 

 Access to lake provided 

 Reasonable length work windows provided each year (8 months of disruptive activity 
and continuous smaller-scale work) 

 Main Canal Trunk replaced, rather than supplemented with pump station and force 
main 

 Three percent discount rate for future replacement and O&M costs adds $8 million 
to the present worth cost 

 Escalation at 10 percent per year to the mid-point of construction (September 2010 
mid-point assumed) adds nearly $30 million to the total project present worth cost  

 
If one or more of these assumptions are incorrect, costs could increase significantly as noted in 
Technical Memorandum No. 5 – Constructability. 
 
Table 2 provides a summary of the estimated cost. 
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Table 2.  Cost Summary for the Buoyant Tethered HDPE Pipe Alternative 

Description Cost, dollars 
Buoyant interceptor    

  HDPE interceptor pipe—material only 2,730,000 
  HDPE air filled buoyancy pipe with caps—material only 1,420,000 
  HDPE manholes—material only 230,000 
  Tethers—Space-Lay® cable 2,490,000 
  Hardware—SS shackles, turnbuckles and thimble parts 830,000 
  Polyester web straps—12 inches wide, double ply 620,000 
  Existing manholes modifications 2,070,000 
  Rock anchors 6,170,000 
  Excavation—16-foot drawdown 2,470,000 
  Installation of buoyant pipe and manholes  11,830,000 
  Bypass pumping at Manholes 19 and 20 250,000 

Main Canal Trunk replacement 2,460,000 
Foothills Road sewer replacement 850,000 
Blue Heron to Main Canal diversion 170,000 
Retrofit elevated pipe piers for seismic resistance 400,000 
Project subtotal  $35,000,000 

Overhead and profit at 20 percent  7,060,000 
Subcontractor markup at 5 percent 340,000 
   Subtotal   42,400,000 
Bond at 1 percent  420,000 
Insurance at 2 percent  850,000 
   Subtotal December 2005   43,670,000 
   Subtotal December 2006   45,850,000 
Contingency    
   Materials and subs at 20 percent 3,190,000 
   Other at 30 percent  6,230,000 
Construction cost $55,280,000 

Engineering, construction management, easements, admin. at 25 percent 13,820,000 
Capital cost  $69,100,000 

Escalation at 10% per year from December 2006 to September 2010 29,690,000 
Present worth of 75 years of O&M 8,300,000 
TOTAL 75-YEAR PRESENT WORTH PROJECT COST $107,090,000 

 
 
Additional details for this estimate and the four other final alternatives are provided in Appendix G 
of Technical Memorandum No. 4 – Alternatives Evaluation. 
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN DRAWINGS FOR RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS 

Preliminary drawings for the recommended buoyant tethered HDPE interceptor are provided in 
Appendix A.  The drawings show the plan and profile for the interceptor and the contributing in-
lake trunk sewers.  Drawings for the Main Lake reach show primary alignments that would be used 
if the existing interceptor is abandoned and alternate alignments if the existing interceptor is 
retained.  In addition, there are details of the mitered HDPE pipe configuration, trench section, 
HDPE manholes, and the tether attachment to the buoyant pipe.   
 
City staff have prepared preliminary design drawings for the Foothills Road sewer replacement work 
starting between Manholes 29 and 30 and going to Manholes 36 and 42.  These drawings are 
provided in Appendix B. 
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 Oswego Lake Interceptor Sewer Upgrade 

Preliminary Design Drawings
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Portland, Oregon
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Appendix B 
 Foothills Road Sanitary Sewer Improvements

Preliminary Drawings

City of Lake Oswego
November 2005
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